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FOREWORD 

This publication contains the lecture notes prepared for the AGARD-VKI Lecture Series 
on The Aerodynamics of V/STOL Aircraft" which took place at the von Klrmän Institute, 
Rhode-Saint Genese, Belgium, from May 13 to 17, 1968. 

The lecture series was designed to provide . i up-to-date account of special aerodynamic 
problems and aerodynamic requirements for V/STOL aircraft, including a discussion of the 
present state of knowledge, novel aerodynamic a «nces, important areas for research and 
development, experimental and theoretical treatments as well as immediate and long-term 
V/STOL aircraft prospects. It was intended for aeronautical engineers with a need to 
acquire a more adequate background on V/STOL aerodynamics. 

The course was divided into nine sessions of approximately a half day each. The intro- 
ductory session was followed by seven lectures dealing with the different types of V/STOL 
aircraft classified on the basis of their lifting system and with the problems of model and 
flight testing. The last session, introduced with an informal talk on the critical factors 
for the specification and assessment of V/STOL aircraft, was organized as a seminar with 
the participation of the audience. 

The lecture series was well attended as regards both the number and the quality of the 
participants. Ninety-nine people representing ten different countries registered at VKI 
for the course, which was organized under the auspices and with the support of AGARD, in 
collaboration with the von Kärman Institute who had the responsibility for the general ad- 
ministration and local organization. 

We are grateful to Messrs. Ph.Poisson-Ojiinton, M. Wanner and G.Ville of France with whom 
discussions at an early stage were very useful in the formulation of the final programme. 

A special tribute must be paid to the lecturing staff not only for the quality of their 
presentations and the comprehensive and valuable information contained in their lecture 
notes but also for making these notes available for reproduction in time for them to be 
distributed to the participants at the start of the course. 

Our thanks also go to the official, and private organizations through whose courtesy it 
was possible to form a distinguished group of lecturers. 

The Course Directors 

P.E.Colin and J.Williams 
V.K.I.      R.A.E. 
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PAPER A 

INTRODUCTION TO V/STOL AIRCRAFT CONCEPTS AND CATEGORIES 

by 

Ph. Poisson-Quinton 

ONERA, France 



INTRODUCTION TO  V/STOL  AIRCRAFT CONCEPTS AND CATEGORIES 

Ph.  Poisson-Quinton 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

For fifteen years, considerable low-speed research has been directed towards V/STOL 
aircraft*,  i.e. machines able to take-off from and to land on a very small area,  like an 
unprepared field.    Typically,  such a simple air strip is assumed to be bounded by some 
50 ft obstacles,  and to have lengths less than 500 ft for VTOL configurations,  or less 
than 1000 ft for true STOL aircraft. 

Much money has been spent in many countries,  on wind-tunnel studies and on the develop- 
ment of various flight research vehicles.    At least fifty different projects have reached 
the flight-test stage; but many of these V/STOL configurations have barely reached the 
exploratory flight stage,  and also many have crashed.    Some reasons for such poor results 
are well known by the aerodynamicist1. 

First of all,  this type of aircraft, during vertical and transition flight and also 
near the ground,  is much more difficult to handle than aircraft in conventional flight, 
because of novel aerodynamic interactions.    It is very difficult to predict the amount of 
power required to control the aircraft when hovering and during the transition flight. 
It is mandatory to develop sophisticated ground simulators to solve a part of this problem, 
preferably complemented by special experimental VTOL machines,  equipped with a variable 
stability system in flight, such as the X-14 and the X-22 in the U.S.A. 

Another reason lies in the difficulties found in predicting the flight behaviour from 
tests on a scaled model in a wind-tunnel.    A realistic simulation of the rotor/propeller 
or lift-engines is difficult,  and the force measurements require a very sophisticated 
instrumentation.  Moreover, the model size must be small compared with the tunnel size,  to 
preclude significant wall effects because of the considerable amount of energy released 
by the lifting devices.    For this reason new large wind-tunnels,  of at least 20 ft working- 
section and specially equipped for V/STOL tests,  are being designed and built in several 
countries (see References l and 2).    The so-called "full-scale tunnels",   like those of 
Ames and Langley at NASA,  or Chalais-Meudon at ONERA,  are also used for semi-free flight 
tests on small dynamically similar V/STOL models3. 

Lastly,  the V/STOL aircraft safety depends much more on the engine and transmission 
system reliability than with conventional aircraft, as confirmed by several prototype 
accidents.    Some of the new problems arising with V/STOL configurations are given in 
Figure 1.    Nevertheless,  flight experience gained with so many V/STOL configurations over 
the past fifteen years, has led to a better understanding of many specific problems. 
These include the importance of noise and vibration levels, ground erosion and debris 
ingestion during a vertical take-off and landing,  needs for auto-pilot devices and 
instrument landing aids, minimum control power requirements as a function of the configura- 
tion and size, minimum handling qualities requirements,  etc. 

VTOL = Vertical take-off and landing (ADAV in French). 
STOL = Short take-off and landing (ADAC in French). 



Now,  we have reached the beginning of a second generation of V/STOL projects designed 
to satisfy a vital need for new types of vehicles with a full "air mobility" and able to 
use very short airfields,  both for military and civil purposes.    These machines must 
take advantage of the technological progress foreseen during the next decade on gas- 
turbines, on structures and materials,  and also on automatic control and guidance. 

In the meantime,  the aerodynamic 1st must define the best configurations for each 
mission,  combining the vertical ability with a good cruise efficiency.    Part   of the 
difficulty is that there are too many ways of solving the problem, and that all of these 
seem to have at least some promise.    This leaves the designer with a perplexing array of 
alternatives: 

Should the aircraft use rotors,  propellers, ducted fans,  or turbo-jets? 

How should the engines and lifting devices be arranged? 

Should the same engines he used for the hovering mode and for forward flight,  or 
should they be separate? 

How will the aircraft be controlled during hover and transition? 

These are the alternatives and arguments that will be discussed during the lecture series. 
As a preliminary,  I must now explain some very basic elements of the V/STOL principles, 
and present the whole spectrum of the V/STOL field. 

A typical classification of the various types of V/STOL configurations" takes account 
of their ability in vertical flight,  arid of the methods used to perform the transition to 
horizontal flight (Pig. 2). 

We can specify four methods for hovering flight,  using respectively:  large rotors,  free 
propellers, ducted fans,  and jet-engines (with or without by-pass systems). 

To perform the transition between hovering and cruise,  four methods are available: 
aircraft tilting,  tilting thrust,  thrust vectoring, and separate propulsion. 

For each item,  a brief description follows later of typical experimental machines 
already tested in flight. 

2.   VERTICAL  LIFT  GENERATORS 

2.1    Basic Relations 

For every machine able to lift a given load off the ground by means of some engine 
thrust,  it is essential to estimate the price of this vertical thrust,  i.e.  the power 
required (Pig. 3).    Our reference power will be the ideal power required   P^ ,  to generate 
this thrust    T ,  by means cf a jet with a uniform slipstream velocity   Vs , and emerging 
from a given section   Sg . 

If the losses are negligible,  the power is transferred into an axial kinetic energy: 

Pi    =   Kvj- with %   -  Pssvs • 

or P1   =    {pssvs
3 (D 

On the other hand,   the thrust    T   is equal to the momentum change: 

T   =    Vs =   /°VsSs2 • (2) 



Fron Equations (1) and (2), we can deduce the specific thrust: 

T/Pj   =    2/Vfi . (3) 

This basic equation demonstrates a very fundamental fact, namely that from a hovering 
efficiency standpoint,   it  is necessary to accelerate slowly a large mass of air,  as for 
example with a helicopter rotor    (Vg ~ 25m/sec).    On the other hand, a conventional jet 
engine is very expensive for this purpose,  because of its high jet velocity 
(V8 ^ 600m/sec) , while a rocket is even worse    (V8 ~ 2, 50Qn/sec).    On the graph of Pig. 3, 
we have plotted the mean values    (T/P^Vg)   relative to various types of VTOL,  to show 
that our domain of interest is very large and covers two orders of magnitude; 'specific 
thrust from 5 to 0.05kg/ttP and slipstream velocity from 25 to 2500m/sec. 

From Equation (2), we see also that the jet dynamic pressure is proportional to the 
slipstream area loading   T/Sg : 

%   =   i°V8   =   i(T/S8) . (4) 

Wa ohall see that many troubles near the ground,  for example erosion,  debris and hot 
gas reingestion, aerodynamic interactions on the airframe,  etc, are directly functions of 
this slipstream dynamic pressure. 

For the cas,e of a rotor or of a free propeller,  there is a jet contraction behind the 
actuator disc (Fig.4),  and the well known Proude relation shows that the slipstream 
velocity is twice the mean velocity through the rotor disc,    Vs = 2VR , and that   S8 = SR/2 

For a ducted propeller (or fan),  the slipstream velocity is equal to,  or less than,  the 
fan velocity, depending on the diffuser ratio   cr - &J\ .    (to Figure 4,  it is shewn that 
theoretically a ducted fan has a better hovering efficiency than a free propeller, even 
without diffuser effect (see M. Lazareff paper). 

To estimate the hovering efficiency, a figure of merit Hi is defined by the ratio of 
ideal power   P^   to actual power   P    (Fig. 5), and from the previous equations.    It is 
easy to find the relationship between the specific thrust   T/P   (kg/HP) and the area 
loading relative to the slipstream   T/Sg(kg/m2)   or to the disc area   T/SR;    the specific 
thrust decreases as the inverse of the square root of the area loading.    Figure 5, plotted 
in logarithmic coordinates, shows that the price that has to be paid for hovering flight 
(i.e.  the amount of horse-power for a given load lifted) increases very rapidly with the 
disc loading.    On this graph, we have also plotted various experimental values relevant 
to several VTOL research aircraft,  to show that the effective mean value of the figure of 
merit is about   M "a 0.75 . 

2.2   Lift Amplification 

Various methods are available for the amplification of the thrust of a gas generator: 

1. Reheating the exhaust gas to increase the exit velocity (i.e.  the jet momentum) 
for a given mass flow.    This is an expensive process, because of the high fuel 
consumption, and can be quite dangerous for a VTOL aircraft near the ground because 
of the high temperatures and velocities. 

2. Using the exhaust gas as primary flux in an ejector (jet pump).    This process is not 
very efficient and too voluminous;    e.g.  Lockheed XV-4A. 

3. Using the gas generator to drive a second stage turbine connected to a fan or a 
rotor: 

It is very instructive,  following a Stepniewski5,  to illustrate this third method with 
a crude scheme,  to show the importance of such a by-pass system.    On Figure 6,  the same 
gas generator is used directly a«j a lift engine (A),  or to drive a turbine connected for 
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example to a ducted fan (B) or to r rotor (C).    With the simplified assumption given on 
this figure,  i.e. exhaust velocity at the exit of the turbine equal to the slipstream 
velocity,  it is easy to show that the thrust augmentation of a given by-pass system is a 
function of the by-pass ratio and of the resultant slipstream velocity.    This thrust 
amplification is very large for a rotor;    Vg ~ 35oi/sec   gives a by-pass ratio   QR/qt - 200, 
and a resultant thrust twelve times the direct engine thrust.    For a ducted fan with 
Vg ~ HOm/sec .  we have still   qR/Qt - 13   and   T/Tt ~ 3 2 ;    these figures correspond 
roughly to those for the fan-in-wing configuration Ryan XV-5A.    In these examples,  the 
power turbine and aerodynamic efficiencies are arbitrarily taken equal to 0.85. 

The next step is to look at the fuel consumption during the hovering flight,  a funda- 
mental criterion to estimate the relative usefulness of various VTOL configurations.    For 
a given thermal efficiency, e.g.    r]tii = G.25 , and with the conventional kerusene feeac 
value,  it is easy to calculate the specific fuel consumption   C8 - qp/T   as a function of 
the slipstream velocity.    Figure 6 shows that   Cg   increases very rapidly with   VJ#) , 
from   Cg ~ 0.3 for a ducted fan    (Vs ~ 140m/sec)   to   Cs ~ 1kgAg   thrust/hr for a con- 
ventional jet lift engine    (Vg ~ 610m/sec) . 

However,  for practical application,  two other important factors have to be taken into 
account;    the weight of the overall propulsive system, and the volume occupied by this 
propulsive system.    Unfortunately, these two factors increase with the by-pass ratio.    In 
fact, a rocket engine is the most attractive from this point of view! 

Thus,  the useful efficiency of a lifting system must be judged by the ratio (vertical- 
thrust)/(engine weight + hover fuel), as a function of the hovering duration.    The balance 
between propulsive system weight and the specific fuel consumption is illustrated on 
Figure 8.    The higher   Cg   value for a jet VTOL is compensated by a lower engine weight, 
to give a better total weight (propulsive system + fuel) if the hovering time is very 
short.    On the other hand, the helicopter configuration is the best solution when the 
hovering time is large,  for example as for a rescue mission.    Figure 9 shows another 
aspect of this problem for a transport/cargo VTOL aircraft,  with two basic mission roquire- 
ments:  8 minutes of hcver and 1.5 hour of cruise regime.    The partial weights for bare 
engines and propulsive system auxiliaries are given, along with hover and cruise fuel 
weights, as a percentage of aircraft gross weight,  for various VTQL configurations.    Here 
again,  the hover fuel weight increases and the propulsive syscem weieht decreases in 
passing from the rotor to the lift jet configurations     On this graph,  it is also 
interesting to note another fundamental criterion of the VTOL efficiency: namely the 
cruise speed.    Here the conventional helicopter configuration cannot compete with the 
turbo-jet VTOL solution,  for which the cruise speed is about the same as a conventional 
subsonic jet aircraft.    But we have to pay for the VTOL capability by a large reduction 
of the payload. 

Nevertheless,  it is already possible to predict a very large improvement in engine 
weight and volume and also in the specific fuel consumption, during the next decade, due 
to technological progress on materials and on internal aerodynamics.    Some typical trends 
are illustrated in Figure  106'13'19. 

3.   TRANSITION  FLIGHT 

The transition regime,  from hovering to cruising flight,  is usually the most critical 
for VTOL aircraft;    this is defined as the speed range between hovering and a minimum 
speed at which the aircraft can fly on the wing lift alone, without using lift augmentation 
from its engines7:    a tentative classification of various methods for performing transition 

(•) A "Specific impulse",  given in seconds    (Ig - 3600/Cg),   is generally used for the rockets;    it 
is interesting to note that,  for the best liquid rocket,    1   y 400 sec,   in comparison with 



with a VTOL aircraft has already been shown in Figure 2.    Such methods comprise aircraft 
tilting, thrust tilting,  thrust deflection,  and dual propulsion.    Moreover,  there are 
two distinct families of VTOL,  the one using the same thrust generator for hovering and 
cruising flight, and the other using two independent thrust generators for this purpose. 
The following table overleaf gives a list of all the combinations already studied.    Some 
of these configurations are also illustrated in Figures 11-138'9'10'12'13 '15'20. 

The power required during transition varies enormously with air-speed,  and this 
represents a fundamental characteristic of VTOL aircraft.    The power is greatest for the 
hovering and top speed conditions, dropping to a minimum at a speed between one-third and 
one-half t^e top speed (Fig.14).    The transition flight corresponds to that portion of the 
speed range from hovering to the speed for minimum power required.    As previously,  the 
power required for hovering flight can be defined as a function of the slipstream velocity 
from the propulsion system (see Figure 5): 

P8t   =    W3/2/2M/(pSs)  . 

The power required in forward flight (Fig. 14) is the sum of the power required to 
overcome the induced drag, namely: 

Pi   =   2(V»/b)2/7T/?v0i?e , 

and that required to overcome the form and parasitic drag: 

Pp   =    CDt/*V3/2r? . 

The induced drag can be reduced by using a wing of large aspect-ratio;    but it is also 
important to have the spanwise lift distribution as uniform as possible during the transi- 
tion regime, so as to reduce the induced power required between hovering and minimum power 
speed9.    A good load distribution can be obtained by spreading the lift induced by the 
propulsive system along the span,  as with a tilt wing, deflected slipstream,  or jet-flap 
configuration.    In contrast, jet lift or tilting ducted-fan configurations usually have 
Door load distributions,  i.e.  larger induced drag,  and necessitates more thrust during 
transition  (Fig. 15(a)).    Naturally, such VTOL configurations also tend to have poor STOL 
performance.    The shape of the power curve over the transition regime is very important 
as regards flight safety and STOL operation. 

Figure 15(a) gives two typical curves    (P,V0)    relative to tilt-wing and tilting-duct 
twin-engined configurations.    If the machines have barely enough power to hover with both 
engines operating (1.10 Pr required,  for example), and if one engine fails during low- 
speed flight,  the machine must lose altitude until the speed reaches that where flight 
becomes possible on one engine alone.    This speed is much lower for the til  -wing con- 
figuration because of the lower induced drag.    On the other hand,  if the aircidft are 
overloaded &o that they cannot take off vertically,  they effectively become STOL aircraft. 
For take-off,  the machines must run along the ground until they reach the speed at 
which the power required for level flight has decreased enough to become equal to the 
power available.    Here again, the tilt-wing configuration requires a much lower take-off 
speedö. 

4.   CRUISE PERFORMANCE  OP  VTOL CONFIGURATIONS 

V/STOL aircraft,  for both military and commercial use,  will need good cruise perform- 
ance,  i.e.  good aerodynamic cleanness to minimise parasitic drag,  together with a good 
load distribution and a large aspect-ratio wing to ensure low induced drag.    But this is 
not an easy matter for V/STOL configurations primarily designed to satisfy hovering 
requirements.    Such poor cruise efficiency is illustrated on Figure 15(b),  where we have 
plotted the values of specific power versus the cruise speed,  for existing helicopters, 
low-wing loading STOL aircraft, conventional jet transports, and various other VTOL and 
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A) Sane Thrust Generator 

A.l) Tilt fuselage Rotors (Helicopters, conventional or unloaded) 
Propellers (U.S. Convair XFY1, Lockheed XPV1) 
Ducted fans (Various "flying jeeps") 
Jets (U.S. Ryan X13, Fr. Coleopter) 

A. 2) Tilt thrust Rotors (U.S. Bell XV.3) 
Props (U.S. XC142 and VZ2; Can. CL-84) 
Ducted fan (U.S. Doak VZ4 and Bell X-22) 
Jets - 

A.3) Vectored thrust Rotors 
Props (U.S. Ryan VZ3 and Pairchild VZ5) 
Ducted fans 
Jets (U.S. Bell X14; G.B. Hawker P1127) 

A. 4) Vectored thrust 
augmentation 

Gas gener. reheating (G.B. BS100 project) 
Ejector system (U.S. Lockheed XV-4A) 
Bypass System (U.S. Fan-in-Hing Ryan XV-5A) 

B) Independent Thrust Generators 

B. 1) Separate functions 

(lift generators for 
hovering, cruise 
generator for cruise 

(U.S. 
Rotors unloaded (U.S. 

(G.B. 
"  stopped (U.S. 
"  stowed (U.S. 

Props - 

Ducted fans - 

McDonnell XVI) 
Lockheed AH56A) 
Pairey Rotodyne) 
Hughes project) 
Lockheed project) 

(G.B. Short SC-1) 
Jets (Fr. Dassault Balzac and Mirage 3V) 

(U.S. Lockheed XV-4B) 

B.2) Combined functions 

(hovering with lift 
generator + 
tilting cruise 
generator 

Jets (Germany. VJ-101C) 

(hovering with lift 
generator + 
vectored cruise 
generator 

(Germany. Dornier D0-31E) 
Jets  (It/G. VAK 191B) 

(US/G. USFRG project) 



STOL designs8. Here, the specific power S.P. is defined as the power available fron the 
cruise engines (at cruise altitude and speed) divided by the gross weight tines the 
cruise velocity: S.P. = P/trv0 . Furthermore, P/WV0 = DeV0/WV0 = 1/(L/De) where De 
is the effective drag, L the lift, and L/Dg is the equivalent lift/drag ratio. On 
Figure 15(b) the high efficiency of conventional transports is implied by the low values 
of the specific power (L/De ~ 20) . and the poorest efficiency corresponds to the con- 
ventional helicopter (L/De ~ 4) with a very limited cruise speed. The higher values of 
the specific power for the VTOL and STOL types are partly due to the higher levels of 
installed power, but also to the larger drag arising from extra volume, special devices 
for V/STOL performance, etc. The maximum speed of a conventional helicopter is mainly 
limited by aerodynamic difficulties on the rotor blades (Chmux  on the retreating blade, 
transonic drag rise on the advancing blade, etc.). However, the maximum aerodynamic 
efficiency (L/De) arises before  this maximum speed, and its value is very poor, as shown 
in Figure 16(a). Unloading the rotor by using some wing lift can give a better efficiency 
and, for a' compound configuration at least, higher maximum speed (Fig. 16(b)). 

Figure 16 also shows that the tilt wing/propeller configurations have much better cruise 
performance, but that their speeds are limited to about 300 knots, with an aerodynamic 
efficiency lower than for conventional transport aircraft. As regards jet-VTOL configura- 
tions, the cruise speeds depend essentially upon the available propulsive thrust. The 
conditions will vary according to the use of vectored thrust engine matching between hovering 
and cruise, separate cruise engine size, the absence or addition of re-heat for supersonic 
dash, etc. But the aircraft drag characteristics can also play a vital part, particularly 
as regards the Mach number limitations associated with transonic drag divergence, depending 
on the fuselage and nacelle cross sections, wing sweepback and thickness, parasitic drag, 
etc. 

Nevertheless, high speed capability has already been demonstrated on several jet-VTOL 
configurations: 

- With vectored thrust: XVSA fan-in-wing, M ~ 0 7 ; P1127 with swivelling nozzles, 
M ~ 0.9 . 

- With independent thrust generators; VJ101C-X2, M ~ 1.4 ; Mirage 3V, M ~ 2 . 
Both have re-heat on the cruise engines. 

Finally, another configuration, namely the tilt-rotor VTOL, seems to be able to reach 
quite high subsonic cruise speeds, with good hovering capability. 

5. VTOL CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Special hovering control*" usually have to be provided in addition to the conventional 
controls for cruising flight (ailerons, rudder, and elevators), because the surfaces are 
completely ineffective during hovering flight unless they are immersed in the slipstream 
of the lift generators". As the speed increases during transition flight, the conventional 
controls become more and more effective about the three axes (roll, yaw, pitch), and the 
special VTOL controls are progressively reduced in power by means of some mixing device 
for the two types of control. 

During the VTOL phase, trim changes and rotations about the three axes can be achieved 
in a variety of ways, depending on the particular aircraft configuration; as shown on 
Figures 17 and 18. For example, the cyclic pitch changes on the helicopter blades are 
applied to move the centre-of-lift so as to produce rolling and pitching moments, the 
yawing moments being provided by the tail rotor. With VTOL aircraft incorporating lift 
units located some distance from the centre of gravity, differential variations or deflec- 
tions of the thrust vectors are U3ed for angular control about one or more axes. Further- 
more, some auxiliary units located at the aircraft extremities can be employed to provide 
the appropriate moments; i.e. a tail rotor on helicopter for yaw and on tilt wing for 
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pitch; or control jets (supplied with compressor bleed air from the engines) at the wing 
tips and fuselage extremities for roll, pitch, and yaw (Hawker P1127, Bell X-I4, Mirage 
3V). In some cases, e.g. tilt wing aircraft, the ailerons used for roll in cruise also 
operate for yaw control during VTOL, when in the vertical propeller slipstream (Fig. 19(a)). 
In other cases where separate thrust generators are employed, on aircraft like the D0-31E 
(Pig.19(b)). roll control is produced by differential throttling of the lift-engines at 
the wing-tips, yaw control by vectoring the engine efflux, and pitching moments by 
auxiliary jets at the tail. 

6. HANDLING QUALITIES 

Control, safety and handling considerations are intimately related to the performance 
limits of each specific configuration:- 

Safety considerations for V/STOL aircraft require performance and control-path minima 
for the single-engine failure case. For most rotor, propeller and ducted-fan configura- 
tions, safety requirements necessitate absolute reliability of blades and transmissions, 
together with cross-shafting to distribute the available power after an engine failure; 
this is also true for STOL propeller aircraft, like the Breguet 941. 

Dynamic or static instability problems exceeding the capacity of the control and 
stabilisation system, or of the pilot,  have been the cause of many VTOL aircraft 
accidents; at least fifteen accidents have occurred during the last five years. Violent 
oscillatory instability arises with some VTOL configurations, which necessitates more 
complete understanding of the external aerodynamics and control dynamics in both the 
hovering and transition modes. 

Handling qualities criteria and requirements have been studied over the past ten years 
by the AGARD Flight Mechanics Panel and the first recommendations given in AGARD TR-408 are 
currently being revised by a special FMP Committee, taking account of recent quantitative 
V/STOL data obtained in flight  (experimental or variable stability aircraft, see Paper H 
by P.Yaggy, in this volume) and from ground simulators. 

Handling quality requirements are generally presented as a plot of rate-damping  (ratio 
of angular velocity damping to inertia of the aircraft, given in 1/sec) against maximum 
control power  (i.e. control power/inertia ratio, in rad/'sec2), with various boundaries 
for "desired" or "minimum acceptable" handling qualities. Instead of maximum control 
power, the control power per unit control deflection  (or stick displacement), i.e. control 
sensitivity,  is often used. Figure 20(b) gives some typical results obtained in hovering 
on several experimental NASA VTOL test-beds, for roll, pitch and yaw rotations. In genera], 
pilots require much more damping and control power about the roll axis  than about the other 
two, because they want increased aircraft response in roll to reduce the time required to 
correct deviations from a desired position. 

Figure 20(c) gives control boundaries for the roll axis, obtained on a single-axis NASA 
simulator10. Here the Cooper scale rating represents a pilot opinion rating system, with 
numbers from 1 to 10, where a rating of 1 represents "ideal" characteristics and a rating 
of 10 "catastrophic" behaviour. The rating obtained from several NASA Flight Test pilots 
are in quite good agreement with the simulator evaluations. 

Finally, Figure 20(d) shows that the maximum angular accelerations in roll obtained on 
several VTOL configurations are always higher than the recommended AGARD values, which 
prescribe that the control power can be reduced with increasing VTOL weight. In fact, the 
roll control must be powerful enough to serve a number of functions:- 

Trimming the aircraft for aerodynamic, inertial and power plant asymmetries. 

Controlling upset, i.e. maintaining attitude or position in gusty air and in ground- 
effect disturbances, etc. 
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Manoeuvring the aircraft. 

Although VTOL aircraft should if possible be made capable of being flora satisfactorily 
without stability augmentation,  it seems highly desirable and sometimes Mandatory to 
develop auto-stabilisers  for improving the basic longitudinal and directional stability 
of VTOL aircraft. Such automatic stability and control devices can increase the pilot 
capabilities by making his job easier for the execution of specialised missions; e.g. 
flight in poor visibility, precise instrument approaches, passenger comfort, gun platform 
use, etc. 

7. SOME INTERACTION PROBLEMS ON V/STOL AIRCRAFT 

It is evident that the very high energy level developed by lift generators during 
hovering and transition flight must induce many aerodynamic and operational problems, and 
that their magnitude will depend on the particular VTOL aircraft configuration. Some 
problems are due to induction effects  between the airframe and lift-generator slipstream 
out of ground effect;    others arise when the aircraft is in ground proximity;    moreover, 
the noise problem  is always disturbing. 

7.1 Aerodynamic Interactions out of Ground Effect 

The induction effects due to veiy large slipstream momentum in the vicinity of the 
airframe can limit the flight envelope of VTOL aircraft, due to lift loss, or due to 
parasitic moments exceeding the available control power, or even due to the buffeting 
level. Figure 21(a) gives a typical example of the jet/airfrarne interaction arising with 
lift-jet VTOL aircraft (Mirage 3V family). The loss of lift  due to suction forces on the 
lower side of the delta wing, induced by the 8 lift-engine efflux, increases with the 
transition speed. In fact, this lift loss itself is not too serious because, in the 
meantime, the wing aerodynamic lift can increase as the velocity squared. Of more signifi- 
cance, is the increasing nose-up pitching moment  which can be difficult to trim if both 
the jet control and elevon power are marginal. Moreover, if sideslip (yaw angle) occurs 
during transition, a rolling-moment is developed because the lift loss is no longer the 
same on the port and starboard wings. Here again, this sideslip effect becomes catastrophic 
if the roll control power is insufficient to trim the increasing rolling moment and to 
quickly stop the induced roll oscillations. 

In some other cases, such as tilt-wing configurations, a violent buffeting may limit 
the descent performance. Figure 21(b) shows that, for the original Vertol VZ-2 configura- 
tion, it was impossible to fly the aircraft ic  descent when a general separation of the 
flow on the wing upper-surface occurred; this arose because of the large angle-of-attack 
of the wing with insufficient propeller slipstream to preclude separation over the wing. 
The .solution in this case was to improve the lifting capability of the wing by efficient 
trailing-edge flaps and to increase the wing stalling incidence by incorporating a 
cambered leading-edge or a slat. But even with such improvements, as later applied to the 
LTV XC-142A tilt wing aircraft (Fig.22), the rate of descent is still limited by *he 
tolerable level of buffeting  (pilot and passenger comfort) and by vibration (airframe 
fatigue). 

Many other examples of performance limitations due to poor flying qualities will be 
given in the following lectures for each type of VTOL aircraft. 

7.2 Ground Interference Effects 

These effects are very important for VTOL aircraft, because the slipstream or jet 
exhaust is directed straight downwards during vertical take-off and landing. 

Aerodynamic interference of two types can arise near the ground, acting on the thrust 
of the lift generators and on the airframe,  due to the effect of the slipstream:- 
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(a) Figure 23(a) shows, for example, that the ground effect is favourable for a rotor 
because the slipstream fans out as the rotor approaches the ground (Increasing 
pressure and decreasing velocity), so that there is a noticeable lift augmentation; 
this does not apply for a ducted propeller, «hen the thrust loss can induce a 
destabilising ground effect, as experienced in roll on the Doafc 16 (Pig.23(c)). 

(b) The slipstream influence on the airframe depends upon the particular VTOL configura- 
tion, as illustrated in Fig.23(b)). The ground effect is unfavourable  with several 
jet VTOL configurations, due to the induced negative pressures on the under surface 
of the wing. In contrast, this effect becomes favourable  for the case where two 
propeller slipstreams induce positive pressures on the lower surface of the 
fuselage, for example. Such ground effects, both favourable and unfavourable, tend 
to disappear as forward speed is increased (see Figure 23(d)). Here with the STOL 
aircraft, the loss in lift is due to the forward flow along the ground. 

(c) Another problem, arising with the impingement of slipstreams on the ground and their 
reflection from the airframe surface, is that of self-induced disturbances.    In 
ground effect, the aircraft motions are much greater than in still air, sometimes 
forcing the pilot to use full control about all three axes to maintain the aircraft 
attitude. 

Erosion and reingestion problems11 can be very significant for V/STOL aircraft hovering 
in ground effect. Ground erosion and the forces on objects in the vicinity are proportional 
to the outward flow of the air along the ground. As we have seen earlier, the slipstream 
dynamic pressure is proportional to the disc loading,  so that erosion problems are much 
more severe for lift-jet VTOL configurations than for rotor or propeller types. But the 
ground erosion depends also on the type of terrain over which the aircraft is operating. 
Figure 24(a) gives some indication of the tolerance of various types of terrain to the 
dynamic pressure. Debris ingestion by the engine inlet is a problem for almost all the 
VTOL configurations; but hot-gas reingestion  in the jet VTOL cases is more serious, 
because the increased irlet air temperatures cause an engine thrust loss  near the ground; 
these problems are illustrated u.< Figure 24(b)). 

7.3 V/STOL Noise 

Naturally, aircraft engine noise represents a general problem, but tends to be much more 
severe for V/STOL configurations because they have very large installed power and also they 
often operate close to large groups uf people6. Noise and ground erosion are related since 
reduction of the slipstream velocity will minimise both effects. Figure 25 gives a com- 
parison of the estimated noise levels for all the VTOL aircraft family, in terms of 
'perceived noise" decibels. A "quiet" configuration is inevitably a machine with low 
thrust disc-loading (propeller deflected slipstream, tilt-rotor, or helicopter), but a 
oethod of reducing jet-VTOL noise is by increasing the engine by-pass ratio  (fan-lift 
engines). To conclude, it is important to recall also that the noise below the take-off 
and the landing paths can be reduced by steepening the climb-out end descent angles,  up 
to values about twice those in current use with conventional aircraft (Pig. 25(b)). 

8. SHORT TAKE-OFF AND LANDING AIRCRAFT 

8.1 Aerodynamic Parameters 

The ability of an STOL aircraft to operate from or into a small airfield essentially 
requires good low-speed performance16. Thus, we must first look at the aerodynamic 
parameters involved in STOL requirements for take-off and landing (Fig, 26). 
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(a) Take-off 

The ground-roll length is a function of installed thrust/weight ratio   T/W , wing- 
loading   W/S , • usable wing lift coefficient   CL|] ;    a safe take-off speed of    1.2VstaU 

means   CLa,T0 = CLaax/l. 44 . 

The climb angle,  i.e. the distance to clear a given obstacle height,  is a function of 
T/W   and of the lift/drag ratio   L/D   in the take-off configuration. 

This climb capability must be available with one-engine out configurations to satisfy 
some given civilian or military requirements. 

(b) Landing 

The landing approach speed depends upon   W/S   and the usable lift coefficient   CLu ; 
a safe approach speed requirement of   l-3Vstall means   CLu,L = CLmax/*-^ •    Moreover, 
the air distance is also a function of the glide-slope,  often fixed by the available 
instrument landing system (ILS). 

The ground-roll is a function of the approach speed (i.e.  of the approach   CLBax), but 
also of the efficiency of various braking devices (wheel brakes,  reverse thrust from 
propellers or jet nozzles, spoilers, parachutes, etc), because this distance depends upon 
the rate of dissipation of kinetic energy at aircraft touchdown. 

To cope with an abortive landing, the aircraft must be able to accelerate and climb away 
from the airfield;    again,  this depends on   T/W , W/S , and   L/D . 

At this point, it is interesting to bear in mind the minimum safe approach speed as a 
function of the wiLg loading,  for a prescribed usable   CL    (Fig.27).    On the same graph, 
we have plotted the values obtained in flight for several STOL aircraft and for light or 
jet-transport aircraft17, and the approximate ail.''"'1-' lengths required.    The minimum safe 
speed depends also on available control at low speeds     For example, the speed at which 
the lateral control by conventional ailerons can be me  itaiiied in the event of an engine 
failure, on a twin-engined aircraft without cross-shaKing, corresponds to a lift 
coefficient of about   CLu ~ 2 .    A second limit exists for the longitudinal control with 
conventional horizontal tail and elevator system, at   0L   ~ 5 .    Thus, the domain below 
the    [cL = 5J    curve can be explored only by V/STOL aircraft which have special power- 
augmented controls.    For these configurations, a large part of the aircraft weight is 
supported by the deflected thrust of the engines, while the aerodynamic wing-lift contribu- 
tion becomes leas and less important as the speed is reduced (down to zero for a vertical 
landing). 

8.2   Powered Lift STOL Configurations 

The STOL requirement,  i.e. use of an airfield of less than 1000 ft bounded by some 
50 ft obstacles,  requires   CLmax    values much higher than those obtained on a conventional 
wing/flap configuration,  for reasonable wing-loadings;    see Figure 27.    The powered flight 
regime is "that flight regime in which controlled level flight is possible below the 
power-off stall speed,  and in which,  part or all of the lift and/or control moments are 
derived directly from power plants" (see Paper H by P.Yaggy on "Flight Testing and V/STOL 
Handling Requirements" in this volume). 

This power can be either:- 

associated with the aerodynamics of the wing,  to provide a rauch greater increase in 
lift than the vertical component of the thrust generator;  or  independent of the wing, 
so that the vertical component of the thrust generator is then used to complement the 
wing lift in order to support the aircraft weight. 
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Some examples of proven configurations for both cases are given on Figure 28:- 

(a) Thrust deflected by the wing/flap system 

In this case,  the wing acts as a thrust amplification device, the circulation about the 
wing profile being substantially increased. 

The first well-known configuration of this type is the propeller deflected slipstream 
scheme  (Pig. 32), used for example on the STOL Breguet 941, where the propeller slipstream 
is turned downwards by a double-slotted trailing-edge flap system (see Figure 28(a)). 
Such a deflection can also be achieved by using a boundary-layer control flap to preclude 
flow separation, using blowing for example, as on the B.L.C. Lockheed C130.    Figure 29 
explains clearly the successive CL   gains obtained on a conventional aircraft, by flap 
and aileron deflection without and with boundary-layer control, and also with the slip- 
stream of four propellers distributed along the flap span. 

The next step is to deflect the slipstream of ducted propellers,  or large by-pass ratio 
fan-jet engines, distributed along the span (Fig.28(b)10).    The   CL   obtained, es a 
function of the momentum coefficient    (C   = Tc/q0S , similar to a thrust coefficient)    can 
be conveniently split into three parts;    CL0   due to flap effect, the vertical component 
of the thrust   C sin8f , and the   CLT   due to circulation increase around the aerofoil 
section.    The limiting case is -7611 known as the jet-flap scheme, where the propulsive jet 
is distributed all along the wing span (Fig.28(d)), either from a slot ahead of a 
deflecting flap, or by spreading the jet exhaust from a pod-mounted engine16.    The jet- 
flap principle has been tested in flight on the British Hunting 126 research aircraft17, 
and also at full-scale on the blades of the French Dor&nd helicopter rotor.    In the latter, 
the blades are fixed in pitch, while the jet-flap deflection is controlled both cyclically 
and non-cyclically,  to vary the rotor force output. 

Ultimately,  the jet-flap configuration can lead the way to the "propulsive-wing", where 
small fan-jet engines will be distributed inside a thick wing, so as to ensure a uniform 
load distribution,  thus providing a good   L/D   during both take-off and cruise.    The ADAM 
project,  proposed by the American firm LTV,  represents a first attempt towards such a 
configuration, with a low aspect-ratio wing of rectangular planform. 

(b) Isolated vectored thrust 

We have already seen that several VTOL configurations can take advantage of vectored 
thnst engines to direct their thrust in the optimum direction throughout the take-off 
run, so as to obtain the shortest STO performance.    Practical examples include the P-1127 
and DO-31 aircraft equipped with Bristol Pegasus lift-cruise engines, incorporating two 
sets of fully-deflectable double "cold" and "hot" nozzles;    or the VJ-101C with tiltable 
lift-cruise engines. 

It is interesting to illustrate (Fig. 30(a)) the flexibility of such a configuration to 
perform various take-off distances through the range of STO to a conventional take-off19. 
Here,  it is assumed that this lift-cruise engine has a take-iff thrust/weight ratio of 
1.2 to meet VTO requirements.    The first case shown (with a 70° nozzle deflection) is the 
rolling take-off, a favourable VTOL technique to avoid erosion and recirculation problems 
near the ground.    A vertical component of about 1.1W ensures clearance of a 50 ft obstacle 
in less than 500 ft take-off distance, when the aircraft is overloaded.    A 30° nozzle 
deflection still gives a large vertical thrust component (60% W) to balance the aircraft 
weight and a strong propulsive component to accelerate up to a 800 ft take-off.    In 
contrast,  Figure 30(b) shows that a VTOL configuration with separate fixed lift and 
cruise engines does not have this flexibility, because of the fixed thrust vector 
(T/W ~ 1.4) ,  with much reduced option for STOL performance. 

With conventional aircraft,  it is also possible to add auxiliary lift-engines equipped 
with some thrust deflection devices on the nozzles, to obtain very short take-off and 
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landing. Such a scheme will be very attractive for the next generation of STOL aircraft, 
incorporating some very light lift-fan jet engines now proposed for development, so as to 
reduce fuel consumption, noise, and efflux velocity, thereby minimising erosion, recircu- 
lation, etc, near the ground. 

8.3   STOL Aerodynamic Limitations 

The major problems comprise wing lift performance,  limitations in low-speed operation, 
handling qualities,  and stability and control characteristics at very low speed,  loss of 
lift in ground effect.    It is interesting to illustrate some of these points with results 
obtained in flight on several STOL aircraft.    Figure 31lI shows the flight   CL   values 
versus speed, corresponding to   CLmax    respectively at maximum power,  approach power, and 
idling power,  for the propeller slipstream STOL Breguet 941 (slotted flaps),  Lockheed 
C-130B (blown flaps),  and for the jet transport Boeing 707 prototype equipped with blown 
flaps.    On the same graph are plotted the usable   CL   values selected by the pilots for 
the approach.    Although far removed from maximum lift,  these values are above those of 
CLmax    at minimuin power for the two slipstream configurations;    on a conventional aircraft, 
approach speed is taken as    l-3V"stall   based on idling power,  i.e.  80 knots for the 
Breguet 941 in comparison with the true approach speed of 6Q knots achieved in flight. 
The jet aircraft have little direct lift due to power,  i.e. small external jet-flap effect 
with this pod-engine configuration.    But the effect is very different for propeller slip- 
stream configurations where the   CLBax    increases very rapidly with the propeller thrust 
coefficient, as shown on Figure 32,  for the Breguet 941 in its landing configuration1. 

One major reason for limiting the amount of lift used on STOL configurations is to 
obtain a large rate of descent during approach, with a comfortable speed margin from the 
stall speed,  to keep good control and to allow for gust and the flare.    For the Breguet 
941  (Fig.32) the descent slope is about 7 degrees during a "standard" approach with a 
very large safety margin (9 degrees below the stalling incidence).    This descent slope 
can be increased by use of "propeller transparency",  i.e.   a zero equivalent thrust on the 
outboard propellers, giving larger induced drag for the same lift.    Finally,  it is 
important to recall that the Breguet 941 has cross-shafting between the four propellers, 
to distribute the available power along the span after an engine failure.    This is always 
mandatory for the engine-out case to retain acceptable performance and handling qualities17. 

To conclude this discussion of the    CLmax    values obtainable with high lift devices on 
transport aircraft, some interesting results obtained in flight on the Boeing 707 puto- 
type are given in Figure 34 (Ref. 16).  On the first graph are plotted the successive stall speeds 
obtained on this experimental aircraft equipped respectively with the basic double-slotted 
flap    (Vs = 104 knots) ,  an additional Kruger flap of the model 720 type    (Vs ~ 95 knots)  , 
the 727-type triple-slotted flap    (Vg ~ 88 knots)  ,  an additional blown-Kruger flap 
(Vs ~ 83 knots) ,   the experimental blown trailing-edge flap    (Vs 2; 68 knots) .    This last 
flap (with blowing boundary-layer control) installed on the 707 prototype is the most 
effective high-lift system flight-tested.    For a momentum coefficient of about    C   -0.1 
and 70 degrees flap deflection,  a trimmed   CLaax    of about 3 is obtained,   i.e.  about twice 
the initial value. 

As a final point, ground-effect must certainly be mentioned.    This effect becomes 
unfavourable on large aspect-ratio wings when equipped with powerful high-lift devices, 
as on the blown flap-Boeing 707 prototype.    For example,  the second graph of Figure 34 
shows that,  when the wine is very near the ground,   the maximum lift is reduced by more 
than 30%.    Wind-tunnel predictions,  obtained in the NASA Langley 17 ft tunnel equipped 
with a moving belt  (ground velocity equals airflow velocity),  are in quite good agreement 
with the flight results.    The wind-tunnel experiments also show that ground-effect gives 
a drag reduction  (increase of effective aspect-ratio) and a nose-down pitching moment 
(large change in downwash at the tail near the ground).    Such adverse characteristics due 
to ground effect are even worse for more efficient high-lift devices,  such as a jet-flap 
with large jet angles. 
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All this confirms again that Aerodynamic and Propulsion problems are Intimately 
related for V/STOL aircraft. 
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Fig.1     V/STCL and STOL aircraft goals 

SOME V/STOL PROBLEMS" 

HOVERING EFFICIENCY VERSUS CRUISE EFFICIENCY 

SAFETY (1 engine loss, systems reliability, etc..) 

SLIPSTREAM/AIRFRAME INTERACTIONS 

HANDLING QUALITIES during Hovering and Transition 

GROUND EFFECT (Aero-interactions, erosion, reingestion) 

NOISE during hovering and Transition 

ALL HEATHERS OPERATIONS (auto-pilot,  Instrument Landing Aids) 

MULTI-MISSIONS REQUIREMENTS 

USE IN STOL MODE (Performance Gains, additional design requirements) 

DEVELOPMENT COSTS,  MAINTENANCE,  etc... 

PRECISE V/STOL SIMULATION (tests on Wind-Tunnel models and Training on ground simulators) 
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Fig, 5  Figure of merit = hovering efficiency 
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Fig. 7  Thrust generators for hovering 
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Ref. 
hH. JACObbQH 
Agardoyaph 69 

VTOL WITH ROTORS AMD PROPELLERS 
Unloaded   rotor 

Mc DOHhEL   XV-1 

'W 5ELL XV 3 

Ttlt 
propellers 

CURTIbb X19 

bELL x-aaA 

Fig.11     V/STOL spectrum 
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UFT-EN31ME 
DEVELOPMENT 

TRENDS 

mu ADVAftCiO 
LlfT  fAh 

PS 
by-pa«? r©>t"o 

FUäI ^»Kp/hr/KT 

0 

1,1d 

12 

0.M 
@   LIFT   EMGINEb 

tor V/5T0L aircraft 

Th rust/ WcTojVtf ,T/W 16 17 LTft-fan  pod *n»>tdllat*on 

^"^/(Volume^/m2 5 400 £500 
^^^) 

Nozzle, velocity« Hot 610 260 
160 ^^5^5^ r—\ 

o 
<\1 

Exhau&t temp., T ?C &00 110 ^^s    ^^^^> 

a 
Noise at 500ft,PNdb 
(2 pods = 1£ liftangf») 

1i>5 90 Cj*_     l£j               (         ^<<«WAtlCH» UFT FA* 

'' '  L»TfWi 

©   LIFT EMGlMEf)»-VECTORED ThRUST L!FT/CRUIf>E 
2. lift engine*  Rft 16^01 v/bTOL WAK191 b        - .    EM&lME 
MT= 2x2700 kg       ^^      W=i 

1 vectored  lift/cru'be engine RR/MAN  R& 1<M>-12 

€> cJVECTORED THRUST «•« MHUI M« m*n 
wVTO,75ook,     .       EMGltlE \^e^r0mo+o9a^ 
WMO-.9700k9/  0^" 

l.f "ONMEMM 

IMCTEB HI 
(.1.9. eoaraEiiu) 

HAWKER "HARRIER"   p.1127 

T= 6700 kg 
m &RI5TOL - Pegabus" 101 
Irft/crulse.   engine 

Diagrammatic cross section of a Pegasus engine 

Fig. 12      Jet V/STOL configurations 
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2 jeV-enqTne«» PW JT-1dA 

Cruise TL 

(5) Ejector system 
LOCKHEED  XV-^»A|   Thrust" amplTKcatfon  Ta/y   < 1,2 
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(b) bypass system 
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0 

T:5 2*1200*9 

FAM-IH-WIMG 
WITH 

TIP-TURBINE 
(GEb53-5) 

TF = 2*b000 kQ 

6^ 1.-1   (Vjp* ibOm/s) 

Pig. 13  VTOL aircraft with thrust augmentation 
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d>.?owgR   (ieomgep   PULING TRANSITIQM   PLIGHT 
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Figure 15 
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E 

REACTIOtt-JET 
C0MTR0L5 

OM THE  DA55AULT 
'bALZAC'OOl, 

separate 
Compressed        prOpul 5100 
a"r blc^d on KITf} 1 
the o litt engines 

(-lO*/.qt) 

^ I PITCH 

PR?R&e"§8 **    ^ru'5£ Jct enS?we BS.'Orpheue." Ö05 

Pitch 
control 
(not. e.-op) 

b)   REACTION-JET   C0MTR0Lf> 
on THE: HAWKER 1127 , 
vectored   thrust VTOL 

Yaw 
control 

Pitch 
control 

(nose ■ down) 

Figure 18 
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3) LTV   XC-14ZA   TILT  WIMG  CONTROLS 

DURIMG  HOVEQIMG AMD TRANSITION 

COMTROLt) Oh : 

1. ROLL: differencial 
thrust on external 
propellers . 

2. PITCH :i tall rotor 
thrust pitch control. 

5. YAW: differential 
aileron deflection 
Inside  propeller 
slipstream . .^7. Crob5.&h<aftine betwten 

the. four engines and tall rotor. 
VERTICAL   j 4 turbo-prop.  GE T64-GE1 (<v2oOOHP 

LIFT Tt 
/*T> T.0 

1,15 each) 

(b) DORMIER   Do-31 E C0HTR0L5 IM VTOL  MODEL 

(Tt/Wm - 1.1) 

1.ROLL: differential 
lift-engines thrust. 

a.P'TCH: ± nozzle 
thrust at tall • 

5. YAW : vanes in 
lift-jet* exhaust . 

VERTICAL   ( 2 B5 Pegasus 5-2 (Vectored thrust      N 
< ^14 tons) 

LIFT } e> RR Rb 162-4D (Lift thrusU 16 tons) 

Fig.19      VTOL controls 
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(a) T*H-.w*ng deflecKon 

V     WING 
INCIDENCE 

WO [   TO PERFORM  TQAhSITIOn 

°2^FLIGHT 

°       LANGLEY 17'W-T. (scale 0,09) 

<3o—«- 

AMES 40'-60'W-T.(0,6) 

«jte^fe^-.. S 
-Y°: descent angle 

W 
-INITIAL 

SEPARATION 

(b)     M£S */««/ WIND-TUNNEL 
Force tests and tuft  visualization, on a 0.6 Scale Model 

x^ /0 

-5ÖÖ 

30 50 70 
S/>£F0 OF FA/OZ/r,   *ts 

Descent angle: 

Vo 

FLIGHT 

-1500 

Vz 

Light / 
buffeting 

Max. descent 
flown 

RATE OF DESCENT, ft/min. 

Fig.22  XC. 142A tilt-wing VTOL - Aerodynamic limitation during descent 
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(a) FAVOURABLE OM HELICOPTERS, 

0 2 4 6 

end UNFAVOURABLE   OM 

SEVERAL JETVTOL TYPES 

FAVTUUBLE      X-16 ««E^,U?Sr«    P-11*7 
WOUNOEFFECT WOUNOEFFECT 

(«FAVOURABLE   X-14 
WOUND EFFECT 

® b)   SLIPSTREAM/AIRFRAME    INTERFERENCE 

DOAK L7+-F lose. '1    y^sf^\ \ Rolling 
VZA I\V   woment 

L7+> lost. 
on 

duc+ed   n 

_____   fan km 
© O)  DESTABILIZING   EFFECT OM  ROLLIMG   MOMEMT 

3)   EFFECT OF FORWARD SPEED    k L/L( @ 
f LIFT OUT OF 
I GROUND EFFECT 

INCREASE IN SINKING SPEED 
YZ-8 UANOiNCS 

Or "&""* 

IMIWMJW» Wii'lTiipiiimiiu.iwi 

0       10     20     30     40 
APPROACH SPEED, KNOTS 

1.2 

1 0 

1     ' '-co 
^^-HELI COPTER 

.8 

.6 

.4 

/           <- JET 

\.    ,<A- DEFLECTED SLIPSTREAM 

_i_ _1_ 
20 40 60 

FORWARD SPEED, KNOTS L'f> low» in STOL opardKon 

Fig.23  Ground-effect on V/STOL aircraft 

80 100 
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© GROUÜD  ER05I0H 

V(BKC 
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.•-jV/ii'V V"-":» ■.-. - .^-.•.. . ■ ■ 

'ii'iiT-'' 'if'':''-:-'''fi'il'^'v'i'iil'*i*' 
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Dynamic 
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© b) HOT   GA5 

riGESTIOM 

INTAKE SUCTION AUXILIARY INTAKE DOOR 

SURFACE 
WINDS — 

LIFT-ENGINE INLET 

W . 3 
jT   I   ,   1-,   ill      >•)>?>•>!  ) 

FAR FIELD BUOYANCY CENTRAL  FOUNTAIN 

NEAR AND  FAK FIELD HOT GAS INGESTION 
IN VTO 

TT^Tn   , } 

REASONS  FOR CONCERN 

•THRUST LOSS 
• TEMPERATURE RISE OF 

40» F CAUSES 15% LOSS 
OF THRUST 

• COMPRESSOR STALL 
• RAPID TEMPERATURE RISE 

• TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION 

CAUSES 

•BUOYANCY OK HOT EXHAUST 

•SURFACE WINDS 

•CONFIGURATION 
•EXHAUST AND INLET 

ARRANGEMENT 

EFFECTS   OF  WIND 

= 8000 

S 
I uoo 

EFFECT OF HEADWINDS ON REINGESTION 

JT 
S' 

*r. 
so    n     »0     no 
«I« Tt«re»»TUllf.*F 

0       2   *    I    8    10 12   14 
HUOWINO VELOCITIES, Vx>U 

Pig. 24     Ground effect problems on V/STX)L aircraft 
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(a)  PERCEIVED  MOISE   LEVEL 

PM db , <af 500 fl- ,f or GW 60 000 ib 
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1M> 

boiler shop "S>MQ 
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I L L J I L J L 
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J. 
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0I5C   LOADING 

J^Ref  AW  24 6 66] 
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aircraft 
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a" re raft 

V 

Approach Climbout 

@   STEEPER V/STOL  TRAJECTORIES  MINIMIZE 

MOISE OH POPULATED AREA HEAR AIRPORTS 

PiC.25  V/STOL noise problem 
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&lown 

flap 
fy   TurruriQ 
TI   cf f *o«ncy 

1,0 

Rotating    0.6 
^ cylinder 
% +lap        «C 

(a) PROPELLER   SLIPSTREAM        Wf[Z 

(b) CRUISE-FAM  SLIPSTREAM 

Fan-engines 7n podt> 

©EXTERNAL JET-FLAP 
Turb'ne axhausi 

Fan <z.*haut>f 

(1) LT.V.  ADAM   PROJECT 

Jet-flap \ \\\ 

(2)MULTI   TUP&O-FAM 

(d) PROPULSIVE   WlhG (2>) DORAMD   HELICOPTER 
^-^ * bLADE 

Fig.28  Powered lift STOL systems 
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LIFT   COEFFICIENT 

1,5 

0,6 

0 

Propaller  bKpstream 

blowing 

A*l«non 
5. = bo* 

+■ boundary layer 
control on f lap 

_^  
Flap  with boundary lc>yer 

I | b«. pa raKon 

Separated -flow 
on   plain -flap 

5F = 60'- 
Without propeller 

 <^§ 
o<L Clean 
conffguraTion 

0 50 100 150 eoo kt& V« 
LEVEL   FLIGHT   SPEED    ( W/^ = 500 kq/mi) 

Figure 29 

a. FULLY VARIA&LE VECTORED 
THRU5T EMGIHE 

VTO  A«    bftott-      eoo* 
ye. 

VTO 1500«- 

TH-0       0.41W 0,85V        1,04 W \l W 

I  tä JS3   «52, 
Vuv1-1»w *- 
e = eo*   70' b(f 0 

45° 

0 

b. SEPARATE LIFT AMD 
PR0PUL5I0M EdGIMES 

(non vectorable) 

90'0-VTOL 

%Rol!m9 VTO Overload^ 

DI5TAMCE FOR  TAKE OFF OPERATIOMb^ 

0 b50 800 

Wie,»' 
TMc0,75V 

ft Rebuitent   thrust 
Ty-1,aw      TRtU2V 

1) W=A/C ALL-UP WEIGHT ATT.O. 

2H-UW   FOR VERTICAL TO. 

1500 ft 

Pig.30     Combined lift and propulsion for jet V/STOL aircraft 
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LIFT   COEFFICIENT 
LOCKHEED 
C1b0 6 

(VTOL) 

7 

£ 

A 

b 

I 

1 

0 

A k propellers 
y ■»blown -flaps 

\ 

V      -<ilCLwa)la+ MAXIMUM  POWER 

^C<- max a* APPROACH  POWER 

1 \\i 'YAM ~?^li,r^ 

USEFULL CL afr APPROACH POWER 

RYAM 
VZ-3 

V/STOL U A 
I propellers      bPEGUET ^n 

"<X Cu        at IDLE   POWER 

♦slotted . 9A1 ., 4 propellers 
■»-slotted 

■flaps 

■flaps 

LA i    i    i 

^ftOElNG   567 80 
A jet-enqmes 
+ blown flaps 

eo        40        GO        e>o       ioo wi 
LEVEL     SPEED 

Pig.31  Lift characteristics at various engine powers for various STOL tested in 
flight by NASA 

Glide slope: 

Y---5°/      /T:-»e 

/ WIND-TUNNEL 2 
Breguet, scale 1/gih 

Reg ~Q6V06 

— FLIGHT 

Rec «v S-ZO6 

AM 54 TESTS 
Ames 40'x60' W-T. 

Sale l/i6f-h \ FLIGHT 

i Full-spän slit <n^r^\  BR.W-T  liq 
\Sym.LE.-y   V^? >     v '» 

. LANDING    ~^m»r-\—    1/ 
S7< 

CONFIGURATION vt S5< 

/ 
- r; 

PROPELLER     THRUST  COEFFICIENT 

Fig.32     Breguet 941 
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WT0 ^ 17,/» ton«, 
C.STANDARD TAKE-OFF        on~A ,urbroe,(^1100HP) 

Flaps : 45'/ bo * (V^,, ^ 4<2> kh>) ' 

fc 
Roll:4€>Oft Toto»! d»t>tance:9e0fr:$ 

WL -r   17,4   tons 
on' A turb?nes(4*bM)HP) 

Flaps -. W/65'- (Vb= 55 W») 
b.5TAMDARD   LAMDIM6 

. C.CRUI5E 
y~ —    ■ SB        W= 4x900 HP 
fclTo clear 50ft    ZN Stop : €>50ftzN        V  £25 \&t> 

obstocle: 660ff     (yTfb 4 prop. (Z = 10.000 ft) 
raver*)«.) 

btdndsrdi OTanaara      * 

approach    l^V 
slope ror.SJ     , 
conventional **<■ 
aircraft 

-T- max 

•10' 

50 
\ 

60  kfc> V0 
APPROACH   SPEED 

\ 5tandard descent 

.\wiriD ^D        f0 

■flown   by : 
D   MASA  p*lots> 

bREGUET 
p'lotb 

FLIGHT o</ s t>" incidence 

With 
yi   ivy '™w* 'transparency" 
f    6    FLIGHT   PATH5^.^ on external 

AliGLE: ^W propellers 

Pig.33  STOL Breguet 941 low speed performances 
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© Q)   HIGH LIFT DEVICES 

OM VARIOUS LARGE 

JET AIRPLANES .from 
bodng   -fltöht fat>tt> . 

PROTOTYPE» 

70" 

10°     15°    20°     25° 

(6)   SUCCESSIVE   STALL SPEED   REDUCTIOHS 

WITH  HIGH   LIFT   DEVICES  IMPROVEtlEMTS 

AVA   bTALL  bPEED,kt* on the   boemo,  567-00 
j (b.707   prototype) 

I960     61        62       6b YEARS 

2,5 - 

2,0 - 

1,5 

IM GROUND   EFFECT max Q 

^  MAbA 17' Wind tunnel 
/ (w'+h   moving belt-) 

367-80  BLC INSTALLATION 

PRIMARY MV/US- 

I 
A 

d r  . P* Flight 
hT~   "^75^60* ■ HIGHPRfSSUHl 

[NGIM 6d(D AIR 

Vb 
0,09      0,5        1,0 

Fig. 34  Low speed capability of jet transports 
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NOTATION 

Several symbols defined in the text are not included in the following list: 

A area 

a angle of attack 

o-0 mean angle of attack 

AR aspect ratio 

B tip loss factor 

b number of blades 

c blade chord 

CD drag coefficient 

CL lift coefficient 

Cmac airfoil pitching moment coefficient about a.c. 

CH pitching moment coefficient 

Cp pressure coefficient 

CT rotor thrust coefficient 

CQ rotor torque coefficient 

Sp profile drag coefficient 

D/W drag to weight ratio 

f equivalent flat plate area or frequency 

g normal acceleration factor 

y Lock number 

h vertical translation 

HP horsepower 

k reduced frequency 

(L/D)e effective lift to drag ratio 

M figure of merit or Mach number 

M advance ratio 

fi rotor angular velocity 

P power 
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4> tan': v/fiR 

4> blade azimuth position 

q dynamic pressure 

P air density 

R rotor radius 

SPC special fuel consumption 

er solidity 

SHP shaft horsepower 

T thrust 

6 blade geometric angle with respect to shaft 

V induced velocity 

V velocity 

vT rotor tip speed 

03 three-dimensional aerodynamic clamping parameter 

Subscripts 

c control 

cr critical 

d divergence 

e effective 

f parasite 

G gust 

ind induced 

h hover 

m maneuver 

pr rotor profile contribution 

s separation 

W & E wing and empennage contribution 

x freestream condition 

Superscripts 

s stall 
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PURE AND COMPOUND HELICOPTERS 

Paul F. Yaggy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Role of the Helicopter - Present and Future 

Historically, the concept of using air screws for vertical lift and vertical flight is 
very old. Starting with the Chinese top which was nothing more than a toy, progressing 
through Leonardo da Vinci's design in the fifteenth century, and paying tribute to the 
efforts of such men as Sir George Cayley and W.H. Phillips of England, Enrico Porlanini 
of Italy and Thomas Edison of the united States, we are led to the many attempts made at 
achi?ving vertical flight in the early twentieth century. In 1907, Paul Cornu of Prance 
constructed a machine which carried a pilot aloft. Light, fabric covered construction 
was utilized in the rotors and the airframe consisted merely of a single beam with a 
rotor shaft at either end. The machine never flew untethered. In the period from 1908 
to 1929 the Berliners, father and son, spent most of their lives on the development of 
helicopters. In 1909 they built a two engine craft utilizing counter rotating rotors 
which lifted the pilot untethered. Later, they built a vehicle with side-by-side rotors 
and wings. This aircraft included two rather recent innovations in the form of a pair 
of rigid wooden rotors which were tilted  from horizontal in the hover mode to vertical in 
the cruise mode. Other men in almost every modern nation tried to master the techniques 
necessary to vertical flight. These included such eeronautical greats as von Karman, 
Sikorsky, Pescara, de Bothezat, and von Baumhauer. Ihe most pivotal effort in the attempt 
to achieve vertical flight, however, was the work of Juan de la Cierva in developing the 
first truly successful rotary wing aircraft, which he called the "autogiro". The autogiro 
did not actually achieve truly vertical flight. It did, however, lay the groundwork by 
providing the knowledge and technology necessary for subsequent practical helicopter 
flight. 

In the 1930' s, rapid advances in he^copter technology were achieved through the efforts 
of d'Oscanio of Italy, Breguet of Prance, Focke and Flettner of Germtny, and Sikorsky of 
the United States. By the end of that decade, helicopter flight had been successfully 
achieved. However, it was during World War II that the real impetus for helicopter 
development took place both in the United States and in Germany. Many helicopter designs 
were undertaken and several were placed in production.  In the late 1940's, the general 
pattern of helicopter-type aircraft had been fonmilated to a rather complete degree and 
most of the current configurations had been given serious consideration by the 1950's. 
These included single rotors, tandem rotors, coaxial rotors, shaft driven and tip driven 
rotors, side-by-side rotors, and compounded rotor systems. 

The helicopter has succeeded as an operational vehicle because no other aircraft, no 
matter how simple or inexpensive, has been able to compete with jt in the performance of 
certain tasks, .'s Douglas and Schneider point out in Reference 1, the ability of the 
helicopter to hove'- and fly safely in the vertical flight regime, and then transition 
smoothly into the forward flight regime is a unique capability as compared with fixed wing 
aircraft. The decade past has seen many varied programs of research and development in 
the V/STOL aircraft field, all of which, with the exception of the UK P-1157 fighter, have 
failed to produce a type that has been committed to production. The fixed wing aircraft, 
is generally less expensive to buy, maintain, and operate than the helicopter, but the 
helicopter is more cost effective for the performance of certain missions than any other 
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aircraft. Hie use of helicopters in great quantities, particularly in military missions, 
demonstrate." that its mission effectiveness is worth the increase in cost because it can 
do something which no other aircraft can do with comparable efficiency. 

Presently, the helicopter is used in operational procedures which take advantage of 
characteristics other than the ability to hover. The low downwash produced by the slowly 
turning large rotor has important implications in operating over environments where 
Ingestion due to re-circulation car occur from such soil characteristics as sand and 
gravel. Improvements in the reliability, maintainability, and functional capability have 
further enhanced the desirability of the helicopter for many applications. Although many 
other aircraft such as the Heliopl&ne, the Dornier 2", the Scottish Pioneer, and'other 
STOL aircraft have been used to attempt the hovering and low speed mission requirements, 
these aircraft were functionally incapable of performing the variety of missions under 
adverse operational circumstances that the helicopter could perform. Recent innovations, 
■any of which will be discussed during this lecture series, are capable of hover and 
vertical flight, but all have failed to compete satisfactorily with the helicopter for 
missions requiring speeds below 200 knots because of the increased complexity, higher low- 
speed fuel consumption, greater costs, and higher downwash velocities which result from 
their use. Ibis circumstance could change in the future as the technology of VTOL aircraft 
advances. 

The present utilization of helicopters finds many and varied uses. In the military role, 
we find the helicopter employed in tasks such as; light observation, light tactical 
transport, medium transport, armed escort, anti-submarine warfare, air-sea rescue, vertical 
replenishment, in-shore replenishment, and general utility. Examples of civil uses are 
short haul transportation, police patrol, aerial surveys, and aerial spraying for agri- 
cultural and pest control projects. These many and varied uses are represented pictorially 
for several American helicopters in Figure 1. It is apparent that the projected use of 
the helicopter extends far into the future. The helicopter configuration is by no means 
stabilized. The advent of new technologies, such as compounds, slowed, stopped, and 
trailed or retracted rotors (in addition to the conventional configurations of single rotor 
and tandem rotor helicopters), indicates a strong interest in the rotary wing as a continuing 
means of both military and civil transport. The recent commitment by the US Army for the 
production of an armed compound helicopter indicates the conviction that this vehicl is, 
at least at present, superior in its capabilities for certain missions over all othe: 
contenders. The appearance of very large heavy lift helicopters has opened an entirely 
new field of applications which cannot be performed competitively by any other known vehicle. 
It is because of the projection of future use of the helicopter in this manner that con- 
tinued efforts in research are required, not only to stabilize the configuration, but to 
systemmatize and organize the technologies and produce design mathematical models which 
will permit the major technical advances required to realize the potential of this highly 
complex machine. 

1.2 Trends in Performance and Design 

Records indicate that a fourfold increase in the yearly production of helicopters in the 
free world has taken place within the past ten years. It will be of int zest to our study 
at this session to examine the trends which have led to this remarkable increase in utiliza- 
tion. Perhaps the most significant advance is represented by the progress made in helicopter 
power plants. The transition from piston engines to gas turbine engines enabled a sizable 
increase in the overall performance of the helicopter. The trends of specific fuel con- 
sumption and specific .»eight of the power plants are indicated in Figure 2. Although 
further reductions in specific weight will be small, there is yet hope for additional reduc- 
tion in specific fuel consumption. Reliability and maintainability of these power plants 
has increased, but has been somewhat hampered by the environment in which the engine must 
operate. Reingestion problems of foreign materials, as well as vibration have compromised 
the reliability and maintenance functions. However, it is believed that continued research 
will improve these characteristics. Filtering devices which can avoid pressure losses are 
being devised and vibration is a subject of continuing research to reduce its influence. 
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Another major factor in the increased use of helicopters i.« the trend towards increased 
cruise speeds. In 1947 a noted authority, Dr J.A.J. Bennett, stated that the upper limit 
of the speed of pure helicopters would be 150 miles per hour. This seemed optimistic at 
the time, since few of the existing helicopters could reach even 100 miles per hour. In 
1953, when the YH-21 and XH-39 had reached this speed, many felt that further increases 
in speed were not to be expected. This pessimism was net shared by Prof. Rene Miller of 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who made the declaration that speeds of 170 knots 
would shortly be obtained. As can be seen from Figure 3, Prof. Miller's prediction was 
verified and ten years later the French Super Prelon attained a speed ul  189 knots. This 
trend has been continued and recently the Lockheed XH-51A has demonstrated speeds in excess 
of 200 knots in the pure helicopter mode. Figure 3 also indicates the trend of compound 
speeds, and it is anticipated that additional increases in speed capability can be expec- 
ted. Some manufacturers now project cruise speeds for pure helicopters in excess of 200 
knots. As is indicated in Reference 1, from which Figure 3 has been extracted, a con- 
venient measure of aerodynamic efficiency is given by the ratio of gross weight to flat 
plate area. This ratio has increased from 400 to over 1000 in the past ten years as a 
result of drag reduction cleanup exercises and increases in allowable gross weight. At 
the same time, installed power loading has been reduced from ten to six as a result of 
increased power available, increased design hover ceilings, and increases in gross weight 
with minimum increase in size. 

The trend has been toward higher disc loadings, and therefore higher downwash velocities. 
Disc loadings doubled in the period frou 1950 to the present. However, there is a decided 
reduction in the rate of increase in recent years. Disc loadings in excess of 15 pounds 
per square foot are not particularly welcome by many users, particularly in marginal 
terrain conditions where loose soil or water are present. Military users are much more 
content with disc loadings around ten pounds «r square foot. However, the use of higher 
disc loadings has not been precluded. The aeroelasticity of the rotor system has received 
considerable discussion in recent times and can be a matter of misconception unless viewed 
carefully. The introduction of so-called "rigid" rotor systems has, to some degree, led 
to the belief that more rigid systems are being employed. However, it should be noted that 
although the mechanical hinge has been removed, equivalent flexibility has been incorpora- 
ted into the hub systems. An outstanding contradiction to this fact is the Bölkow 105 
rotor system, which is truly a more rigid system. The effects of additional rigidity on 
rotor aerodynamics is important and will be discussed in more detail later in the lecture. 
Much effort has been made in recent years to obtain a better understanding of the aero- 
elastic phenomena. Some progress has been made but considerable additional research is 
necessary. Since this lecture series deals primarily with aerodynamic problems, no attempt 
will be made to discuss in detail other items which contribute to the increased usage of 
the helicopter. However, a brief itemization is included. These items are: improved 
structural materials, simplification of rotor parts such as rotor hubs, increased power 
transmission efficiencies, improved safety records, reduced vibration levels, and a less 
than expected vulnerability factor. 

1.3 Combinations and Permutations of Rotorcraft Design 

The trends indicated in the previous section have driven the helicopter designer to 
consider requirements which exceed those of the conventional rotor systems with which he 
has been employed. The lack of understanding of many basic fluid mechanics problems in 
addition to those of structures and mechanics, has tempted many designers to avoid these 
problem areas rather than obtain their solutions. This has resulted in such concepts as 
compounded systems, where fixed aerodynamic surfaces are employed to unload the rotor in 
the high speed flight condition and forward propulsion is provided by auxiliary power 
plants, and in composite aircraft which employ various techniques such as tilting the 
rotor to become a propeller and stopping the rotor to either carry lift in its stopped 
condition or to be folded, in which case it is either trailed or stowed. Each of these 
techniques has merit and no criticism is intended but the implication is clear that at 
least in some speed regimes, these techniques avoid the real issue which is to effectively 
solve problems that limit pure rotor applications. Some designs have sought to alleviate 
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so.ie of the basic problems which are peculiar to rotary wing devices through the use of 
variable geometry, circulation control, and the advancing blade concept. Again, each of 
these has merit, but the great profusion of combination.« and permutations which are 
appearing on the scene emphasize the fact that basic understanding is lacking and a 
stabilization of helicopter configurations analogous to the stabilization in fixed wing 
aircraft on the cantilever monoplane configuration not only has not been obtained, but is 
not in sight. 

It cannot be clearly stated at this time whether or not it would be desirable to attempt 
a stabilization of configuration. It was only through continued research and much experi- 
ment that stabilization of configuration took place in fixed wing aircraft. The extreme 
comj.laxity and high degree of sophistication in the problems of helicopters have dis- 
couraged intensive aid sophisticated research of the problems. However, as will be dis- 
cussed in this lecture, there is considerable impetus implied in present and projected 
roles for the helicopter to give good justification to a continued and more sophisticated 
research effort. 

1.4 General Limitations of Rotorcraft 

The full listing of limitations of rotorcraft would require considerable detail. Since 
the intent of this section is to provide only introductory remarks, broad characterizations 
of these limitations will be made. This is not meant to infer that the helicopter is 
plagued with an undue quantity of limitations, since a full statement of limitations on 
any vehicle is a formidable task. When the problems of power plants and transmissions are 
removed from consideraticn in the discussion of limiting factors, those problems remaining 
for consideration are primarily associated with the rotor system. 

Hovering performance is no longer considered to be a major problem for the helicopter. 
The improvement in gas turbines and lighter weight transmissions has provided the designer 
with a wide range of hover capability. The requirements for hovering at high altitude and 
the specification of hovering at 6000 feet on a 95°P day have increased the capability of 
the helicopter to perform adequately at zero airspeed for most mission requirements. 
However, to secure good hovering over a wide range of conditions usually requires e. com- 
promise of the high forward speed of the aircraft. This limitation is undesirable and 
research efforts should be devoted towards devising systems which can relieve this 
limitation. 

Roughness and vibration have continually plagued the helicopter throughout its existence. 
Although in most regimes of operation present helicopters are smoother than their pre- 
decessors, at the more severe flight conditions encountered the vibrations can reach quite 
severe levels, usually the most annoying or critical vibrations occur in the transition 
from hovering to forward flight, in the landing flare maneuver near the ground, and at high 
forward speeds. The cure for these vibration limitations is not readily apparent and will 
await the outcome of future research. The problem is extremely complex since it deals with 
dynamic coupling of the rotor and the fuselage with the initial source of excitation arising 
from the detailed structure of the highly complex rotor airflow. Rotor shed vorticity and 
trailing vortex systems in rotary wing flow are an order of magnitude more complicated 
than that behind an ordinary high aspect ratio wing. Individual wakes interact not only 
with adjacent wakes, but directly with the blades of the rotor. Thus the rotor tends to 
lay down its own rough road over which it must then move. The most desirable cure for 
these vibration problems is at the source. Considerable research is necessary to begin to 
understand the procedures by which this can be accomplished.  In the high speed mode, the 
rotor system is most severely limited by a combination of stalling and compressibility 
phenomena. At high advance ratios and high speed, stalling of the retreating blade and 
high tip Mach number on the advancing blade occur as the relative wind at the airfoil of 
the retreating blade becomes smaller, while that at the advancing blade moves into the 
sonic range. At the point of stall, severe pitching moments and drag rise can occur 
without a drastic loss of lift, and severe loads are imposed on the control system. This 
has been the limiting condition. Recently it has been recognized that stall flutter car» 
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be a limiting factor once the peak angle of attack for the airfoil is reached. This 
phenomenon occurs as first node torsion of the blade, with very high root isooents fed 
into the control system. Although very few cycles of oscillation occur before being 
damped out as tne blade progresses to a more favorable portion of the azimuth, the stress 
cycles imposed can be very damaging. 

The high Mach number on the advancing blade can lead to non-steady shock formation, 
with an accompanying increase in drag and a change in pitching moments. The Mach numbers 
of advancing blades often exceed 0.9 but generally this is accompanied by a rather sharp 
increase in power required as the Mach number exceeds 0.9 by any sizable amount. Noise 
radiation from the tip also increases rapidly. The shock formation on the advancing 
rotor blade tip is not understood at the present time. Much research effort is needed to 
permit progress toward a solution of this problem. In this regard, recently the whole 
question of the nature of the boundary layer on a rotor has come up for reexamination. 
Progress is being made in the comprehension of these complex boundary layer problems and 
meaningful relaxation of this limitation may be accomplished as a greater understanding 
of the boundary layer phenomena is gained. 

The final limitation to be noted at this time is simply that of propulsive capability. 
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the conventional helicopter rotor as a propelling device 
with the capabilities of other current rotary wing devices. It is seen tfrat with current 
technology, the pure helicopter is limited to speeds approximately 200 knots aisl lower. 
This factor of course, gives rise to the compounds and composites. 

1.5 Recent Trends in Helicopter Research and Development 

The combinations and permutations of rotorcraft design which have appeared, and the 
recognition of the general limitations of rotorcraft which have been mentioned in the pre- 
ceding section have caused a general reconsideration on the part of many researchers of 
the research and development efforts which are being put forth in the rotary wing field. 
In his assessment of the problem in Reference 2, Prof. J.P. Jones points out the fact that 
the helicopter is perhaps the most advanced form of flying machine. His justification for 
this is that the functions of lift, propulsion, and control are completely integrated into 
the rotor system. Since more than enough lifting thrust to balance the pull of gravity is 
built in, only a slight inclination of this thrust in the required direction should be 
sufficient for propulsion. Similarly, the forces required to maneuver an aircraft are 
much less than its weight, so that control is possible merely by tilting the thrust vector 
rather than by distorting some "semi-rigid" portion of the structure which is well removed 
from the center of gravity. However, propulsion and control by slight tilting of the 
thrust vector implies that the plane of the rotor is almost parallel to the line of flight, 
and from this the many troubles associated with rotary wing aircraft begin to flow. 

The inability of the inboard sections of rotating lifting surfaces to generate the same 
load as the outboard sections forces a non-uniform load distribution. The situation is 
aggravated by the need to keep the blades small in order to reduce the profile drag. The 
periodicity of the relative wind speed in the plane of the disc gives rise to continual 
fluctuations in both lift and moment. These, of course, are accommodated by a combination 
of hingeingthe blades and cyclic variation of the rotor blade pitch angle from high values 
on the retreating side to low values on the advancing side. Thus, as described above, the 
retreating blade, which is already heavily loaded in hover, is worked at even higher lift 
coefficients and at a sufficiently high forward speed, stall is inevitable.  On the 
advancing side, the incidence may even become negative while the relative wind speed 
approaches the speed of sound. Consequently, increases in forward speed of the helicopter 
can be expected to lead to flow separations with increases in power required and loss of 
lift on both sides of the rotor disc. And, of course, the problem of reversed flow occurs 
and Us importance is not yet fully understood. These factors eventually lead to vibration 
inputs which become excessive as a result of the asymmetries introduced. 
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Although these factors have been recognized from the earliest days of the helicopter, 
they have been either considered insurmountable or generally ignored. Nevertheless, they 
constituted an imposing barrier to higher forward speeds uf the helicopter. But then, no 
one considered the helicopter as much of a high speed machine because of the cumbersome 
and bulky body lines imposed by power plants and other components. Therefore, the heli- 
copter was relegated in the minds of most designers to a novel machine which could accom- 
plish certain basic vertical flight requirements, but which held little interest as an 
effective and productive aircraft in the air transport field. Ironically, many researchers 
failed to see problems worthy of their efforts in the rotary wing field, since they 
viewed the prospect of any real advance as being very bleak indeed. The primitive appear- 
ance of helicopters in general has not helped this situation. The extreme sophistication 
cf the fluid mechanics problems involved have also helped to discourage logical and 
meaningful research on these problems. The profusion of non-linearity in the aerodynamic 
relationships caused many capable researchers to turn to the more direct and simple solu- 
tions of supersonic and hypersonic flight. 

The most obvious solution for many of the problems apparent in the helicopter was to 
slow the rotor rotational speed to alleviate the advancing blade problems. This, of course, 
required unloading the rotor and required the addition of fixed surfaces to absorb the 
loss in lift. This means of resolving the problem is extremely limited in that the area 
of reverse flow on the retreating side of the disc is soon increased, and with it, the 
general asymmetry. Further, the loss in propulsive force requires the addition of an 
auxiliary propulsive system. Again quoting from Prof. Jones, the obvious step is then 
either to throw the rotor away, or stop and fold it into as small a volume as possible to 
stow it, or to incorporate the blades in some way into the main lifting system. This line 
of reasoning soon leads well beyond the helicopter concept and into the many varied forms 
of V/STOL aircraft which we have today, of which perhaps the ultimate is the direct jet 
lift V/STOL aircraft with separate lift and propulsion engines. Ail of these efforts have 
been done in the name of research and development for that is exactly what they are. 
However, for many modes of V/STOL flight, the most promising ideas make continuous use of 
the rotor. Many of these will be discussed by other lecturers during this series. Our 
discussion will be limited to those ideas which utilize the rotor for all regimes of 
flight, whether with or without auxiliary lifting surfaces, and to that concept known as 
the stopped and stowed rotor, which in essence throws the rotor away for a portion of the 
flight regime. 

It is impressive that only recently have many of the rather basic problems associated 
with rotorcraft been undertaken by aerodynamicists. Most of these problems have been 
approached previously by simple engineering solutions based on rather empirical approxima- 
tions derived from rather limited experimental investigations. Recently, a strong interest 
has been shown in the solution of these complex fluid mechanics problems by many capable 
aerodynamicists in many countries. Perhaps one reason for this resurgence of interest 
rests in the arrival of very large computers, which can render solutions for the variety 
of non-linear equations which arise when one attempts to construct adequate mathematical 
representations of the complex fluic motions in the rotary wing flon field. 

The trend of helicopter research efforts is based on attacking the problems from new 
concepts. The adequacy of previous concepts has been recognized as insufficient to solve 
the many complex problems which exist.  It is of interest to note that this is a complete 
revolution against current methods which are based upon mathematical formulations of long 
standing acceptance throughout the aircraft establishment, surprisingly enough without 
proof. These include the basic formulations of flow through the rotor based upon equations 
generated by dauert, and others which are a mixture of simple momentum and lifting line 
theories. That is, a direct coupling is established between the momentum of the fluid 
flowing through the elemental area and the lift generated on the portions of the blades 
which occupy that elemental area. These simple relationships have ignored many of the 
very basic problems which are now considered to be within the grasp of formulation, or 
whose formulation is realized to be essential to the understanding of the problem.  In 
short, it has been recognized that a much more complete and comprehensive understanding of 
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rotor flow mechanics must be acquired before the potential of rotorcraft can be 
realized. 

It is of interest to note the various fields of endeavour which have evolved as a 
result of the recognition of the shortcomings in previous approaches. The application of 
the simple strip theory, for example, works well enough with low disc loadings in the 
hover mode. However, since this theory fails to consider such things as slip stream 
contraction and the effects of wake interaction, both in the hover mode and in the trans- 
lating case where the wake has strong interaction with the rotor disc, this method is not 
adequate. It has been massaged in the past by introducing many empirical or semi- 
empirical factors, and reasonable results have been obtained for specific cases. However, 
the application of these methods to other design considerations is without verification 
and produces no confidence in the results. The effects of non-steady aerodynamics, aero- 
elasticity, non-steady boundary layers, non-planer wakes due to non-uniform induced 
velocities, wake interactions, vortex shedding and starting due to non-steady conditions, 
chordwise and spanwise variations of flow conditions, and the reversed flow condition 
existing on the retreating blade side of the disc are a-eas which are currently under 
study. All of these introduce highly non-linear sets of equations to describe the flow 
characteristics. They attack the problems on the basis of exact representation of the 
phenomena rather than on empirical correction factors. In the past, much of the blame 
for the failure of empirical systems has been placed on inadequate section airfoil data. 
It is more likely that the flow conditions in which the airfoil operates are so much 
different from the two dimensional case in which the airfoil data were acquired, that +he 
use of these data is probably invalid. Thus, capable researchers are attempting to right 
the wrong which was begun by approaching these problems from the standpoint of two dimen- 
sional flow phenomena rather than an understanding of the complex flow which actually 
exists on the rotor. New theories and mathematical models are being formulated. These 
are being built from the sophisticated base which considers the high ncn-linearities of 
the systems. Further, it has been realized that the formulation of these models can only 
be successful if their adequacy is verified in experiment. Consequently, considerable 
effort is being devoted toward the perfection of new and unique means for measuring the 
flow phenomena of the rotary wing. 

It is to be emphasized that efforts to date have only begun what will prove to be a 
highly demanding and time consuming research effort. Progress which has been made to date 
has resulted from a new attitude with new standards and new aims in the attack on the 
fluid motion problems of rotor craft. Future work will demand a closer coupling between 
the aerodynamicist and the aeroelastician.  It must be recognized that the techniques and 
technology acquired from fixed wing research should be utilized to the maximum degree 
possible, but that an even higher degree of sophistication is necessary to accomplish the 
task. Further, research for its own sake will not necessarily be a valuable tool.  In 
addition, research in the rotary wing field cannot always be directed towards a new genera- 
tion of aircraft or a new speed bracket, but in man" instances must be directed towards 
building a better foundation for current application and in some instances must be 
directed towards providing engineering improvement of vehicles already employed. 

It will be our goal in succeeding sections to evaluate the current state of research 
and development in several areas pertinent to rotorcraft and its design. While no attempt 
will be made to provide a complete analysis, it is desired that the reader's interest will 
be stimulated by a presentation of current trends and future research opportunities in 
the field of rotorcraft. 

2. LIFTING ROTORS IN HOVER 

2.1 Summary of Prediction Methods for Estimating Hover Performance 

The trend toward helicopters of larger size with higher installed power loadings has 
produced rotor designs which tend to optimize at higher disc loadings with higher 
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solidities operating at higher tip speeds. Thus, although it was indicated in the intro- 
ductory remarks that hovering performance is no longer considered to be a major problem 
for the helicopter, new problem areas have arisen as a result of the inadequacies of 
current computational methods to predict hover performance. Further, since for every 
percentage point gained in static lift capability four percent is gained in payload, a 
continued effort to increase hover efficiencies is justified. The trend of hover figure 
of merit with increased disc loading and solidities is indicated in Figure 5. In this 
figure, the hover figure of aerit (M) is total aircraft figure of merit and not rotor figure 
of merit which may approach as high as 0.8. It is seen that the demands of the high 
performance, high speed helicopter whicn often times results in short, rather low aspect 
ratio blades and high disc loadings has a serious compromising effect on the hover figure 
of merit. It will be our intent in this section to review some of the various methods for 
calculating hover performance, and to illustrate by use of experimental evidence the 
degradation which occurs with increased blade loading, increased number of blades, and 
increased tip Mach number. The aerodynamic interference between blades and its importance 
to the hover performance problem will be investigated. 

The most simple analysis of performance in the hover mode is attributed to Glauert, who 
postulated a relation between the momentum and blade element theories to derive a general 
expression for the velocity induced at any point on a helicopter rotor that is in hover. 
Derivation of this relationship can be found in many texts such as Reference 3. In this 
analysis, the airflow is assumed to be steady and uniform over the area of the disc and 
viscous effects are ignored. This method of prediction has been utilized for many years 
for the relatively low disc loading helicopters of previous periods with good success. It 
was modified to account for blade tip effects by Goldstein and Lock. The method uses 
standard two-dimensional airfoil data and generally any errors which result from its use 
have been attributed to inadequacy of the two-dimensional data. The ease with which this 
computational process may be accomplished has been ennanced by the digital computer. Itera- 
tive solutions using appropriate two-dimensional airfoil characteristics to account for 
local stall and compressibility effects can now be utilized to accomplish a "non-linear 
strip theory" type of computation. The non-dimensional performance charts of Reference 4 
were developed in this manner. 

As a need for computations of more accuracy dealing with more highly loaded discs of 
higher solidity was presented, it became obvious that the three-dimensional problem must 
be attacked. It further became evident, that the rotor wake must be considered in any 
analysis of the three-dimensional problem. The basic vortex theory which was derived 
describes the wake by a spries of cylindrical vortex sheets representing the radial varia- 
tion of circulation. This employed an infinite number of blades. Trandtl, in iteference 5, 
derives an approximate correction to the vortex theory for a finite number of blades. 
Goldstein, in Reference 6, improved the vortex theory using a wake model consisting of a 
series of helicoidal surfaces of constant helix angle, one for each blade. These wore 
assumed to move downward uniformly at the average momentum velocity, and the effects of 
wake contraction, viscosity, and non-uniform downwash on the wake shape were neglected. 
Lock, in Reference 7, further modified this method to account in an approximate fashion 
for the non-uniform downwash, applying Goldstein's analysis to each radial segment and 
assuming it operates independently within an optimum spanwise loading. The overall down- 
wash was assumed to be uniform for each radial segment, but having a different value for 
each segment except where the optimum spanwise loading is actually achieved, in which case 
the solution is exact. The Goldstein-Lock analysis accounts for tip effects within the 
assumptions applied and eliminates the need for an arbitrary tip loss factor. However, the 
limitation of an assumption of a non-contracting wake still existed. It was not important 
in the development of this particular theory, since it was derived for propellers operating 
in axial flight. 

These previous methods had imposed a restriction assuming optimum spanwise loading. 
This restriction was eliminated by Willmer in Reference 8 where he simplified a wake model 
to the form of a stack of plain vortex sheets under each blade at a given instant. The 
wake spacing was determined to be that resulting from an average axial momentum velocity. 
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A Fourier series was employed to represent the radial variation of circulation and the 
resulting downwash. Ihis method provided a more accurate treatment of spanwise three- 
dimensional effects, but did not remove the limitation of a non-contracting wake. Further 
the flow r.ear the tip was less accurately represented due to the simplification of the 
wake representation by planer, rather than by curved surfaces. 

The increased utilization of helicopters in the 1960's has spurred additional efforts 
in the evolution of prediction methods for hover performance. Piziali and Duwaldt, in 
Reference 9, refined the wake representation by assuming it to consist of a mesh of dis- 
crete line vortices. This method did not consider wake contraction or the interaction 
between individual wake elements. It did eliminate the optimum spanwise loading assump- 
tion of Goldstein and Lock and improve the accuracy of Willmer's tip analysis. However, 
this method did not improve the estimates made by the Goldstein-Lock method, and the latter 
was still preferable since it was much simpler to employ in rapid performance analyses. 
Neither the method of Willmer nor that of Piziali and Duwaldt was conceived primarily for 
hover flight, but rather was designed primarily tc analize a rotor in translational flight. 

Two additional methods represented in References 10 and 11 were conceived to predict the 
btatic performance of VTOL propellers. These considered the deformation of the near wake 
due to contraction, which had not been considered in the previous methods. It was con 
firmed that the inclusion of wake contraction and the resulting inflow distortion provided 
much improved correlation for the propellers which were analyzed. These methods require 
excessive computer time and have a relatively inflexible wake geometry model which make 
them difficult to use for studying effects of changes in rotor geometry. In Reference 12, 
Trenka included, in addition to wake contraction and finite blade effects, methods for 
accounting for wake distortion due to the presence of solid bodies such as wings and 
nacelles. This method calculated not only performance, but stress characteristics in the 
rotor. However, computer time requirements for this method are also excessive. 

Thus, for routine calculation of rotor hover performance, the Goldstein-Lock analysis 
represents the current state-of-the-art. It has been programmed on the highsneed computer 
so that static performance of a specific rotor system can be calculated generally in less 
than 20 seconds of computer time. A review of the assumptions of this method consists of 
the following. Non-uniform loading and three-dimensional tip effects are calculated 
consistent with the assumption of x non-contracted slipstream and uniform axial wake 
velocity. Local blade section, Maci. number, and Reynold's number effects are included by 
use of appropriate two-dimensional airfoil data. Variations in blade planform, twist, tip 
shape, and root cutout are accounted for in addition to the number of blades. The effects 
of slipstream rotation are not included but this effect is considered to be small. Radial 
flow effects, although potentially significant in highspeed translational flight, have 
been demonstrated to be small at normal rotor blade loadings in hover, particularly where 
the airfoil sections remain unstalled. It is assumed that the rotor and its aerodynamic 
environment are completely symmetrical. The blade force vectors are resolved appropriately 
to account for coning, but wake deformation due to coning is not included since the method 
was originally developed for non-flapping propellers. 

As a result of experimental evidence which has bron gained recently, wake contraction 
and associated non-uniform axial velocity distributions are believed to be the major 
factors which contribute most to the inability of the Goldstein-Lock method to accurately 
predict the static thrust-power characteristics of high performance rotor systems. This 
evidence and the need for additional research to refine these processes will be presented 
in the remaining sections of this chapter. 

2. 2    Ideal Hover Performance 

It is well to review, briefly, the factors affecting the hover performance and, in 
particular, the maximum achievable or ideal hover capability. The most simple performance 
analysis of a hovering rotor considers the conservation of energy and the momentum change 
of the air mass passing through an actuator disc. For this condition, the airflow is 
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assumed to be steady and uniform over the area of the disc and the viscous effects are 
ignored. Thus, the theoretically ideal expression for power becomes 

T3/2 

HP =   ;  . (1) 
550/(2 pA) 

Generally this capability of rotors is expressed as the rotor figure of merit. It is 
defined by the expi«sssion 

minimum possible power required tc hover 
M   = - ~  (2) 

actual power required to hover 

P  ' 

where   M   is called the rotor figure of merit,    T   is the thrust,    v   is the induced 
velocity through the rotor,  and   P    is the power delivered to the rotor.    This figure of 
merit also can be expressed independent of U<e induced velocity by the following expression 
where   R   is the ro*or radius: 

ilJ(-i) 2 P V xP^fty 

Thus the larger the figure of merit for a given rotor, the less power required to produce 
a given thrust or the greater the thrust per unit power. Prom this expression, a direct 
relation between disc loading and power loading may be obtained as 

P.L. = 38M--  . (4) 
/(D.L.) 

The ideal figure of merit, M = 1 , is by definition the upper limit for any rotor since 
it represents a rotor with zero profile drag and with uniform induced flow. In current 
practice, rotors have achieved as high a figure &s 0.8. Rotors with values as low as 
0.5 are relatively poor. For design purposes, it is often convenient to express the 
figure of merit in non-dimensional terms in which case the expression becomes 

C 3l2 

M = 0.707 -I  . (5) 
CQ 

By means of the ideal figure of merit, the ipper limit to the hovering performance of any 
helicopter at various altitudes can be quickly estimated if the engine power and the 
rotor diameter are known.  The use of the ideal figure of merit enables one to discount the 
claims of many over- enthusiastic rotor designers by showing that the combination of 
thrust and power claimed for their rotor is more optimistic than could be realized with 
an ideal rotor, and therefore could never be obtained in practice. 

2. 3 Sources of Performance Losses 

The true figure of merit for any rotor is difficult to specify in that it is not a 
unique number, but varies with thrust coefficient and cannot easily be obtained as an 
analytical expression. Contrary to the assumptions in the ideal case, the airflow is not 
uniform over the area of the disc and the blades do have profile drag. Furthermore, wake 
vorticity and the three dimensional flow at the blade tips combine with other losses to 
produce additional power penalties. Therefore, it is not possible to consider this 
problem with the simplicity of the ideal case by considering merely the momentum energy 
relationships, but the flow at each blade element with its accompanying wake must be 
considered. These considerations result in a complex problem, since the flow fields 



which they involve art three dimensional and often non-linear. It is possible to utilize 
the equation based on momentum considerations for a first order approximation to the 
calculation of a realistic rotor hovering performance. Ibis is accomplished by including 
terms for the profile power from estimations using a typical drag pcler and an average 
blade lift coefficient, and a term for induced power which has been arbitrarily increased 
to account for tip losses. The resulting expression for the torque coefficient in the 
non-dimensional case becomes 

CT
3/2  aSp 

C0 = -Z-j- +   . (6). Q    B/2    8 

where B is the cip loss factor which is alwiys less than 1 and usually of the order of 
0.97, a is the rotor solidity, and Sp is the blade mean drag coefficient defined by 
an experimental drag polar as a function of the mean lift coefficient on the rotor 
represented by the expression 

Cjm = K(CT/a) . (7) 

This expression is difficult to apply and is unsuitable for the prediction of rotor 
performance for design purposes. 

The method of Glauert attempted to account for some of the losses by a two-dimensional 
approach.    His analytical model of the hovering rotor equates the momentum with the two- 
dimensional airfoil theories to derive the inflow and resulting lift and in-plane forces 
at each blade element.    For this purpose the rotor is divided into annuli through each of 
which the momentum change is equated to the blade-element lift for a given blade-element 
pitch.    Prom the momentum considerations,  the incremental thrust is 

AT   =   p(277rAr)v(2v) , (8) 

where r is the blade radial station. Prom blade element considerations, the incremental 
thrust is 

AT = i/*c(fir)2 (Cjcos^ - Cdsin0)Ar , (9) 

where 

tan i>   = —• . (10) 
fiR 

Integration of these equations will yield the total rotor thrust and total rotor power. 
Hie simplest application of this form makes use of linear blade-element lift curve slope 
and a standard two-dimensional drag polar.    Derivations of these expressions can be found 
in References 2 and 13.    With the use of a digital computer,  it is possible to solve 
Equations 8 and 9 in an iterative manner using appropriate two-dimensional airfoil 
characteristics to account for local stall and compressibility effects.    Tip loss is 
included by applying a "tip loss factor" which assumes complete loss of lift over a small 
percentage of the blade at the tip.    This method could be labeled a non-linear strip theory 
and was utilized in developing the non-dimensional performance charts which are bailable 
today.    This method is extremely limited in its usefulness because of the actual three- 
dimensional tip effects which exist and the wake non-uniformity caused by a finite number 
of blades. 

Section 2.1 has reviewed in detail the efforts that have been made to date to account 
for the loss factors.    In summary,  these losses for the hover case can be identified as 
non-uniform inflow, wake contraction,  interaction of wakes from preceding blades,  three- 
dimensional tip effects,  tip Mach number losses,  and a finite number of blades.    It has 
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been shown by Jenny and Olson in Reference 13 that as tip Mach number, disc loading, and 
the number of blades are increased, the hovering performance predicted by conventional 
methods becomes increasingly optimistic. These authors made a correlation of conventional 
methods to demonstrate the inadequacies of conventional methods of computation for hover 
performance utilizing calculations for an S-61 and an S-65 helicopter. Figure 6, which 
is extracted from Reference 13, projects the trend of optimism with increasing disc 
loading. 

The linear analysis ignores such things as blade root cutout and spar drag, and assumes 
optimum spanwise loading. The non-linear analysis utilizes two-dimensional spar and 
blade aerodynamic data, and accounts for non-uniform downwash. The S-65 had a higher tip 
Mach number, higher disc loading, and t) versus 5 blades for the S-61. It is seen that the 
calculation for the S-65 is considerably worse thru  for the S-61.  It is obvious that the 
tip loss factcc could be adjusted empirically to provide perfect correlation for either 
rotor; however, no systematic tip loss factor adjustment has been found which yields 
satisfactory correlation with available test data tor a wide range of rotor systems and 
loadings. 

It might be considered that the more sophisticated Goldstein-Lock method which makes an 
arbitrary tip loss factor unnecessary, would give a better correlation. Jenny and Olson 
found this also to be optimistic. This discrepancy was attributed to optimistic profile 
power estimation as a result of radial flow, root losses, and airfoil roughness. 

A profile power correction factor was derived for the S-61 as a function of CT/cr . 
This factor was then applied to the S-65 test data when it became available. Figure 7, 
also taken from Reference 13, shows the inadequacy of this attempt. 

Jenny and Olson continued to experiment with the corrections which could be made to the 
Goldstein-Lock analysis and eliminated, to their satisfaction, the influence of solidity 
for a constant number of blades, and therefore disc loading, as an important factor in the 
discrepancies which they discovered. The reader is referred to Reference 13 for the 
derivation of this conclusion, however, they did arrive at a pronounced influence of the 
number of blades as a deteriorating factor in the calculation of the hover power. This is 
illustrated in Figure 8. 

This empirical study has been considered in essence by many other investigators, and 
inevitably leads to tv:r onclusion that the rotor wake is a vital consideration in the 
accurate eva]uation of , utor hover performance. Thus, we have categorized the performance 
losses of the hovfing rotor into two basic areas. The first is represented by the blade 
profile drag, ?rd th; second by the induced effects as a result of the generation of 
circulation vcrticit:- on 'he blade elements. In particular, it has become apparent that 
the lack of consideration ol the rotor wake contraction, and the subsequent interaction 
between the blade and the tip vertex are of importance.  In the next section we shall 
consider the importance of the profile losses, and in the following section the importance 
of the interaction between the blades and the wakes. 

2.4 the Importance of Profile Lasses 

The effect of blade profile drag losses on the . ticiency of the hovering rotor has been 
shown in many treatments of the subject to be of mi.K'r concern when the thrust coefficient 
is of a useful value. The derivation of these effects can be found in Reference 3 and a 
graph of the variation of the figure of merit with thrust coefficient presented on page 61 
of that reference indicates that for thrust coefficients above 0.006, reductions in profile 
drag would produce very little in improved efficiency.  This can be best appreciated by 
reference to Equation (6), where it can be seen readily that when the profile drag term 
becomes small compared to the induced terms, its influence on the overall torque require- 
ments is also small.  Thus, for practical conditions, reductions in profile drag which 
might be attainable produce only small increases in rotor hovering efficiency. It is 
obvious that this is not a fruitful area of research. 
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It would be well to note, however, that the effects of solidity which are to a degree 
coupled with profile losses are more important. Ideally the most efficient hovering 
rotor would be one of infinite diameter and zero rotational speed. The profile drag 
losses of such a rotor would, of course, be zero. Any induced losses would likewise be 
zero for the mtor would accelerate an infinite mass of air an infinitesimal amount to 
produce thrust. A practical case, of course, imposes obvious limitations. The primary 
factors in determining the design for minimum profile drag losses are solidity and tip 
speed  The choice of these two parameters is dependent upon two considerations that &re 
somewhat interrelated. First, the rotor should operate at the mean lift coefficient 
closest to the stalling angle cf the blade section and, second, the rotor should operate 
at the lowest feasible tip speed. The use of a low tip speed is equivalent to having 
the greatest possible solidity which for a given rotor diameter represents the greatest 
blade chord. These considerations are based on the fact that rotor thrust varies as the 
tip speed squared, whereas profile power varies as the cube of the tip speed. The obvious 
result of these considerations is that the thrust should be produced by a high mean lift 
coefficient and a low tip speed, which is tantamount to a high solidity. Practical 
considerations, of course, place a lower limit on rotor speed; large coning angles, and 
the necessity for maintaining kinetic energy in the blades for autorotation are the 
primary considerations. However, it may be stated as a general rule that for maximum 
hovering efficiency, attempts should be made to operate at the lowest tip speed and the 
highest mean lift coefficient attainable which, in essence, dictates a high solidity. It 
is emphasized that these conclisions concern the hovering rotor only and do not constitute 
design criteria for rotors which must operate in conditions of high forward speed. In 
fact, requirements for efficient and smooth operation at high speeds are in direct conflict 
with those for the hovering design. 

2.5 Interaction of Blades and Wakes - Wake Contraction 

The assumption of an uncontracted wake dictates the condition of a uniform vortex sheet 
with a radius equal to the rotor radius moving uniformly downstream with each vortex 
element maintaining its radial position. For this condition, little interference exists 
between the blade and the wake. As the number of blades increases, due to the reduced 
separation between blades, the proximity of the vortex sheet to the succeeding blade is 
closer. This will result in increased interaction and a reduction in the adequacy of the 
computational methods, as was illustrated in Figure 8. However, a far greater effect is 
realized when wake contraction is considered. Wake contraction will position the vortex 
generated by each blade tip much closer to the tip path plane than is assumed in the 
Goldstein-Lock analysis. This situation is further aggravated by coning which in a con- 
tracting wake situation increases the proximity of the vortex to the following blades. 
Close proximity of the tip vortex to the following blades causes severe local inflow dis- 
tortion due to high rotational velocities within the vortex. These rotational velocities 
have been shown in Reference 14 to reach levels as high as 50% of the blade tip speed. 
Total strength of the vortex is related to the blade lift coefficient and the velocity 
distribution induced by the vortex is a function of the spanwise lift gradient at the tip. 
The interactions are shown pictorially in Figure 9. 

The susceptibility of the blade to local inflow distortion is also a function of CT/cr 
and the tip Mach numtsr which together define the stall margin for a given airfoil. 
Further, the rotational velocity field of the induced vortex probably invalidates the use 
of two-dimensional blade airfoil data because of the non-uniform local velocity field. A 
representation of the variations which can occur in local angle of attack are shown in 
Figure 10. It is apparent that the methods which have been discussed are not adequate for 
contending with these variations. Thus, as disc loadings are raised by the use of greater 
numbers of blades for higher solidities, higher tip Mach numbers, and higher design CT/cr , 
these effects will be a deterrent to be reckoned with in establishing adequacy in analytical 
models. 

The presence of these wake contracted patterns and interferences in actual operating 
conditions has been demonstrated by several researchers. Pictorial evidence of the pattern 
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may be seen in Refsrence 13. In the examples shown in that reference, not only is the 
pattern demonstrated but it is also indicated that for at least one case the tip vortex 
actually passed above the succeeding blade. Other photographic evidence in this refer- 
ence indicates the interaction between the tip vortex and the succeeding blade which 
causes a bursting of the vortex and a considerable amount of separated flow. It is 
obvious that none of the analytical models generated to this present time can account for 
such phenomena. 

Tests made by several researchers have indicated a high susceptibility of the flow 
through the hovering rotor to small amounts of cross wind. Cross winds of five knots or 
less create extremely large fluctuations of local angle of attack near the blade tips 
where the vortex-blade interference has been observed. An example for a typical case is 
given in Figure 11 which was extracted from Reference 13. At the high peak values of angle 
of attack, stall and resultant drag divergence could be expected to occur. Hie values of 
calculated angle of attack are those considering an unccntracted wake condition. Such 
conditions as these would not be expected for a no-wind condition. However, a no-wind 
condition is rather academic and problems from lack of symmetry in the flow of a hovering 
rotor can be expected to occur. 

The primary effects on rotor performance in hover from the interference with the tip 
vortex would be expected in drag divergence in the stalled areas. In one case, cited in 
Reference 13, a rotor performance degradation of 400 HP or about 7% of the measured total 
power was realized as a result of blade stall occurring due to interference, where the 
stall area extended only over approximately 120° azimuth. Induced power losses can also 
be expected from the severe local spanwise loading gradients caused by the vortex. Thus, 
the discrepancies noted earlier between actual performance and that predicted by the 
Goldstein-Lock analysis could be explained by interaction between the tip vortex and the 
succeeding blade. 

A considerable quantity of supporting evidence has been acquired for the reasoning 
applied above. The results of one study are shown pictorially in Figure 12 where the wake 
contraction and interaction with the blade is clearly shown. This series of photographs 
also indicates a considerable difference between the downstream motion of the tip vortex 
and the sheet trailed from the blades. A graphical representation of the structure of 
the wake was presented by Gray in Reference 15. That is reproduced here as Figure 13. 
The results presented in Figure 13 were obtained from pictorial evidence of a study simi- 
lar to that represented in Figure 12. A graphical analysis of pictorial evidence obtained 
during the test represented in Figure 12 resulted in the tip wake and vortex sheet co- 
ordinates presented in Figures 14 and 15. Here the decided inward movement of the tip 
vortex and the vortex sheet at very close proximity to the rotor are indicated. Also, 
the low rate at which the tip vortex moves downstream in the first 70° of azimuth is 
indicated. From these results, it is obvious that as the number of blades is increased 
the interaction between blades and vortex will be also increased. 

Several programs for formulating these wakes have been generated and a comparison from 
one of these methods with the classical wake generated by a non-contracting theory, is 
shown in Figure 16. The extreme differences are readily apparent. 

As has been mentioned earlier, the calculation of hover performance in the past has 
been generally acceptable. This is believed to be because of the fact that lower disc 
loadings have been employed and the interactive effects which have been described have not 
been significant because of compensating factors. In the absence of stall or drag diver- 
gence, the errors in predicted radial distributions of actual induced velocity are gener- 
ally self compensating. However, as disc loading, number of blades and tip Mach number 
are increased, the classical wake methods will be less and less adequate. 
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2.6 Consideration of Blade Section Profiles 

The establishment of the vortex blade interaction as a primary reason for performance 
decrement not predicted by classical theories gives rise to speculation that modification 
to the physical characteristics of the blade near the tip might produce significant 
improvements in hovering efficiency by weakening or displacing the tip vortex. Also, 
modification of the local airfoil shape or change in twist distribution in the area of 
separation could reduce the importance of the local inflow distortion caused by vortex 
proximity. In Reference 14, a variety of tip modification was indicated which could be 
used to reduce the peak rotational velocities in the vortex by as much as 80%. In an 
experiment conducted on the S-61 helicopter, in which the standard blade tips were replaced 
over the outer 6% of the radius with tapered planform tips designed to reduce the spaawise 
loading gradient, a power reduction of 1.9% at constant thrust was measured. This reduc- 
tion was accompanied by a substantial reduction in acoustical level in the hertz range 
usually associated with vortex noise. Thus, a confirmation was obtained that the reduction 
of rotational velocity in the vortex was probably the reason for the performance gain. In 
a separate experiment, a drooped leading edge was placed on the blade contour on the outer 
15% of the blade. The airfoil was selected to extend the two dimensional lift curve to an 
angle of attack approximately 2V& higher than the standard blade section. Pictorial evi- 
dence indicated significantly less local stall than with the standard blades, and perform- 
ance measurements confirmed a reduction in power in the order of 5% at the high thrust 
levels. It is evident that significant advances may be made by improvements in blade 
section profiles in the tip region. 

2.7 Characteristics and Importance of Blade Boundary 
Layer Flow Properties 

It is seen that the large distortion in inflow conditions near the tip, which are 
accompanied by large radial flows and severe spanwise pressure gradients, will have signifi- 
cant effects upon the blade boundary layer flow. Although little importance has been 
placed upon research in the hover mode as it pertains to boundary layer characteristics, 
some work is being accomplished. Those results which have been obtained to date are 
inconclusive and provide very little information on which to base improvements. However, 
it is anticipated that satisfactory solution of the problems for improvement of hovering 
efficiencies must take into account the boundary layer characteristics of flow on the 
rotor blade. 

2.8 Areas» for Further Research and Development 

It has been demonstrated by researchers to date that rapid contraction of the slip- 
stream under a hovering rotor places the vortex system so close to the rotor blades that 
it causes significant changes in the radial distributions of induced velocities which can 
result in a loss in hover performance. The magnitude of these losses increases with blade 
tip Mach number, number of blades, and blade operating lift coefficient. These character- 
istics are strongly affected by a slight amount of wind which can deform the wake in a 
hovering rotor to the point that the tip vortex actually passes over the following blade. 
It appears that the success of classical methods in predicting hover performance in the 
past has been largely dependent on  the presence of generally compensating errors in the 
radial distributions of axial induced velocity. Therefore, it is apparent that rotor 
performance methods which take into account wake contraction are essential for design 
optimization of rotor geometry and through the use of such methods, significant improve- 
ment in the accuracy of purely analytical predictions can be expected. The correct axial 
positioning of vortex elements in the wake is as important as is the correct radial 
positioning. The sensitivity of rotor radial angle of attack distributions to wake 
geometry indicates that modifications of blade design which influence the relative blade- 
near wake geometry may significantly affect rotor performance. 

Based on these findings, it is obvious that additional research in this area is justified. 
Further, it is indicated that both experimental and analytical research is required. 
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Research effort should be generally directed toward defining the geometry of the wake 
under several hovering rotor configurations through techniques of flow visualization to 
indicate the importance of such functions as number of blades, solidity, taper, twist, 
disc loading and tip Mach number. Analytical methods must be developed for predicting the 
true wake geometry in hover and consequently in low speed flight. These methods are 
currently being developed by many researchers.  It is obvious that these methods must be 
vindicated and verified by the data which are obtained through the experimental studies. 

Methods of predicting the performance of airfoils operating at a close proximity to a 
vortex must be extended and must be confirmed in experimental testing. References 14, 
16 and 17 represent additional efforts in this direction. It should be noted that these 
methods are required not only for the case of the hovering rotor, but for the case of the 
translating rotor as will be seen in subsequent sections. This area of research probably 
represents one of the most demanding and important requirements in the field today. 

The importance of blade tip geometry must be better understood in its effects on hover 
aerodynamics. Some work is being pursued in this area, but a great deal remains to be 
accomplished. Much information must be obtained experimentally to provide a basis for 
formulation of pertinent theories to represent the aerodynamics of this situation. At 
present, no adequate theory exists by which parametric studies of tip shape can be 
accomplished. 

3. LIFTING ROTORS IN FORWARD FLIGHT 

3.1 Basic Thrust-Power Relationship 

The problem of computing helicopter performance in forward flight is a complicated 
process. A combination of many variables and lengthy and complicated equations to define 
the rotor characteristics have made any exact performance method unattainable in the past 
because o' the lack of capability to handle these systems of equations. It is customary 
to utilize a method which has been termed the NACA energy method, since it was developed 
and used extensively by that organization. This method involves the use of tables and 
charts, and it is perhaps one of the most accurate available at the present time.  Its 
foundation rests in the equation relating the effective lift to drag ratio to tne various 
elements which absorb power in the system. A general statement of the effective lift to 
drag ratio is as follows: 

WV 
(11) 

325 SHP 

where V is the flight speed in knots, W is the weight of the aircraft, and. SHP 
represents the total shaft horsepower required by the aircraft at the speed V . For 
performance purposes, this equation is genp;ally inverted and it is the drag to lift ratios 
which are considered. This form of equation is applicable to pure rotorcraft only and 
must be modified for application to the compound. For the cases where auxiliary jets are 
used for forward propulsion, an equivalent shaft horsepower must be utilized which is 
defined by the relationship 

TV 
SHP. = SHP + — , (12) e 260 

where the propulsive efficiency has been assumed to be 0.8.  If the pure jet augmenter is 
utilized, additional modifications must be made based on thermal efficiencies. A more 
detailed analysis of this problem can be found in Reference 18. 

Working with the reciprocal of the lift to drag ratio and assuming that, as is the case 
for the level flight condition, lift equals weight, the following representation of the 
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energy expression is obtained: 

Dl [D!      TDI TDI       TD" 
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where the subscript f is that element due to parasite drag including the contribution 
of the hub, the subscript ind is the induced drag of the rotor, the subscript pr 
connotes the profile drag of the rotor, and the subscript W&E represents the wing and 
empennage including, in the case of the compound, both profile and induced drags. From 
this analysis, we are now able to proceed with the identification of the various sources 
of performance losses. 

3.2 Sources of Performance Losses 

The identification of teriu within the performance equation for thrust-power relation- 
ship which was made in the preceding section allows us to consider various portions of the 
power requirements independently. The grouping of the losses due to parasite drag which 
represent those for the entire aircraft and those in the term for the wing and empennage 
permit us to treat these as a single subject in drag reduction. This will be accomplished 
in Section 5. This leaves two terms which have to do specifically with the rotary wing 
aerodynamics; particularly for induced drag of the rotor and the profile drag of the 
rotor. In short, we have come down to the very basic aerodynamics of airfoil shapes. 
These problems have been treated in great detail for fixed wing aircraft across /ery wide 
ranges of flight velocity; the problems can be quite well handled for the fixed wing case. 
Several very fine airfoil sections have been evolved to satisfy the requirements. However, 
for the case of the rotary wing, the problem is far more complex and it is difficult to 
evolve useful design procedures. The primary problem which has hampered development in 
this field is the extremely complex flow field in which the blade sections must operate. 
The non-uniform flow field created by the variation of relative speed along the span of 
the blade plus, the distortion of the incoming airflow which must be turned through large 
angles, to which must be added the wide variation of operating conditions from the advancing 
to the retreating blade side of the disc, create conditions which only can be represented 
by extremely involved and often non-linear representations in their mathematical models. 
As has been noted in previous sections, little work has been done in this area in the past 
simply because of this complexity. We shall consider some cf the basic aspects of these 
problems in this section, and in the succeeding section which will deal with the high 
speed cruise problems in particular. 

It can be stated in general terms that the primary source of losses in the rotor aero- 
dynamics is associated, as it was in the case of hover, with problems of flow separation 
from the rotor blades as a result of stalling or with compressibility losses. As it was 
noted for the hover case, skin friction profile drag is not a large portion of the losses 
and little can be done to improve this area. Primary problems are associated with the 
induced drag and pressure drag losses of the rotor. 

3.3 Importance of Airfoil Profile Characteristics 

The importance placed upon the induced losses is naturally followed by the importance 
of the airfoil profile characteristics. The difficulties encountered in seeking out 
proper profile shapes to improve the rotor characteristics arise from the wide range of 
operating conditions in which the airfoil must operate efficiently. These range from 
sometimes reversed flow conditions on the retreating blade side to transonic or even 
supersonic requirements on the advancing blade side. Further, as has been noted earlier, 
the exact characteristics of the flow in which the blade section must perform are not 
defined and are of a highly complex three-dimensional nature. Heretofore, very simple 
symmetrical sections have been employed in rotors because of the ease of manufacture and 
because of the desire to have a minimum change in pitching moment with changes in blade 
loading. Yet perhaps the most important advances to be made in improving the rotary wing 
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efficiency are dependent upon the evolution of airfoil shapes which will operate effici- 
ently over the wide range of required operational environment. 

The introduction of fibre technology into blade fabrication has provided more freedom 
in the selection of the planform of the blade and in the distribution of airfoil sections. 
In this manner, blades with thin airfoil sections in the outboard portions of the rotor 
can be employed. Loss in maximum section lift coefficient, which is associated with low 
relative thickness of the airfoil, can be compensated for through the introduction of 
proper camber in the blade without materially affecting the Mach numbers at which drag 
divergence starts to appear. This improved tolerance of the blade tip to the resulting 
Mach number on the advancing side permits the use of higher tip speeds at the advance 
ratios which represent the stall limit, and which may be no higher than for more conven- 
tional blades. The result is that high speed capabilities are improved. Although to date 
these improvements are confined to the region of maximum speed, further technology may 
produce more advantages than are now apparent. 

Perhaps one of the best assessments of the importance of airfoil profile shapes was 
made by Davenport and Front in Reference 19. In this paper, the authors cited two critical 
design quantities for rotor blade sections in modern helicopter usage. These are th'j drag 
at high Mach number and low lift, and the stall behavior at Mach numbers around 0.4. The 
irony of the situation is that improvement of the first generally causes deterioration of 
the second if the approach taken is simply thickness reduction. The authors go on to point 
out tnat airfoils can be designed to have better combinations of these properties than any 
previously available. 

It is of interest that the NACA 0012 and 23012 sections which were designed in the early 
1930' s have not been superseded for helicopter applications. They are still in use in 
most modern rotary wing aircraft that are now in production, although they find little 
usage in fixed wing aircraft. The sections were evolved during the era when experimental 
procedures were utilized for the development of airfoil shapes and no scientific fluid 
dynamic basis was employed. The application of the Theodorsen technique to develop the 
six series airfoils was a distinct departure from current practice. Prom this series of 
airfoils came the well known bucket in the drag curve which held considerable promise for 
improved performance. However, for the most part, the problems of surface irregularities, 
dirt, and operational damage denied the benefit of the drag bucket in most practical cases. 

The development of laminar flow airfoil sections, which began early in the 1940's, 
evolved the NACA 9-H-12 which had a cusped trailing edge that actually produced a negative 
loading at the rear of the airfoil to obtain the required low Cm ac which is essential to 
helicopters to minimize control loads. The difficulty with laminar flow helicopter airfoil 
sections to date has been that the presence of cross flow in the boundary layer is a 
strongly destabilizing influence on laminar boundary layers. Helicopters in translation 
generally have substantial cross flow in the boundary layer. Consequently, the laminar 
flow effects are quite frequently lost. In addition, the stall characteristics of thece 
airfoils are usually poor because of sharp leading edges. Generally, there is a rapid 
deterioration in aerodynamic efficiency above lift coefficients of approximately 0.95. 
Although little effort has been expended in the development of airfoil sections for either 
fixed wing aircraft or helicopters since the late 1940's, a considerable amount of interest 
has been raised in this area in recent times. Work on laminar flow sections has been 
undertaken by Wortmann in Germany. In addition, Reference 19 reports efforts which have 
been made by the Boeing Vertol Company to evolve better airfoil sections. In work accom- 
plished for high Mach number swept wing application, a striking phenomenon was uncovered. 
This is protrayed in Figure 17 where it is indicated that substantial amounts of super- 
critical flow can be tolerated near the leading edge before drag divergence is encountered. 
This concept was used by Pearcy in Fiigland and by the Boeing Company in the US to develop 
improved airfoil sections for transonic applications. 

In Reference 19, the authors provide a good summary of logical objectives for modern 
effort in the improvement of airfoil sections for helicopters. These are: 
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(i) Reduction of power required under the high disc loading and speed conditions 
possible with modem turbine power plants. 

(ii) Postponement of control load and vibration problems associated with blade stall 
to the highest possible rotor lift or aircraft speed. 

(iii) Maintenance of good control and vibration characteristics at speeds within the 
stall boundary. 

These requirements imply the need for minimum airfoil drag at high and intermediate 
Mach numbers, maximum airfoil lift capability al moderate Mach numbers (0.3 to 0.5), and 
minimum Cmac under all conditions. Figure 18, which is extracted from Reference 19, 
shows typical aerodynamic environmental conditions for airfoils near the tip of a conven- 
tional helicopter flying at 160 knots. 

It is important to note that the Mach number corresponding to the highest lift coeffi- 
cient demanded is in the range of 0.3 to 0.4. This is often considered to be incompress- 
ible, but nearly sonic local velocities can appear at the nose for high lift coefficients 
implying substantial influence of Mach number on stall. Figure 19 shows how stall actually 
limits the lift of helicopter rotors. These curves show no noticeable break as the rotor 
lift passes through the stalling level. However, the blade torsion data indicate that 
stall makes itself felt through the onset of unacceptable alternating control loads. A 
comparison with a rotor having a "droop snoot" is shown for comparison. It is interesting 
to note that the increase in rotor lift fc stall is in approximately the same proportion 
as the increase in static CLmax for the i«vo airfoils. 

Figure 20 summarizes the demands of the aerodynamic environment on rotor blade airfoils 
in terms of lift coefficients and Mach number. The three regions noted correspond to the 
flight regimes indicated. Region A corresponds to high gross weight hover conditions which 
are applicable to both conventional and compound helicopters. Region B corresponds to 
advancing tip conditions where drag divergence from compressibility can limit the aircraft 
speed. Region C corresponds to the high angle of attack region on the retreating side of 
the rotor disc where th* effects of stall on control loads and vibration are the dominant 
influence. Table I, which is extracted from Reference 19, summarizes the gross geometric 
features of airfoil shapes and their effects on aerodynamic characteristics of interest. 
This table is not intended by the authors to be exhaustive, but merely to indicate relative 
importance. In Reference 20, the authors go into considerable detail to exemplify the 
improved airfoils which they have derived. It is important to note that these airfoils 
are derived essentially as the benefits derived from both thick and thin airfoil character- 
istics. In essence, the favoiable surface pressure distributions are maintained while 
reducing airfoil thickness ratio. A summary of the stall and drag rise characteristics 
for several airfoil families, including those developed by the Boeing Company, is illus- 
trated in Figure 21. It is seen that a decided advantage for the critical retreating 
blade conditions is realized by the Vertol airfoils, whereas the NACA six series airfoils 
are extremely poor and, therefore, represent no promise for helicopter applications. 

From this summarization, it is implied that more speed for a given rotor blade area and 
power available can be obtained by the incorporation of modifications to current airfoil 
shapes. A comparison computed for a typical application based on these airfoil shapes is 
given in Figure 22.  The thin tip design is a composite of airfoil shapes, the details of 
which are given in Reference 19.  It can be seen that some advantage accrues from the use 
of bliese advanced airfoil shapes. The following trends are inferred from this figure. 

(i) The symmetrical blades have a slightly lower minimum profile power level, but are 
more sensitive to speed and disc loading. 

(ii) The cambered 10% thickness blades are insensitive to weight and speed at the cost 
of a slight penalty at low speed and weight. 

(iii) The thin tip blades are worth about seven knots at lower loading but at the 
higher lift they show greater speed sensitivity beyond 160 knots. 
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The reduction in effective rotor drag provided by the thin tip blades as compared to 
the NACA 0012 blades is shown in Figure 23. It is seen that a sizable advantage is 
gained. 

In Reference 19, the authors purport that the major gains to be relized in rotor per- 
formance from airfoil design improvements have now been largely realized. This opinion 
is not shared by all researchers. The authors in Reference 19 do acknowledge that a 
break through in new technology could change this condition, but they feel that some 
active system must be employed. The importance of airfoil profile characteristics on 
helicopter performance is still an area for logical research efforts. Considerable effort 
is being devoted in this area at the present time. 

3 4 Blade Boundary Layer Properties 

As has been indicated in the discussion in the previous section, the boundary layer 
characteristics and those factors which influence them are the governing factors in 
selecting proper rotor geometry and in establishing rotor operational boundaries. A con- 
siderable impetus has been realized recently in research directed towards a better under- 
standing of the boundary layer characteristics. Work recently reported in Reference 20 is 
directed towards a better understanding of the boundary layer in the translating case. 
The primary area of interest in this presentation is the influence of cross flow on the 
laminar boundary layer considered. It is demonstrated that the cross flow can be separated 
into two components; one due to rotation, and one due to the instantaneous yawing of the 
rotor blade relative to the direction of flight. The results reveal that the effects of 
rotation can be large in regions of incipient separation, but that elsewhere the boundary 
layer generally resembles the viscous flow over a swept wing. Also, the detailed structure 
of the cross flow depends upon whether the primary flow is accelerating or decelerating. 
The generalized inviscid solution, which is obtained in this work serves a dual purpose 
of determining the correct outer boundary conditions for the viscous flow and of setting 
the approximate orders of magnitude of the various terms in the boundary layer equations. 
This information provides a criteria for small cross flow and quasi-steady approximations 
that are mutually consistent and applicable to much of the flow field on a typical heli- 
copter rotor. These assumptions were substantiated by experiment in Reference 21 in the 
case of pure rotation. Currently, data are being obtained for the forward flight condi- 
tion. 

The flat plate solution for the primary flow, which was obtained in Reference 20 supports 
generally the conclusions of Liu, Banks and Gadd, and Himmelskamp that the effects of 
rotation are beneficial with regard to laminar separation. The cross flow due to trans- 
lation contains several components which act favorably at some azimuth positions, and 
unfavorably at others.  Maximum benefits accrue in the quadrant 180° to 270° where retreat- 
ing blade stall is commonly presumed to begin. This may be one reason that actual rotors 
have been observed to perform better than would be expected on the basis of steady state, 
two-dimensional section characteristics of the blades. This characteristic was pointed 
out by Harris in Reference 22. 

While for unstalled conditions the details of the cross flow seem to be relatively 
insensitive to the magnitude and extent of the pressure gradients so that methods of 
analysis which rely upon local similarity assumptions should be valid and useful, flows 
with strong adverse pressure gradients appear to contradict these conclusions. These 
offer the most fruitful avenues for additional research. In retarded flows, the centri- 
fugal pumping effect is larger and its magnitude seems to depend upon the upstream history 
of the boundary layer. This effect is potentially a large favorable one for the separa- 
tion and stall characteristics of rotating blades, but it probably cannot be predicted 
accurately within the framework of small-cross flow perturbation expansions similar to the 
ones that were used for the flat plate. 

The problem of the boundary layer characteristics is a most formidable one. The work 
which has been reviewed above touches only on the rudiments of the problem. When con- 
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sideration is given to the boundary layer problem which exists for the case of the 
oscillating airfoil with unsteady aerodynamics on an aeroelastic blade, the difficulties 
of mathematical representation are staggering. It will be essential to comprehend this 
problem before maximum advances in rotor technology can be realized. The degree to which 
this understanding must be acquired is not known at present. It is in this consideration 
that the illustration used earlier of research for research sake applies. Research in 
this area must be done in a very knowledgeable manner with a continuing evaluation to 
ascertain the utility of the findings. 

Again quoting from J. P. Jones in Reference 2, "the task of the aerodynamicist in the 
general improvement of rotors is straightforward.  It is merely to prevent separation; 
this presumably means the elimination of severe adverse gradients or perhaps one or the 
other of the classical methods of stimulating the boundary layer might be more effective, 
particularly over a range of operating conditions, but it has to be accepted that the 
basic knowledge does not exist. Not only do we not know whether the boundary layer is 
laminar or turbulent on the rotor blade, or whether it is essentially two-dimensional or 
irrevocably three-dimensional, but we would not know how to use the data even if we had 
it." Efforts are being made to obtain the boundary layer data on rotor blades in both 
hover and translating flight. These efforts are being carried out by the Bell Helicopter 
Company and by the US Army Aeronautical Research Laboratory in both individual and joint 
programs. It is hoped that as we acquire additional data we will know more of what to do 
with it. However, these considerations lead us logically to the next section. 

3.5 Limitations of Current Theory 

If we ignore for the moment that non-steady features of the flow exist and assume that 
we may transfer what we know of steady boundary layers on fixed airfoils to a rotating 
blade from instant to instant, then we have a thick airfoil working at a high lift 
coefficient at a fairly high subsonic Mach number and at a moderate and variable Reynolds 
number. Basic two-dimensional studies are not usually made under these conditions. We 
don't really know how transition sets in on the rotating blade or over what range of 
Reynolds numbers, nor do we know whether the airfoil is in the long or short bubble regime. 
It is possible that the approximate integral methods which have been developed for boundary 
layers in general can be adapted to these conditions, but this has not yet been done. 

These problems noted are further compounded by such conditions as the reverse flow 
region, in which the trailing edge of the airfoil becomes the leading edge. Virtually 
nothing is known about this reverse flow region. The incidence at its edges is of the order 
of 90° but the relative wind speed is very small. What happens in this area is beyond 
the capabilities of current theory. The effect on the rotor lift is probably not worth 
considering, but the effects on blade pitching moments can be disastrous. 

Current theory is completely incapable of dealing with the conditions of unsteady flow, 
since the rotor blade section does not perform at all like the two-dimensional airfoil 
section, and evidences a hysteresis effect on CLa which delays separation if there are 
rapid changes of incidence. The realms of current theory are again exceeded. The effects 
of rotor aeroelasticity are evidenced in the effects of torsional freedoms which permit 
gross cnt^ges in effective twist distribution. Stall flutter characteristics begin to 
enter into the picture. No adequate theory exists for handling this problem. Further, 
when stall is exceeded, the range of non-linear lift variation with incidence angle is 
encountered and the profile drag coefficient rises very rapidly.  The power required to 
produce lift quickly becomes very large. Current theories are not capable of examining 
this problem.  When we consider the effects of non-steady aerodynamics on the boundary 
layer we are faced with the ugly spectre of non-steady boundary layers which may be 
laminar or turbulent, and at high forward speeds the total fluctuation in the relative 
velocity near the blade tip is of the order of the mean velocities. The difficulties of 
the definition of separation in non-steady motion are then upon us. 
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It is obvious that the aercdynamicist is soon well beyond his basic framework of 
understanding when he begins to attack the problems of rotary wings from a basic fluid 
mechanics standpoint. It is therefore evident that considerable change must coue about 
in the approach to these problems, which will result in new techniques from new points of 
view which are more commensurate with the problems. The thought of approaching the 
solution to these problems in the time honored traditional way of extrapolation from 
existing knowledge and experimental, empirical relationships is unthinkable. The amount 
of effort that must be expended simply is not available. New theories, which can cope 
with these blade sections which are being worked close to their separation boundaries at 
all times, must be evolved. 

None of the general rules which have been applied as a framework for aeronautical 
research in the past will suffice in generating these new theories. The concept of flow 
deflected only through small angles by lifting surfaces, the efforts to reduce parasitic 
and skin friction drag and the thought that all fluctuating forces are the product of bad 
design have no application in rotor craft research. Further, rotor aerodynamics are 
highly non-linear, and the concept that each problem must be linearized to allow its 
various components to be dealt with in isolation must be abandoned. Perhaps one of the 
most formidable problems to be solved will be that of the testing of models and the esta- 
blishment of proper scaling factors. Two-dimensional approaches obviously will not suffice. 
A formidable attack on scaling parameters must be made. The reader is referred to Refer- 
ence 2 for a most astute and knowledgeable statement of the problems which exist. Not only 
must new theory be evolved, but new testing techniques as well. 

3.6 Blade-Wake Interactions 

The problems which were noted for the hover case relating to interactions between the 
blades and the wake flow are magnified many times when the translational case is consid- 
ered. A considerable amount of effort is being expended by many researchers in many 
countries to better understand these problems. Most of the work to date has been accomp- 
lished through flow visualization techniques which define the vortex flow in and about the 
rotor. Some of these employ the introduction of smoke into the rotor flow, while others 
have been accomplished in water tunnels. Perhaps one of the earliest investigations of 
importance was that of Tararine which was presented in Reference 23. In this reference, 
Tararine demonstrated the distortion caused at the sides and the rear of the disc by mutual 
interference of successive trailing vortices. Sufficiently far downstream, the trailing 
vortices have all moved so that they lie almost as a vortex sheet in a curved surface. 
Along the edges of the disc there is, at moderately low tip speed ratios, a large upwash 
which keeps the trailing vortices almost in the plane of the disc.  Any trailing vortex 
from a blade creates an upwash outside itself and consequently, as the vortices move aft 
relative to the disc in forward flight, those at the front create an upwash field which 
extends for some way over the disc until the vortex filaments are too far below to have 
significant influence.  This sort of distortion was envisioned by Miller in Reference 24, 
and has been demonstrated numerically by several investigators since that time, the first 
of which was probably Scully in Reference 25. Ham of MIT made some instantaneous pressure 
measurements on a blade in the 180° azimuth position, and found very sharp pressure peaks 
which »ould be consistent with the presence of t  vortex close to the blade. These results 
are reported in Reference 26. During an investigation reported in Reference 27, Simons, 
Pacifiro, and Jones, obtained pictorial evidence, through vortex flow visualization tech- 
nique? , of trailing v . cices passing above and impinging upon the succeeding blade. Tnis 
is illustrated in Figure 24 which is extracted from Reference 27.  This phenomenon has 
been demonstrated en several occasions by various visualization techniques. A compendium 
of the references covering these investigations would be very long indeed. 

Perhaps the most important aspect of these investigations has been that, on occasion, 
vortex bursting occurs. Professor Miller of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
and his associates have probably produced more contributions to an understanding of this 
problem than any other group of researchers. However, the ability to handle this problem 
is still far from our grasp.  It is obvious that when vortex bursting and annihilation 
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occur, some of the assumptions on which our basic vortex theory is based are invalidated. 
In particular, the assumption of a vortex starting and continuing to infinity is violated 
and we can no longer rely upon Kelvin's theorem. The exact mechanism of this breakdown 
has not been established, but many theories have been advanced. It is known that when a 
vortex breaks down, there is a rise in intensity of the pressure fluctuations on the 
surface below ehe breakdown. This matter of vortex impingement on the blade was treated 
in the section on the hovering rotors, and the evidence of tnese pressure fluctuations was 
shown. 

It is possible that the ef/ects of this vertex/blade interaction is not of great sig- 
nificance in its effects on overall lift on a translating rotor. However, its effects on 
power performance may be severe. Other effects also are known to be detrimental. It is 
obvious that because of the fluctuating pressures whica occur, vibration inputs are fed 
into the system. Further, it is likely that high noise levels will occur. The phenomenon 
known as blade slap, which occurs in a rotor either at. high speed or during the climbout, 
is probably associated with this phenomenon. A considerable amount of effort is being 
expended to understand the problems of noise generation in helicopters. Concerted efforts 
are underway in many countries to reduce the noise level and the characteristic signature 
of the helicopter. The most promising area of research for these purposes will be to 
understand more completely the phenomena of blade/vortex interaction. 

Additional comments concerning this problem will be made under the high speed cruise 
problems discussed in Section 4. Perhaps one additional statement could be included here 
which refers back to material discussed in Section 3.4. The flow mechanisms which are 
being considered here will unquestionably hav a large effect on the boundary layer flow 
mechanics. Currently, research programs are being undertaken which strive to simultaneously 
measure surface pressures, boundary layer profiles and noise emission from rotors experi- 
encing this type of flow. It is possible that considerable advances can be made in the 
reduction of noise, power required, and vibratory inputs by a better understanding of the 
flow mechanisms associated with high speed-high power operation where vortex/blade inter- 
actions occur. 

A summation of ';he areas of research currently being undertaken and those which are 
required in the area of blade/wake interactions indicates, that methods must still be per- 
fected for the basic distorted wake analysis. Both the tip vortex and the inboard vortex 
sheet must be included. These, of course, must be correlated with systematic flow 
visualization results to vindicate the theories. From these results, a coupling of the 
basic distorted wake program with blade response and circulation matrix programs must be 
accomplished, so that consistent wake geometries, blade circulations, and blade responses 
can be computed in an iterative procedure. In essence, this is tantamount to saying that 
means must be developed for predicting the airloads which operate on the blade in the 
forward flight mode. It is at this point that a meeting between researchers and designers 
is sought. It is not possible for the designer to optimize his design until he has in 
hand procedures which will enable him to have a comprehensive understanding not only of 
the overall load distribution on his rotor system, but of the detailed load distribution 
on the disc as well. Not only must the tip vortex characteristics be defined, but the 
entire characteristic of the wake behind the rotor in forward flight must be mathematic- 
ally represented. It is known that this wake has the characteristics of a rolled-up 
vortex sheet, but it will not be possible to adequately represent tMs wake until such 
factors as the mechanics of the formation of the tip vortex and its dimensions are known, 
in addition to the distribution of the vorticity and circulation along the blade and the 
effects of such factors as Reynolds number on vortex stability and dissipation.  It has 
not been mentioned previously, but should be strongly emphasized that the importance of 
knowing the rotor wake is not solely dictated by the need to establish rotor characteris- 
tics, but is required to assess the influence of this wake on wing and fuselage components 
immersed in it as well as the effects on the tail rotor. Not only must the effects be 
determined for steady state flight, but when these are in hand they must be perturbated 
for the effects of transient flight to permit the prediction of maneuvers, autorotative 
descents, and gust encounters. Currently, Dr Kurt Hohenemser of Washington University is 
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attempting to apply to the helicopter rotor, power spectral density techniques which have 
been successfully applied to fixed wings to predict gust response. This highly complex 
problem is representative of the type which must be attacked with highly sophisticated 
methods of solution, if maximum capabilities or rotary wing aircraft are to be realized. 

3.7 Effects of Non-Uniform Downwash 

Perhaps one of the most severe limitations to- an understanding of the basic flow pheno- 
mena on the rotary wing imposed by previous theories was the inability of these theories 
to predict the non-uniform downwash. Recently, methods have been evolved which will 
enable this prediction, and these methods have been confirmed, at least to a first order, 
by rotor airload measurements in flight. Exact confirmation of these theories will await 
the development of instrumentation which will enable the actual measurement of effective 
blade section angle of attach while the rotor is in forward flight operation. Efforts 
are currently being made to develop this instrumentation. 

Figure 25 shows a comparison of the distribution of angle of attack across the rotor 
disc for a representative condition of 140 knots with uniform downwash and with non- 
uniform downwash. It is important to note that not only are the magnitudes of the angle 
of attack greater and of considerably different gradient in the non-uniform than ir the 
uniform case, but there is actually a reversal in the gradient near the tips in the area 
of the 270° azimuth position. The importance of these variations is evident when con- 
sidered in the light of requirements for airfoil profiles and profile distribution along 
the blade. Tests have been performed of advanced geometry rotors incorporating section 
characteristics to account for the non-uniform downwash condition. These tests have 
indicated a decided improvement in performance. 

)ae  capability of establishing proper representations of the non-uniform downwash, and 
thereby the operating conditions for the rotor blades, are directly dependent upon the 
capability to define the wake structure which was discussed in the preceding section. The 
most challenging aspects of this problem will be to find analytical methods which are 
applicable generally, and which are not dependent specifically on particular rotor con- 
figurations or flight conditions. While it is acknowledged that considerable advance has 
been made in this area, the formidable aspects of the problem arc» well recognized by 
investigators. This area offers great opportunity for capable aerodynamicists who are 
willing to apply themselves to the rfjors of this complex problem. 

4. HIGH SPEED CRUISE PROBLEMS 

4.1 Advancing Blade Compressibility 

It must be noted at the outset of this discussion of high speed cruise porblems, that 
the +Qn items to be discussed in this section are not independent with regard to the 
phenomena which are involved, nor with regard to the remedies which may be prescribed. 
For example, remedies for problems existing on the advancing blade side of the disc 
cannot be considered independent of problems on the retreating blade side since often times 
they are not compatible, even though the type of phenomena which is to be corrected is the 
same. Further, many of these are merely an extension of problem areas already noted into 
a more severe range. Each item will be dealt with in its current status, and areas for 
additional research and development will be noted. 

As was noted in Section 3.3, one of the requirements for an airfoil suitable for util- 
ization on helicopter rotors is that the drag at high Mach numbers and low lift coefficients 
muse be as low as possible. This requirement is brought about by the high speed cruise 
case when the advancing tip Mach number approaches the transonic condition where drag 
divergence occurs. This phenomenon oocurs, of course, because of the additive effects of 
the rotational speed and the forward speed. Since it is advantageous from the standpoint 
of the TFcreating blade side to maintain the rotor RPM as high as is reasonable, this 
problem is aggravated. 
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A general statement of the conditions on the advancing side of the disc is that the 
blade incidence and lift coefficient are small, and continue to reduce with increasing 
flight speed. It is possible that to maintain rotor balance, the incidence may even 
become negative. Because of these conditions, the onset of flow separation will have a 
larger proportionate change on rotor behavior than will separation effects which occur on 
the retreating side. It should be noted, however, that the basic problem is the same on 
both sides of the disc as will be discussed later for the retreating blade side; namely, 
to delay the onset of separation effects and drag divergence. 

C'.e of the most obvious means of dealing with the problems of separation and drag 
divergence on the airfoil at high Mach number is to modify the airfoil leading edge shape 
to such a contour as represented by the so called 'tiroop snoot". As has been noted 
earlier, modifications to the leading edge are basically all that his permissible in the 
helicopter rotor because of the adverse changes in pitching moment resulting from trailing 
edge changes. The incorporation of camber into the airfoil by this means can have an 
adverse effect in the event that negative incidences are required, since the airfoil now 
becomes extremely susceptible to separation on the lower surface. An interesting point 
is that a loss of lift on the advancing side causes the leading edge of the disc to flap 
down, and so helps to maintain the propulsive force which is lost in the retreating blade 
stall. However, this trade-off is hardly a compensation for enduring the problems of 
flow separation. 

For many years the rule has been not to exceed an advancing tip Mach number of 0.8, 
which was generally considered to be the Mach number at which drag divergence would occur 
and where penalties in power required would become so great as to be a limiting factor. 
Experience has modified this arbitrary rule, and it has been discovered that genuine 
benefits can be obtained from higher tip speeds through the moderation of the compressi- 
bility power losses. The ability to operate with supercritical areas on the blade without 
encountering drag divergence, which was illustrated in Figure 17, suggests the possibility 
of operating with tip Mach numbers even reaching into the supersonic range for small 
excursions of the azimuth without undue power requirements. This may be particularly 
true of compounded aircraft, as will be discussed in Section 6. Even on current aircraft, 
supercritical rotor blade operation is encountered regularly. 

In addition to the shaping of airfoil profiles to deal with this problem, another 
approach has been taken which reduces the thickness of the airfoil in the tip region. 
This alteration produces thinner blade sections which nave less severe drag divergence at 
higher Mach numbers, thereby lessening the adverse effects of compressibility losses. It 
does, however, produce a sharper leading edge which may have adverse effects on the re- 
treating blade side particularly in the highly loaded, climb-out condition. Of course, it 
is obvious that a combination of leading edge treatment and reduction I. blade thickness 
may be an optimum solution. 

Some effects of composite blade geometry were shown in Section 3.3. In addition, it 
is interesting to consider the results of an experimental study made by the US Army-NASA- 
Bell team of researchers on a thin-tipped, 48 ft diameter, 21 inch chord, rotor. These 
results are reported in Reference 28. Comparable results were obtained in the same test 
program for a set of standard blades which did not include the thickness reduction near 
the tip. Data were obtained for the standard blades up to advancing tip Mach numbers of 
0.95 and for the thin tip blades to Mach 1.025. An example of the wind tunnel data which 
were obtained for the thin-tipped blades is shown in Figure 26, which is extracted from 
Reference 28. 

The symbols represent actual test points. The regularity of the data confirms the 
usefulness of a large scale wind tunnel in studying the problems of rotorcraft aero- 
dynamics. The range of advance ratios encountered was generally from 0.3 to 0.4 and the 
range of advancing tip Mach numbers was from 0.79 to the maximum values given earlier. 
A comparison of the horsepower required per square foot of rotor for the two sets of 
blades is shown in Figure 27. 
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It is noted that sizable reductions in power required at the higher advancing tip Mach 
numbers were realized. A further benefit from the thin tip blades, which was indicated 
by subsequent flight tests, was that even at hover a small power reduction occurred for 
the thin-tip blades on a UH-1 helicopter. This finding is not in keeping with Figure 
27(a), which may be accounted for by the fact that the flight tests were conducted at a 
higher value of f/bcR . This small hover power saving resulted in the capability for 
that machine of lifting one additional troop. 

It is interesting to note that there are three supercritical flow states for an airfoil 
which must be considered in an analysis of the advancing blade problem. These are first, 
the critical Mach number M^ which represents the free stream Mach number at which local 
sonic velocity is first reached on the airfoil surface; second, the drag divergence Mach 
number Md which represents the free stream Mach number at which the slope of the curve 
of drag coefficient versus Mach number attains a value of 0.10; and third, the shock 
stall Mach number Mg which represents the free stream Mach number at which full separa- 
tion first occurs at the rear of an airfoil. These effects for e two-dimensional airfoil 
are illustrated in Figure 28, which is extracted from Reference 28. 

It will be noted that the drag divergence Mach number may be consider! d the indicator 
of the critical condition, after which large power increases can be expected. The shock 
stall Mach number is seen to be in direct correspondence with the maximum lift coefficient. 
For the conditions of the test reported in Reference 28 it is interesting to note the 
distribution of contour lines representing these values on a rotor disc within the normal 
flight envelope as compared to the same rotor disc operating at speeds greater than the 
normal flight envelope. These variations are shown in Figure 29. Within the normal 
flight envelope, it is seen that the area outboard of the drag divergence Mach number 
boundary is small and only small benefits of thinning can be expected. However, an 
attempt to increase high speed cruise as represented in the (b) part of Figure 29, indi- 
cates that a large portion of the disc is outboard of the drag divergence Mach number at 
all azimuth positions; a small portion of the disc is even above the shock stall Mach 
number. In this case thinning the airfoil from the 0.8 radius outboard should have sig- 
nificant effects on the power required. This was actually borne out by the experimental 
data which were obtained from this test, shown in Figure 27. 

It should be noted that the calculation of such performance is virtually impossible Bt 
the present time because of the lack of adequate experimental data for the various airfcil 
sections being employed at the high Mach numbers. However, a word of caution is to be 
given at this point concerning the acquisition of two-dimensional airfoil data for applica- 
tion to these problems.  It has been noted earlier in other sections that the flow condi- 
tions in which these airfoils are operating is not generally represented by a two-dimensional 
flow case. Further, as will be discussed later, the blade is operating at an unsteady 
airflow condition.  Initiation of large programs to obtain two-dimensional airfoil data at 
high speeds for these conditions needs to be carefully analyzed before being undertaken to 
ascertain that after it is acquired, it will truly serv„ a useful purpose. 

The development of theoretical methods to account for these cases, as was noted earlier, 
will be a difficult accomplishment. It has been demonstrated by many investigators that, 
in the low advance ratio range, fairly reasonable results can be obtained for rotor perform- 
ance. Although good agreement has been obtained in these lower advance ratio ranges, it 
should be noted that the techniques which are employed to obtain these results become 
non-linear as advance ratios increase much beyond 0.5. Predictive techniques which are 
developed for high advance ratios will necessarily have to be vindicated by experimental 
tests, such as that presented in Reference 28. The availability of facilities for accom- 
plishing this is meager and improved flight testing techniques must be developed. 

It is interesting to note that, for the investigations reported in Reference 28, noise 
measurements were made for both sets of blades. At advancing tip Mach numbers between 
0.85 and 1.025 approximately a 12 decibel reduction for each 0.1 Mach number increase was 
realized.  (The reference decibel level is 100). These results are encouraging in that 
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they represent at least one technique for reducing the high level of noise and character- 
istic noise signature of rotor craft. 

4.2 Retreating Blade Stall 

A consideration of the problems on the two sides of the rotor disc quickly reveals that 
the problem is generally the same, with emphasis on different facets. The most significant 
effect of compressibility at subsonic Mach numbers is for the local shock waves to cause 
the boundary layer to separate. Thus, it is just as desirable to have the drag divergence 
Mach number at the highest possible Mach number for the retreating side as it is for the 
advancing side. In current practice, this Mach number is between 0.3 and 0.4 on the 
retreating side. This is often considered to be an "incompressible" range, but nearly 
sonic local velocities can appear on the nose of the airfoil for a high lift coefficient, 
implying substantial influence of Mach number on stall. 

The conditions for a classic stall of the airfoil sections are most likely to be en- 
countered at the tip of the retreating blade at high forward speed. In these conditions, 
much of the blade is at extremely high incidence because of the reduced flow caused by 
rotor translation. The blade is not in this stalled region for very long, so the integ- 
rated effect on the total rotor lift of an abrupt separation is not very large. There is 
a small loss of rotor thrust due to the slight reduction in flapping angle, and this tends 
to maintain the conditions for stall. 

It has been demonstrated on many occasions that a hysteresis effect on the maximum lift 
coefficient for a rotor blade gives values of maximum lift coefficient well beyond the 
two-dimensional maximum value. The applicability of two-dimensional airfoil data to these 
areas has been, and continues to be a questionable matter. It has led to a considerable 
amount of research which will be discussed in Section 4.8. This effect delays the onset 
of stall, but when stall does occur it is usually accompanied by a stall flutter phenom- 
enon. 'Ms effect will also be discussed later in Section 4.7. It is interesting to note 
that since rotors are not very stiff in torsion, the occurrence of stall tends to create 
a twist nose-down, and so to relieve the tendency to stall. The result is a position of 
equilibrium almost at the stall until the conditions for stall are well exceeded over much 
of the blade. When the blade sections become fully stalled, then the drag divergence 
begin« and excessive power is required to produce the lift. 

It should be noted that one of the most disturbing influence of both retreating and 
advancing blade stall is the high load oscillations which are introduced into the control 
system. These loads have been a continued problem in evolving hither cruise speeds for 
helicopters, and the resolution is solely dependent upon the capability of new methods 
and techniques to prevent the stalling problem. 

Here again, it should be emphasized that the problems of understanding the flow in the 
boundary layer are vitally important and continuing work is required to gain a better 
mathematical representation of the boundary layer model for the translating rotor. The 
ultimate approach to an understanding rests in full comprehension of the boundary layer 
and the influence exerted on it by the surrounding environment. 

4.3 Blade Twist Distribution 

The effects of twist employed in helicopter rotors have been well understood for a 
considerable time. Ideal twist has been defined as the product of the twist at the blade 
tip and the ratio of the rotor raaius to the radius of the blade element in question. The 
effects of wash out are generally favorable in the helicopter rotor for the control of tip 
stall and the realization of a more uniform induced velocity distribution.  In the cases 
where twist has been employed, it has generally been as a uniform twist across the blade 
pan. It can be seen in many references, including Reference 3, that a large portion of 

the advantages accrued from blade twist can be realized by the incorporation of linear 
twist of approximately 12° from root to tip of the blade. However, current research 
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efforts, which have demonstrated the non-uniform aspects of the induced velocity distribu- 
tion, heve pointed out the desirability of improving the twist distributions for conditions 
between flight regimes. Those areas of the rotor which are inboard of the 19% radius 
point are not properly accounted for in the linear twist distribution and it is well known 
that the optimum twist distribution "Hries with the flight regimes. The ideal condition 
would be an infinitely segmented rotor >.Mch could be infinitely controlled to provide 
the desired distribution at any given flight condition and which could be varied cyclic- 
ally with azimuth position. Such a rotor would produce the desired uniform induced 
velocity distribution. . 

Efforts are being n,ade by several groups of researchers to better understand the 
advantages of incorporating better twist distributions into rotors and means of meeting the 
varying requirements of the wide range of flight conditions from hover to cruise. Harris 
of Vertol has made sere comparisons for an infinitely segmented rotor which represents 
the ideal case with a conventional rotor incorporating twist, t two-segment segmented rotor 
and conventional lift-offset rotors at a speed of 236 knots. These comparisons are shown 
in Figure 30. The incorporation of such devices leads to either variable geometry blades, 
which will be considered in Section 4.9, or to systems which will accommodate the lift 
offset rotor such as, for example, the Sikorsky/Westland ABC rotor system. This discussion 
also leads us logically to the next section in which we shall discuss the problem of 
asymmetric loading. 

4.4 Asymmetric Loading 

As forward speeds increase the unbalance on the rotor without cyclic control, asymmetric 
loading continues to increase. As cyclic control is fed into the rotor system, the re- 
treating blade is drawn closer and closer to its stall margin. The inboard sections are 
finally subjected to reverse flow, and a down load is generated which further complicates 
the rotor balance problem. Thir asymmetric loading has lead to the generation of such 
concepts as the lift-offset rot „r in which the rotor balance is not maintained and the 
center of lift is allowed to shift towards the advancing side. Such an action of course, 
requires a balancing moment from some other component of the aircraft to prevent the air- 
craft upset. As mentioned in the preceding section, one concept is to utilize two contra- 
rotating rotors which cancel the upsetting moment at the hub. Other proposals have 
included the use of a wind surface on the retreating blade side of the aircraft which is 
sized to produce lift as a function of air speed, so as to produce a moment which will 
cancel the unbalance in the rotor. The primary disadvantage of such systems is that 
rather large oscillating moments are fed into the rotor system which must be cancelled at 
the hub in the case of the contra-rotating system, or which result in a large hub moment 
for the offset rotor utilizing an auxiliary surface. These vibratory loads will not be 
realized in the aircraft structure provided the proper cancellation occurs at the hub. 
However, the rotor parts themselves must endure rather large excursions in loading. It is 
probable that continued efforts will be made to provide adaptive means tc offset the 
effects of asymmetric loading. 

4.5 The Effects of Solidity 

Increased solidity, which is synonymous with reduction of blade loading below that 
required for hovering, is one of the possible means of increasing the high speed capabili- 
ties of pure helicopters. Assuming an average lift coefficient of 0.6 in hover at 6000 
ft, 95°P and tip speed of about 680 ft/sec, the resulting blade loading wiu.M be about 
80 lb/ft2. This is the ' lade loading of most current helicopters. By reducing blade 
loading below the abov value, speed capabilities can be improved as has been demonstrated 
by the Super Prelon in its record flight where blade loading was about 50 lb/ft2. However, 
it can be seen that this method of improving high speed capabilities reduces the equiva- 
lent lift/drag ratio of the lifting system or, in terms of our previous performance 
equation, increases the equivalent drag/weight ratio. Overblading of helicopters may 
involve also some power penalty in hovering. Under some circumstances this loss may be 
minimized through reduction in the tip speed at hover. It should be noted however, that 
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an Increase in rotor solidity offers the possibility of forward flight at higher altitudes 
where reduction in the parasite drag and improvement in specific fuel consumption of the 
engine may compensate for leases resulting from a lower lift/drag ratio of the rotor 
itself. Obviously, an increase in structural weight of the rotor system resulting from a 
higher solidity will remain as a penalty associated with this approach. 

4.6 Effects of Blade Geometry 

These effects have been studied in some detail already in previous sections, but a 
summary of these is made for clarity. It has been ascertained that for high speed 
characteristics, twist and taper in both blade planform and thickness in the outboard 
sections can be utilized to realize performance gains. Further, it has been pointed out 
that the capability of varying airfoil profile geometry in the outboard sections can be 
of significant value in improving performance. The difficulty of manufacture of such 
blade geometries has prevented their usage in the past; however, the introduction of 
fiber technology has improved the chances for such designs. The use of all plastic blades 
on the Bolkow 105 is a significant step in the introduction of this technology into the 
production of helicopters. It is expected that, in the future, many changes will be made 
in blade geometry to accommodate the high speed requirements of rotorcraft. 

4.7 Blade Aeroelastic Effects 

The helicopter rotor blade is an elastic member, and therefore tends to amplify or 
attenuate (depending on its natural frequency distribution) the harmonic components of the 
total vibratory loading. The vertical vibratory output of a single rotor blade as a 
function of tip speed ratio is shown in Figure 31, which, together with many of the other 
figures presented in this section, was abstracted from Reference 29. This figure indicates 
both a maximum lift condition and an 80% M loaded condition. It also indicates the region 
where unloading would be required. These functions of rotor unloading will be discussed 
in more detail in Section 6. It can be seen that as forward speed is increased, which 
corresponds to an increased tip speed ratio, the vibratory loading is growing very rapidly. 
Some of this vibratory energy is filtered out before reaching the fuselage, but it does 
contribute to cyclic stresses in the individual rotor blades and the associated rotating 
blade control system.  This is also true of the vibratory loads in the plane of rotor 
rotation, which are indicated in Figure 32. These integrated output, loads can be resolved 
into magnitudes of the harmonic components by power spectral density methods  Ihe dis- 
tribution of these harmonic loadings for a typical rotor blade for various tip speed ratios 
is indicated in Figure 33. The influence of advance ratio is plainly evident. 

The amplification characteristics produced by a typical rotor blade with no internal 
damping on the loading distribution of a rigid articulated blade are illustrated in Figure 
34. It is seen that the higher harmonic airloads are amplified disproportionately by 
virtue of the relatively small aerodynamic damping and negligible internal damping at 
these high frequencies, and represent a disproportionately large share of the cyclic stress 
in the rotor blade. The possibility of reducing the cyclic stresses in a rotor blade by 
utilizing the potential for increased gains are indicated in Figures 35 and 36. Con- 
siderable improvement is seen to be attainable. 

In the foregoing, it can be seen that although the rotor is capable of providing all 
the required lift up to tip speed ratios of 0.73, this would be incompatible with both 
rotor blade stress and gross aircraft vibration levels. A practical limit to tip speed 
ratio of a fully loaded rotor is seen to be of the order of 0.5. With technological 
advances offering the possibility of reduced cyclic stress, the use of rotor isolation 
systems can be expected to permit pure helicopter flight at forward speeds of the order 
200-220 knots.  This is not only possible, but can be achieved with cyclic stress and 
vibration levels no worse aid possibly better than today's helicopters. However, two 
special problems of fully loaded rotors must yet be considered in an effort to achieve 
this potential. These are a "flap-lag" blade motion instability in accelerated flight 
conditions, and rotor blade pitch-torsion "stall flutter". Figure 37 indicates that the 
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minimum level of damping required is virtually constant for the tip speed ratios and 
rotor maneuver acceleration capabilities of practical interest. Figure 38 shows that the 
damping required, versus tip speed ratios at various practical maneuver acceleration levels 
in the presence of the rotor vibratory loads is increased by these loads. Typical levels 
01* available damping for articulated, semi-rigid, or rigid rotor types can be exceeded 
during maneuvers within the rotor capability, and flight at the projected speeds of from 
200-220 knots will require increases in the hydraulic damping normally utilized on 
articulated rotors for the avoidance of ground resonance.  Increases in the internal plus 
aerodynamic damping typically available in semi-rigid or rigid rotor types must also be 
provided. The additional damping requirement that is foreseen is not very great, and it 
can be expected that this can be obtained through proper attention to hydraulic damper 
design or rotor blade structural damping for the various rotor types. 

The problem of rotor blade pitching-torsion flutter has been examined in a qualitative 
way by Ham in Reference 30, and quantitatively by Ham and Young in Reference 31. Figure 
39 shows the magnification of the ordinary cyclic loading versus tip speed ratio for 
various rotor lift to aircraft design gross weight ratios. It is seen that the nominal 
amount of stalling (the beginning of so-called tip stall) is associated with a greatly 
magnified cyclic loading which is, in fact, the result of a periodic pitching-torsion 
instability. This is illustrated in Figure 40 which shows that the pitch-torsion motion 
becomes unstable on the retreating side thus resulting in periodically unstable motion. 
More will be said concerning this phenomenon in Sectior- 4.8. 

The aeroelasticity of the blade also enters into the gust sensitivity. The relative 
sensitivity of rotor blade transient flapping increases with tip speed ratio, as is 
illustrated in Figure 41. At a tip speed ratio of C. 5, it is seen that the relative gust 
sensitivity is twice that in hover, while for tip speed ratios of 1.0 the relative gust 
sensitivity grows to 14 times that of the hovering rotor if the rotor is required to pro- 
duce its maximum lift. Ev*.1 if the rotor is completely unloaded, as will be discussed 
for the compound case, it is seen that at tip speed ratios of 1.0, the gust sensitivity 
grows to 9 times that of the hovering rotor. Gust sensitivity can be reducea, of course, 
by one of two fundamental approaches; either a cyclic pitch-flapping displaceme^' feed- 
back control system, or a cyclic pitch-flapping rate feedback control system can be 
utilized. These are portrayed in Figures 42 and 43 for feedback ratios of 2° per degree 
and K° per degree respectively. The rate feedback system is seen to be the more effective. 

Finally, one additional problem of importance must be considered in this commentary on 
the effects of aeroelasticity. Large regions of reverse flow occur in the helicopter 
rotor disc, as has been mentioned previously. This condition can lead tc classical 
flapping-torsion flutter and classical static torsional divergence of the rotor blades. 
This phenomenon is similar to the more familiar wing flutter and divergence phenomena. 
Figure 44 illustrates the classical flapping-torsion flutter boundary of a typical mass 
balance rotor blade. Increases in the blade fundamental torsion frequency ratio are 
required to increase this forward speed-advance ratio limit. These are so drastic that 
it becomes clear that only radical departures from rotor blaae structural design and 
conventionally acceptable rotor weights will permit high speed capabilities of conventional 
helicopters to be increased above the projected 200-220 knot condition. 

while the aeroelastic effecta are not purely an aerodynamic problem, this review serves 
to prove the necessity for a auch closer working relationship between the aerodynamicist 
and the aeroelastician. The outlook of the aerodynamicist who chooses to work in the 
field of rotor craft must be modified to include that of the aeroelastician, and even that 
of an environmental engineer if he is to solve the problems associated with the high speed 
cruise condition. 

4.8 Unsteady Airfoil Phenomena 

The flapping-torsion problems discussed in the previous section have centered a con- 
siderable amount of interest on the occurrence of unsteady aerodynamic phenomena and 
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stall flutter on tbe retreating blade of the rotor. It is difficult to make a synoptic 
presentation of this subject, since it is a major part of the aerodynamic sciences. There 
is no intent on the part of the author to provide a complete analysis of this area of 
research, nor even of all the problems associated with it. A brief review of some of the 
efforts that are being made at present will be presented, with the hope that the reader 
will be stimulated to pursue the subject further in the references. It is of interest to 
note that one can easily find in excess of 100 references on this particular subject. 
However, it is only in recent times that, with the exception of work done by Halfman, 
reported in Reference 32. any work has been done which is of a comprehensive nature. 
Great quantities of data have been obtained, but the researcher was working either in such 
a narrow range of parameters or with such primitive equipment that his results contribute 
little to an understanding of the problem. More recent researchers such as Rainey, Refer- 
ence 33, Ham and Young, Reference 34, Carta, Reference 35, and Liiva, Reference 36 have 
made significant contributions to a better understanding of the problem. Further, these 
astute researchers have been attacking tbe problem from a theoretical approach as well as 
tbe experimental approach, end have succeeded in laying the foundation for what will prob- 
ably prove to be a major breakthrough in the understanding of rotor blade aerodynamics. 

Halfman's early data on a pitching airfoil showed conclusively that the maximum lift 
experienced by an airfoil oscillating through stall can be substantially higher than the 
two-dimensional static value. This strongly suggests that dynamic effects are the most 
likely reason for the stall delay exhibited by the helicopter rotor blade. Rainey also 
showed that in addition to a delay of the blade stall, negative damping can occur for 
pitch oscillations through the stall. This negative damping is caused by the hysteresis 
effects occurring in the blade pitching moment-angle of attack curve, and has been shown 
by Ham and Young in Reference 34 and by Carta in Reference 35 in simultaneous investiga- 
tions. The resulting blade and control stresses caused by stall, of course, limit the 
flight speed of the helicopter, often times below the speed potential for the power 
available. 

All the researchers mentioned above have pr uced significant amounts of experimental 
data upon which to base thejr theoretical effor . It is difficult to compare the value 
of the results which have been obtained, since tuey emphasize different aspects of the 
problem. The most recent data obtained is that by Liiva, and was obtained on a two- 
dimensional section in the high speed wind tunnel of the Boeing Company. Perhaps the most 
significant aspect of these data is that they were obtained at full scale Reynolds number 
up to a Mach number of 0.6, which is considerably higher than most ether data obtained and 
more nearly represent the full scale conditions. It should be noted that other researchers 
have obtained data on three-dimensional models. However, for those tests it is difficult 
to separate such phenomena as spanwise flow and elastic blade motion from the data to 
obtain the section angle of attack, the basic independent variable used in most theoretical 
rotor blade analyses. 

All researchers who investigate this problem of unsteady airloads are faced with the 
problem of selecting the airflow motion which most closely represents the aerodynamics of 
the helicopter rotor blade section, and which can be executed by a practical wind tunnel 
model. Two basic motions occur in the rotary wing device for ; mditions of unsteady flow; 
first, motions which occur at frequencies corresponding to once-per-revolution as a result 
of cyclic pitch inputs, velocity variation around the disc, flapping and lead-lag motions, 
and second, motions at frequencies higher than once-per-revolution that are caused by 
elastic blade deflections. First torsional and first bending natural frequencies are of 
special interest, since these are the deflections that can be large.  The first set of 
motions are important to determine the stalling behavior; the second set are of interest 
from the standpoint of high frequency motions which may possibly be self-sustaining elas- 
tic oscillations of one of the primary blade modes. Figure 45 portrays the general 
characteristics of once per revolution motion which occurs on the rotor disc. The first 
two are relatively simple to test independently. However, the third is rather difficult, 
since it requires changiug the velocity of the wind tunnel at approximately 4 hertz for 
full-scale rotor blade sections. There is not believed to be a simple way to represent 



the third type of motion. Carta's tests rely primarily on pitching motions of the air- 
foil section. Rainey, Ham and Liiva have investigated both pitching and plunging. A 
typical mechanism for investigating these phenomena in the wind tunnel is shown in Figure 
46. 

The results obtained by all these investigators show similar trends. For the purposes 
of this presentation, results from Reference 36 will be used to portray the important 
aspects of the unsteady airfoil phenomenon. Hysteresis loops for a modified NACA 23010 
airfoil are shown in Figure 47. These loops are similar in shape to those that have been 
obtained for such sections as the symmetrical NACA 0012 which is in common use today. 
Also shown in this figure are curves representing the data obtained for static or steady 
conditions for the same airfoil. The frequency of 16 hertz is characteristic at model 
scale of the full scale once per revolution motion of a rotor blade. The response of the 
airfoil lift and pitching moment for 7.3° average angle of attach shows the characteristic 
elliptic shape predicted by unsteady airfoil theory as presented by Bisplinghoff, Ashley, 
and Halfman in Reference 37. 

The area inside the trace of pitching moment indicates the work per cycle or cycle 
damping. This is defined as the line integral of the pitching moment as a function of 
angle of attack. This integral is positive for a counter-clockwise circuit. Areas 
enclosed by a clockwise circuit are damped negatively. For these conditions the airfoil 
system extracts energy from the airstream. This can lead to an increase in the amplitude 
of oscillation with time for an elastic system, and is precisely the condition for flutter. 
The range for negative damping in the hysteresis loop is indicated for the condition of 
an average angle of attack of 14.92°. 

The normal force loop for this condition of 14.92° shows a substantial increase in the 
maximum normal force above the stall value for the steady airfoil. A glance at the moment 
trace shows that this test condition is nearly neutrally damped. It is interesting to 
note that moment stall occurs before lift stall. This condition has been found to exist 
in flight test data. The condition at an average angle of attack of 24.6° represents a 
fully separated flow condition with positive damping. 

The sensitivity of these phenomena to the pitching frequency has been found by all 
researchers to be an important factor. An indication of this sensitivity is given in 
Figure 48, where a ratio of 6 to 1 in pitching frequency has been employed. It is inter- 
esting to note that the airfoil is partially stalled during the decreasing alpha portion 
of the cycle for the higher frequency case, even though the normal force trace shows the 
characteristic elliptical shape for unstalled flow. This can be confirmed by observing 
that the sense of the normal force trace loop is opposite to that for the average angle 
of attack of 7.3° in Figure 47. The sense of the pitching moment trace also bears out 
the conditions for stall, and this case is seen to be essentially negatively damped.  It 
is also noted that the onset of stall is significantly postponed for both the normal force 
and pitching moment traces as the frequency is increased. The sudden stalling at the low 
frequency does not occur at the high frequency, and this suggests that there is an upper 
limit to the time rate of change of circulation on the airfoil, as has been suggested by 
Ham in his works. The effects of Mach number on the dynamic stalling behavior of an air- 
foil have been found to be similai for conditions of 0.2 and 0.4 Mach number in that both 
positive and negative damping areas are present in the pitching moment trace for oscilla- 
tion through stall. However, for the 0.6 Mach number case, entirely different trends 
from those at the 0.4 Mach number case were observed. The dynamic normal force and 
pitching moment loops follow the stftic line rather closely for the 0.6 Mach number case 
because the reduced frequency parameter k is very low. Also the cycle damping is posi- 
tive and there are no sharp breaks in the normal force and pitching moment curves for both 
steady and oscillatory data. This is indicated for the Mach number 0.6 case in Figure 49. 
The difference in behavior at the 0.6 Mach number was examined by Liiva by comparing 
steady and oscillatory chordwise pressure data below and above stall at Mach numbers of 
0.4 and 0.6. These comparisons are shown in Figure 50. For the case of 0.4 Mach number, 
the loading is seen to be of the classical potential flow type before stall, with the 
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distribution radically altered above stall, indicating flow separation. For the 0.6 Mach 
number case, favorable pressure gradients exist to the 10% chordwise location due to 
supersonic expansion around the leading edge and separation, if any, occurs after the 
shock. No sudden increase in nose down pitching moment with angle of attack exists 
because the expansion/shock system can adjust to the changes by a slight readjustment of 
the leading-edge pressure and shock location. 

A comparison of data for cambered and uncambered airfoils is presented in Figure 51. 
Although the cambered airfoil has a higher normal force capability over the whole frequency 
range, the general characteristics are seen to be equivalent. Further comparison for 
these two cases in Figure 52 show similar trends with Mach number for both airfoils at 
the 0.4 Mach number condition. These tests are for oscillation of 96 hertz in the model 
scale. The effects of amplitude of oscillation on cycle damping are shown in Figure 53 
for oscillation frequency of 96 hertz. As seen, the negative damping for the 254° ampli- 
tude oscillation is much larger than that for the 5° amplitude. This suggests, as has 
been indicated previously, that the rate of pitch change is a governing factor in the 
onset of flow separation. 

A typical set of data for vertical translational tests are shown in Figure 54. The 
maximum normal force coefficients obtained during these tests in the plunge mode for the 
equivalent once-per-revolution frequency, which is 16 hertz model scale, are indicated in 
Figure 55. Both airfoils tested show a normal force increase over the steady value and 
the effect of larger Mach number is, as usual, to suppress the maximum obtainable normal 
force coefficient. Figure 56 compares data obtained for the vertical translatory case at 
Mach numbers of 0.4 and 0.6 (Theoretical damping was obtained by Theodorsen's method. ) 
For angles well below the static stall level, damping at Mach number 0.4 remains near the 
theoretical value; above 15° ansie of attack, zero or negative damping prevails. For the 
case of 0.6 Mach number, the loss of damping occurs at a lower angle of attack, but no 
large negative values were observed. These tests, made by Liiva, are apparently the first 
to discover negative damping in translatory motion.  These tests were conducted at much 
larger incremental vertical displacements and at higher Mach numbers than any previous 
tests, and this is probably why previous researchers never measured negative damping for 
this case. 

It can be concluded from the results obtained by the several researchers, that the 
effects of negative damping in pitch and plunge are strongly related to discontinuities 
in the static normal force and pitching moment curves. These discontinuities are caused 
by leading edge stall. At higher Mach numbers, where transonic effects eliminate leading 
edge stall, damping is reduced below the potential flow level but remains positive. The 
areas where negative damping occur have a profound effect upon rotor stability.  In 
Reference 35, Carta presents a good summation of this characteristic. A summary plot 
indicating the two dimensional aerodynamic damping surface (extracted from Reference 35) 
is presented in Figure 57.  This plot is a summary plot obtained from experimental results, 
and indicates an unstable region. The encounter of this unstable region was demonstrated 
by application of a stability analysis described in Reference 35 for a Sikorsky S-61F 
rotor. Two flight conditions were considered; one at a forward speed of 165 knots and a 
gross weight of 12,460 pounds, and another at 210 knots and 16,820 pounds.  It was assumed 
that the rotor blade was capable of responding to an infinitesimal disturbance in its 
fundamental torsional mode at every azimuth position. The fundamental torsional frequency 
of the blade was 27.3 hertz and the semi-chord dimension was 0.76 ft.  The reduced fre- 
quency contours and incidence contours on the rotor disc for the two cases are shown in 
Figure 58 and 59.  The variation of aerodynamic damping for the two cases is shown in 
Figures 60 and 61. The occurrence of negative damping is obvious for the heavier lift 
case. For the conditions shown, the regions over which the negative damping extends is 
insufficient toexcits mere than 54 cycle of torsional motion. However, it is obvious that 
for other rotors and other conditions rotor instability could occur.  If loading is 
reduced without changing inflow, a condition can be reached wherein two full cycles of 
torsional motion can be excited by the negative damping in the retreating blade. These 
results are in good agreement with work which has been done by Ham and Young. 
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A final consideration of the unsteady airload phenomena to be presented is drawn from 
recent work accomplished by Ham and Garelick at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 
and is yet unpublished in its final form. Figure 62 represents cross-plotted data from a 
Master's Thesis by Garelick and illustrates the effect on dynamic stall engle of pitching 
velocity and quarter-chord heaving velocity (resulting from other than quarter-chord 
pitching axis locations). Note the increase in dynamic stall angle represented by the 
a(s> , and the decreasing sensitivity to heaving velocity with increasing pitching velo- 
city. Also of interest is the fact that the maximum delay in the onset of dynamic stall 
occurs when the airfoil is pitching about the leading edge. These results, though quali- 
tatively correct, are tentative since a relatively small number of experimental points 
are available for cross-plotting purposes. 

The dependency of the peak values of lift and moment on pitching or plunging velocity 
has been suggested throughout the many experiments which have been conducted. A velocity 
parameter, which consists of the rate of change of angle of attack at the instant of stall 
multiplied by the chord length and divided by the free stream velocity, was suggested by 
Kramer in Reference 38. Figures 63 and 64 show variations of the maximum lift coefficient 
and maximum moment coefficient respectively as a function of this velocity parameter. 
Also shown are theoretical predictions based on the methods of Reference 38. The theo- 
retical values suggest that peak lift and moment coefficients achieved during dynamic 
stall may approach absolute maximum values of the order 3.0 and -0.8, respectively, at 
high values of the velocity parameter. Both the experimental and theoretical da a indicate 
that the maximum vortex-induced loading due to dynamic stall is relatively insensitive 
to pitch axis location; that is, quarter-chord heaving velocity for a given value of 
velocity parameter. This result is of particular importance in the helicopter application, 
since the instantaneous angle of attack of a helicopter blade element is determined by 
the instantaneous blade element pitch angle, heaving velocity, and induced downwash. The 
significant effect of relatively small values of heaving and/or downwash velocity on the 
dynamic stall angle of attack, cs shown in Figure 62, therefore is of little consequence 
in determining the loading. The time gradient of angle of attack rather than the magni- 
tude of the angle of attack is the primary factor, at least for the small values of 
quarter-chord heaving velocity corresponding to the range of pitching axis locations 
considered here. 

The experimental results obtained by Ham and Garelick indicate that, at moderate to 
high pitching rates, the aerodynamic loading on a two-dimensional wing during large 
amplitude pitching motion is dominated by the influence of intense vorticity shed from the 
vicinity of the wing leading edge following the occurrence of dynamic stall at an angle 
of attack substantially greater than the static stall angle.  In the case of oscillatory 
pitching motion this vortex induced aerodynamic loading generates adversely phased pitch- 
ing moments that sustain the motion at certain values of reduced frequency and mean pitch 
angle, and the phenomena known as "stall flutter" results. Theoretical and experimental 
results appear to agree that the pitching axis location has little influence on the peak 
loading.  This conclusion suggests a similar insensitivity exists with respect to quarter 
chord heaving velocity, at least for the low values corresponding to the range of pitch 
axis locations which have been considered in present studies.  It should be noted that 
heaving velocity insensitivity corresponds to dynamic stall angle of attack insensitivity 
since airfoil heaving velocity influences the dynamic stall angle of attack substantially 
at moderate values of pitching velocity. These results tend to establish rate of change 
of angle of attack as the dominant factor in determining vortex induced peak lift and 
moment on an airfoil experiencing dynamic stall. An important conclusion resulting from 
the loss of leading edge suction during the shedding of leading edge vorticity is that, 
during the shedding period, the vortex induced pressure drag on the airfoil will be the 
streamwise component of the resultant force normal to the airfoil. At large angles of 
attack and normal forces characteristic of airfoil dynamic stall, it is evident that 
vortex induced drag will have large peak values. 

While considerable space has been devoted to this subject, Lc should be emphasized 
again that the magnitude of this area is so great that this presentation is only cursory 



in nature. It is believed that the foundations laid by the work reported in References 
30 through 38 «ill serve as a base upon which to build a highly sophisticated knowledge 
of these phenomena, and that the knowledge thus gained will have a profound influence on 
increasing the performance and capability of rotor craft. 

4.9 Variable-Geometry Blades 

The possibility of using variable-geometry blades to offset some of the penalties of 
high speed cruise has been proposed in several concepts. Two examples are:  (1) the use 
of a two-segmented blade spanwise with the capability of varying the inboard segment 
pitch angle to accommodate the varying requirements of inflow at the hovering end high 
speed flight regimes, and (2) the possibility of varying rotor diameter and thus to 
realize the benefits of higher disc loading and smaller rotor diameter for the high speed 
case. The feasibility of these has not been demonstrated. It is likely that continued 
interest will be displayed in these approaches, but it is not likely that such concepts 
will find their way into production aircraft unless they become extremely simple and 
reliable mechanically and do Dot impose sizable weight penalties. Nevertheless, this 
area will continue to be researched and should be a point of interest. 

4.10 Circulation Control Blades 

The success obtained for fixed wing aircraft utilizing blowing systems for circulation 
control has led to its consideration by many researchers for application to the helicopter 
rotor to alleviate many of the separation problems which have been discussed, and to 
increase the capability of the rotor to generate lift in its various operating regimes, 
particularly for the case of the retreating blade stall. The conventional airfoils 
normally used in helicopters obtain control of circulation by the normal Kutta criteria. 
For these conditions, circulation is modified by varying the incidence of the blade and 
the performance of the rotor is limited by the normal aerodynamic parameters of stalling 
incidence, maximum lift coefficient, critical Mach number and profile drag coefficient 
which have been discussed in the preceding sections. The advantages whicn can be realized 
from the employment of circulation control can be roughly categorized into six areas. 

(1) The increased maximum lift coefficient available on the blade section may be 
utilized to increase the advance ratio at which the retreating blade will stall. 

(2) Lift can be produced on the retreating blade in the reversed flow region which 
will also tend to delay retreating blade stall. 

(3) By utilizing a cyclic and collective mode of control of the blowing system, the 
helicopter rotor swash plate can be eliminated, and the problems of control forces 
be avoided. 

(4) In a more sophisticated application, the effects of variable blade twist can be 
acquired to even out the spanwise loading of the rotor, and thereby reduce the 
induced power. 

(5) The possibility exists for a sizable reduction in vibration and noise levels by 
maintaining a more constant load distribution on the rotor in its various flight 
regimes. A form of multi-cyclic control devices, coupled with advance technology 
sensors on the blades to determine local effective angle of attack, could be used 
in an adaptive manner to realize near uniform loading at all flight conditions. 

(6) The possibility of lift control without physical change of the geometric angle of 
attack of the blade provides for considerable simplification in mechanical systems, 
and the possibility of sizable reduction in vibratory input reduces the problems of 
instability as well as costs which accrue from maintenance and fatigue considera- 
tions. 
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Basically, two systems of circulation control are currently under consideration. The 
fundamentals of the first system are described by Cheeseman in Reference 39. This system 
utilises blowing slots on the surface of the airfoil to effect the circulation control. 
Proponents of this system have, to date, utilized circular and elliptical /lade sections 
in their considerations. Thd basic aspects of this method can be described as the con- 
trol of the front and rear stagnation points on the airfoil by energizing the boundary 
layer. The second method employs blowing from the trailing edge of the airfoil over a 
flap surface which is deflected to achieve circulation control, much in the same manner 
as is employed on the fixed wing. The true jet flap uses the jet sheet to replace the 
mechanical flap of the blowing flap system. However, a practical mechanical flap system 
has been developed by Dorand, and its basic concepts were presented in Reference 40. 
This system utilizes a mechpnical jet flap on the outboard 30% of the rotor. Both of 
these systems are being actively pursued today in England, Prance and the United States. 

An adequate treatment of this subject would require a separate treatise. An attempt 
to delve into its details without an adequate treatment does detriment to its considera- 
tion and therefore only a cursory presentation will be made. A judicious assessment of 
the concept demands that its negative aspects be examined as well as its beneficial aspects. 
Perhaps the most condemning factor for the use of such systems is the relatively low 
efficiencies which can be realized from the pneumatic system. Efficiencies of the order 
of only 43% are realizable from such systems because of the losses associated with energy 
conversion in the compressor, and losses in the ducting as well as in the nozzles. Con- 
sequently, a sizable increase in fuel consumption will result, which cannot be offset by 
the weight saving which may be realized from simplified mechanical systems. It therefore 
rests upon proponents cf these systems to demonstrate that the advantages which can be 
realized from the employment of such techniques in terms of reduced profile losses as a 
result of lower rotor solidity required, and increased capability for mission performance, 
justify their pursuit. 

Current research in these areas involves attempts to maximize the advantages which are 
outlined above. For the concept of circulation control blades, efforts are being made to 
attain reasonable data on various airfoil sections tc determine where the maximum benefits 
can be obtained in terms of minimum profile loss with minimum pneumatic system losses. 
In both England and the United States, data are being collected on sections ranging from 
circular to modified elliptical sections of rather low thickness ratio. Proposals have 
been made for blowing from both the leading and trailing edges and for cyclic control of 
such olowing to maximize the possibility of reducing the retreating blade stall effects 
and obtaining maximum airfoil section efficiencies. 

The jet flap concept is being pursued actively in the United States and Prance by the 
Giravions-Dorand Corporation, NASA, the US Army, and the Ling-Temco-Vought Corporation. 
Currently, modifications of a 10 meter diameter rotor are being made to permit flap 
deflections from -30 to +90° to augment tests which were made for flap deflections from 
0 to 40° previously in the NASA-Ames 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel. The increase in flap 
deflection is being made to permit the generation of propulsion at higher forward speeds 
than were obtained previously. A theoretical study of the jet flap rotor was made by 
Evans and McCloud and reported in Reference 41. Comparisons of data obtained in previous 
tests of the 10 meter rotor with the results of this theoretical investigation indicate 
good agreement and further indicate potentials for lifting and forward speed capabilities 
of the jet flap well beyond those of rotors with conventional blade sections. This ana- 
lytical investigation does not include the overal1 power required for a complete vehicle 
and hence is not conclusive regarding the applications potential. An applications 
study currently is underway by the Ling-Temco-Vought Corporation sponsored by the NASA 
and the US Army to determine potential uses for the jet flap rotor system. 

The results of various studies as of the writing of this document can be summarized 
as somewhat confusing. Perhaps the most prominent factor .r. this confusion is a disparity 
of opinion over the losses which will be encountered in the pneumatic system. A consider- 
able amount of effort must yet be expended in both analysis and experiment of these 
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systems before their true potential can be ascertained. Prom the aerodynamic standpoint, 
there are clear *md definite advantages to the utilization of such a system. However, 
from the propulsion standpoint there are clear and definite performance losses to be 
considered, and a clear assessment of these losses is not available. It is interesting 
to note that the studies of both concept 3 have led to a rather obvious application in the 
form of a stopped rotor which can be utilized for VTOL capability in a rather conventional 
air frame, and then can be properly oriented or stowed for the high speed flight condition. 
The advantages of rotor stability, small profile, and small diameter uniquely qualify 
these concepts for application in such a stopped rotor system. 

Although considerable controversy exists over the potential of these concepts, it is 
probable that research and development efforts will continue until a clear-cut picture 
is at hand for assessing their potential. 

5. DRAG REDUCTION 

5.1 Rotor Drag 

It surely has been obvious to the reader in the previous sections that large portions 
of the discussion have a direct bearing on the levels of rotor drag. It will be our 
approach in this section to eliminate considerations of the hub and consider only the 
drag characteristics of the blades. Hub drag will be treated in Section 5.2. 

Rotor drag is divided between two major sources; these are profile drag and induced 
drag. They are interdependent one upon the other and neither can be influenced without 
also influencing the other. A crude comparison of their importance may be obtained by 
realizing that even in the most advanced rotor systems in current production profile drag 
is roughly 30% of the overall rotor drag, ever, when operating at design conditions. 

A somewhat „ew concept of profile drag has been obtained as a result of the work 
reported in Reference 20. Profile drag has generally been described as skin friction 
drag plus pressure drag. Skin friction drag has normally been estimated from two- 
dimensional airfoil characteristics. However, in Reference 20, the authors show that there 
is an influence of the radial flow on the level of skin friction drag. This is indicated 
in Figure 65, extracted from Reference 20, where the increment of skin friction drag due 
to radial flow is shown as the percentage of power required to overcome this additional 
drag referenced to that required by consideration only of the two-dimensional case. It 
is interesting to note that even ir the hover case, roughly a 2&% increase in power over 
the two-dimensional case is required. This is the first time that this requirement has 
been quantitized. It is seen that as the advance ratio increases this effect becomes of 
considerable importance. It is possible that through research in airfoil profiles and 
blade geometries this effect can be reduced. However, a sophisticated knowledge of the 
boundary layer and exterior flow mechanics will be required. 

Those factors which affect pressure drag in the profile drag term have been discussed 
in some detail in the previous sections. Whenever flow separation occurs this term is 
very quickly increased. It is obvious that this term will always have some value since 
the ideal Kutta condition is never realized.  Ideally, it is possible to eliminate pres- 
sure drag and have only the skin friction term in the profile drag. 

The primary factors which affect profile drag are then seen to be the profile drag 
coefficient and the blade area. As was noted earlier, minimum profile drag is realized 
for infinite diameter rotors turning at very slow speeds, producing infinitesimal 
acceleration of large masses of air through the disc.  It is therefore seen that it is 
desirable to minimize blade areas and use very low rotational speeds in order to minimize 
profile drag. 
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The dependence between induced and profile drag immediately comes into focus from «oese 
assumptions, since the factors mentioned dictate that the airfoil sections must then 
operate at their maximum possible mean lift coefficient to produce the required thru;. 
This means that airfoil sections u-e required which will produce maximum L./D at maxima 
lift coefficient. Since this is not practically achievable. i . is then obvious that a 
trade off must be exercised between the profile and induced drag terms to realize the 
minimum drag. In essence, this is achieved at the point where the product of the total 
drag coefficient and tht blade area is a minimum. 

In consideration of the induced drag term, the ideal case is realized from momentum 
theory which assumes constant loading across the disc and uniform inflow velocities. Por 
the hover case, the real world says that non-ideal conditions exist as a result of the 
vortex distribution across the disc. It has been discussed in the section on hover how 
the proximity of the vortices in the wake affects the uniformity of the flow xield as a 
function of a finite number of blades. It is obvious that improvements in the level of 
induced drag will only be realized when the geometric positioning of all these vortices 
is identified, and proper account can be taken for them in the rotor design. 

As soon as the rotor moves out of the true hover condition, either by side winds or 
translational motion, the load distribution on the disc becomes non-unifcrm and separation 
begins to occur because of the already highly loaded condition. As forward flight speed 
increases, this situation is somewhat alleviated because of the reduction in required 
rotor thrust, but again becomes severe at the high speed cruise condition. It has been 
assumed that a uniform loading with uniform induced velocity is still the ideal case for 
these forward flight conditions. The proof of this assumption has not yet been attained. 
However, the real world again tells us that we have problems with the rotor wake; this 
time with unsteady vortex motions which affect the load distribution and degrade perform- 
ance from the ideal case. The ability to reduce induced drag in these areas also awaits 
the development of the wake theories which are now being pursued to exactly locate the 
vortex flows, so that their effect on the blades may be calculated. 

It is obvious from this consideration that significant reductions in profile and induced 
drag to produce reductions in overall rotor drag are wholly dependent upon an understand- 
ing of the complex flow fields in and about the rotor. The fundamental aspects of pur- 
suing this understanding are again emphasized. 

3.2 Hub Drag 

The subject of hub drag has long plagued the helicopter designer. The many rotor blade 
controls and aerodynamically unfavorable shapes that must be employed in order to sustain 
the high centrifugal loads at the blade roots result in an aerodynamic dirtiness, which 
results in rather high penalties. The problem is compounded by the number of blades in 
the rotor. Por current day helicopters, the rotor hub is responsible for from 20 to 50% 
of the total parasite drag. It is obvious that reductions in this value will be signifi- 
cant in reducing the power required for any given flight speed, and thereby increasing 
the overall economy of the vehicle. 

Significant improvements have been realized as a result fit recent technologies. In 
particular, the so-called "rigid rotors" have produced hub designs of considerably less 
bulk which, although they are still not aerodynamically clean, offer less resistance to 
the air flow. Attempts to fair the hub to reduce the drag have not been singularly 
successful because of the flapping, lagging and pitching hinges, and the resulting blade 
motions. However, it is believed that significant advances can be made in the design of 
low profile hubs, and that this problem will eventually yield to substantial improvement. 
One concept is a completely enclosed hub which shows considerable promise. However, the 
intersections of the blades with the enclosing surface creates the usual juncture prob- 
lems, even with the semi-rigid rotors currently being considered. 
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5.3 Airframe Drag 

Very little needs to be said concerning the reduction of airframe drag, since a con- 
siderable wealth of data and design techniques are available fron fixed wing technology. 
It is amazing that it has only been in recent times that helicopter designers have begun 
to design aerodynamic cleanliness into the airframs. Despite the fact that helicopter 
speeds were relatively low, optimum designs would have been expected to reflect better 
aerodynamic cleanliness. As the forward speed potential of the helicopter has increased, 
improvements in airframe design have been made mandatory. The ability to improve the 
fuselage lines has been enhanced by the introduction of the turbine engine. Reciprocating 
engines of radial design, with their high cooling requirements, often times dictated quite 
bulky airframe designs. 

Many missions have dictated low speed requirements for which it is not reasonable to 
attempt a complete aerodynamic cleanup of the fuselage and supporting components. Por 
example, it has been rather difficult to justify, in many cases, a retractable landing 
gear despite the rather severe drag penalty associated with it. When one considers a 
trade-off for the additional weight and maintenance requirements, the retractable gear is 
found to be not cost effective. It is probable that continued efforts will be made to 
improve the aerodynamic cleanliness of the airframe, particularly as the trend towards 
compounded and stopped rotor concepts increases. 

The term for airframe drag is usually expressed as a non-dimensional cleanliness 
coefficient, defined as the equivalent drag area divided by the gross weight to the two- 
thirds power. A rough comparison of the significance of this factor in terms of gross 
weight for several types of vehicles is shown in Figure 66. Also shown on this figure 
are additional lines and a second scale, which illustrate the percentage of gross weight 
needed for fuel to overcome parasite drag for a 200 mile range mission of a high speed 
transport helicopter. It is seen that a beneficial size effect is evident. A comparison 
with the high speed fixed wing curve shown indicates the potential improvement possible. 

5.4 Relative Importance of Drag Increments 

When considering the relative importance of the drag increments, one must also consider 
the speed conditions or advance ratio at which the rotor is operating. Rotor profile 
power is a near constant value, but has a gradually increasing slope with increasing 
advance ratio. Por a typical condition in hover, it represents 25-30% of the total power 
required. At the speed for minimum power, it may represent as much as 50 to 60% of the 
total power required, and at the maximum cruise point 30-35%. The induced drag on the 
rotor represents 70-75% of the total power required in the hover case. This factor 
rapidly reduces with increasing forward speed or advance ratio, until at the minimum power 
point it represents only approximately 20% of the total power and as little as 10 to 15% 
in the high speed cruise condition. However, as the induced power rapidly decreases with 
forward speed, the parasite power associated with the airframe and hub drag rapidly 
increases with increasing speed and advance ratio. Parasite power is nearly negligible 
for the hover case, increasing to 20 to 25% at the minimum power point, and is as puch as 
60 to 70% in the high speed cruise mode. 

5.5 Possibility for Drag Reduction 

The subject of drag reduction is akin to being against sin and for motherhood. It is 
something for which the aerodynamicist must always strive. However, some areas will be 
more fruitful in response to the research effort than others. It is likely sizable 
improvements can be made in the reduction of parasite drag by the development of hubs of 
lower profile and increased aerodynamic cleanliness, and considerable improvement can yet 
be made in airframe drag. However, when it comes to the consideration of the rotor drag, 
further improvements in this area will come only as a result of great sophistication in 
the knowledge of the rotor flow mechanics. As has been noted in earlier sections, the 
alleviation of stalling and separation on the blade surfaces will contribute towards 
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reduction of the rotor profile power. However, it cannot be expected that these reduc- 
tions will be very large. Since it is indicated that in the area of minimum power, where 
most flight operations nould be desired, the profile power is a very large portion of the 
total power required, it can be seen that reductions in induced and parasite drag will 
contribute ir a much lower ratio to reductions in power than will reductions in profile 
drag. For example, reductions in parasite drag will contribute to reductions in total 
power at the ratio of about 4 to 1, or a 20& reduction in parasite power will produce 
only a 5% reduction in total power required. It is obvious that the most fruitful area 
for drag reduction is in the profile rotor drag, but this is also one of the most diffi- 
cult areas in which to make advances. 

6. COMPOUND AND STOPPED ROTOR HELICOPTERS 

6.1 Proaise of Conpounding 

Hie development of an aircraft with high subsonic cruising speed, which also has a 
capability for vertical flight, can be approached from either of two technologies which 
currently exist. Either, fa) the cruising efficiency of a conventional aircraft can be 
compromised by adding power for special flight devices and, in turn, the power to operate 
these devices or, (b) the vertical flight efficiency of a helicopter can be compromised 
by adding special devices to enable cruising flight beyond the helicopter limiting 
cruising speed. Utilization of the first approach results in a duration of vertical flight 
capability which is generally quite limited because of the poor efficiencies of this 
flight mode. The capabilities of these various concepts will be discussed by other lec- 
turers during this series. Hie second approach maintains the vertical flight efficiency 
of the helicopter, and also provides the potential for cruising efficiencies comparable 
to those of the conventional airplane. It has been demonstrated in Section 4 that 
increasing horizontal speed on the lifting rotor causes the rotor to lose its capability 
both for generating lift and horizontal thrust. Diese limitations necessarily lead to the 
concept of compound, or as they have now been termed, composite aircraft. The term com- 
pound has been reserved for helicopters to which a fixed lifting surface and/or auxiliary 
power has been added. Composite aircraft includes compounds plus other vehicles employing 
rotary wings; e.g., tilt-rotor craft. 

The ability to analyze the performance potential of various composite aircraft types 
is severely limited because of the lack of experience with these types, and the lack cf 
statistical data on the weights of various components utilized. The most difficult assess- 
ment during the preliminary design of composite aircraft as a result of the lack of 
experience, concerns the dynamic characteristics and the consequent effects of the dynamics 
on the weights and performance limitations. We are beginning with a concept represented 
in the helicopter which is already plagued by dynamic problems. Some of the difficulties 
encountered are resonant vibrations, fatigue from dynamic loads, mechanical dynamic 
instability, aeroelastic dynamic instability, and less than desirable control dynamics. 
In the composite aircraft the lifting rotor, already subjected to these problems, is sub- 
jected to even more extreme conditions which tend to compound the problems. 

Of all the composite aircraft considered, the most simple is no doubt the winged heli- 
copter. No particularly new dynamic problems are encountered in the winged helicopter 
even though the usual dynamic problems become more severe because of increased lifting- 
rotor advance ratio, increased forward tilt of the rotor, reduced control power provided 
by the lifting rotor, and lifting rotor-fixed wing aerodynamic interference. However, if 
flight speeds beyond those attainable with the winged helicopter are desired, and they 
surely are, the lifting rotor must be relieved of its combined function as both lift and 
forward thrust generator. All speculations that a lifting rotor might be able to maintain 
satisfactory performance at high flight speeds if it is not required to provide thrust 
must be discarded when one remembers the problems discussed for the high-cruise speed 
condition in Section 4. The large lift non-uniformity with azimuth angle at the high 
advance ratio case, when considered from a dynamic loads point of view, makes it unfeasible 
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to design a lifting rotor which has both reasonable vertical flight efficiency and the 
capability of sustaining the entire aircraft weight at high advance ratios. Counter- 
rotating rotors with very rigid cantilever blades nay alleviate these problems to some 
extent, but the transfer of the large rolling moment from one rotor to the other creates 
very severe dynamic load problems. Consequently, from the dynamic loads point of view it 
becomes obvious that the rotor must be unloaded if high speed flight range is to be 
extended. Ibis poses the question of what to do with the lifting rotor in the high speed 
flight mode. 

Dr Kurt Hohenemser of Washington University in his presentation before the 23rd Annual 
National Forum of the American Helicopter Society stressed the point that there seems to 
be four and only four alternatives for the rotor in high speed flight. These are: 

(1) The rotor can be idled at a reduced speed in an unloaded condition. 

(2) Hie rotor can be stopped and folded to a dynamically safe condition or stowed. 

(3) The rotor can be stopped and utilized as a fixed wing lifting surface. 

(4) The rotor axis can be tilted forward or aft 90° and used as a forward-thrust- 
generating -propeller. 

The fourth concept will be discussed in another session of this lecture series, we shall 
confine our comments to the first three. The consideration of these three indicates that 
all must have additional means of propulsion and a realistic assessment indicates that 
all, including fixed wing rotors, must have at least some additional fixed wing surface. 
All but the folded rotor must have high speed blade flutter suppression, and all but the 
idling rotor must encounter a rotor conversion. (It should be noted that these four types 
are in addition to the winged helicopter.) 

A rather unusual observation can be made at once concerning the winged helicopter in 
that no aircraft based on this principle has emerged, nor is one being proposed by any 
designer at present. It is generally accepted that the addition of a wing alone might in 
some cases permit a higher speed to be achieved than with the pure helicopter, and it might 
permit higher gross weight and hence greater payload at the same speed. It is probable 
that this sort of compounding has not been done because the pure helicopter has done such 
a commendable job. Difficulties of matching wing and rotor lift, with the associated 
complications of flying controls, has not been considered worth the gain which can be 
realized. Therefore, we shall dismiss it from our discussion and concentrate on the fully 
compounded or composite aircraft. 

The idling rotor type of aircraft was flight tested both by Westland as the Rotodyne, 
and by McDonnell as the US Army XV-1 research aircraft. These tests were made in the 
1950' s. For these aircraft, the rotor was autorotated during the high speed mode and pro- 
pulsion and primary lift were supplied by the fixed wings, One of the main features of 
the XV-1 was an automatic idling speed control, which utilized changes in angle of attack 
of the autorotating rotor for control. The dynamic loads and vibrations at the high advance 
ratio with low rotor thrust were acceptable and transition from full rotor speed to idling 
rotcr speed, or vice versa, was performed in level autorotational flight within one minute 
without excessive resonance. The limiting factor on the maximum speed of this type of 
aircraft is the dynamics created by the retreating blade flutter. This phenomenon has been 
discussed in Section 4 and is associated with the reversed flow region which occurs on the 
retreating blade side. Effectively the blade center of gravity is changed from the 25% 
chord for the forward blade flow condition to the 75% chord for the reverse flow condition. 
The prevention of blade flutter under these conditions is very difficult. Subharmonic, 
unstable blade flapping was also encountered at high rotor advance ratio. 

This class of vehicle has been the subject of an exploratory development program by the 
US Army in recent years. Vehicles investigated in this program were the prototype of the 
UH-1 series to which was added a 64 square foot wing and 1840 pounds of additional thrust, 
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the ÜH-2 helicopter to which was added 186 square feet of Hing area and 2500 pounds of 
additional thrust, the XH-51A helicopter with a wing area of 70 square feet and auxiliary 
thrust of 2500 pounds, the Piaseki Model 16-H aircraft which utilized a shrouded propeller 
for thrust and anti-torque and has a wing area of 86 square feet and the SH-3A helicopter 
with added wing area of 170 square feet and auxiliary thrust of 5800 pounds. A descrip- 
tion of this program can be found in Reference 42. These compounds have shown an increased 
capability above that of the pure helicopter, as represented in Figure 3. The gains are 
seen to be on the order of 10 to 15% in maximum attainable speed. The limitations of these 
devices will be discussed in the next section. Detailed discussions of the promise of 
compounding \re  found in References 29,42,43 and 44. In these references, a considerable 
disparity of opinion exists, but the overall conclusion which can be drawn is that magni- 
tude increases in speed capability are not considered to be possible and only increases 
of the order shown in Figure 3 can reasonably be expected. Further conclusions concerning 
the application of these devices in the lower speed ranges will be drawn in the next section. 

6.2 Limitations of Compounding 

We have examined in Section 4 the limitations to rotor stability and dynamics for the 
case of the pure helicopter. It is readily comprehended that unloading and/or slowing the 
rotor rotational speed does not cure these problems, but may delay their severity to higher 
advance ratios and forward speeds. It will be recalled that as forward speed is increased 
and, more specifically, as the helicopter tip speed ratio increases there is a continuous 
decrease in the maximum thrust capability of the helicopter rotor. This first arises 
because of the requirement to balance the asymmetric loading on the rotor, and is then 
further compromised as the advancing rotor blade tip Mach number approaches unity. When 
the Mach number becomes critical, it is necessary to slow the rotor rotational speed to 
avoid the excessive power losses resulting from increases in airfoil profile drag for those 
sections in the high transonic or supersonic flow regimes. Figure 67 indicates the varia- 
tion of normal acceleration capability of the rotor as a function of tip speed ratio. This 
rotor, which was designed to hover at 6000 ft on a 95°F day, shows a normal acceleration 
capability decreasing from a maximum of 2.67 at sea level on a standard day, to unity at 
a tip speed ratio of 0.73 and an advancing tip Mach number of 0. 95. This tip Mach number 
is considered to be a probable practical limit at present. At smaller advancing tip Mach 
numbers, this maximum acceleration capability is correspondingly less. From this assess- 
ment, it is obvious that lo maintain maneuver capability auxiliary lift must be provided at 
a tip speod ratio of 0.73, and that at the tip speed ratios exceeding unity a wing would 
be required capable of supporting at least 50% of the aircraft gross weight and much more 
perhaps, depending upon factors to be discussed. 

Considering this limitation on the lift or gross weight capability of conventional 
rotors, it is now necessary to return to Section 4 for further consideration of the vibra- 
tion and cyclic stress in the rotor blades as they are affected by lift or gross weight 
ratio and lip speed ratio. It must be borne in mind that a practical compromise must be 
obtained between the potential aerodynamic efficiencies and the limitations of crew, 
passenger, cargo and structure to withstand vibratory loads. One consideration which must 
be examined is the effect of >he rotor vibrations on the power required in the high speed 
mode. Power issociated with the lift and drag must always be greater than that expended 
for the mean lift and mean drag forces, since the average power is the power associated 
with each of the oscillatory loadings. Thus a rotor producing constant lift will pro- 
gressively require a greater portion of the power for lift to be expended on the oscilla- 
tory loading. This is also true of power expended to balance the drag of the rotor and 
fuselage, since this is associated in a growing proportion with a periodic variation of 
the rotor blade drag forces. Observation based on experience indicates that vibration and 
cyclic stress trends tend in forward flight to follow the power required curve, and this 
has been supported by energy conservation principles. 

If we return again to Figures 31 and 32 and examine the areas where unloading is 
required for the rotor represented there, it is obvious that these vertical outputs can be 
restricted by the unloading of the rotor. There is, however, a practical limit to tip 
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speed ratio even tor the unloaded case; the considerations of rotor instability will 
begin to limit reductions in RPM because of the increasing reverse flow area on the re- 
treating side. These effects were covered in Section 4 and wire demonstrated in Figures 
37 through 40. Generally, since the rotor power reduces quickly with moderate reductions 
in RPM, the gains to be obtained from lowering RPM more than about 25% are slight. It is 
questionable whether greater reductions are advisable in view of the resulting difficult 
dynamic problems. In Figures 40 to 42 the relative gust sensitivity was shown not only 
for the lifting rotor, but for the unloaded rotor. These problems, as they are associated 
with the flap-torsion flutter boundary, are saen to be only slightly delayed by unloading 
the rotor. As was noted in Section 4. increases in the fundamental torsion frequency 
ratio are required to increase the forward speed-advance ratio limits shown in Figure 44, 
and this is a formidable task. 

A composite presentation of the various limitations to rotor operation at tip speed 
consistent with compound helicopter operations is shown in Figure 68. Reduction in the 
rotor tip speed to avoid the tip Mach number limitation causes the rotor to encounter 
various blade resonances at different combinations of forward speed and tip speed ratio. 
Thus, excluded regions of operation are imposed by normal cyclic stress and vibration 
limits. It is seen that Mach number limits, flutter limits, and blade resonance limits 
limit the practical combinations of rotor tip speed ratio and forward speed very severely. 
It would appear from these considerations that a practical maximum forward speed lLnit for 
a compound helicopter with an unloaded rotor would be about 250 knots. 

It would appear that the optimum, compatible design conditions for a maximum speed 
compound helicopter objective are a tip speed ratio of about 0.73 and an advancing tip Mach 
number of about 0.92. Four or six blades would be utilized to avoid the third and fifth 
blade harmonic resonances. 

6.3 Comparison of Compounds with Other VT0L Aircraft 

It appears rather doubtful that the conventional unloaded-rotor compound helicopter 
would be competitive with the pure helicopter. At a speed of 200 knots the compound 
helicopter projected above would have relatively good flying qualities and modest vibra- 
tion levels, but it would be much more complex than a pure helicopter and ' ,s lift-drag 
ratio would still be poor by fixed wing standards. Its payload to weight empty ratio 
would be lower than the projected 200 knot pure helicopter. At the maximum speed of 250 
knots, the lift to drag ratio of the unloaded rotor compound is very poor because of the 
aeroelastic necessity of maintaining full roto" speed while producing virtually no lift. 

It is interesting to compare the compound and the helicopter with other types of VT0L 
vehicles for the high speed mission on the basis of the drag to weight ratio •shich was 
presented as Equation (13) in Section 3.1. Figure 69 shows a comparison of equivalent 
flat plate area loading as a function of gross weight fcr helicopters and turbo prop 
transports. Also shown is the rotary wing goal set by two Sikorsky engineers in 1963. 
The equivalent flat plate area presented here is determined by the total aircraft drag, 
with the exceptions noted in the figure title, divided by the drag of one square foot of 
flat plate area. It will be noted that ratios of from 5:1 to 8:1 exist between the turbo- 
prop transport aircraft and current production helicopters. Even if the rotary wing goal 
were reached, factors of 2 or j to l still exist. The curve which indicates projected and 
specially cleaned up helicopters represents essentially what can be done by reduction in 
parasite drag; the improvement is small. 

A comparison of the equivalent lift-drag ratios for rotary and tilt wing aircraft is 
shown in Figure 70. This comparison indicates that factors of as much as 2 to 1 exist 
between the best helicopter capability and the tilt wing aircraft in terms of equivalent 
lift-drag ratio. Since it was indicated that little can be accomplised for increases in 
equivalent lift-drag ratio by parasite drag reduction, it is well to consider what is the 
source of the difference in equivalent lift-drag ratio. This is most easily accomplished 
by examining the equivalent lift-drag ratio of the lifting system alone. A comparison is 
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shown in Figure 71 for the rotors of pure helicopters, the rotor and wings of compound 
helicopters and the wing alone for the tilt wing system. It is seen that ratios of from 
2ft to 3:1 and more at the higher speeds above 240 knots exist. This is directly attribu- 
table to the rotor profile drag and the necessity to keep the rotor operating at its 
higher RFM for dynamic reasons. This assessment of the compound helicopter, although it 
is pessimistic, is believed to be essentially correct and places definite limitations upon 
its use. For those areas where it is deemed to be applicable from a mission standpoint, 
it is likely that its cost effectiveness will be lower than for other types of vehicles. 
Nevertheless, this vehicle has found its way into the inventory of the US Army in the form 
of the AH-56 Cheyenne which is currently in production. The projected use of this aircraft 
is as a gun ship escort for other rotor craft, and therefore it is required that it main- 
tain the hover and low speed efficiencies of the helicopter with the addition of the 
requirements of agility at cruise speeds. It i^ perhaps in this area of agility that the 
compound helicopter makes its greatest contribution. Agility implies the ability to 
quickly perform various maneuvers throughout the range of operational speeds. Included is 
the ability to execute tight turns up to 360°, either at a sustained speed or with decel- 
eration, with the smallest radius and in the shortest time. The ability to accelerate and 
decelerate about all axes and climb or descend at the steepest possible angles also repre- 
sent aspects of agility. Further, it is important that transition maneuvers be performed 
in a continuous manner with minimum restrictions resulting from aircraft attitudes, air 
turbulence and so forth. For combat aircraft such as the AH-56, this requirement of agil- 
ity is obviously important. It is less important for transport vehicles and ether lower 
performance types. Transition maneuvers should be able to be interrupted at will, but 
also should be accomplished in a minimum time. 

Agility at or near the hovering condition depends chiefly upon the ability to develop 
thrust in excess of gross weight, which is normally rated as the number of g's. For all 
aircraft with rotors and without power restriction, the vertical g capability can be 
represented by Equation (14). 

/D \ /c. \ /v. ■*? 
(14) 

where the term on the left of the equation represents the number of vertical g's, the first 
term on the right represents the ratio of densities at the maneuver and at the hover 
conditions, the second term represents the ratio of average lift coefficient at the two 
conditions and the third term represents the square of the tip speed ratio for the two 
conditions. This equation indicates that both the rotor and propeller type aircraft can 
achieve the same level of vertical acceleration. However, the vertical rate of climb for 
the aircraft with a higher disc loading will tend to be greater when operating at lower 
altitudes and temperatures than those of the design hovering conditions. This is brought 
about by the fact that the relative excess power at altitudes and temperatures lower than 
the design conditions is proportional to the shaft horsepower to weight ratio required for 
the design hovering. 

For the case of forward flight, radius of turn depends on the level of normal accelera- 
tions that can be developed. For the compound helicopter it becomes 

ngf = w + gCLB,w"' (15) 

where the first term on the right of the equation is the ratio of thrust developed by the 
rotor in maneuver to the aircraft gross weight and the second term is the product of the 
gravity term, the wing lift coefficient in maneuver, and the nominal loading which is 
derived considering only the wing area. At low speeds and low advance ratios, the rotor 
thrust is the main source of normal acceleration, while at medium speeds and moderate tip 
speed ratios the rotor thrust may also represent a large fraction of the total values of 
normal acceleration. However, at higher speeds and higher advance ratios as the rotor is 
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unloaded, the fixed wing is the primary source of normal acceleration capability. Figure 
72 shows the g capability, assuming no power limit, as a function of speed for plain 
wings and wings equipped with flaps. A variable scale at the left of the graph permits 
evaluation of the importance of wing loading. It is pointed out in Reference 29 that the 
nominal wing loading may be somewhat dependent on disc loading because of autorotational 
requirements. Thus, wing loadings from 55 to 110 lb/ft2 may be expected in the compound 
aircraft. The contribution of the rotor to the normal acceleration ability could be 
enhanced by over-blading, but this will obviously be detrimental to the equivalent lift- 
drag ratio of the lifting system. 

An example of normal g capability in steady turn with power limitations for a com- 
pound helicopter and for a comparable tilt wing with half the wing loading of the compound 
is shown in Figure 72. In Figure 73, general relationships between the radius of turn 
and speed of flight for various normal acceleration levels as well as time required for a 
360° turn are shown. Comparative curves for the compound and the tilt wing are shown on 
this plot. A clear limitation of the compound in the 200 knot range is indicated. It is 
seen that the compound can be superior to the pure helicopter as an escort vehicle in the 
frame of reference speeds for a helicopter, but fixed wing aircraft are clearly superior 
at all speeds. 

6.4 Case for Stopping and Stowing Rotors 

The case for stopping and stowing the rotors now becomes very clear. Tie two stopped 
rotor configurations to be considered were noted earlier as rotors which are stopped and 
utilized as lifting surfaces and rotors which are stopped and folded in a trailed position, 
or are stowed. The advantages of these concepts is immediately evident, since all of the 
benefits of reduction in rotor profile power and increased agility can be realized. Thus 
the stopped, folded, and/or stowed rotor concept represents to the designer proponent a 
direct means of removing the forward flight limitations of the slowed rotor compound heli- 
copter. To him it represents the best part of two worlds; but it does not come without 
some of the sin associated with both. Some studies have indicated that the stopped rotor 
configuration could exhibit empty to gross weight fractions 10% higher than conventional 
helicopters with attendant compromises in range-payload characteristics that affix gross 
weight. It yet remains to be demonstrated that these possibilities claimed can be attained. 
Since this type of design is completely beyond any current experience, the ability to 
evaluate the weight components of such vehicles is much in question as was mentioned 
earlier. 

It is well known from wind tunnel tests which were conducted in the 1950's, that stop- 
ping and starting of properly designed lifting rotors is feasible at considerable relative 
wind velocities. It does remain to be demonstrated however, what the effects of such a 
procedure will be on the aircraft dynamics when executed in flight, and in particular, in 
a turbulent atmosphere. It may be possible that certain atmospheric turbulence conditions 
exist beyond which rotor conversion may be too risky. It may be necessary, therefore, to 
impose the requirements of idling at high speed on the ability to stop and fold. 

Currently, primary interest in this area is devoted to the Lockheed XH-51 rotor, modi- 
fied to accommodate the stopping and stowing sequence. Wind tunnel tests of this rotor 
have been performed wMch have demonstrated the general feasibility of the stopping and 
folding sequence. However, to date tests have not been performed in what could be con- 
sidered a routine manner across the speed spectrum Corresponding to the transition range 
because of problems in sensing and providing adequate control requirements to the rotor. 
This work is being continued under sponsorship of the US Army, and it is believed that a 
successful conclusion will be obtained. Additional tests are planned which will demon- 
strate not only the control capabilities, but also the sensitivity to gusts and the 
coupling of rotor dynamic loads with airframe modes. This concept was a leading contender 
in a recent competition by the United States Army for a composite aircraft. A discussion 
of the problems associated with this concept will be made in the next section. 
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The fixed wing rotor accentuates the problem of reversed flow flutter since, when it 
is stopped for high speed flight, the blade which is in the retreating half of the disc 
will be experiencing reversed flow at the full flight velocity rather than at the reduced 
velocity experienced when the rotor is rotating. Proponents of this concept declare that 
the rotor stopping process can be accomplished without the necessity for fixed wings to 
provide auxiliary lift during the rotor conversion process. If no auxiliary lifting 
surface is supplied, the starting and stopping process becomes analogous to changing the 
wing sweep on a variable sweep aircraft except that one wing is sweeping forward while 
the other is sweeping aft. In this concept, the rotor usually has a large inner portion 
which carries the majority of the lift in the stopped mode. If this large hub area is to 
be considered in liu of an auxiliary fixed surface, the problem then becomes to transfer 
during the conversion most of the aircraft lift to the disc and to unload the stubby 
rotary wings by appropriate periodic pitch variations. Structural and control dynamics 
associated with this process are very complex, and, of course, compounded by an order of 
magnitude when gust sensitivity is considered. 

This concept of the fixed-wing stopped rotor has come under consideration from many 
sources. It has taken many forms, the most popular of which are probably the one proposed 
by the Hughes Aircraft Company, and others where a high solidity inner portion of the 
rotor serves as the primary lifting surface when the rotor is stopped. Other concepts, 
such as single bladed and two bladed systems stopped with the axis perpendicular or parallel 
to the oncoming airstream, have been proposed. The problems associated with these systems 
will be discussed in the next suction. 

6.5 Problems of Stowing Rotors 

SLise the tests of the Lockheed rotor have been the primary effort in this field for 
stopped, folded, and stowed rotors, it will be used as an example for this discussion. 
The problems of enclosing the rotor for the stowed condition inside the aerodynamic 
envelope of the vehicle will not be considered since they are not aerodynamic in nature, 
but are solely mechanical. There is no question that stowing can be accomplished, and 
the effects of stowing on the aerodynamics of the vehicle are no greater than for the 
retraction of a landing gear. However, the volume required and the structural problems, 
including weight, can be severe realties. 

The Lockheed 33 ft diameter stopped rotor, which has been tested extensively in the 
NASA-Ames 40 x 80 ft wind tunnel, was designed for conversion speeds of 120 knots. This 
is a lower speed than will be required for conversion of an actual vehicle in flight, but 
it is considered that the data which have been obtained are applicable to the higher con- 
version speeds since the primary varia'ui.; will be increased strength in the rotor to take 
the additional steady and vibratory loads associated with the higher speed. 

The rotor has been tested on three separate occasions in the wind tunnel and a synopsis 
of the investigations, together with a fourth investigation of blade divergence on HU-1 
blades, is as follows: 

Stopped Rotor Studies at Arc 

• Design studies - V/STOL transports 

Experimental investigations - 

• Lockheed 33 ft diameter stopped rotor tests 

1. Aero vane + rotor shaft driven gyro, rotor not 
powered. 

2. Aero vane + rotor shaft driven pyro, rotor powered. 
3. No vane, independent gyro drive, rotor powered. 

• Blade divergence study 

• Non-rotating tests using HU-1 blades with pressure 
instrumentation. 
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The tests for blade divergence will be discussed later. The next chart indicates the 
objectives of the first test. The results range from good to bad and definitely indicated 
a lack of definition of the state-of-the-art. A considerable amount of information was 
gained from this test which enabled refinements of the design to be made. 

Objectives of First Test of Lockheed Stopped Rotor 

• Determine blade divergence linits 

• Study blade folding procedure 

• Determine lift and drag characteristics 

• Study rotor start and stop process 

These tests were performed with the control system portrayed in Figure 74. This control 
system is a special proprietary development of the Lockheed Company and is represented 
here '-ily in schematic form. This gyro control system was coupled with an aerodynamic 
vane which was programmed to assume authority when the rotor speed became so low that the 
gyro was ineffective. The gyro was turning at a 1:1 ratio with the rotor. It was the 
intention that the gust vane would sense the local flow conditions and adjust the blade 
pitch accordingly. The authority of the vane with rotor BPM is shown in Figure 75. It is 
seen that the gyro is completely ineffective at 40% of design RPM and the aerovane author- 
ity was the sole source of control. 

A typical example of the determination of blade divergence speed is shown in Figure 76. 
The solid line represents measured data. An extrapolation of this line through the point 
of intersection with the horizontal axis represents the divergence speed, or the speed at 
which the flapwise bending moment approaches infinity. This method was employed through- 
out the test to determine the blade divergence speeds. 

The objectives of the second test are as follows: 

Objectives of Second Test of Lockheed Stopped Rotor 

• Study characteristics of improved aerodynamic vane + gyro 
control system with powered rotor 

• Demonstrate capability of rotor control system to trim 
out rotor loads due to 30 fps vertical gust during start - 
stop process 

Whereas the first set of tests were made with an autorotative rotor, the rotor was now 
powered and an improved aeiodynamic vane was installed. Further, it was sought to demon- 
strate the capability of the rotor control system to encounter 30 ft per second vertical 
gust during the start-stop process. The investigation regarding the gust was accomplished 
by a steady state approach whereby an equivalent angle was determined representing the 
30 ft per second gust at various flight speeds. The equivalent gust angle as a function 
of flight speed is presented in Figure 77. This process is not a conclusive demonstration, 
since the dynamics under such a scheme are not representative of those which would actually 
be encountered during the transient condition. It will be necessary to demonstrate resist- 
ance to gusts in the transient condition for conclusive evidence of this capability. The 
results which were obtained during this series of tests for gust sensitivity are shown in 
Figure 78. It is seen that the test objectives were not realized and that the design 
rotor speed was not achieved, nor did the control system follow the design schedule. The 
tests had to be halted because of the rotor loads which were encountered, and because of 
malfunctions in the control system. 
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Objectives of Third Test of Lockheed Stopped Rotor 

• Determine control gyro stability limits 

• Demonstrate starts and stops with revised rotor control 
system 

e Determine optimum cyclic pitch schedule to alleviate 
rotor loads as a function of Vx , Q   and a 

• Study effects of operating rotor near a highly loaded 
wing 

For these tests, several design changes were made to the rotor control system and a sep- 
arately driven high speed gyro system was incorporated. The aerodynamic gust vane was 
removed from the system and the design provided for the high speed gyro to maintain control 
for all rotor speeds. The high speed gyro control system concept is shown in Figure 79 
It is seen that the system now incorporates spring restraint for the gyro at low rotor 
speeds for additional stability. Results obtained for the high speed gyro stability study 
were extremely limited because of a mechanical failure of the rotor drive system. Much 
of the tests were performed with the swash plate fixed to determine optimum cyclic pitch 
scheduling. The results which were obtained indicated the trends shown in Figure 80 for 
the gyro stability boundary. 

The summary of the conclusions based on this series of tests is as follows: 

Conclusions based on Stopped Rotor Studies 

• Determination and implementation of optimum control system 
to alleviate gust loads is major problem 

1. Trade between control moments and vibration 

2. More experimental and theoretical work required 

• High drag of hub indicates retraction of rotor into fuse- 
lage required 

*■ PrcA sion of bumpers or latches to prevent blade damage 
whon folded required 

• Blade divergence with rotor stopped is predictable 

Based on the test results and these conclusions, analysis of the problem has been made 
and a consideration of those areas which may be fruitful for further research has been 
accomplished. The suggestions for further study, which follow, are believed to be a 
proper approach to continued research of the problem. 

The fourth set of tests, which were made by Cornell Aero Labs for the US Army, used a 
set of UH-1 blades in a special hub. The rotor was stopped at all times and the primary 
test variable was the azimuth position of the blades. The flight speed and shaft angle 
were fixed and the blade pitch angle varied, and the stability boundaries for blade 
divergence were determined from stress records. The general conclusions from these tests 
are reported in Reference 46. It was found that a form of stall flutter was encountered 
in the azimuth range from 225 to 300 degrees. This was not a single degree of freedom 
torsion motion, but was modulated by the low frequency beam bending mode. Further, the 
blade pitch angle at which instability was encountered was influenced by the large beamwise 
bending deflections. Thus, stall flutter can be limiting for stopped rotors in the 
azimuth range from 225 to 300 degrees, and is a function of blade bending stiffness. The 
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stability boundaries obtained for the test rotor are shown in Figure 81 for several shaft 
angles (positive shaft angle is in the conventional sense of wing angle of attack).    The 
open symbols are for a dynamic pressure of 28.95 lb/ft2.    A few points for a dynamic 
pressure of 43.7 lb/ft2 are shown which demonstrate the strong   q   dependence of the 
boundaries. 

Suggestions for Further Study 

• For gyro-controlled hingelass rotor 

• Establish control system stability boundaries as a 
function of   a ,  V , ft , 6   ,  NG and IG 

• Establish optimum cyclic pitch schedule as a function 
of   a. , V . ft , 9c 

• Establish transient response of rotor to disturbances 
in a   or 6 

• Determine optimum means of introducing restraint to 
gyro after stability boundary is passed 

• For other stopped rotor systems 

• Analyze existing experimental results and generalize 
where possible to other systems 

• For flapping rotors must devise means of locking out 
flapping 

It was discovered by analysis of the data that a dependence existed between blade 
pitch and shaft angle. This dependence is shown in Figure 82, wherein the boundaries of 
Figure 81 are now found to merge essentially into a single curve. The criticality of the 
range of effective blade angle in the azimuth range from 225° to 260° is now very evident, 
as is the q effect. 

A further analysis of this concept, which presents additional data and a general assess- 
ment of potential application for these vehicles in terms of short haul transports, is 
presented in Reference 45. The summary of conclusions from that paper indicate that stow- 
age is considered nearly unavoidable if reasonable economies are to be obtained, since the 
drag of the folded rotor approaches approximately 7 square feet equivalent drag area. In 
addition, the blades tended to interfere with each other in the folded position and a 
stabilizing device must be provided. Significant aeroelastic effects of the stopped rotor 
blades were encountered and extrapolation of these results indicated an aeroelastic diver- 
gence speed of about 200 knots for the blades which were tested. Since both negative and 
positive automatic bladj cyclic feathering must be provided to alleviate gust loads, a 
rotor shaft angle of near zero will be required for the start and stop process. Large 
shaft moments were encountered during starts and stops, even at zero degrees of rotor 
shaft angle of attack. These required large amounts of cyclic feathering, even for the 
unloaded rotor at zero degrees angle of attack. Large, third harmonic components were 
measured in the oscillatory shaft moments, which would result in vibration transmitted to 
the fuselage during the start-stop process. The authors finally conclude that additional 
research must be accomplished to determine the cyclic feathering motion as a function of 
air speed, angle of attack, and rotor rotation speed. From this research, information 
concerning blade loads, shaft moments, control capabilities and vibrat on levels corres- 
ponding to the optimum cyclic feathering schedule would be obtained. After this basic 
research has been accomplished, the feasibility of starting and stopping a rotor in gusty 
air can then be assessed. In essence, the programs which are planned will be directed 
towards the accomplishment of these tasks. 
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Only paper studies and a limited amount of experimental work have been accomplished on 
the class of rotors wherein the stopped rotor becomes the major fixed lifting surface of 
the vehicle. While no problems other than those anticipated from the previous discussion 
have been encountered, it has been ascertained such devices are essentially neither good 
hovering devices nor good fixed wing devices, but are compromised in both areas. One 
particular problem peculiar to this device is that of a varying center of pressure as the 
rotor is started or stopped. Tests made at the NASA-Langley Research Center have shown 
that this problem can be handled in a reasonable manner. However, the primary source of 
concern for this concept, other than the poor efficiencies, is the same as for the stopped 
st )wed rotor; i.e. control of the rotor during the stop-start cycle. 

6.6 Penalties of Stopped Rotor Systems 

A brief assessment of the penalties for stopping the rotor is very easy to make when 
one excludes the problems which have already been discussed. If it is assumed that these 
problems can be satisfactorily solved, then there remains orly the inherent penalties for 
which there is no remedy. For the case of the stopped and stowed rotor, the primary 
penalties are in weight and the duplicity of equipment which must be maintained and 
serviced. A stopped and stowed rotor can be likened in a rather crude analogy to a landing 
gear, since it is there primarily to enable a particular type of take off and landing. 
During all other modes of flight it becomes a weight penalty and a high-cost maintenance 
item. It is for this reason Cheeseman and others advocate the circulation controlled 
rotors which are of high blade cross-sectional inertia and can be stowed exterior to the 
aircraft envelope if necessary. Further, these rotors are of low solidity and take less 
stowing volume and have relatively simple hub designs which may possibly result in reduced 
weight. However, no matter how the cheese is sliced, the penalty remains and must be 
accepted if the capabilities of the vehicle are desired. 

For the stopped-rotor/fixed-wing concept, the primary penalties are those already 
suggested in reduced efficiency of both the hover a'xl the high-speed flight mission. Pro- 
ponents of this vehicle claim that the high speed compromise can be reasonably overcome. 
However, any effort made to improve the characteristics of the high speed flight case 
inevitably appear to be detrimental to the hover mode. These penalties are also inescapable 
and must be accepted if the vehicle is to be employed. It is probable that the compromise 
accepted would be one which has reduced efficiency in hover at the expense of high speed 
efficiency, end attempts will be made to keep the hover duration to a minimum. 
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Fig.2     Progress in helicopter power plants 
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Tip vortex 

Fig. 13     Structure of wake from one blade 
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Fig.24     Trailing vortices near disc leading edge 
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HARMONIC NUMBER n 

Fig.33     Vertical vibratory load output versus harmonic number for 
rigid articulated blade at various tip-speed ratios 
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Fig.34     Typical elastic blade vertical vibratory load output versus 
harmonic number for various tip-speed ratios 
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Pig. 40  "Stall Flutter": Typical rotor blade periodic pitching-torsion instability 
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Pig.57     Two-dimensional aerodynamic damping surface 
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Fig.61     Variation of aerodynamic damping with azimuth for a heavily loaded S-61F 
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PREFACE 

These lecture notes were prepared with the intent to permit the reader to go somewhat 
beyond the material that can actually be presented during the short time allocated for the 
class sessions. The subjects discussed here were selected and presented in such a way as 
to help the reader to better understand the aerodynamic aspects of design and operation of 
V/STOL configurations belonging to the Convertible Rotor/Propeller family of aircraft. 

Because of that emphasis on understanding, physical aspects of the discussed aerodynamic 
phenomena were strongly underlined, while mathematical presentation tended toward an illu- 
stration of the relative importance of various parameters, rather than giving more rigorous 
methods for the determination of the actual quantities. However, wherever available, those 
more rigorous methods are referenced in the text. 

The whole subject matter is broken down into four chapters: Chapter I very briefly re- 
views basic concepts of Convertible Rotor Propeller Aircraft; Chapter II discusses hovering 
and vertical climb phenomena; Chapter III deals with some problems of forward flight which 
appear to be of particular importance to the considered family of aircraft, and finally, in 
Chapter IV, some aspects of operation in the STOL mode of the considered VTOL aircraft are 
discussed. 

With reference to the adjective "Preliminary" appearing on the preprint of this paper, the 
reader must realize that they were prepared on a few weeks' notice, mostly from ti;e material 
that was immediately available under the form of my various already existing scribbles, works 
of my colleagues from the company, some inputs of my friends from NASA Langley and Ames and 
reports and books that happened to be in my private library. 

In that race against the deadline, I got able assistance from my associates to all of 
whom I wish to express my sincere gratitude. In particular, I wish to thank Mr C.Kalmbach 
for his help in numerical computations and checking the formulae. To Mr Craig Smith for 
his help in editing the text, arranging for artists' drawings, etc. However, my special 
thanks are due to Mrs Wanda Metz, my secretary, who somehow was able to decipher my hastily 
scribbled notes, transfer them into a typed text, type all formulae and properly arrange 
the text, formulae and figures into a presentable whole. Finally, I wish to express my 
indebtedness to Mr R.W.Tharrington, General Manager, and Mr L.L.Douglas, Assistant General 
Manager. New Products, of the Vertol Division of The Boeing Company for permission to take 
an active part in the VKI-AGARD lecture series, and company support for my participation 
and the preparation of these notes. 

W.Z.Stepniewski 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION TO BASIC CONCEPTS OF 
CONVERTIBLE ROTOR/PROPELLER AIRCRAFT 

1.1 WHY CONVERTIBLE ROTOR/PROPELLER AIRCRAFT? 

Because of a relatively high specific impulse of airscrews (rotors and propellers) under 
static conditions (Figure 1-1), it may be expected that aircraft incorporating vertical 
thrust generators of this type will tend to find an application to the missions stressing 
requirements for long periods of hovering and near-hovering flight. Furthermore, 
relatively low downwash velocities associated with rotors and propellers (abscissa in 
Figure 1-1) will make those aircraft especially suitable for operations from unprepared 
sites and under all other conditions where high downwash velocities cannot be tolerated. 
Finally, it appears that (at least at present and in the near future) noise (at the same 
static thrust) of both rotors and propellers can be kept at a considerably lower level than 
that of the thrust generators based on the jet principle. 

Thus, acoustic characteristics favor airscrew type vertical thrust generators for such 
military missions as ASH, etc., and civilian operations close to the population centers 
(Figure 1-2 from Reference 1-1). 

It is a truism that as far as hovering and near-hovering regimes of flight are con- 
cerned, the helicopter represents the most efficient configuration, both aerodynamically 
and operationally. 

However, in foiward flight, overall efficiency of the helicopter is poor by comparison 
with that of fixed-wing aircraft. For aircraft equipped with powerplants delivering their 
power through a shaft, lift or gross weight to the equivalent drag ratio may serve es a 
convenient yardstick to measure that efficiency. Understanding that lift (L) is the total 
lift equal to the aircraft gross weight (W) in steady state level flight at speed (V) in 
knots, lift or gross weight to the equivalent drag (De) ratio for the whole aircraft can be 
expressed as follows: 

L/De E W/De = .-r;™ , (1-1) 

where SHP represents the total power delivered by the engine or engines at the speed of 
flight V and at gross weight W (pounds). 

By analogy, lift or gross weight to equivalent drag ratio of the lifting system alone 
may be written as 

WV 
(L/D )   E (W/D.)LS =   , (1-2) e LS       e LS   325(SHP-SHPf) 

where SHPf is the shaft horsepower required to overcome the parasite drag; i.e., that of 
non-lifting components (fuselage, nacelles, etc.) of the aircraft. Figure 1-3, comparing 
(L/De)LS of the rotary-wing type wich those of the fixed-wing type aircraft, explains why 
there is a continuous search for configurations where, in cruise and high speed flight, 
weight of the aircraft will be either entirely or at least partially supported by a fixed 
wing. 
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Of many possible configurations using an airscrew for vertical thrust in hover and near- 
hover regimes while relying on a lixed wing for high speed forward flight, attention will 
be concentrated on aerodynamic problems of convertible rotor/propeller aircraft. They may 
be defined as configurations where through a conversion process, the airscrew(s) changes its 
(their) role from a vertical thrust generator to that of a forward propulsor. This con- 
version from one role to another can be accomplished either through actual rotation of the 
airscrew axis from vertical to horizontal, or through rotation of the airscrew slipstream, 
while the axis of the airscrew itself remains approximately horizontal. 

1.2 POSSIBLE CONFIGURATIONS 

1.2.1 Deflected Slipstream 

Deflected slipstream is considered first as the phenomena of the propeller slipstream 
deflection by a wing will also appear to some degree in other configurations as well. In 
the deflected slipstream, the aircraft propeller slipstream is rotated through large angles 
(up to about 90°) so that its momentum flux can point vertically down while the axis of the 
thrust generator remains inclined at a small angle (from 0° to about 15° or 20°) to the 
horizontal. Transition from hover to forward flight is accomplished through rotation of 
the slipstream with reference to the airframe which also may be accompanied by the rota- 
tion in pitch of the aircraft as a whole. In this way, momentum flux direction gradually 
changes from the lift supporting position in hover to that of forward propulsion in forward 
flight. 

For the airscrew type configurations, it appears that because of the ground clearance 
problems, higher disc loading thrust generators will be used, thus qualifying them as pro- 
pellers rather than rotors. The slipstream deflection itself is usually performed by % 
»ing equipped with lift-ir^ easing devices (Figure 1-4). 

In order to get some idea regarding the magnitude of the wing lift coefficients and the 
wing chord to propeller diameter ratio (kc = C/D) as may be required for a given slipstream 
rotation angle (6),  the following simple considerations (based on the momentum concept) are 
performed. 

Using notations from Figure l-4a and assuming no profile drag losses in the total 
momentum flow in the slipstream, it becomes apparent that the resultant force (F) acting on 
the aircraft will be equal to the static thrust (T) of the free propeller which, according 
to the simple momentum theory, can be expressed as 

F = T = 2vrR2pv2 , (1-3) 

where v is the induced velocity at the disc and p is the air density. 

The lift component (L) of F" in the direction normal to the propeller axis will be 

L = 2TTR
2
PV

2
 sin 6  , (1-4) 

where 6   is the slipstream rotation angle. Dividing equation (1-4) by (1-3), one obtains 

sin 6   = L/F . (1-5) 

But the component, L , perpendicular to the propeller axis, can also be expressed in terms 
of n.n aerodynamic force (lift) coefficient of the slipstream submerged wing portion (CLg) 
and the area (Ss) of the slipstream-covered portion of the wing: 

L = \ (p Vs
2SsCLs) . (1-6) 
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Substituting inte equation (1-5) expressions for I. and P as given by equations (1-3) 
and (1-6), tb3 following is obtained: 

sin 6   = (Vs
2S8/477R

2v2)CLs . (1-7) 

Before reaching the wing, the propeller slipstream nay be somewhere between complete con- 
traction (Vg = 2v) and no contraction at all (Vg = v). 

calling'that ratio kg = Vs/v and defining the chord in terms of the propeller 
diameter: c = kc2R , equation (1-7) may be rewritten as 

sin 6   = (k8
3/2 kc/77)CLs (!.-7a) 

or, the lift coefficient required to deflect the slipstream through an angle $   will be 

CLg = 7rsin0/kc ks
3/2 . (1-8) 

It can be seen from equation (1-8) thit for kc = { it would i   necesäarj to develop 
C
LS = 27T if contraction of the slipstream would not occur (kg - 1.0) osfore it reaches 
the wing. In contrast, should the slipstream completely contract before reaching the wing 
Jks = 2.0), then only CLg % 2.2 would be required. 

Similar momentum considerations in the axial direction whould show that for a 90° deflec- 
tion, axial force (induced drag) aerodynamic coefficients in the axial direction of the same 
value as the CL  would be required. This would indicate that the total aerodynamic force 
coefficient of the slipstream submerged portion of the wing shoul'J be v^T times higher than 
the lift coefficient itself. 

The above considerations should give a better understanding of practical difficulties of 
achieving large slipstream deflection angles and still maintain k„ values desirable from 
the overall design point of view. Figure 1-5 (taken from Reference 1-2) illustrates th*s 
point by showing recovery factors, Lg/T versus angle of slipstream deflection. 

Hovering control of the deflected slipstream configurations may be achieved through the 
following means: height above the ground through variation of the collective pitch of pro- 
pellers, rotation in pitch through auxiliary thrust generators in the fuselage (tail rotors, 
fans or jet nozzles most probably located in the tail area). However, as in other con- 
figurations discussed later, pitching moments can also be obtained through monocyclic 
control of the propellers capable of developing large hub moments; i.e., having either 
"rigid" blades, or sufficiently large off-set of the flapping hinges. Control in roll can 
be obtained (with laterally disposed propellers) through differential collective pitch, 
which, in turn, would also vary differentially the vertical thrust components developed by 
the two halves of the wing. It may be supplemented (as in the case of the VZ-3RY) by slot- 
lip spoilers (Reference 1-3). Control in yaw can be obtained through special thrusting 
devices (from tail rotors to jet nozzles). In principle, it may also be achieved by pro- 
ducing on both wing halves opposite horizontal components of the thrust vector (most likely 
through a differential deflection of flaps). However, due to partial flow separation in 
the trailing edge portion of the wing, that may occur at large slipstream turning angles, 
effectiveness of this type of yaw control is rather doubtful. 

The most important problem area of the deflected slipstream configuration is the pre- 
viously discussed aspect of an effective turning of the propeller slipstream through large 
angles. Since a complete 90° deflection is difficult to achieve, deflected slipstream air- 
craft designed for hovering operations must usually compensate that deficiency through 
hovering in the "nose-up" position. Another problem area is also connected with hovering 
(especially close to the ground) and consists of aircraft "skittishness" and difficulties 
of precise control. To these problems, H.L.Turner and P.J.Drinkwater add (Reference 1-3): 
"Changes in power and flap configurations required for flight over the design speed range 
produce moment variations and wing stall which constitute basic aerodynamic problems in the 
design of a V/STOL vehicle based on the deflected slipstream concept." 
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1.2.2 Tilt Wing 

The tilt wing represents a configuration wherein axis of the airscrew (usually of the 
propeller type) bot>; in hovering and horizontal flight remains either parallel or makes 
a small angle (a few degrees) with the zero lift chord of the wing (Figure 1-6). During 
the intermediate wing tilt angles, this relationship between the propeller axis and wing 
chord may lag behind the wing in order to reduce angle of attack of the wing with reference 
to the resultant slipstream. 

Control in hovering can be accomplished in several ways: vertial translation - 
through collective pitch of propellers; pitch control - as required for both C.G. trim and 
angular acceleration, can be obtained through special force generators located in the tail. 
This represents a widely accepted solution. 

However, the same goal can be accomplished through the use of cyclic control of the rotor 
about a single axis (monocyclic) by varying the blade pitch angle (9) with the azimuth angle 
(i//) according to the following first harmonic imput: 

6*   = eo  + 6m  cos * ^-9> 

where 9_   is the maximum blade pitch cyclic control displacement. 

In the case of propeller blades articulated about the flapping axis, these control inputs 
will incline the propeller disc and thus, the thrust vector which, in turn, might provide 
a displacement of the thrust axis with reference to the C.G. (Figure 1-7), thus providing 
the necessary pitching moment. However, it must be remembered that the new slipstream 
direction will generate lift force on the wing which, depending on the relative position 
of the wing center of pressure anj aircraft center of gravity may reduce the pitching 
moment acting on the aircraft. Large flaps deflecting in the proper direction may alleviate 
those unfavorable propeller-wing interference effects (Figure 1-7). 

For "rigid" blades, application of the monocyclic inputs would not produce any tilt of 
the thrust vector, but would generate a pure pitching moment. For blades with root attach- 
ment characteristics included between complete articulation with no offset of the flapping 
hinge and infinite rigidity, there will be a mixture of hub pitching moments end thrust 
vector inclinations. 

Other possible pitch control in hovering and near-hovering can be accomplished through 
variation of aerodynamic pitching moment on the wing through a deflection of flaps. But 
this normally would generate rather weak moments not sufficient to provide, by itself, the 
necessary angular acceleration for the aircraft as a whole. 

However, forces and moments resulting from the wing flap deflection still can be used as 
a source of longitudinal control in the Geared Flap Control System proposed by Gary Churchill 
of Boeing, Vertol Div. This system is based on utilizing the wing flap as an aerodynamic 
servomechanism (as a servo tab) to control the wing incidence relative to the fuselage 
(Figure 1-8).* 

The wing hinge pivot is located between the thrust axis and wing chord planes to favor a 
normal downward flap deflection at all times. A forward control input by the pilot causes 
an increase in flap deflection, creating a diving moment about the wing pivot, and initiat- 
ing the wing motion. A moment unbalance exists until the wing displacement is sufficient 
to neutralize the moment due to flap through the follow-up linkage. The wing displacement 
results, then, in both pitdung and axial accelerations of the aircraft due to the shifting 
the aircraft center of gravity forward and applying an axial force above the C.G. 

•U.S. Patent 3,029.043, "Free Floating Wing Structure and Control System for Convertible Aircraft." 
Issued to G.B.Churchill, April 10, 1962. 
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The system is analogous, longitudinally, to «. single rotor helicopter in control concept. 
The entire tilting system (wing, propellers, engines, etc.) represents the rotor, which 
simply produces a resultant force. An input of cent, ol (flap deflection) is equivalent to 
a cyclic pitch input, and causes the resultant vector to rotate about the wing hinge (rotor 
flapping response). Wing motion ceases when the steady state equivalent flapping (wing 
incidence change) cancels the equivalent cyclic input (initial flap deflection). 

Control in roll of the tilt wing is most naturally accomplished through differential 
thrust variation of the laterally disposed propellers. 

Force and/or moment inputs required for yaw control  can be obtained either from special 
rotors, ducted fans, or nozzles usually located in the tail area, or through a differential 
deflection of aerodynamic surfaces (usually flap-ailerons of the wing) submerged in the 
propeller slipstream. 

Differential inclination of the thrust vector (through differential longitudinal cyclic 
for articulated blades, or differential deflection of nacelles with reference to the wing 
for rigid blades) could also be a source of the yaw moment. But this should be accompanied 
by a proper deflection of aerodynamic surfaces to eliminate, or reduce, wing forces oppo- 
site to the intended yaw components (see Figur« 1-7). 

Aerodynamic problem areas particular to the tilt-wing configuration can be identified as 
follows: (1) partial power descent and high deceleration conversion from forward flieht, 
(2) propeller aerodynamic efficiency, both in hover and cruise, (3) detrimental ground 
effects at some wing settings at landing with forward speed and (4) vertical gust 
sensitivity at high speeds. This latter problem may be of special importance for the high 

aspect ratio configurations (four propellers) with relatively low wing loadings. 

The problem of high propeller efficiency in all regimes of flight is, obviously, common 
to all configurations using the same airscrew as a vertical thrustor in hover and a forward 
propulsor in high speed flight. 

1.2.3 Tilting Rotor/Propeller 

In this configuration, rotors or propellers (usually located at the wing tips) tilt 
through the conversion cycle, while the wing remains fixed with reference to the fuselage 
(Figure 1-9). This approach permits (from the aerodynamic, but not necessarily the 
structural poing of view) more freedom in the independent selection of the disc and wing 
loadings than in the case of the tilt wing, but it encounters new problems which will be 
mentioned later. 

As to the control of the tilting rotor in hovering,  it shows many analogies with the tilt 
wing: Control in pitch can be achieved through tail rotors, monocyclic inputs, etc. 
RolT control also appears to be most naturally solved through differential monitoring of the 
rotor thrusts. Yaw control in the absence of straightening-vane effect of the wing would 
favor the application of differential cyclic. 

Regarding main aerodynamic problem areas, it appears that they may be traced to two 
sources:  (1) fixed horizontal position of the wing, producing considerable downloads, both 
in hovering and in conversion, and (2) aerodynamic characteristics (efficiency, sensitivity 
to horizontal gusts, etc.) and aeroelastic instability of the rotors at high forward speeds, 
especially when low hovering disc loadings are used. 

Those low disc loadings requiring large diameter rotors may also lead to a reduction of 
takeoff performance from their potential values. Th5s would result from the inability (be- 
cause of the ground clearance of the rotors) to lower the rotor axis to the petition assur- 
ing maximum acceleration on the ground (see Chapter 4). On the positive side, however, low 
disc loadings (W ^ 12 fps) may assure autorotational landing capabilities in case of com- 
plete power failure. By contrast, it appears tha*, propel.L r-typs airscrews (as for instance, 
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in tilt wings) would probably not show any au'orotational benefits within practical limits 
of vertical descent velocities. Figure 1-10, reproduced from Reference 1-4 and based on 
full-scale wind tunnel tests of a Vertol 76 propeller by P.F.Yaggy and K.W. Mort (Ref. 1-5) 
seems to indicate that at least within the investigated blade pitch angles, no additional 
thrust is developed in a vertical, or near verticl descent, and power required per pound 
of thrust at a given blade pitch angle remains practically the same as under static 
conditions, 

1.2.4 Tilting Rotor with Foldable or Feathered Blades 

The tilting rotor with foldable or feathered blades represents a concept where an 
attempt is made to avoid the previously mentioned rotor problems in high speed flight, as 
well as to eliminate the Mach number limitations of the airscrews. In this concept, after 
conversion to the forward flight configuration, rotor is stopped, blades feathered and 
possibly left in that position for the high speed flight regime. However, due to the 
additional drag and aeroelastic problems associated with this solution, it appears more 
advantageous after stopping and feathering the blades to have them folded either be.and 
or along the nacelles (Fig.1-11). The high speed forward propulsion is provided by turbo- 
fans or, less likely, propellers of a smaller diameter. Control aspects and aerodynamic 
problems in hover, rolling takeoffs, and transition are obviously very similar to those 
of the "classical" tilting rotor. 

1.3 POWER MATCH 

All the configurations considered in the preceding section offer (at least in principle) 
an opportunity for the so-called power match. This means that the shaft horsepower 
installed resulting from hovering requirements (at a specified altitude and temperature) 
can be made equal, or at least close, to that needed at maximum speed in forward flight 
at some operational altitude. 

In the first approximation, installed power (SH!*ins) per pound of design gross weight 
(W) can be defined on the basis of the hovering requirements as follows: 

3/2 

<fflpins/*>h 55073t, 77A \THhy \2^ 
(1-10) 

where    kex    is the ratio of the maximum airscrew thrust tn the gross weight,    T]tT    is the 
mechanical transmission efficiency,    ~q     is the aerodynamic efficiency (figure of merit) 
in hovering*,    ^THh 

conditions,    w    is the nominal disc loading and 
the ambient conditions in hover. 

is the powerplant lapse rate corresponding to the ambient hovering 
Ph    is the air density corresponding to 

On the other hand,  the installed shaft horsepower per pound of ^ross weight resulting 
from a speed of flight    V    (knots) at en altitude   H    (feet),   i.e.,   at an air density 
Pt ,  is 

(SHPlns/W)£ 32SVV4Hf 

1.43PfV2j-L +%L£SH 
ww   J     1.43/ofV27T(AR)f 

(1-11) 

pr where new symbols are: v 
wf - equivalent flat plate area (f) loEding (wf 
based on the wing area) profile drag coefficient of the 
loading and (AR)e - effective aspect ratio of the wing 

propulsive efficiency of rotor/propeller at speed V ; 
'- = W/f) ; CDo eq -equivalent (i.e. 

w^ - wing 

* See Section 2-1. 
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By equating Equations (1-10) and (1-11), a relationship tying together hovering and 
forward flight requirements is obtained. This, at least in principle, should permit an 
indication of hovering disc loading (for required Hh and Tj, ) that is best (power-wise) 
suited for a given Vmax at a given altitude (Hf) . Magnitude of some design parameters 
appearing in Equations (1-10) and (1-11) can be rather closely guessed for a given cate- 
gory of aircraft (say, military, or civilian transport of a given class). 

For instance, anticipating the gross weight class of the aircraft and its type of 
fuselage (military with rear loading versus short-haul civilian aircraft) the wf values 
can be approximated (see Figure 1-12). The same goes for the equivalent profile drag: 
since area cf the empennage usually amounts to 25-35% of the wing area and practical 
CDo ^0.01 , CDo e. y 0.013 would probably represent an acceptable first order approx- 
imation. Transmission and propulsive efficiencies as well as aerodynamic efficiency in 
hover should also be contained within rather narrow limits* (rjtT <  o. 95; 0.72 < T?pr < 
0.82 and 0.7 < VA <  0.8) . 

However, the remaining two parameters in Equation (1-11), namely, the wing loading and 
wing aspect ratio can, in principle, be varied within large limits. If there were no such 
constraints as the restrictions regarding propeller diameter to wing chord ratio, then the 
effective aspect ratio could be assumed within limits generally accepted in the design 
practice of the considered category of aircraft (say transports), and the wing loading 
could be optimized for the maximum wing L/D at the selected operational conditions of 
flying speed and altitude: 

wwopt = afv^CDoeQ7T(AR)e) (1-12) 

where qf is the flight velocity dynamic pressure in forward flight. Figure 1-13 permits 
to get at a glance a feeling regarding those optimum wing loading values for various 
forward speeds and altitudes. In spite of the fact that many VTOL missions require 
operations at low altitudes, ferry and other long-range considerations would probably 
push the selection of unrestricted wing loadings toward optima indicated for 23,000 ft 
cruise altitudes, or even higher. 

Figure 1-14 permits assessment of maximum flying speed values at S/L std., correspond- 
ing to a power match resulting from hovering requirements, either at S/L Std., or at 
3000 95°F. It was assumed in this case that, at every speed of flight, the wing loading 
is optimized by Equation (1-12) for the 20,000 ft altitude. 

It should be remembered, however, that in such configurations as the deflected slip- 
stream and the tilt wing, a need for the propeller slipstream rotation by the wing may 
impose a minimum acceptable limit for a ratio between the wing chord and propeller dia- 
meter. This constraint would eliminate the (aerodynamic) freedom of selecting the wing 
aspect ratio and using optimum wing loading for a given altitude and speed of flight. 

In order to give some idea regarding the relationship between the disc and wing load- 
ings with constraints, it is assumed that the width of the fuselage and distance of the 
inboard propeller tips to the fuselage is constant. This means that the central portion 
of the wing span (bc) also remains constant. On the other hand, the external part of 
the wing span varies with propeller diameter (D) , number of propellers (n) and the 
mutual propeller-wing arrangement, reflected through a coefficient kb . The whole wing 
span (b) can now be expressed as: 

b = bc + kbnD . (1-13) 

* A more detailed discussion of the   vA   values will be in Section 2.1 and of the   77      magnitudes 
in Section 3.1 
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With a coefficient 
be expressed as: 

kc = c/D , the relationship between the disc and wing loading can 

w_ = 

M£>£] 
(1-14) 

As an example of the above relationship, a four-propeller tilt-wing configuration simi- 
lar to that shown in Figure 1-6 is considered with   b   = 12 ft ,    Kc = 0. 5 , and   kj, = 0. 85 . 
Assuming 3 values of the gross weight (50,000,  75,000 and 100,000 pounds),    ww = f(w)    was 
computed and is shown in Figure 1-15.    It can be seen from Figure 1-15 that for the selected 
geometric constraints,  the   ww = f(w)   relationship is rather unsensitive to the gross 
weight values that may be encountered within a given gross weight class (in this case,  froK. 
50,000 to 100,000 pounds).    Thus by selecting wing loadings versus disc loadings as given 
by the 75,000 pounds curve and substituting those   ww   and aspect ratio    ((AR)e = e(b/c)) 
values into the power match equations (Equations 1-10 and 1-11), maximum speed at sea level 
is found for various disc loading values.    Thus,  the obtained   VBax = f(w)    is compared 
with the   Vnax = f(w)    for the non-constrained (optimum) wing loadings.    Tt can be seen 
from Figure 1-16 that some penalties in the high speed capabilities may be expected for 
those configurations whore geometric constraints would force a deviation from the optimum 
wing-loading values.    rigure 1-16 indicates that in the considered case of a 4-propeller 
configuration with   kc = 0.5 and   kb = 0.85 , those penalties amount to about 50 knots. 
With   kc > 0.5   they would be still higher. 

In all the above examples, the power match was considered under the assumption of using, 
in forward flight, all the installed power resulting from the hovering requirements.    Ulis, 
obviously,  led to the indication of the maximum forward flight speed capabilities.    However, 
the power match may be investigated according to some different rules expressed,  for 
instance,  as a requirement for a high speed cruise when only a given percentage  (say,  80%) 
of the installed (or takeoff) power is used.    Introduction of a proper factor into Equation 
(1-11) would permit computation of the new relationship between the disc loading and the 
corresponding "matched" forward speed (this time for a high speed cruise). 
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CHAPTER  II 

HOVERING  AND  VERTICAL  FLIGHT 

2.1   BASIC  THRUST-POWER  RELATIONSHIPS   IN  HOVER 

In order to clearly represent the relative importance of the parameters which are sig- 
nificant from the design point of view as,   for instance, disc loading    (w) ,  blade loading 
(wb) ,  tip speed    (Vt) ,  airfoil characteristics    (cj and cdo) ,  etc., the combined 
momentum-blade element theory will be used in the interpretation of the hovering and 
vertical flight phenomena. 

Shaft horsepower required per pound of thrust of an airscrew can be expressed  (see,  for 
instance, p.143, Reference 2-1) as: 

where new symbols appearing in Equation (2-1) are:    ki - the induced power coefficient 
expressing the ratio of actual induced power (taking into consideration non-uniform down- 
wash distribution and tip losses) to the ideal one;    a - propeller or rotor solidity ratio; 

d   c"dQ - average profile drag coefficient of the blade. 

It should be noted that   CTTTR2   appearing in Equation  (2-1) is the blade anja    (Sb) 
while   T/fcrr7R2 = T/Sjj - wb   will be the blade area loading. 

Remembering that average lift coefficient in hovering is defined as 

6T _       3wb 
ff*h    =   Z^HTi     S      TTT? ■ <2-2) 

Equation (2-1) can be rewritten as follows: 

(SHP/T)h    =    ^-fkil/f^r)    !7"'-Vti     • (2-3) 

Equation (2-3) clearly indicates that reduction of the induced power per pound of 
thrust (first term in the brackets) will depend on the uniformity of the induced velocity 
through the disc, and decrease of the blade tip losses as reflected by the diminishing 
kj values. It also will decrease with the decreasing disc loading and increasing air 
density. 

•As to the profile power contribution to the total power required per pound of thrust, 
it can be seen that it decreases proportionally to the C^ /cjj, ratio or, in other words, 
it improves with the increasing average lift to the corresponding average profile drag 
coefficients ratio in hover. It can be seen that a low tip speed Vt is also beneficial. 
However, one must remember that a low tip speed would lead to large total blade area for 
a given thrust value; since, (see Equation(2-2)) 
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6T 

or, in more general terms, blade area required per pound of thrust is 

Su/T =  — • (2-4a) 

It will be seen later that reduction of the total blade area required for a given 
thrust level is quite important. 

From Equation (2-2) it is easy to express blade losing in terms of the average lift 
coefficient in hover, air density and tip speed. Figure 2-1 is shown as an example of 
blade loadings that may be encountered in practice. 

It is obvious now that minimization of the ^ and S^T and maximization of wb 
require maximization of the product of the average lift coefficient and the corresponding 
tip speed squared. Since tip speed is synonymous with Mach number at which blade sections 
operate, it is clear hence, that in order to make Equations (2-4) and (2-4a) a minimum, 
such airfoil sections are required that would permit operation at the combination of high 
section lift coefficients and high Mach numbers with as low as possible increase in the 
CJJQ values. 

However, in practical designs, external noise requirements may favor a compromise at 
lower tip speeds (see Section 2-6). 

In order to have a better feel regarding the influence of various design parameters on 
*  aerodynamic efficiency (figure of merit in hover), the ideal rotor power required per 

:' ad of static thrust (P^/T = /(w/2/^)) is divided by the expression in brackets of 
Equation (2-1), leading to 

Vi   -   ;—;  (2-5) 
ki 

+, Adoh\ 

^n/^*/2^) 

Remembering that the ideal induced velocity under static conditions (hover) is: 
vid = Aw/2/^)) • it is possible to give Equation (2-5) still another interpretation: 

(2-5a) 

Both of the above equations indicate that low values of the induced power factor (k.) 
are always important as well as the high ratios of average lift to mean profile drag 
coefficients. It is, however, interesting to notice how the relative significance of the 
profile power term varies with the ratio of tip speed to the ideal induced velocity 
(increases for lightly-loaded airscrews). It appears, hence, that reduction of the profile 
drag coefficients through such means as BLC would greater contribute to the figure of 
merit improvement of lightly-loaded rotors than propellers. Study of Figure 2-2 may be 
quite instructive in that respect. The upper graph of this figure permits a rapid estima- 
tion of the Vt/vld values, while the lower graph should give an idea regarding the order 
of magnitude cf the aerodynamic efficiencies that may be expected under static conditions 
for those Vt/vid ratios. 
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Figure 2-3 presents T;A directly versus disc loading for one assumed tip speed 
Vt = 800 ft/sec and one value of the average lift to the average profile drag ratios 
(c~jh/cd - 60) and kA = 1.07) . In the above presentation the induced power coefficient 
was assumed constant h.i -  1.07) , probably approximating quite well the aerodynamic 
efficiency levels of lightly-loaded airscrews (i.e., rotors) w < 12 lb/ft2 . However, 
they may be too optimistic for more highly loaded airscrews of the propeller type. More 
rapid increase of actual induced power than its ideal value (higher ki    factor) is 
chiefly responsible for this. One of the contributing factors to the i.i    increase is the 
increasing importance of the slipstream rotation. It is shown in Reference 2-1 (p.127) 
that the induced power loss due to the slipstream rotation can be approximately expressed 
as: 

^Wrot    "   l-36Pind(v/Vt)
2 (2-6) 

For v/Vt ratios typical of helicopter rotors, this contribution expressed by Equation 
(2-6) amounts to about 0.35%, but for disc loadings of 40 lb/ft2, it may grow to about 
2.5%. Furthermore, induced power increase associated with tip losses will also be more 
significant for low aspect ratio blades encountered in the VT0L propellers than in the 
slender helicopter blades. Also because of the compromise in the twist distribution that 
may be dictated by the forward flight requirements (see Section 3-1), actual downwash dis- 
tribution may deviate from the uniform one. For all the above reasons, it will probably 
be difficult to obtain for the propeller-type static thrust generators ^A > 0.8 . 

With reference to the problem of minimizing the ki   values, the combined momentum- 
blade element theory may provide some guidance by permitting to discuss the influence of 
such factors as airfoil characteristics, blade planform, twist distribution, etc. More 
refined computational methods (see, for instance, Reference 2-1, pp. 112-125, and Refer- 
ence 2-2, pp.73-113) based on the combined blade element and momentum theories would permit 
to obtain a better definition of the rjk   values or to establish a direct relationship 
between static thrust and power required of rctors and propellers.  It should be remembered, 
however, that the combined blade element momentum theory fails in describing phenomena 
occurring at the blade tips and roots and their influence on the flow conditions at inter- 
mediate blade stations as well as to indicate the influence of the number of blades. 
Theories based on vorticity distribution at the blade itself and in the wake are more 
promising in that respect. 

2.2 APPLICATION OF VORTEX THEORY TO STATIC STATE 
AND AXIAL MOTION OF ROTORS AND PROPELLERS 

Beginnings of the application of the vortex theory to performance analysis of a free 
airscrew (rotor or propeller) under static conditions, or in translatory flight, may be 
traced to the classical Goldstein's paper of 1929 (Ref.2-3). Propeller aspects of that 
approach were further developed by Lock, Theodorsen and others (Refs.2-4 and 2-5), while 
M.Knight and R.Hefner were probably the first to apply vortex theory to the analysis of 
the static thrust of a rotor far from the ground (Ref.2-6). Later, using a mirror deflec- 
tion concept, Knight extended that analysis to the ground effects on the thrust and induced 
power relationships of a rotor operating under those conditions. 

It should be noted, however, that the above approach was based on linearized theory, 
assuming a constant circulation along the blade, so that vortices are shed only at the 
tip. Furthermore, it was assumed that the thus shed vorticity forms a cylindrical wake 
moving at a speed equal to the average downwash velocity while vortex density (dT/dh) 
along the wake itself is constant and its value is determined by tiie thrust alone. 

H.Heyson of NASA (Ref.2-7) has shown by thrust and power measurements as well as by 
flow visualization that for rotor-propellers operating in ground effect, differences 
between the predicted and measured values of thrust and power as well as between the actual 
flow patterns and those predicted by this simplified theory are quite great. It became 
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obvious that the source of these differences can be traced to the lack of reflection in 
the mathematical model of such important physical facts as:  (a) contraction of the wake, 
and (b) proper vorticity distribution within the wake itself. 

Looking closer at the wake contraction and the resulting from this fact of acceleration 
of the flow that carries with it vorticity left behind by the airscrew, one must realize 
that the importance of this problem is not the sane for a rotor-propeller at a high speed 
of translation (for example, in cruise) and the same rotor or propeller in hover. 

Prom the simple momentum theory, it is easy to show that at an axial translation with 
speed V , the induced velocity (at the disc) vv will be 

\   =   1  V[-1 + /(l + wv/qv)] , (2-7) 

where   wy   js the disc loading corresponding to the velocity   V   and   qv    is the dynamic 
pressure of forward flight    (qv = ipv2) .    In the fully developed wake    (in *) ,    vVoo = 
2vv    and the ratio of the cross-section of the slipstream for downstream  (A^) to that at 
the disc    (A^)   will be: 

AS€o/Aso   =    tl + H-l + Al + wv/qv)}]/[l + {(-1 +/(1 + w^)}]  . (2-8) 

It is obvious from Equation (2-8) that in cruise when the speed of flight   V   and the 
corresponding   q^   are high,  and rotor or propeller disc loading corresponding to that 
speed amounts to a xraction of that in hover    (wy = w0/(L/D)v   where    (L/D)v    is the air- 
craft lift to drag ratio at speed   V) ,  the ratio expressed by Equation (2-8) is close to 
1.0*.    Ihis means that under those conditions,  assumptions of a cylindrical wake is 
justified by physical phenomena.    By the same token,  at slow axial translations of the 
propeller or rotor    (ABg> ~ 1/2) ,  or in hover    (ASa/AS0 = 1/2)    physical facts of the 
accelerated flow in the wake as it moves away from the disc should be reflected in the 
mathematical model. 

As to the vorticity distribution in the wake,  the advent of high-speed computers made 
it possible to better represent the physical reality through a sufficiently large number 
of discrete vortex filaments leaving the blade along its span as well as at the tip. 
Figure 2-4 (reproduced from Reference 2-8) is shown as a typical example of the represen- 
tation of the vorticity in the wake through discrete vortex filaments**. 

Once, with the help of a system of discrete vortex filaments,  the physically correct 
model of vorticity distribution in the whole wake is established,  the velocity induced at 
any point of space can be computed through the Biot-Savart law.    This law states that at 
any point   P ,  increment of velocity   (dVp)    induced by a vortex filament of strength   T 
and   ds    length can be expressed as follows: 

r r 
dV„   =  ds . (2-9) 

4" R3 

This induced velocity increment   dVp   will be perpendicular to the plane passing through 
point    P   and vortex filament   ds .     (For other definitions,  see Figure 2-5). 

Establishment of a proper computer program would permit summing up the influences of 
all vortex filaments representing the whole wake and thus computing both magnitude and 
direction of the induced flow at point   P .    Repeating the same procedure for a sufficient 
number of points in the disc area, downwash velocity distribution can be obtained,  thus 
permitting computation of both the total thrust and the corresponding induced power. 

• For instance,  for   V = 340 ft/sec    and   wy = 5 lb/ft2 (wQ ~ 50 lb/ft2):  Ag^A^ ~ 0.992 . 

•• In this particular case,  for a helicopter rotor in forward flight. 
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Ulis new opportunity offered by the computers regarding the possibilities of obtaining 
numerical results from a more realistic representation of the wake, produced a large 
number of papers and studies referring to the application of vortex theory to both rotors 
and propellers in various regimes of flight. Of more recent U.S. contributions to this 
domain, the works of Loewy, Miller, and the Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (References 
2-9 to 2-13) should be mentioned. There are indications that in the Soviet block a simi- 
lar approach is also used (References 2-14 and 2-15). 

As an illustration of the vortex theory approach to the analysis of rotor/propeller 
performance under static conditions and in axial translation, a method developed by 
F. J. Davenport of Boeing, Vertol Division, under the name of "An Explicit Vortex Influence 
Technique", is briefly outlined. 

This method and the resulting computer program (for the IBM 360) permits to predict, 
both in hover and in axial flight, thrust produced, power required and radial distribution 
of aerodynamic loading on a rotor or propeller blade of arbitrary planform, twist and 
radial variation of airfoil characteristics. With respect to the latter point, it should 
be noted that in the actual computer program, inputs of airfoil lift and drag character- 
istics are provided in tabular form (at 10 blade stations). This permits to consider in 
performance calculations, any peculiarity that may rxist due to the airfoil shape as well 
as its operating conditions (Mach and Reynolds numbers, etc.)*. 

As to the computational model of the airscrew, the considered method states that: 
Each blade is treated as a rotating lifting line, trailing a vortex wake which is mathe- 
matically approximated by a finite number of concentrated vortex filaments. One of such 
filaments leaving the blade from an element located at a station located at radius r(o) 
is shown in Figure 2-6. 

Since the actual airscrew wake consists of vorticity sheets, the number of discrete 
vortices representing this sheet should be sufficiently large to assure a correct repre- 
sentation of the physical phenomena. On the basis of a comparative study, it was decided 
to use 13 vortices and 12 control points as a good comparison between computer time and 
accuracy requirements. Furthermore, since trailed vorticity is concentrated toward the 
tips, the number of vortex filaments per unit of blade length is increased close to the 
tip. 

As to the velocity distribution at the disc, it may be expected that its overall shape 
and actual downwash values are determined chiefly by the far wake. By contrast, the flow 
at the tip and the cut-out areas is influenced by the near wake. 

Structure of the wake itself reflects the vortex law requiring that vortex filaments 
must travel at the same velocity as flow in the wake which, in turn, is a sum of the axial 
speed of the airscrew (V) and the three components of flow induced by the vortex fila- 
ments themselves. In hovering, obviously, the flow in the wake is only due to the induced 
effects and thus mutual interdependence between the vortex structure and the flow pheno- 
mena induced by them becomes of prime importance. To resolve this problem, the method 
proposed by Davenport uses the momentum theory to establish a reference or "normal' vortex 
structure from which the influence coefficients will be computed. Deviations of the 
loading from that corresponding to the nominal structure will change the vortex structure. 
The influence coefficients must then be used with adjustment factors to reflect this new 
vortex structure. 

At present, two-dimensional (non-rotating) data are used. But it is recognized that special flow 
conditions existing at the rotating blade may alter sectional aerodynamic characteristics. 
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As to the variation of the slipstream velocity with its distance   i    (Fig. 2-6) down- 
stream from the disc, the classical approximation of dauert (Reference 2-16.  p.367) was 
used.    This finally led to the approximate formula 

»x/v«   =    ii2 - (l-AP)e"Nx/R]   , (2-9) 

where the "slipstream acceleration factor"   AF   is about 0.19 and falls asymptotically to 
zero as   v    increases. 

The slipstream model based on the above relationship worked quite well for low disc 
loadings, but gave too optimistic results for propellers as used in the tilt-wing configura- 
tions.    Assuming that the general form of Equation (2-9) is correct, values of the so- 
called contraction rate parameter   N   were selected to match theoretical results against 
experimental data.    In this way a curve of "correct" values of   N   versus airscrew thrust 
coefficient values    (CT = T/ApV^)    was obtained.    Thus,  the established relationship of 
N = f(CT)    was used in the computer program. 

With these corrections, the performance predictions based on the above described method 
show an excellent agreement with tests for both a helicopter rotor and a tilt-wing pro- 
peller (see Figures 2-7 and 2-8).    It should be noted, however,  that because of the semi- 
empirical determination of the   N   coefficient,  the present basis of the whole method 
extends only to   CT < 0. 025 . 

2. 3  DOWNLOAD  AND  SKITTISHNESS 

It is easy to show that in the fully developed wake of an airscrew under static condi- 
tions (slipstream velocity   Vg = 2v) ,  the dynamic pressure    (q8)    is equal to the air- 
screw disc loading 

%   =   i P(2v)     =   2/0 

This obviously means that aircraft components characterized by high drag coefficients, 
when exposed to the downflow, may substantially contribute to the decrease of the net 
vertical thrust available in hovering.    This download problem becomes especially serious 
for the tilting propeller and rotor configurations.    Here,  relative value of download on 
the wing (ratio of vertical drag   Dy    to total thrust   T) can be expressed as 

VT   =    (£)c„ 1 ,2-0, 

where SB/sw is the fraction of the total wing area submerged into the fully developed 
airscrew slipstream, and CDv is the vertical drag coefficient of the wing. It can be 
seen that for, say, Sß/sw ~ 0.75 and :DV ~*  1.3 , the download on the wing may roughly 
be equal to the ratio of the disc to wing loadings. It is easy to see that for the 
tilting rotcr-propeller configurations, even with low disc loadings (w ^ 12 lb/ft2) and 
rather high wing loadings (ww ~ 100 lb/ft

2) , thrust losses due to the download could 
become prohibitive unless a proper action to alleviate this situation is undertaken. This 
is usually done through a reduction of the wing area in the slipstream through large 
(close to 90°) down deflections of flaps and ailerons combined with an attack on the 
vertical drag coefficient by providing a better flow (see Figure 2-9). 

The problem of skittishness and resulting control difficulties in hovering close to 
the ground is related to that of the download. Conditions leading to high downloads will 
result in the appearance of strong Karman type vortices separating at relatively low 
frequency.  Because of their strength and frequency, their disturbing effects on the air- 
craft will be large. By the same token, reduction of the total download (less energy 
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in the vortices) as »ell as flow modifications resulting in weaker vortices of higher 
frequency should decrease the disturbing effects of the downwash on the aircraft. 

2.4 GROUND  EFFECT 

Ground effect from the performance point of view can manifest itself in the variation 
of the thrust-power relationship of the rotor or propeller and development of either 
positive (lifting) or negative (suck-down) forces on the airframe. 

Proximity of the ground improves airscrew performance  (see,  for instance, pp. 148-150, 
Reference 2-1) by increasing thrust at a constant power, or reducing power required for a 
given thrust.    Figure 2-10 (based on Figure 4, p. 149, Reference 2-1) gives some idea 
regarding those improvements.    It indicates,  at the same time,  that for the tilt-wing 
configuration where usually   h/D > 1.0 , and the average lift coefficient in hovering will 
probably be 0.4 < Cjh < 0.6 ,  no noticeable gains in the propeller performance should be 
expected from ground effect.    However,  for the tilt-rotor types where   h/D   could be as 
low as   h/D ^0.4    (Kith the same ranges of values of   C"jh ), some performance improvements 
in ground effect may be noticed (see Figure 2-10). 

Ground effects on the airframe (either positive or negative) depend on the flow patterns 
which,  in turn, may depend to a large extent on the mutual positions and shapes of various 
components of the airframe.    Such aspects as cross-section of the fuselage,  presence or 
absence of auxiliary structures (sponsons,  etc.) may be important (see Figure 2-11 for 
possible flow patterns for a 2-propeller tilt-wing in hover close to the ground). 

For this reason,  it is still difficult to present more general conclusions and almost 
every design should be individually tested in that respect.    For instance, NASA,  Langley 
Studies (Ref.2-17) indicated that for a two-propeller tilt-wing aircraft with a wide flat 
(at the bottom) fuselage,  some positive effect close to the ground was noticed due to the 
build-up of pressure under the fuselage (see Figure 2-12, taken from Reference 2-17). 
However, this build-uD of pressure under the fuselage may also contribute to some undesirable 
effects.    Since that captured "pressure bubble" must not be stable,  its either random or 
periodic release may lead to skittishn~ss.    Additional information about flow patterns 
along the ground and above can be found in References 2-18 and 2-19. 

2.5     VERTICAL  RATE  OF  CLIMB 

Concepts of the momentum theory become fjuite useful in establishing working formulae 
for computation of the vertical rate of climb.    It can be shown (Ref.  2-1) that for an 
ideal airscrew,  the vertical rate of climb    (Ve id)   can be expressed as the difference 
between the rate of total flow through the disc    (U)    and the induced velocity    (v)  : 

Vcid   =   U - v . (2-11) 

The above equation (true for the ideal airscrew-type VT0L) can be worked out into a prac- 
tical procedure for computing rate of climb    (Vc)    of a real aircraft when its gross weight 
W   and   SHP   delivered by the engine(s) are known.    This will be done through a substitu- 
tion for a real aircraft,  an ideal one,  which will have a vertical rate of climb equal to 
that of the real machine.    The reasoning leading to this substitution can be represented 
as follows: 

Rotor or propeller power    (PR)    available at the rotor should be found by multiplying 
the   SHP   available by the transmission efficiency   7j.  . 

The ideal airscrew-type aircraft in vertical ascent uses the rotor  (or propeller) power 
exclusively for covering induced losses (induced power) and work against gravity.    Hence, 
the power available for these two functions    (Pid)    should be computed.    This is easily 
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obtained by subtracting from the rotor or propeller power available (PRav) the power 
required to overcome the profile drag (Ppr) : 

Pid = PRav- V • (2-12) 

The rate of flo» (U) for the ideal VTOL is (see page 57, Reference 2-1) 

550 Pld 
U =  iS . (2-13) 

W 

where W is the gross weight of the aircraft. 

The induced velocity in vertical ascent for the ideal airscrew is (see page 57, Refer- 
ence 2-1) 

vld =   . (2-14) 

where A is the total rotor (or propeller) disc area of the aircraft. 

The numerator and denominator of the above relationship can be multiplied by the down- 
wash velocity in hovering (vhov) without changing the validity of the equation 

vld = _!— !Ü2I . (2-15) ld    2Apvhov  ü 

But W/2AP Vhov is simply the downwash in hovering (vhov) , hence Equation (2-15) can be 
rewritten as 

vid = ^ (2-16) 

and the rate of climb (in ft/sec) for the ideal VTOL can fce represented as 

550 Pld     v2
hov 

vCin    =  - -^ (2-17) 

or,  in ft/min, 

550 Pid     vz
hnv 

V.. .   =     i£ - -Ü2I . (2-17E) 
°id W U 

With the proper interpretation of the physical meaning of the symbol   vhov   in Equation 
(2-17),  it can readily be applied to the real aircraft also.    It is only necessary to 
substitute for   vhov    the equivalent induced velocity which may be obtained by a proper 
interpretation of the relationship between the induced power and downwash in hovering. 
It has been shown (page 45,  Reference 2-1) that 

p Wvhov  . 
in ~550" ' 

hence 

550 Pin 
vhov    =    —^ • (2-18) 
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where Pin is the actual induced power in hover. For the ideal VTOL. the vhov computed 
from Equation (2-18) represents the mean equivalent downwash velocity through the disc. 
In actual computations of vertical rate of climb, advantage should be taken of the known 
relationship between the (real) induced power in hover and gross weight. Prom this 
relationship, Pln , corresponding to the weight W , can be found and vhov computed 
from Equation (2-18). By the same token, when values of the induced power coefficient 
k^ (see page 161) are known, or estimated. Equation (2-18) can be written as 
follows: 

vhov = kivi (2-18a) 

Having vhoy , it is easy to calculate the vertical rate of cliub Vc from Equation 
(2-17a) which, in ft/min, will be 

Remembering that maximum rotor/propeller horsepower available at ambient conditions of 
altitude H and temperature T is SHPav = SHPINS77tlATH and remembering the expression 
for the profile power per pound of gross weight (see page 168) Equation (2-19) can be 
rewritten as 

Vc = 60 -of==5^ a  Vt 
V  W ) <*!h/*doh> 

k^fw/ap) 

«(=«5^^   ** 
(ff/h/c"doh) 

(2-20) 

The above equation, giving vertical rate of climb in ft/min, permits to ascertain the 
importance of various design-wise significant parameters, as well as to perform actual 
calculations of the vertical rate of climb at various gross weights and a given altitude 
and ambient temperature (Fig.2-13). Conversely, it also permits to calculate the vertical 
rate of climb at a constant gross weight and varying altitude, thus determining the prac- 
tical hovering ceiling at a constant gross weight (Fig.2-14). 

Since, away from the hovering ceiling conditions, VTOL aircraft may exhibit high rates 
of vertical climb, a significant vertical drag may be developed. Whenever such a situatior 
exists, power associated with that vertical drag should be estimated, and in the determina- 
tion of the ideal power for climb in Equation (2-12), subtracted, in addition to the pro- 
file power term. 

2.6  NOISE OF ROTOR/PROPELLERS IN HOVER 

Noise aspects in and near hovering regimes of flight are especially important from the 
operational viewpoint of the civilian VTOL aircraft (see for instance pp.5C-53 of Refer- 
ence 2-20) chiefly because of the human reaction. In military operations, noise is 
related to the problem of minimizing detection. In this latter respect, noise aspects in 
forward flight are probably more important. However, in spite of much research (as 
exemplified by References 2-21 to 2-30), many phenomena of noise generation and especially 
the relationship between noise signature and its acceptability to the human ear is not 
fully understood as yet. For this reason, it is necessary to use such methods as synthet- 
ization of the flight noise signature and subsequent investigation of subjective responses 
of a large group of people (see for instance, Reference 2-31). With reference to rotors 
and propellers, there are numerous methods (see appropriate references in the 2-21 to 2-30 
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group) for predicting their sound pressure levels as well as frequencies of the noise 
spectrum. These methods usually predict sound levels and frequencies associated with 
vortex noise and rotational noise. 

However,  of particular significance because of its annoyance for the human ear (civilian 
applications) and a low decay of its intensity with distance (military aspect) is the 
banging noise.    This ncise manifests itself quite distinctively on such low RPM airscrews 
as helicopter rotors, but according to H.Sternfeld of Boeing, Vertol Division,  it nay 
exist somewhat 'Inasked" because of its frequency in the higher RPM propeller-type airscrews 
as well.    Sternfeld defines the bang as an acoustical noise from the rotor or propeller 
system,  which occurs at rotor passage period and is characterized objectively by high rates 
of pressure rise (spiked wave forms),  and subjectively by an annoying sharp quality. 

It appears that there are special conditions that contribute to the rotor/propeller 
bang (and thus should be avoided for a satisfactory external noise level).    These conditions 
are:    (1) combination of high blade loading and high tip speed which (especially for rotors) 
can produce, even in hover,  a recirculation of the vortex through the airscrew disc:     (2) 
high resultant velocity of the advancing tip (as it may occur during transition with a 
partial tilt of the airscrew) which may result in high pressure fluctuations due to com- 
pressibility effects,  and (3) multi-rotor/propeller configurations when the tip vortex 
shed from one rotor or propeller is intersected by a blade from the other one. 

Figures 2-15 and 2-16,  reproduced from Reference 2-23,  will illustrate the above state- 
men ts. 

Further insight into generation of the banging can be gained through the following 
considerations outlined by Sternfeld. 

Leverton and Taylor of the University of Southampton show that the sound pressure level 
(SPL) of a rotor intersecting a vortex is proportional to the following parameters: 

SPL~VVZ2 (2-21) 

where V is the velocity of intersection, L is the blade span loading and I    is the 
length of the intersection. 

In the case of a blade intersecting a vortex generated by its own rotor or propeller, 
it may be assumed that the length of intersection is constant, and thus it may be antici- 
pated that lines defined by constant values of the Vt

2L product wil1 separate regions 
of acceptable and inacceptable (say, because of subjective reactions) combinations of tip 
speeds (Vt) and blade span loading. Figure 2-17 is an example of regions of accept- 
ability of the bang noise of a single rotor propeller, established on the basis of sub- 
jective reaction to noise produced by a helicopter rotor under static conditions. It 
should be noted that in this approach, blade span loading rather than blade loading per 
se (as in Figure 2-15) is considered as a significant parameter. Figure 2-18 is another 
example of a combination of different parameters (this time resultant Mach number at the 
advancing tip and blade thickness ratio) affecting the acceptable noise level. Although 
Figure 2-18 refers to the helicopter rotor in forward flight, nevertheless, it is shown 
here to call attention to the importance of airfoil thickness ratio in combination with 
the resultant Mach number. 

The whole brief discussion of the external noise problem outlined in this section, 
should emphasize that quite often operational requirements may force upon the designer a 
deviation from some parameter values appearing favorable from the pure aerodynamic or 
structural (e.g. weight) point of view. Both tip speed and blade loading are good examples 
in that respect. 
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2.7  MONOCYCLIC CONTROL OF RIGID ROTOR/PROPELLER 

It was indicated in Chapter I that monocyclic rotor/propeller control may find en 
application in hovering and low speed control of aircraft incorporating articulated as 
well as "rigid" blades.    Principles of the cyclic control in general, or monocyclic in 
particular, with respect to articulated blades rre well known {see fcr instance. Refer- 
ences 2-1,  2-2 and 2-32) because of the long history of their application to the helicop- 
ter rotor.    Attention here will, hence,  be called to *he nonocyclic control of "rigid" 
rotors/propellers only.    One of the early proofs of basic feasibility of this concept as 
a source of pitching control and trimming moments was furnished by the NASA, Ames tests 
of the Vertol 76 (VZ-2) rigidized propeller (Ref.  2-33).    Consequent test results pub- 
lished (Ref. 3-34) and unpublished,  with models of various scales (up to 5 ft diameter) 
performed by Boeing,  Vertol Div. further confirmed the initial findings. 

In order to get a better insight into functioning of the monocyclic control, the com- 
bined momentum-blade element theory will be used to explain its principles. 

The elementary moment about the   y-y   axis    (dMx.)    developed by thrust element 
dTx.    located on the disc of radius   R   by the coordinates    (x,s/0    can be written (see 
Figure 2-19) as 

dMx-/-   =   dTIVBxcosV . (2-22) 

Using notations from Figure 2-]9,  thrust   dTxli   developed by an element (of area dS = 
R2xdxaV)    located on the disc by the coordinates    (x,i/>) can be expressed according to the 
momentum theory as 

dTx^   =    2f*2vlfdx&p , (2-23) 

where   vXi^   is the induced velocity at the considered element.    The same elementary thrust 
can also be expressed using notions of the blade element theory. 

For an airscrew with   b   blades and known blade chord   cx   at the station    x ,  the thrust 
value "credited" to the considered element of the disc would be 

dTx0   =    (d^/270 1 p(xVt)
2bcxRcjXl/dx (2-24) 

where   cjXl^   is the blade section lift coefficient existing at the disc coordinates   x,</< . 
Assuming for simplicity that the blade is of constant chord    (cx = const = c) ,    bcR - 
o77R2   where   c   ia the rotor/propeller solidity.    But blade section lift coefficient can 
be expressed in terras of the lift curve slope,    a ;    local geometric blade pitch angle, 
&xtp ;    and the induced flow angle which,  within validity of the small angles assumption, 
is   *i*/«t : 

cU<p   =   &Ki, - <V/xVt)]  • 

Equation (2-24) can be rewritten now as 

dTX(/,   =    i0t2(xVt)%Ta[0rV, -   (vx0/xVt)]axd^ . (2-24a) 

Equating right sides of Equations (2-23) and (2-24a),  a quadratic equation in   v  ,    is. 
obtained that permits to find values of the induced velocity at any point    (x,i/>) of the 
airscrew disc when geometry of the rotor/propeller,  its tip speed and control inputs, 
needed to define the   d.    values,  are known. 

V   =   vt (2-25) 
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As to the Pj. value, it. can easily be determined for a nominal blade pitch angle at the 
root (t"0) , total blade twist value -t (usually negative) and its distribution along 
the blade ^tf(x) and. finally, control inputs &c.  : 

ex* = "o + V<*> + eC4 . 

Wn«n «onocyclic for pitch control  is used and   6     is the control input (half amplitude); 
^c0 " ^jcosv    and Equation  (2-25) can no* be rewritten as 

vi*   =   vt 
— o-a + /    (— era)   + -crax(tJ. + 6-tf(x) + 6>  cos</>U 
16 i{  \16      /       8 (        z J. 

(2-25a) 

Equation (2-25a) substituted into Equation (2-23) permits now to calculate the elementary 
thrust (dTx,,) or local disc loading (dT/R2xdxoY) at any point (x.^) of the rotor/ 
propeller disc. Total thrust developed by the rotor/propeller under these circumstances 
will be 

xt f2* 

"x* [ 2PR2 |   |  v*^ X dxdp . (2-26) 

where x, is the inboard station where the blade begins and xt is the tip station up to 
which the integration is carried (usually xt ~ 0.97). 

The induced power (Pin(1, in ft lb/sec) corresponding to that thrust T will be: 

f*t   f2* 
Pind    =    V*7   \ yipHxti . (2-27) 

while total moment (in ft-lb) about the y-y axis can be obtained by substituting into 
Equation (2-22), Equation (2-23) with v^ expressed by Equation (2-25a) and integrating 
over the whole disc: 

M    = v^ x2cos<^ dxd<// . (2-28) 

In order to have a better feel regarding the effsctiveness of the monocycli",  it is 
often desirable to know what offset  (m) of the total thrust (expressed as a fraction or 
percentage of the rotor/propeller radius) is equivalent to the pitching "moment produced by 
a given uionocyclic control input:    since    M = mRT , 

V -    M/RT . (2-29) 

A graph showing m = f(fm) can be prepared and the dm/dÖm slope obtained by substitu- 
ting into Equation (2-29), Equations (2-26) and (2-28) and computing values corresponding 
to selected monocyclic inputs o    . 

As to the computational procedures required to obtain values of thrust, moment and 
induced power (Equations (2-26), (2-27) and (2-28)) numerical, or even graphical methods 
of integration will probably be more suitable for the actual practice ^an an attempt to 
find a close form solution of the indicated integrals. 
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In order to get a better insight into the anatomy of monocyclic,  it may be advisable 
to examine thrust,   induced power and moment associated with a ring of   Rx    radius and 
AR = RAX   width.    Because of application of the monocyclic (say,    &n ;    i.e. pitch down), 
induced velocity in the   377/2   to   77/2   azimuth sector  (Fig.2-19) will be higher than that 
corresponding to the   ^ = 0   value.    On the other hand,  it will be lower in the   77/2 
to   377/2   sector.    The character of that velocity variation will be as in Figure 2-10. 

For given   6Q   and   6m    values,   it probably can be approximated by the relationship 

¥x^ v   (1+kcosi/O  , (2-30) 

where    vx    is the induced velocity at the   x    station for a given   &0    and   &n - 0 ,   and 
k   is a proper coefficient. 

To improve the approximation of velocity distribution with   y ,   two values of   k   may 
be selected,   say   kj    for the   77/2    to   377/2 ,   and   k2   for   377/2   to   77/2    sectors. 
Using Equation  (2-26) and selecting   RAx small enough that downwash velocity variation 
with    x   can be neglected,   total thrust developed by the considered ring becomes 

ATX0   =    4R2x/?v2 

"•77/2 fir 

(1 + k, cosi/02 aV +  /     (1 + kjCosV)2^ 

0 JTT/2 

(2-31) 

Performing the integration indicated in Equation (2-31) and dividing the result by 
477R2xpvx    (i.e.  by the thrust for   0a = 0),   the ratio of thrust developed by the consid- 
ered ring with monocyclic to that without it is obtained: 

AT 
^/ATX 1 + ^(k2 + k|) -- (k2 - kj) . 

1       *      77     *       l 
(2-32) 

Through a similar process,   the ratio of induced powers can be obtained: 

Ap.  j     Ap,   , r™<V     indx 
1 --(k2 - ki) + I(k2 + k2) - —(k\ - k\) , 

77 37/ 
(2-33) 

while shift of the thrust vector    (ATXip    expressed as a fraction    (mx)    of the rotor 
propeller radius    (R)    becomes 

x(2kj + 2k2 + k2 + k2) 

1 + i(k2 + k2) --(k2 - kj) 

(2-34) 

For example,   for the case shown in Figure 2-20;  representing   v   , = f 
for a propeller with disc loading of   w = 40 lb/ft2 ,    Vt = BOO ft/sec , 
o- = 0.28 ;    for   &a = 8°:   ATXI/,/ATX * 1.075 ,    Ap ind X0 

1.3   and   mT ~ 

m a1 x = 0.8 
ut = -20° , and 

0.5 It can be 

seen from the above example that application of 8° of cyclic produced,  at the radius 
r - 0.8R   a large shift in the thrust vector accompanied by some increase in the thrust 
produced by the considered ring and rather considerable increase in the induced power. 
Dividing the whole disc into a number of rings,  examining thrust,   induced power and thrust 
vector shift associated with the application of the monocyclic and summing up the . esults, 
it is possible to quickly obtain a rough idea about the changes of those values for the 
propeller as a whole. 

It should be indicated at the end of these considerations that the whole problem of the 
monocyclic control can also be approached through the vortex theory;    for instance,   as 
outlined by R.H.Miller and discussed in Reference 2-34. 
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Finally,   it should be noted that inonocyclic inputs may introduce a rapid periodic 
variation of the blade section angle of attack.    This oscillatory movement of the blades 
will obviously introduce special aspects of unsteady aerodynamics.    The whole field of 
unsteady aerodynamics that owes its initial development to the flutter phenomena now gets 
new attention because of its importance to the rotary wing aircraft.    From the steadily 
growing number of theoretical and experimental research studies,  for example,  the works 
of J.Liiva and F.Davenport (Refs.  2-35 and 2-36)  typify current efforts in that domain. 
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CHAPTER   III 

SOME  PROBLEMS  OF  FORWARD   FLIGHT 

3.1  PROPULSIVE  EFFICIENCY  OF  ROTOR-PROPELLER 

With the exception of the tilting rotor with folding blades (Fig.1-11),   in all other 
concepts of rotor-propeller convertible aircraft,   the same airscrew is used in hovering 
for vertical thrust generation and, later, as a source of propelling thrust in cruise and 
high speed flight.    As a result of this double role,  there is a special category of prob- 
lems resulting from large differences in thrust required and inflow conditions in hover 
and in forward flight.    Various aspects of aerodynamic efficiency at static conditions 
C7A)   were discussed in Section 2.1.    Here,  attention will be focused on propulsive 
efficiency    (VpT)   through tne whole spectrum of forward flight.    As in the case of 
hovering, the combined momentum-blade element theory iss selected as a guide to a better 
understanding of the forward flight problems. 

In order to facilitate considerations of propulsive efficiency,  it is broken down into 
that based purely on the momentum considerations (Froude's efficiency) and that resulting 
from the presence of the profile drag.    In order to have a better feel on whether,  in the 
considerations of the profile drag effects,  induced velocities may be neglected,  the order 
of magnitude of induced velocities that may be encountered in practice will be indicated. 

The ideal (uniform)  induced velocity in forward flight (see Equation (2-7)) can be 
expressed as 

v   =   iV(-l + /(l + wf/qf))   , (3-1) 

where wf is the propeller disc loading in forward flight and qf is the dynamic pres- 
sure of forward flight (qf = (i/2)pv

2) . It should be noticed that at any given speed, 
V , 

wf 
wh 

(L/D)v 

where    wh    is propeller disc loading in hovering and    (L/D)v    is the lift/drag ratio of 
aircraft at speed   V . 

Since for VTOL configurations at speeds higher than 100 knots,    wf/w    « i. o ,   it may 
be assumed that 

-1 + /(l + wf/qf)    y   \ !i , 
If 

and hence 

i„wf   -i,.       wh v   =    iv-i   =    iv —~   , (3-2) 
qf (L/D)v qf 

or 
v   =   Hwh/o(L/D)vv]   , (3-2a) 
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while the ratio of average induced velocity to forward speed becomes 

v   s _ = i  5  (3.3) 
V     (L/D)v qf 

Proude's propulsive efficiency (based on the ideal induced velocity).    T?pr = 1/(1 + 
v/V) = 1/(1 + v)    becomes 

T,       =     !  (3-4) 'Fr 

1 + i        -h 

(L/D)v qt /u| 

or 

V?T   =      (3-4a) 

1 + j      *h 

(L/D)v qf 

where   qt   is the dynamic pressure based on propeller tip speed and   fu.{ - \/\\   is the 
ratio of forward speed to tip speed. 

Equation (3-2a) indicates that at sufficiently high forward speeds    (wf « qf) ,  it 
may be assumed that at a given   V   value, the average induced velocity is proportional to 
the disc loading in hovering and inversely proportional to the lift to drag ratio value 
at this speed   V . 

In order to have some idea of the lift to drag ratio which may be incurred in aircraft 
V/STOL transports, Figure 3-la was prepared, while Figure 3-lb shows induced velocities 
that may correspond to the assumed   L/D   envelope of Figure 3-la and 3 disc loadings in 
hover.    A glance at Figure 3-lb would indicate that for the speed range of 100 to 400 
knots,  the induced velocities are quite low by comparison with those of forward flight and 
thus may be neglected in the construction of velocity diagrams at various blade stations 
(Fig.3-2). 

The ideal induced velocity values shown in Figure 3-lb show that Froude efficiency 
(i?Fr)    based on them will be quite high in cruise and at high-speed flight even for pro- 
pellers having high disc loadings in hovering.    For instance,  at   V > 200 knots,    T)FT 

will approach,  or exceed,  the 99% value even for   wh = 60 lb/ft2 . 

It should be remembered,  however,  that in actual practice,  the induced power efficiency 
may be lower (by several percent) than its ideal Froude value.    This will be due to the 
fact that section lift coefficients of various blade stations will be very low,  since they 
will be of the same order of magnitude as the average lift coefficient in "orward flight 
(c"jf) , whose value can be expressed as 

c-jf   a    [cJh/(L/D)v](Vth/Vtf)
2  ■ 

It is apparent,  hence,  that even small deviations from the station pitch values    [6   - 
^o + ^t^x^  •  re<luired for B uniform induced velocity distribution, may result in large 
non-uniformities or even in negative induced velocities,  thus leading to lower induced 
efficiencies than those indicated by their ideal Froude values. 

The non-Froude propulsive efficiency,  i.e.   that resulting from the presence of profile 
Hrag can be studied by calling attention to its values    (r)x)    at various blade stations 
(x = r/R) . 
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Thrust coefficient   CTx    at a blade station   x   can be determined fron relationships 
resulting fron the combined momentum and blade element theories. 

Since,  at cruise and at high speeds (regimes of flight of interest)   v « V ,    v   can 
be neglected in determining resultant speed at station   x    (see Figure 3-2). 

Under those assumptions,  equations expressing elementary thrust   dT   according to the 
momentum and blade element theories can be written as one equation relating blade charac- 
teristics and induced velocity: 

2npRxRdx(V + v)2v   =   i p[v2 + (Vtx)2]cTxcnTR2dx . (3-5) 

Denotirg   ^t = V/Vt ,  and remembering that   v s v/V   and simplifying, Equation (3-5) 
yields 

CTX  =   —*—> r • <3-6> Tx       <j(fj.t
2 + i2) 

Since   v   is small,  it may be assumed that   v2 ~ 0 ,  and Equation (3-6) can be still 
further simplified to 

CTX   =  r—r • (3'6a) 
™        o-(Mf

2 + x2) 

Solidity   cr   can be expressed as a ratio of the hovering disc loading    (wh)    to the 
blade loading also in hover   cr = *h/wb     and Equation (3-6a) can be rewritten again as 

CTX    = -2—5 =- . (3-Sb) 
<V"bh></V + * ) 

This latter expression can still be modified by expressing   v   according to Equation (3-3) 
and remembering that dynamic pressure in forward speed is   qf = qf/u2

f ,  where    qt    is the 
dynamic pressure at the propeller tip at a given   Vt : 

n  2wbh „ RrS CT.    - 5  . (3-6c) 
(fit

2 + x2)(L/D)vqt 

Equation (3-6c) represents a suitable form for expressing thrust coefficient at station 
x in terms of significant design parameters (forward speed/tip speed ratio: /^ ; blade 
loading in hovering: wbh ; aircraft lift/drag ratio: L/D ; and blade tip dynamic 
pressure: qt , at a given tip speed Vt) . 

Lift coefficient at station x can be expressed in terms of CTx and propeller blade 
profile drag coefficient cdo . it can be seen from Figure 3-2 that: 

p.       \ s/{\xt
2  + x2) 

c<* = fc« + c<° T^T^j —* ■       (3-7) 

Substituting for C?x its value from Equation (3-6c), Equation (3-7) becomes 

°l*    = /(^2 + x
2)(L/Dqtx) 

+ °d° T • (3"7a) 

Propulsive Efficiency  at station x , disregarding induced velocity (Froude efficiency), 
can be determined using notations from Figure 3-2, as follows; 
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n   -    vdT*    = ^°TX 
XVD<U XCDQX 

But, from Figure 3-2. it can be determined that 

(3-8) 

+   P CTT + C,„   ,.    ft     ,-) (3-9) D<*    "    "d0 .(Mf2 + x2)       \x   ""      "d3 /(M,
2
 + x2) 

Substituting Equations (3-9) and (3-6c) into (3-8),  and simplifying, one obtains 

1 
\   = • (3-10) 

1 + Cdo(L/0)vqt )3/; 

Remembering that the dynamic pressure corresponding to the blade tip speed (qt) can 
also be expressed in terms of the flight dynamic pressure (qf) and forward velocity to 
the tip speed ratio (p-t =  V/Vt) ; qt = qf/Mf

2 • Equation (3-10) can be rewritten as 
follows: 

1 
T)x . (3-10a) 

, + cd0(L/D)vqf /g 

Equations (3-10) and (3-10a) permit interpreting the importance of various significant 
design parameters for the non-Proude propulsive efficiency at a given blade station. 

The non-Froude propulsive efficiency    (^„p)    for the whole blade and hence,   for the 
whole airscrew will be: 

1.0 f 1.0 
27TR. 2 

V    =   I      nK2..        >■ V,    = -.    |       V^dx, (3-11) 
277R. 2 

-„ *-j- 77 R d     =     T 7] X dx , 
t2(l - x2)    x     x (1 - x2) x 

where    x0    is the blade inboard station. 

It can be shown that rjx at x " 0.75 approximates quite well i^F . Finally, correc- 
tions due to Froude's efficiency can be included, giving the overall, but still idealized*, 
propeller propulsive efficiency as: 

1 1 
V   =   ^0  7 575Fr   

:     ~ 7 iVTTl • (3-12> cd0(L/D)vqf   /      0.752\ 3/2 ,        wh 1 + _™ IS    1 + — 1 + 1 
2wbh V H    j (L/D)vqf 

Looking at the first term of Equation (3-12),   it becomes clear that,   in order to obtain 
the highest possible efficiency at a given speed,   it means at a known    L/D ,   and   qf , 
profile coefficient should be kept as low as possible,  while blade loading in hovering 
should be made as high as possible (small blade area). 

• It includes the ideal Froude and not true induced power efficiency. 
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lliis shows that various means (from airfoil shapes to active BLC) offering high blade 
section lift coefficients in hover (and the resulting high wj^ values) and low profile 
drag coefficients at cjx values expected in cruise, should be considered regarding their 
possibilities of improving the forward flight propulsive efficiency of rotor/propellers. 

It should also be noted that an effective increase in the blade loading in forward 
flight can be achieved through variable diameter (reduced for forward flight) rotor/ 
propellers. An additional advantage of this arrangement would be operation in forward 
flight at higher section lift coefficients, thus making the blade less sensitive to the 
deviation cf the blade pitch distribution from their ideal values (improved actual Proude 
efficiency). 

As to the tip speed in forward flight, it is clear that it should be kept as low as 
practical in order to reduce the x2/^t

2   values. However, in determining the practical 
lower limit design penalties that may be associated with a high tip speed reduction (ex. 
need for a gear shift arrangement) should be considered. On the aerodynamic side, it 
should be checked whether cj's will not increase beyond limits leading to higher cdo 
values. 

Figure 3-3 was prepared with the intent to indicate the trends regarding the influence 
of tip speed and profile power coefficient values on the non-Proude propulsive efficiencies. 
Because of the assumed high (probably beyond present state of the art) blade leading 
values (wb = 165 lb/ft

2) and some simplifying assumptions, this figure should be 
regarded as an illustration of trends only. 

Blade twist distribution represents another area where it is difficult to satisfy both 
hovering and forward speed requirements for rotor/propellers with fixed geometry blades, 
or without aerodynamic means equivalent to the variable geometry blades. 

In order to find first the section lift distribution and then pitch angle distribution 
required to provide a uniform induced velocity through the disc both in forward flight and 
in hover, Equation (3-5) is rewritten in terms of Cjx . From Figure 3-2 one will find 
that CTx = cjxVtx//(V

2 + (Vtx)
2) and thus (considering Equation (3-5)) the cjx value 

required to produce a uniform induced velocity* v at a speed of flight V will be: 

clx   -    8(V + v)2/o-Vt/(V
2 + (Vtx)

2) . (3-13) 

In hovering, when V = 0 , Equation (3-13) becomes 

<cU>h = 8v2h/av^x . (3-14) 

Since v^ = \/2p ,  or v^ = ovt^./Tp  , Equation (3-14) can be written as 

,2 (cIx>h   
=    4wbh/^x . (3-14a) 

It can be seen from Figure 3-2** that total pitch angle    (6 )    at station   x   can be 
expressed in the case of forward flight as 

9X    -    tgM[(V + v)/Vtx]  + Oj  , (3-15) 

where   a,%   is the blade section angle of attack at station   x . 

Knowing the section lift coefficient value required to produce a uniform induced velo- 
city and lift curve slope  (a) of the considered airfoil,  Equation  (3-15) becomes 

• Velocity   v   can be calculated from Equation (3-1). 

•* In Figure 3-2,   the induced velocity component    (v)    is neglected. 
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cx    =    tg_1[(V + v)/Ytx!  + cjx/a . (3-15a) 

Substituting into Equation  (3-15a),   for the case of forward flight,  the    cjx   values 
as given by Equation  (3-!3> and for hovering from Equation  (3-14a),  the section pitch 
distribution required in various regimes of flight and hence,   the necessary built-in twist 
distribution can be obtained (Pig.3-4). 

Figure 3-5 clearly indicates that blade twist requirements for an optimum induced 
velocity distribution in hover and in high speed forward flight are quite different.    This 
points out once more the difficulty of obtaining,   in all regimes of flight,   (from hover 
to   Vfflax ),  the aerodynamic    (T;A)    and propulsive    Wp,.)   efficiencies that are possible 
for an airscrew optimized for a single flight condition. 

Discussion presented in this section,   together with that given in 2.1 may be quite 
helpful in the "first cut" phase of the rotor/propeller design.    Once an approximate geo- 
metry of a rotor/propeller on that basis has been established, more refined methods,  as, 
for instance,  that outlined in Section 2.2 should be used. 

3.2   AEROELASTIC   INSTABILITIES 

Problems of aeroelastic instabilities of rotors and large propellers in the propeller 
mode of operation attract more and more attention as witnessed by the constantly growing 
number of studies and publications on that subject  (see as examples, Refs. 3-1 to 3-4). 
Of the many possible modes of instability,  the backward whirling (Pig.3-6) identified by 
W.Reed of NASA in conjunction with the Electra accidents (Ref. 3-1) is highly divergent. 

Edenborough in Reference 3-4 indicates that destabilizing moment has the average 
value: 

MH    =    Ib(^x + a)Vh/R2  , (3-16) 

where    Ifa    is the blade flapping inertia  (slugs ft2),    4>x    is the pylon rate  (rad/sec), 
äj    is the rotor longitudinal flapping_rate (rad/sec),    V   is the speed of flight (ft/sec), 
h    is the pylon mast length  (ft) and   R = 3R/4   is the effective rotor radius. 

Looking at Equation (3-16) from the point of view of aerodynamic parameters only,  one 
finds that tendency toward instability will increase with the speed of flight.    It also 
will be influenced by the flapping rate    (äj)  , but it should be remembered at this point 
that since the   fy    values are pro portioned, to the expression in the brackets, hence, both 
magnitude and phase of the two variables    (4> and a:)    are important. 

M.Young and R. Lytwyn showed (Ref.  3-2) that optimum conditions for stability exist when 
the rotational netural frequency of the blade is    1.1 < ^yft < 1.2   where a>„   is the 
rotating blade natural undamped frequency and   fl   is the rotor/propeller angular velocity 
(rad/sec).    The above frequency limits seem to indicate that rotor/propellers with hinge- 
less  (non-articulated) blades probably can achieve the necessary stability without special 
stabilizing devices.    However,   it is stated in Reference 3-4 that simple mechanical means 
are available to provide rotor-pylon stability of a teetering rotor. 

In addition to the rotor-pylon instability with all its structural integrity aspects, 
there are other aeroelastic instability phenomena which,  although not potentially as 
distructive as the backward whirl, nevertheless may be of significance because of their 
influence on flying characteristics and control requirements of aircraft.    Those phenomena, 
first noticed in conjunction with flight tests of the   XV-3 tilting rotor aircraft  (Ref. 
3-5), are more likely to appear in the aircraft with large,  lightly-loaded rotors and 
thus should be investigated both analytically and experimentally through such means as 
free flight tests of dynamically similar models. 
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3.3  RÖTOB/PROPELLER  DOWNWASH   AT  VARIOUS  TILT  ANGLES 

With the exception of the deflected slipstream,  in all other convertible rotor/ 
propeller configurations the rotor/propeller axis is tilted from its approximately ver- 
tical position in hover to a roughly horizontal one in the high speed flight.    An even 
approximate knowledge of the downwash developed by an airscrew throughout ita tilt angle 
from   i_ = 90°    (Pig. 3-7) to   0°    (horizontal) should contribute to a better understanding 
of the flow patterns and, hence,  of the forces developed by aerodynamic surfaces sub- 
merged into those flows. 

Formula for the fully developed downwash velocity    (Vd = 2v)    in the propeller slip- 
stream at a speed of flight   Vf   and at a rotor/propeller thrust inclination   iT   can be 
developed from the following relationship (Ref.S-6) 

550(RHP - Prp)    =   T(£ Vd + Vf cosiT)  . (3-17) 

where   RHP   is the power available at the rotor/propeller and   P r    is the rotor propeller 
profile power. 

Using dauert's theory of (unshrouded) airscrews,  thrust   T   can be expressed in terms 
of the fully developed downwash and forward velocities: 

T   =   7TR2
/ov/(Vf

2 + j Vj + VfVd cosiT)Vd (3-18) 

Substituting Equation (3-17) into Equation (3-18),  the following equation in   Vd   is 
obtained: 

i /    ,      i    ? 550(RHP - P__) 
Vd(iVd + Vfco£iT)/(V^ + 4 Vd

2 + VfVdcosiT)    =   ____EJL . (3-19) 

where the as yet undefined symbol   N   is the number of rotors or propellers. 

Because of the high degree of Equation (3-19),  finding a solution for every combination 
of the parameters   Vf ,    iT   and    (RHP - Ppr)/N77R2/0   may be inconvenient.    A graph shown 
in Figure 3-8 may be quite helpful for a rapid estimation of the approximate downwash 
velocity for selected values of   Vf   and   i,    and any effective power loading of the pro- 
peller discs divided by air density (right side of Equation (3-19)).    This figure gives 
at least some qualitative idea about the influence of the above-meritioned parameters on 
tlK> average downwash velocity in the fully developed slipstream. 

Velocity of the rotor/propeller slipstream can now be added (vectorially) to that 
resulting from the translation of the aircraft itself (Fig.3-7) thus giving some notion 
regarding angle of attack and flow speed around aerodynamic surfaces submerged in the 
slipstream.    As an illustrative example of this cursory analysis,  a case of a two- 
propeller tilt wing will be considered. 

3.4  EXAMPLE  OF  A  TWO-PROPELLER TILT  WING  IN 
CONVERSION 

It will be assumed for simplicity that the propeller thrust inclination    (iT)    is 
identical with the wing incidence (Fig.3-7). 

Using notations of Figure 3-7,  the resultant velocity,    Vr ,  at the lifting line of the 
wing portion submerged in the slipstream can be expressed as 

Vr   = Vd/[(Vf/Vd)
2 + 1 + 2(Vf/Vd)cos(iT - 5)]  , (3-20) 
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where    S    is the deflection of the free-stream    (-Vf)    velocity vector due to the lift on 
the wing as a whole: 

Angle of attack of the slipstream-covered portion of the wing    (ag)   becomes 

_.      (Vf/Vd)sin (iT - S) 
a     =    tg  >   L_i 1      . (3-21) 8 1 +  (Vf/Vd) cos (iT - h) 

Angle of attack of the part of the wing not covered by the slipstream is defined as 
a,    end under the previously made assumption tnat the propeller thrust line coincides with 
the wing chord,  it is identical wich the thrust tilt angles: 

aw   s    iT • 

Radius (Rs) of the slipstream tube at the wing lifting line can be found from the 
continuity considerations as 

Rs 
(Vf/V,,) cos iT 

+ * 
(3-22) 

(Vf/Vd)cosiT + 1 

while total cross-sectional area    (As)    of the slipstream of two propellers is 

(Vf/Vd)cosiT + { 
A      --    277R2  -L_5 1  . (3-23) 

(Vf/vd)cosiT + 1 

Aspect ratio of the slipstream-covered part of the wing    (AR )    is s' 

ARS = 4Sg/iSs . (3-24) 

where Sg is tht wing area covered by the slipstream of two propellers. For a constant 
wing chord (c) , Equation (3-24) becomes 

ARS = 2Rs/c . (3-24a) 

Usin~ th3 momentum interpretation of lift generation by a wing (Ref.3-7), aerodynamic 
forces associated with the stream tube affected by the wing as a whole, but with the 
exclusion of the parts influenced by the propeller slipstream (see Figure 3-9) can be 
expressed as follows: 

Lift  (Lw) : 

\    z    2(Cu/77ARw)Vfp[(7rb2/4)  - Ascosy] (3-25) 

Induced drag    (D,   ) 

Profile drag    (D„ ) 

Diw    =    I-w(CLwA'ARw) (3-26) 

Dow    =    jtpVf Cd0w(Sw  - Ss)]   , (3-27) 

where    Ss    is the wing area covered by the slipstream. 

In Equations  (3-25) to (3-27),  values of aerodynamic coefficients    (CLW)    and    (C<j0 ,) 
ais obtained for a given wing angle of attack    (a^y   which,   in horizontal flight,  is 
identical with the tilt angle    (iT)  ,  from a graph as in Figure 3-10 where the above 
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coefficients are shown through 0-90° angle of attack range*. 

Problems of lift produced by the propeller slipstream-covered portion of the wing have 
been investigated both experimentally and tl.?oretically.    References 3-7 to 3-9 may be 
given as examples of work performed in that domain, while the bibliography in References 
3-8 and 3-9 would permit the interested reader to further enlarge his studies of this 
subject.    However,  in the present cursory considerations,  the momentum approach will be 
used again with respect to lift    (Ls)   generated by the slipstream-covered part of the 
wing in order to gain some insight into the phenomena of interaction between the propellers 
and the wing. 

It can be seen from Figures 3-7 and 3-9 that the propeller-slipstream generated lift 
can be expressed as 

Ls    =    2AsVrP(Vrais)  , (3-28) 

where   a»      is the induced angle. 

As a aiatter of convenience this induced angle can be expressed in terms of the lift 
coefficient    (CLS)   of the slipstream-covered wing portion and the equivalent aspect ratio 
(ARes) : 

ais    =   CLs/7TARe (3-29) 

and lift of the slipstream-covered portion of the wing becomes 

L.   =    2A, —^- V.2P . (3-30) 
s ^ 7TARes    r 

The induced drag    (Dis)    is 

and the profile drag    (Dbs)    is 

Dis    =   L8(CLs/wARes) (3-31) 

Dos    =    i(Vr
2PCd0sSs)   . (3-32) 

In order to determine values of the lift coefficient    (CLS)  ,   it is necessary to know 
angle of attack    (ag)    0f the slipstream-covered wing portion and its effective aspect 
ratio.    Having those two values,   lift coefficient can be read from a graph as in Figure 
3-10,   as well as the corresponding profile drag coefficient. 

As to the equivalent aspect ratio,   a relationship between it and the geometric aspect 
ratio of the slipstream-covered portion    [ARS = 4R|/(T)SS]    is selected under such mathe- 
matical form that at zero flight speed the equivalent acpect ratio is identical with the 
geometric one.    On the other hand,  when   Vr - vf cosy ,   the   ARes - ARW .    In the inter- 
mediate cases,   the equivalent aspect ratio should be rather close to    ARg   with a rapid 
transition toward   ARW   when   Vr   approaches   Vf cosy .    With this general aim (and no 
particular physical justification) the following relationship was selected: 

ARes    =    ARS +  (ARW  - ARs)(Vf- cosy/Vr)
2(ARw - ARS) (3-33) 

Having developed all the procedures necessary to establish forces acting on the pro- 
peller-wing assembly, actual calculations of the power required and the wing tilt angle 
in horizontal forward flight can be performed. 

• For CL's corresponding to angles of attack higher than that at CLn)ax,    Cd0   values pre obviously 
read from left branch of the   Cf^ versus Ci    curve. 
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For the particular case of a steady state horizontal flight, all vertical as well as 
horizontal,  components of forces acting on the aircraft are in equilibrium. 

I»     - 

2FX   =   0 

Using notations of Figure 3-7,  this condition can be expressed as: 

L„ + TsiniT + LgCOsy - (Dj   + D0 ) slny - W   =    0 

TcosiT - [Dx   + D0   + L8 sin 7 + (Dx    + D0 ) cosy]    = 

(3-34) 

(3-35) 

Actual calculations can be performed through an iteration process which, under its 
simplest form, can be reduced to nn interpolation between two values.    In the latter case, 
the actual procedure can be as follows: 

1. At a selected wing tilt    (iT)    assume 2 values of rotor horsepower and calculate 
the RHP-P     values. 

2. From a graph,  as in Figure 3-8,  obtain rotor-propeller downwash velocities for the 
2 selected forward velocities. 

3. By procedures outlined in the preceding pages, calculate the thrust and all forces 
acting on the wing.    Calculate parasite drag. 

4. Using Equation (3-35), compute   XF     and   2FX   for the assumed cases of RPH and 
flight speed. 

5. Plot   SF     and   £FX   versus forward speed and interpolate the results in order to 
obtain both forward velocity and power corresponding to the assumed thrust tilt 
(wing incidence) angle   iT . 

Figure 3-11 is given as an example of a comparison of predicted (by the above method) 
and flight test measured values of iT - f(V) and SHP = f(V) for the VZ-2 (Vertol 76) 
flight research tilt-wing aircraft. 

Approaches, similar to that described in this section, can be used for the power-speed 
relationship analysis of the tilt wing with a separate schedule of tilt for the propeller 
axis and the wing, as well as for the tilt-rotor or tilt-propeller configurations. 

3.5  DISCUSSION  OF  THE  FLIGHT  ENVELOPE  ASPECTS 

(a)    General Remarks 

Of all configurations belonging to the convertible rotor/propeller aircraft family,   the 
largest wind tunnel and flight research test material has been assembled for the tilt wing. 
Efforts of members of the NASA,  Langley,   like J.Campbell, R.Kuhn,  M.McKinney and their 
associates provided the aerodynamic data, while J.Reeder and other NASA pilots built up 
the flight research experience.    Efforts of other US and Canadian research institutions 
and industry of those two countries have also been quite considerable. 

Experimental aerodynamics and flight research experience related to the tilt rotor, or 
propeller and deflected slipstream VTOL configurations is somewhat less abundant, but still 
represents a wealth of data accumulated through full-scale wind tunnel and flight research 
tests by the NASA,  Anes group, AF Flight Research Center at Edwards AFB,  and industry. 

Complete bibliography of all NASA, other US research organizations and the industry 
reports on the subject of aerodynamics and flight research of convertible rotor/propeller 
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aircraft is too large to be given here in extenso.    The reader is directed, hence,   to 
publications like References 3-11 to 3-13. 

Outside of the American Continent, Great Britain has conducted some wind-tunnel tests 
and associated theoretical studies of the airscrew typ V/STOL configurations as reported, 
for instance, by J.Williams i.. References 3-14 and 3-14a. 

Considerable experience,  besed on both wind-tunnel tests and flight research,  has been 
assembled in Prance for the pure STOL configuration in conjunction with the development 
of the Breguet 940 and 941 aircraft  (see,  for instance,  Ref. 3-15). 

Ph. Poisson-Quinton has shown (Ref.3-16) that properly interpreted wind-tunnel tests 
should result in a satisfactory correlation with flight of the airscrew-type V/STOL air- 
craft as well as other flight vehicles.    In view of all this,  it appears that considera- 
tions of the flight envelope aspects, based on that broad background of wind-tunnel tests 
and flight test experience,  should properly indicate possibilities and problems of the 
considered VTOL configurations. 

(b)   Power-Speed Relationship in Steady Horizontal Flight 

NASA experience,  as reported by McKinney,  et al,  in Reference 3-17,  indicates that in 
the transition range when power needed for parasite drag is still low, power required 
versus flying speed relationship of convertible rotor/propeler aircraft can be well 
approximated by the classical expression for induced power: 

(W/b)2 

SHP   ^   SHPinrt    =      , (3-36) lna 550??prT7trP(7r/2)Ve 

where the new symbols are:    W/b - wing span loading,  and e - wing span efficiency factor. 

Figure 3-12 shows that,   indeed,  the experimental data confirm the approximation of 
power required by Equation  (3-36) to speeds from a range of about 120 down to 30 or 40 
knots.    Prom this latter region to   V = 0 ,   the power required makes a gradual transition 
to that required in hover.    It should be emphasized, however,   that the approximation by 
Equation  (3-36) is valid only under the condition that there is no, or very little, 
stalling and no negative load on the wing. 

Configurations of the tilt-wing type are susceptable to the wing stall problems (which 
will be discussed later),  while those of the tilt rotor with fixed-wing type encounter, 
at low speeds,  negative wing-rotor slipstream interference.    It may be expected,  hence, 
that in the low speed region, negative load on the wing and (usually) a higher span loading 
will lead,  in general,  to a less favorable character of the power drop-off with speed for 
the tilt-rotor configurations than for a (properly designed) tilt wing.    However,  even 
tilt-wing configurations having a high span loading in combination with a low wing chord 
to rotor/propeller diameter ratio    (C/2R « 0.5)    will exhibit a similar unfavorable power 
versus speed relationship as a tilt rotor in the transition from hover to forward flight 
(see the low speed part of the power versus speed graph shown in Figure 3-13;  reproduced 
from Ref.3-17). 

It becomes clear from the consideration of Sections 3.3 and 3.4,  as well as the present 
discussion,   that avoidance of stall and negative wing loads during transition is a neces- 
sary condition for a favorable shape  (rapid drop-off) of the power versus speed curve in 
tnis regime.    This leads to a requirement that at all transitional speeds,  the flow 
resulting from the rotor-prope 11 er downwash and translational speed or the aircraft should 
make,   with the wing,  an angle lower than that corresponding to stall.    In the tilting 
airscrew configurations,  rotor propeller thrust still provides a considerable part of the 
lift fore? at the intermediate transitional speeds.    It is obvious, hence,  that the greater 
the share of the wine in generating the lift at any of the transitional speeds,   the lower 
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the tilt angle  (with respect to the flight path) of the airscrew axis that would be 
required.    This would create more favorable conditions for avoidance of the wing stall. 
This problem of the highest possible share of the wing in the lift generation can be 
interpreted in the manner similar to the discussion of deflected slipstream in Section 1.2, 
which indicated that the higher the slipstream-turning ability of the wing,  the lower (at 
a given speed) way be the tilt angle of the airscrew axis. 

Both interpretations point out that in such configurations as the tilt-wing, effective 
lift-increasing devices and a large wing chord to rotor/propeller diameter ratio (wing 
area in the slipstream) are beneficial*.    Since lift and thus,  the slipstream turning angle 
are proportional to the product of the lift coefficient and slipstream submergea wing area, 
it is obvious that one factor can be played against the other: more efficient lift-increasing 
devices would permit reduction of the   C/2R   ratios.    Figure 3-14,  reproduced from Refer- 
ence 3-17,  illustrates gains resulting from lift-increasing devices. 

(c) Climb and Descent 

Problems of the wing stall in the tilt-wing configuration become les<  severe in climb. 
By contrast, tilting rotors* with fixed wings may find the problems of negative wing loads 
and associated stall more severe, especially at the lower transitional speeds.    Figure 
3-15, also reproduced from Reference 3-17, explains, through simple velocity diagrams, how 
in climb, because of a higher thrust and consequently a higher downwash velocity,  the wing 
angle of attack is reduced from that in level flight at the same speed of flight. 

In descent,  due to a reduced rotor/propeller thrust and the resulting inwer downwash 
velocity plus variation in the flight-path speed direction, wing angle of attack is 
increased.    It is obvious, hence,  that effective lift-increasing devices and proper   C"/2R 
values are even more critical for descent than level transition, or steady state level 
flight at intermediate wing tilts.    Wing stall and the resulting buffeting and degradation 
of controls is usually the limiting factor in establishing rate of descents and flight 
path slopes of the tilt-wing.    Figure 3-16 shows improvements obtained in the rate of 
descent in the case of the VZ-2 (Vertol 76) through various lift-increasing devices and 
some increase of the     c/2R    ratio in transition due to the kinematics of the Fowler flap. 

Wing fences,  direction of propeller rotation, and position of the propeller thrust axis 
with respect to the wing chord also contribute to the improvement of descent characteristics 
of the tilt-wing.    Gains due to these factors were reported in Reference 3-18 and recon- 
firmed (Ref.3-19) by NASA,  Langley wind tunnel tests (see Figures 3-17 and 3-18,  reproduced 
from Reference 3-19). 

An increase in drag  (through devices not reducing the wing lift) could also contribute 
to the improvement of rate of descent versus speed envelope,   by necessitating a higher 
thrust and thus,   generating a higher velocity propeller slipstream. 

(d) Interpretation of Flight Boundaries  through 
Non-Dimensional Coefficients 

Wind tunnel test results of V/STOL aircraft are usually presented under the form of 
various non-dimensional coefficients.    Since inputs represented by those coefficients are 
used to determine flight boundaries,   "ome definitions of the non-dimensional coefficients 
are briefly reviewed. 

Non-dimencional aerodynamic force (lift and drag) coefficients of V/STOL aircraft are 
obtained,  as in the case of conventional aircraft,  by dividing the force by the t*o refer- 
ence quantities:  some dynamic piessure    (q)  , and some area.    This dynamic pressure can 
be selected,   for instance,  as that corresponding to the free stream velocity,  while the 

• See References 3-23 and 3-25. 
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wing area may represent the other quantity.    This will,  obviously, result in conventional 
lift and drag coefficients. 

CL 

CD 

Lift 

1oSw 

Drag 

Q S *o w 

(3-37) 

where   qQ    is free stream dynamic pressure and   Sw    is wing area. 

Many aspects of the flight boundaries as,  for instance, those of descent witli forward 
speed or any other problem associated with forward flight away from the hovering and near- 
hovering conditions can be investigated with the help of the conventional  (Eq.   (3-37)) 
aerodynamic coefficients.    Figures 3-19 and 3-20 (taken from References 3-20 and 3-21, 
respectively are shown as examples of this approach to an STOL (Fig.3-20) and a tilt-wing 
(Fig.3-21) aircraft. 

In the aerodynamic force coefficients based on the freesiream dynamic pressure,  some 
surface other than the wing may be used.    For instance, wing span squared was proposed by 
G.Schairer in Reference 3-22.    However,  all approaches based on the free-stream dynamic 
pressure have this drawback:    all of the coefficients grow very rapidly at near-hovering 
speeds and become infinite in hover. 

For this reason, coefficients based on a sum of the free-stream dynamic pressure   qQ 

and variously defined dynamic pressure in the rotor-propeller slipstream become more 
useful in dealing with the whole flight envelope from hover to high speed flight.    For 
instance, NASA uses as a reference, dynamic pressure    (q^  , defined as: 

qg   =    % + w (3-38) 

where    w   .■ s the disc loading of the rotor propeller. 

The same philosophy of using either free-stream dynamic, pressure    (qQ  ,  or that account- 
ing for the slipstream as well    (qs)) can be used in defining moment,   thrust and power 
coefficients. 

The intent of this brief discussion was to call the reader's attention to various 
philosophies in defining non-dimensional coefficients which he may encounter in wind tunnel 
test reports as,   for instance,   References 3-23 to 3-28. 

3.6   AGILITY 

Because of restricted takeoff and landing sites, agility should be an important charac- 
teristic of all V'/STOL aircraft, but especially of the military ones (both transports and 
combat types). 

In a bread sense, agility reflects an ability to quickly perform various maneuvers 
throughout the range of operational speeds. This obviously includes an ability to execute 
tight turns (up to 360°), either at a sustained speed or with deceleration, in order to 
perform this maneuver with the smallest average radius and in the shortest possible time. 

Ability to accelerate and decelerate along all axes, to climb or to descent at the 
steepest angles, also represent some aspects of agility. Furthermore, since all the con- 
sidered aircraft concepts go through a conversion from the low to high speed regime of 
flight, and vice versa, it is important that this transition maneuver can be performed in a 
continuous manner with minimum restrictions resulting from aircraft attitude, air turbu- 
lence, etc. This requirement is obviously of special importance to the combat aircraft. 
Furthermore, it would be desirable that the pilot could interrupt conversion or reconversion 
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and be able to fly the aircraft at those intermediate stages with an acceptable degree of 
maneuverability. 

In hovering and near-hovering,  agility will depend chiefly on the ability to develop 
thrust in excess of gross weight,  or in other words,  on the number of g's that can be 
obtained    t(ng)y]   .    For all aircraft of the airscrew type (with no power restriction), 
vertical   g   capability related to the gross weight defined by hovering under design 
conditions becomes 

ng,    =   p   p?      HUE      . (3-39) 

where synsbols with a subscript h refer to the design hovering altitude and air density, 
while those with the subscript m refer to the maneuver conditions. 

Equation (3-39) indicates that, in principle, both the roto1- and the propeller-type 
aircraft can achieve the same level of vertical acceleration. However, as far a« vertical 
rate of climb is concerned, aircraft with a higher disc leading will tend to hrwe a higher 
vertical rate of climb when operating at lower altitudes and temperatures than those of 
the design hovering conditions. This results from a largar excess of relative power 
(SHP/W) over that required for hovering (see Section 2.5). Relative excess power per 
pound of gross weight at an altitude H , and ambient temperature T ,  (SHP/W)„.   will exHT 
be: 

/SHP\ /SHP\ 

WexHT \TA \   V VW 
(3-40) 

where (SHP/W)h is the power per pound at the design hovering conditions and K   is the 
engine power lapse rate with altitude and temperature. Since the second term of equation 
(3-40) can be considered as the same for all turboshaft powered aircraft, it becomes 
clear that the relative excess power at altitudes and temperatures lower than the design 
conditions is proportional to the SHP/W required for the design hovering. 

Radius of turn in forward flight depends on the level of normal accelerations (number 
of g's: ngf) that can be developed. 

For the tilt-rotor types flying in the helicopter configuration, it becomes 

ngf = u) + QVWw • (3"41) 

where (TR/*W)m is the ratio of thrust developed by the rotor (TR) in maneuver to the 
aircraft gross weight (W) , CLm is the wing lift coefficient in maneuver and ww is 
the nominal wing loading (ww = W/SÄ) . 

At low speeds, rotor thrust is the main source of normal acceleration. For V/STOL 
aircraft solely relying on fixed wings as a source of lift in forward flight (e.g. after 
a complete conversion to the high speed configurations), their g capability obviously 
depends only on the lift coefficient which can be developed in pull-outs and maintained 
during the turn. Figure 3-21 shows the g capability (no power limit) versus speed for 
plain wings, wings equipped with mechanical flaps (from simple slotted to Fowler type) 
and those with moderate BLC. 

A variable scale at the left of the graph permits evaluation of the importance of wing 
loading. For instance, it can be seen from Figure 3-21 that at 100 knots, a fixed wing 
equipped with an effective mechanical flap can pull about 2g when wing loading is 
ww = 50 lb/ft

2 , but only aboui  1.2 g at ww = 80 lb/ft
2 .  In order to maintain the 
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2g   normal acceleration level at 100 knots,  and   ww = 80 lb/ft   BLC would be 
required. 

General relationships between radius of turn  (in ft) and speed of flight for various 
normal acceleration levels  (in g's) as well as tine required  (seconds) for a 360° turn 
is shown in Figure 3-22.    Problems of agility in transport operations are also discussed 
by J.Reeder in Reference 3-11. 

The agility level of the tilt wing and tilt rotor in and near hovering should be govern- 
ed by Equations 3-39 and 3-40.    In the completely converted stage,   it will be as that 
of fixed wing aircraft.    Of particular interest,  however,  are intermediate stages with 
the rotor/propeller axis partially tilted.    For the tilt wing in this stage,  an interplay 
between lift developed by the wing as a whole,  thrust of the propellers and lift over the 
wing portion submerged in the slipstream (see Figure 3.23) results in an ability to 
develop relatively high normal and horizontal accelerations.    Figure 3-24 gives a typical 
example (based on wind tunnel tests) of normal and tangential   g's   that can be developed 
at various ratios of actual shaft horsepower to that required in unaccelerated horizontal 
flight    (gn = 1,  gu = 0) .    It can be seen from Figure 3-24 that at a given power level, 
normal   g's can be developed by increasing wing-propeller incidence with reference to 
the flight path.    However,   this maneuver will also generate tangential deceleration. 
Development of normal acceleration without introducing tangential acceleration  (as this 
is required in a sustained turn) is accompanied by an increase of shaft horsepower above 
that required for an unaccelerated flight.    It should be emphasized at this point that 
because the tilt wing shows a fast drop-off of power required with forward speed,   large 
excess power (high SHP/SHPg=1) becomes available to develop normal plus tangential    g's 
for either decelerated or sustained turns. 

Figure 3-25 is shown as an illustration of ratios of shaft horsepower available to 
that required in a steady state horizontal flight at sea level, standard. 
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CHAPTER   IV 

TAKEOFF  AND   LANDING   WITH   GROUND   RUN 

4.1  SIMPLIFIED  CONSIDERATIONS  OF  TAKEO    '   AND   LANDING 

When any VTOL aircraft is overloaded beyond its vertical takeoff capacity,  i.e., when 

Taiaxv/W < 1.0 (4-1) 

(where Taaxv is the maximum vertical component of the available thrust) it still nay 
show operational advantages through its STOL capabilities. 

In order to better understand the basic factors influencing takeoff and landing dis- 
tances, a very rudimentary analysis of these operations will be made first, while a dis- 
cussion of takeoff optimization will be given later as an example of a more refined 
approach to those problems. 

The most simplified ta.:toff scheme over an obstacle of a height h may be represented 
as a ground run of length lgT    (see Figure 4-la) until the unstick (takeoff) speed 
Vu > vmin *s reached. 'Ulis is assumed to be immediately followed by a steady climb up 
to the height of the obstacle. Total takeoff distance will obviously be I       plus the 
horizontal projection I       of the climb path: cp 

1    ~-    'gr + 'cp • (4-2) 

Denoting average net thrust  (propulsive thrust minus ground friction and aerodynamic 
drag) during the ground run as   Tn ,  energy consideration at the end of run    lgr   will 
result in the following equation: 

w 
* - Vu    =    Vgr  • (4-3) 

where K is the aircraft gross weight. 

Equation (4-3) can be rewritten as follows: 

1  V2 

gr 
2g (T„/W) 

Simple geometric considerations  (see Figure 4-la) will show that the climb path pro- 
jection will be 

lcp   =   h/(l/(Tnc/W)2 -  1)   . (4-4) 

where    Tnc    is the net thrush  (propulsive thrust minus aircraft drag) in climb. 

The approximate expression for the total takeoff distance now becomes 

'to   = (V) Vu/(Jfm/W>  + h^l/(Tnc/W)' - l]   . (4-5) 
\2g/ 
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Equation < s-5) clearly indicates the importance of the speed Vu (appearing to jie 
second power) at which the pilot actually unsticks the aircraft from the ground. VTOL 
aircraft overloaded (within practical limits of 25-35% of the normal gross weight) beyond 
their hovering capacity usually are still capable of quite low minimum flying speeds  In 
addition, they possess hovering type controls that remain effective at the low flyiug 
speed?. In addition, powerplant interconnects reduce danger of asymmetric thrust in case 
of engine failure. In view of all this, it may be expected that pilots, flying VTOL air- 
craft in the STOL mode will be more willing to unstick the aircraft at speeds close to 
the potential Vmin  , if this becomes necessary to optimize the takeoff distance. NASA, 
Ames research team discusses, in Reference 4-1, operational problems resulting from the 
lack of interconnect in conventional STOL aircraft (for general discussion of STOL opera- 
tion, see Reference 4-2). 

Equation (4-5) also shows the importance of the net thrust to gross weight ratios, both 
in the ground run and in climb. Since the net thrust to gross weight ratics are closely 
related to the available thrust to gross weight ratios, VTOL aircraft will show an advan- 
tage in this respect, even in STOL operations. Thrust available to gross weight ratios 
will still probably be T/W > 0.75. 

In landing, the most simplified (no flare) scheme of this maneuver can be presented as 
in Figure 4-lb. It can be seen from this figure that ground projection (idp) of the 
descent path (from the obstacle to the touchdown point) will be (under small angle 
assumption): 

idp = h(W/Dnd) (4-6) 

where   Dnd    is the net drag of the aircraft in descent. 

ld     can also be expressed in terms of the rate of descent    (Vd) : 

ldp    =   h/UVj/Vd)2 - l] (4-7) 

where   Vj    is the landing speed (along the flight path). 

Assuming that energy associated with rate of descent is instantaneously absorbed at 
the touchdown point,  while aircraft speed along the ground remains approximately the same 
as along the descent flight path,  ground distance    (igr )    required to bring the aircraft 
to a stop can be found,  by analogy,  with Equations (4-3) and  (4-3a),  as 

Zgrp    =    £vf/<Fb/D (,-8) 

where    Fb/w   is the ratio of the average braking force  (reversed thrust,  plus ground 
friction, plus aerodynamic drag) to the aircraft weight ratio. 

Total approximate landing distance will obviously be: 

ll    =    hv/[(Vz/Vd)
2 - l]+  <{g)vf/(Fb/W) . (4-9) 

It can be seen from Equation  (4-9) that,   as in the case of takeoff,   landing speed is 
the most important parameter.    Inclination of the landing flight path  (as expressed by 
the    Vj/Vd   ratio) and the ratio of the average braking force to the aircraft weight are 
other important parameters. 

The prime importance of the landing speed is reflected in Figure 4-2  (reproduced from 
Reference 4-3) showing field length requirements versus landing speed. 

VTOL aircraft operating in the STOL inode will again show,   in landing,   a double advan- 
tage regarding their practical landing speeds:    first,  potentially those speeds are low, 
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and secondly, because of the speed-independent controls and thrust symmetry in case of an 
engine failure,  pilots will not be reluctant to take full advantage of those potentially 
low landing speeds (see References 4-1 and 4-2). 

Descent flight path problems of the convertible rotor/propeller aircraft have already 
been discussed in Section 3-5.    It should be pointed out here that, because of the energy- 
absorbing limitations of the landing gear,  it may be necessary to deviate from th? aero- 
dynawically possible steepest descent angle in crder to reduce the   Vd   values HZ touch- 
down as long as no aerodynamic or power flares are assumed. 

In such configuratiors as the tilt-wing and deflected slipstream,  reversed thrust can 
probably be used to its full level capability.    This may amount to 60-70% of the static 
thrust value.    Tilt rotors, because of the ground clearance limitations, will pj  ^ably 

4.2 EFFECTS  OF  GROUND  PROXIMITY 

It should be remembered, however,  that in addition to all the advantages of operating 
VTOL convertible rotor/propeller aircraft in the STOL mode, there are problems,  also. 
They manifest themselves chiefly in landing of such configurations as the tilt wing and 
the deflected slipstream.    Most of those problems have their source in the characteristic 
type of flow developing in ground proximity as shown in Figure 4-3 (reproduced from ilefer- 
ence 4-4).    Ibis forward flow of the part of the propeller slipstream occurs close to the 
ground at some combination of forward speed and ring position (tilt wing) and/or flap 
deflection (both tilt wing and deflected slipstream).    The aerodynamic effect of the type 
of flow shown in Figure 4-3 may be drop-off of lift and an associated increase in the 
rate of descent (Fig. 4-3).    It may also cause disturbances (sometimes difficult to con- 
trol) both in yaw and roll. 

The whole subject of the ground proximity effects on control and aerodynamic character- 
istics is more thoroughly discussed by K.W.Goodson in References 4-5 and 4-5a.    For 
instance, Figure 4-4 (reproduced from Ref.4-5a) shows yaw acceleration experienced in 
flight by a four-propeller tilt-wing aircraft.    It can be seen from that figure that dis- 
turbances anticipated between 30° and 80° of wing incidence,  ana flight speeds between 
30 to 12 knots, may be of the same order of magnitude as angular acceleration available 
through hovering controls.    At speeds higher than 30 knots, no disturbance was encountered 
as the slipstream was not projected ahead of the aircraft. 

Figure 4-5,  also from Reference 4-5a, shows wind tunnel tests of the same aircraft in 
a 1:11 scale.    Results of these wind tunnel tests are compared in Figure 4-6 with those 
obtained in flight. 

From the operational point of view,  the above-discussed forward flow may contribute to 
the damage of propellers and engines by debris picked up from the unprepared landing and 
takeoff sites (Ref. 4-6). 

Some information regarding ground proximity aspects of deflected slipstream aircraft 
can be found in Reference 4-7. 

4.3  STATEMENT  OF  THE  SHORTEST  TAKEOFF 
TECHNIQUE  PROBLEM* 

Problems of determining a technique leading to the shortest takeoff distance over a 
given obstacle (e.g.  50 ft) for a given VTOL airscrew-type aircraft operating in the STOL 
mode can be stated in the following way: 

• Presentation of this problem closely follows considerations of Reference 4-8. 
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With the engines developing constart power (maximum permissible for takeoff) and knowing 
at each speed along the flight path the whole possible range of magnitudes *<»d positions 
(respective to the flight path) of a vector representing the resultant aerodynamic force 
acting on the aircraft,  find the functional relationship between the position of that 
vector and speed along the flight path that would minimize ground projection of the total 
flight path between the takeoff point and the prescribed altitude above the ground (50 ft) 
(Pig.4-7). 

Ulis can be phrased as a mathematical requirement of determining a control function 
(say   iT = f(V))    that would minimize a functional representing the sum of two definite 
integrals - one giving the run on the ground    (£gr)    and another one expressing horizontal 
projection of the climb path    (Zcp)   up to the prescribed altitude    (h) : 

fvgr 
1   S    *gr + 'cp    z    |      f<v>dv + 

h 

f(h)dh   =   min . (4-10) 

However, before the problem stated by Equation (4-10) can be attacked,  a few basic 
relationships should be discussed. 

4. 4  REPRESENTATION  OF  AERODYNAMIC  FORCES 

The most important aerodynamic forces that act on the aircraft during the considered 
takeoff maneuver are propeller thrust    (T) ,  total wing and body lift.    (L)    (within and 
outside the slipstream),  and total drag    (D) .    All these forces can be summed up into 
one resultant aerodynamic force    (F) .    It may be anticipated from discussion in Section 
3-5 that,  for the airscrew-type configurations most suitable for STOL operation (the tilt- 
wing and deflected slipstream), the character of variation of that resultant aerodynamic 
force   P   with the wing inclination and/or flap deflection while both engine power and 
speed along the flight path remain constant will be as in Figure 4-8:    Under static 
conditions it may be assumed that for the tilt-wing force   Fv=0 = T0    (where   T0   is the 
total static thrust of propellers) and remains practically constant throughout all wing 
incidences.    Ky contrast,  for the deflected slipstream,  some drop-off in the   Fy=ü   values 
below that of   Ta    can be expected with the increasing upward inclination of the   Pv=0 

force (Fig.4-8)*. 

In forward motion at a constant speed,  the character of variation of the resultant 
aerodynamic force    (Fv>0)    with its inclination (caused by the wing incidence and/or flap 
deflections) to the motion (flight) path will probably be quite similar for the two con- 
sidered configurations:    When pointing along the flight  (motion) path, the   Fv>0   value 
will be lower than under static conditions,  and the lowest for the whole force polar at a 
given speed and power.    With the increasing inclination to the flight path,  the   Fy>0 

force will increase in the manner shown in Figure 4-8. 

The vector representing that resultant aerodynamic force can be conveniently defined 
by its normal    (Fn)   and parallel    (Fp)    components with respect to the flight path. 
Furthermore,  the values of these components can be related to the aircraft gross weight 
(W)    in the following manner: 

fn   =   Fn/W ; fp   =   Fp/W     and     f   ^   P/W . (4-11) 

Typical variations of the non-dimensionalized forces acting on a tilt-wing aircraft at 
various flight path** speeds are shown in Figure 4-9***. 

• For the tilt-rotor configuration,  there also will be a drop-off (download on the wing) at the 
higher   F   angles, while low angles are of an academic interest only because of the ground 
clearance problems. 

*• The expression   'flight path'  also refers to the ground run. 
•"• Aircraft characteristics are assumed as in Table I, p.205. 
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Under static conditions the resultant aerodynamic force is lower than the gross weight, 
<F0 < W) i.e. f0 < 1.0 and remains constant through the available tilt angles. 

Furthermore, it is assumed here that the maximum resultant aerodynamic force acting on 
the aircraft at rest is equal to the total static thrust of the propellers (T0) : 
to = To/'* = po/* • However, as the speed along the flight path increases, the maximum 
possible thrust component along the flight path (f ) decreases, while the maximum 
possible value of the normal component f  increases. When the resultant vector 
T = fp + fn > 1.0 the aircraft can be airborne (Fig.4-9). 

For actual takeoff calculations, inputs of   f   = f(fE)    at various speeds along the 
flight path can be obt/.ined fuin wind tunnel tests of suitable models, or determined 
analytically.    However,  in order to facilitate general discussion of the take-off problems, 
an expression analogous to the induced drag relationship is suggested for   f   = f(fn) : 

p max k f2 (4-12) 

and consequently 

/(f, p max fpA3) (4-13) 

It is assumed that   f     at   f„ = 0   represents the maximum value    (fp nax)  of fp   that 
can be obtained at a given flight speed.    The decrease with speed of that   f  oax component 
can be approximated by the following expression (derived from the momentum theory considera- 
tions): 

*p max t0[i - kitvAt )] (4-14) 

where   Vi0   is the rotor-propeller induced velocity under static conditions and   kj = Q. 3 
(see Figure 4. 10). 

By contrast with the   f p max f(V)    trend, values of   f„    at   fp - 0    (which will be 
called   fno) increase with the flight path speed  (Fig.4-9);    that increase can be repres- 
ented as follows: 

fn0    =    tjj-tl + k2(V/Vi  )]   . (4-15) 

The   k3   coefficient can now be expressed in terms of   kj ,  k2 ,   (V/vi0)  ,  and    t0 

from the condition that Equation (4-12) should be satisfied for the point    (0,  fno)    with 
(fpn:ax)   given by Equation (4-14) and    (fDo)   by Equation (4-15): 

_1_    1   -  kl(V/vln) 

(t0)  [l + kz(V/Vj )]: (4-16) 

Equations ((4-12) and 8-13)) can now be rewritten as follows: 

t0
2  [l+k2(V/vx )] 

(4-17) 

and 

[l + k2(V/Vi )] *o -   ;     ,/„„.    ;   t0 1 -kl(V/vio)| 
(4-18) 

Knowing the takeoff shaft horsepower of the aircraft    (SHPJ0) ,  the nominal disc load- 
ing of the rotor/propellers    (w - W/A,  where   A   is the total rotor/pr-peller disc area), 
and the power loading of the aircraft at takeoff    (W/SHPT0) , the following expressions 
for   vi0    and   t0   can be developed from the simple momentum theory: 
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275^tr^A 

p W/SHPT0 

vio    : 

and 

2P n275TJtrT?A *        ~!2/ 

1/3 

(4-19) 

t     =    —l"      tr A     —     | , (4-20) 
w   |_      p W/SHPT0 

where   77tr = transmission efficiency 
Vn   - aerodynair^ efficiency (figure of merit) in hover, 

and       p     - air densit" at lakeoff. 

4.3  0: i.MIZATION  OF  GROUND   RUN 

Acceleration during the ground run cab be expressed as follows: 

^x   H   V   =   g[fp - (1 - fn>/x]  , (4-21) 

where   p.   is the ground friction coefficient. 

The final value of the ground speed    (V"u)   at which it will be most advantageous to 
unstick the aircraft is not known as yet.    However,  it is evident that,  regardless of its 
magnitude, the ground distance covered in the process of attaining this speed will be the 
shortest when the ground acceleration (Eq. (4-21)) becomes a maximum.    This occurs when 

W   =    ~  • <4-22) 

Then the maximum ground acceleration (at any ground speed   V     , or rather,    Vgr/Vi0 , 
as reflected in the   k3   values) will be 

Vmax   =    *W   -M+ -■ P2 <*-23) 

Equation  (4-23) clearly indicates that the higher the ground friction coefficient the 
higher should be th<> vertical component of the resultant force.    In order to realize this 
maximum on-the-ground-acceleration in practice,  the wing and flap position of the tilt 
wing, flap deflection of the deflected slipstream and rotor inclination of the tilt-rotor 
configurations should follow a schedule with ground speed that will assure that the 
relationship of Equation  (4-22) is fulfilled. 

Figure 4-11 shows the optimum angle of inclination    (öp)   of the resultant aerodynamic 
force  (see Figure 4-8) versus   Vj/V    for two values of the ground friction coefficient 
(p- - 0.05   and   p - 0.25) and the assumed values of   kt = 0.3    (rather typical for all 
rotor-propellers;  see Figure 4-10) and    k2 - 0.46 .    Tnis latter value was established 
for a particular tilt-wing aircraft,  but still may be considered as representative of 
other configurations as well. 

In order to give a better idea regarding optimum   6     values that may be required at 
actual speeds (expressed in ft/sec and not as the   V/vl0 ratios) during ground runs,  two 
auxiliary scales were added in Figure 4-11.    One, marked Tilt Wing,  refers to an aircraft 
of that configuration with the assumed characteristics as in Table I.    The other scale, 
marked,  Tilt Rotor,  shows actual speeds for a tilt rotor aircraft with the assumed 
characteristics as in Table II. 

(^p)gr - f(V/vi0) ,  shown in Figure 4-11,  represents,  in a mathematical sense,  a con- 
trol function which optimizes the first term (regardless of its upper limit of integration) 
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of the functional given by Equation (4-10). From the point of view of operational tech- 
nique, Figure 4-11 shows how wing tilt and/or wing flaps for the tilt wing, rotor tilt 
and/or wing flaps for the tilt rotor, and flaps for the deflected slipstream, should vary 
with the speed of ground run in order to provide an optimum inclination of the resultant 
aerodynamic force. This, in turn, would assure a maximum acceleration on the ground. 

A glance at Figure 4-11 will indicate that for the low values of ground friction 
coefficients (M = 0.05) , rather low 6p   values ranginc from 8f ~ 1.5° to 6f ~ \\° 
may be required for maximum ground acceleration. Realization of those low Öp values 
may not be difficult for the tilt-wing and deflected slir"tream configurations, but due 
to the ground clearance problems of the tilt-rotor types, the latter may not achieve their 
maximum, aerodynamically possible, acceleration in the ground run. By contrast, for the 
higher ground friction coefficients (^ -  0.25) even the initial bp   values will be 
higher (for V = 0, &F ~ 7°) growing rapidly to C'p ^ 47° for the V/vi0 ratio of 1.4, 
corresponding to about 120 ft/sec for the assumed tilt wing and only CO lb/ft2 for the 
assumed tilt rotor. 

In actual design practice, it will not always be possible to provide a rapidly changing 
aircraft geometry (wing and rotor tilt, flap deflection, etc.) with the ground run speed 
as may be required for maximum acceleration. Some compromise fixed geometry may be selec- 
ted instead. Nevertheless, the above considerations should be helpful by indicating, on 
one hand, the trend while on the other, it would permit an estimation as to how ground 
accelerations resulting from the fixed, compromised geometry would compare with the optimum 
possibilities. 

4.6 SEARCH FOR AN OPTIMUM CLIMB TECHNIQUE 

It will be assumed for simplicity that L . r achieving a ground unstick speed V„ at 
which climb is possible (i.e. when the fn values can be made greater than one) (see 
Figure 4-9), the wing, rotor, flaps, etc, are rotated instantaneously to a proper position 
assuring that fn > 1.0. 

o    o 
Vertical acceleration V = vcp at any point along the climb path will now be (see 

Figure 4-7): 

Vy   =   e^n<W + WV  " (VV2 _ d  • (4_24> 
o o 

and horizontal acceleration    (Vv ~ V„;    )  : 
*        c'gr 

vx = gifp(vx/vp) - VW - -VV<VV] , (4-25) 

Vu+I Jt„ 
=   /(V< + Vp     while     Vx    =    Vu+|   Vxdt     and     Vy    =   |   Vydt , (4-26) 

u J^u 

where tu is the time of the unstick. 

As to the actual execution of the climb maneuver to the obstacle height, several tech- 
niques are possible; two of these will be considered. 

In the constant speed technique, it is assumed that the unstick velocity (V ) , once 
achieved, is maintained constant until the obstacle height is reached. This obviously 
means that all forces along the flight path must be balanced all the time, hence (see 
Figure 4-9). 

f
D = Vv/V_ . (4-27) p   'y' 'P 
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Equation (4-27) inaicttea üiat for the initia' moment of the unstick maneuver,  when 
Vy - 0 .    fD   should also be    f_ = 0 ,  and thus the initial vertical acceleration is 
governed by the   fno   value corresponding to the assumed ;:.;s*ick 3peed    (vu)    and becomes 

VJo    =    g(fno  - 1)  . '4-28) 

As the aircraft starts to climb with V = v,, and Equation (4-27) remains valid 
Equation (4-29) becomes as follows: 

Vy = g fn/[l - (Vy/Vu)]
2 - 1 . (4-29) 

Remembering that   fn = /[fDmax~ fp)/k3-'    "Wie   fp = Vy/V„ ,  the following expression for 
Vy    at time   t    (time interval from the unstick time   t„    to   t)    is obtained: 

Vy   =    g   \ l/{[fpaas- (Vy/Vu)][l - (Vy/Vu)
2]/k3}  - l]dt , (4-30) 

u 

while at the same time   t , the horizontal components of the flight path speed will be 
(for Vp = vu) , 

Vx   = /(V
2 - V2) (4-31) 

Equations (4-30) and (4-31) enable the computation of first Vy = f(t) and Vx = f(t) , 
and then y = f(t) an»? x„„ = f(t) . The latter two relationships permit the solution 
of ic  corresponding to the selected obstacle height. 

A plot of Icp - f(Vu) can now be drawn (see Figure 4-12). Adding to Zcp - f(Vu) , 
optimum Igr = f(Vu) , the total takeoff distance over a given obstacle versus the unstick 
speed is obtained as I -  f(Vu) . From this graph it is easy to obtain the value of the 
optimum takeoff distance as well as the optimum unstick speed. 

Another takeoff technique can be based on higher initial vertical accelerations, buu 
accompanied by a decreasing flight-path velocity (Vp) from its unstick value. This 
decrease in V  should be United by the requirement that, at the obstacle height, the 
aircraft should either be abls to climb steadily at a given angle 4> - sin_1(f /f) at 
f = 1.0 (see Figure 4-9), or at least be able to maintain a steady horizon-al flight 
(i.e. at a speed Vp corresponding to f„0 = 1,0 , Figure 4-9). 

In this takeoff technique, it is assumed that upon reaching an unstick velocity (Vu) 
the wing and flaps are brought instantaneously to such an attitude with reference to the 
flight path that the vertical component f assumes its maximum permissible f„ values 
corresponding to the f /i'n = -0.2 ratio (Fig.4-9). 

It is evident that an infinite number of paths can be selected between the initial 
(unstick) pairs of the fn and fp values and those representing the minimum flight 
requirements of climb or horizontal flight (Fig.4-9). Selection of the best possible path 
obviously represents one element of the Icp optimization. However, in the present case, 
only two types of paths are investigated; one path is taken as a straight line from 
fn max at a Biven Vu to the fn = 1. 0 ,  fp = 0 point. In Figure 4-9, this point 
corresponds to a flight speed v i 40 ft/sec . In the second approach, a path along the 
fp/fn = 0.2 line is consideret' down to Vp 1' 50 ft/sec where it is assumed that the wing 
and flap position is instantaneously adjusted to the position corresponding to fp = 1.0 
and fp - 0 ; i.e. to that of steady horizontal flight. 

o o 
Starting with Equations (4-24) and (4-25) to compute   V   = f(t)   and   Vx = f(t) , 

Vy = f(t) ,    Vx = f(t) , and finally   xcj = f(t)    and   y = f(t)   were determined for various 
Vu   values and the two types of the    fn.fp   paths.    The    fp/fn = -0.2   path appeared very 
slightly more advantageous, hence the    lcp - f(Vu)    curve corresponding to the latter case 
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is plotted in Figure 4-12. and is combined with the 
I  = f(Vu) curve. 

gr opt = f(Vu) graph to obtain the 

A glance at Figure 4-12 will indicate that the takeoff technique permitting the speed 
of flight to decrease during climb to the obstacle height should be more advantageous than 
that of maintaining a constant flight speed equal to its unstick value. As to the unstick 
velocity itself, it appears that slightly higher 
offs with decreasing flight path speeds. 

values are more favorable for take- 

It should be noted, however, that in the climb portion of the considered takeoff prob- 
lem, no single control function was obtained that, in combination with that expressed by 
the graph in Figure 4-11, would minimize the functional given by Equation (4 10) or, in 
ether words, provide a complete schedule of 8f versus V that would lead to the shortest 
takeoff distance. Nevertheless, an analysis outlined in the preceding sections should 
suffice for indicating at least a direction for the shortest takeoff technique. 

As to a different mathematical treatment of the shortest takeoff problem. Reference 
4-8 suggests that since the equations describing the physical phenomenon of the takeoff 
are ordinary differential equations, one may use as the optimization technique either 
calculus of variations or Pontryagin's maximum principle. The second technique has the 
advantage over the first one in that, by means of suitable transformations, the problem 
can be reduced to a linear Hamilton-Jacobi system. 
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TABLE I 

Assumed Characteristics of Tilt Wins 

Item Value 

Takeoff Conditions H = 0,  Standard 

Disc Loading in Hover,  lb/ft2 wh = 30 

Power Loading in Hover,   lb/shp Wh/SHP = 4. 8 

Efficiencies % = 0.8; Vtt = 0. 94 

Overload for Running Takeoff,   25% T0/W = C.8 

Ideal Induced Velocity at   T0 ,  ft/sec v,   = 87 

TABLE II 

Assumed Characteristics of Tilt Rotor 

Item Value 

Takeoff Conditions H = 0,   Standard 

Disc Loading in Hover,  lb/ft2 wh = 10 

Power Loading in Hover,  lb/shp Wh/SHP =8.4 

Efficiencies VA = 0. 76; Vtt = 0.94 

Overload for Running Takeoff,  25% T0/W =0.8 

Ideal Induced Velocity at    T0 ,  ft/sec vifl = 46 
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Pig.1-11     An example of a short-haul transport based on the concept of tilting rotor 
with foldable blades 
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Fig.2-2  Ideal induced velocity to tip speed ratios and aerodynamic efficiencies. 
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MULTIPLE SLIPSTREAMS 
Pig. 2-11     Plow patterns for a two-propeller tilt-wing i.  hover close to the ground 
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and increase in sinking speed 
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Fig.4-5  Wind tunnel tests with the moving ground plane belt 
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FOREWORD 

Tbe shrouded propeller is a lifting and propulsive device which has led 
to design and prototype developments in the last ten years. 

A successful outcome would require a time period of at least ten more 
years, which is not too much for an entirely new system: a shrouded 
propeller is not merely a free propellc- with a shroud around it. 

The interest raised by this system is explained by its capability to 
insure: 

- a hovering flight with a fuel consumption and noise levels very much 
less than in the case of a turbojet, 

- a forward subsonic flight higher than with a free propeller. 

It is not possible to cover the subject matter in a few pages and 
everything is not yet known. 

Therefore I shall not go into details, but I shall try to point out 
the main points necessary to build up a sound basis. 

I shall afterwards emphasize the principles which result from a few 
ideal assumptions on the nature of the flow. The results obtained with 
those none too realistic assumptions are nevertheless very useful to refer 
to with experimental results and also to know beforehand the maximum 
performance which cannot be exceeded. 

Before entering the lecture matter itself, nere is a picture which 
sums up the main points very briefly. If you remember this picture well 
you can forget everything I am going to say after (Pig.1). 
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AERODYNAMICS OF SHROUDED PREPELLERS 

M. Lazaref f 

1. GENERAL PRINCIPLES* 

1.1 General Features 

Figure 2 shows the mean relative dimensions of the shroud: 

Length I  : 0.3Dj < I < 0.5Dt 

Thickness ARt : 0.1RX <ARt < 0.3Rj . 

Generally this shroud is not rotating with the propeller blades; it is connected to the 

hub by means of streamlined supports which may operate as guide vanes. 

The number of blades is variable as for the value of disk loading,  a relevant parameter 
we will be mentioning again. 

In order to obtain the full potential performance, the gap between the blades and the 

shroud should be kept very small. Numerous experiments on models as well as at full 

scale have shown that the gap referred to the radius Rt should be at any rate less than 

0.5%. 

This condition requires: 

- either a very accurate and stiff mounting of the shroud on the hub, which is heavy, 

- or the use of soft material at the tip of the blades or on the corresponding region 
of the shroud. 

The hub can contain the engine. It can also only contain a bevel shaft when the engines 

are located elsewhere. It can finally consist of a shaft only, the motion being then 

produced by a peripheric turbine. 

The shrouded propeller can be placed in the wing or the fuselage of the aircraft, the 

shroud being then part of the a.;rframe. 

Figure 3 is a photograph of a model. The diameter of the propeller is 16 inches. 

Figure 4 is a photograph of the experimental aircraft N.500 which is powered and con- 
trolled by two tilting shrouded propellers. 

Figure 5 is an artist concept of this same aircraft. 

•Note: The international SI system of units has been used throughout. Force : 1 daN 2; 1 kg. 
Power : 1 kW~ 1.34 h.p. 
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1.2 Aerodynamic Principles in Static Conditions 

In this paragraph the assumptions are: 

- non-viscous flow; 

- velocity is uniform and parallel to the axis (no rotation) at Station 4. 

V, 
<r=- s« 

/ s H 
\ 
1 

r—4 1 

1 

\ i 1 

Under these conditions the whole of the mechanical power W on the shaft is found 
again in the final kinetic energy of the mass flow m at Station 4 where ambient 
pressure P  has been reached: 

W = laVÜ 2'"*!) ^V3S (1) 

Taking into account the constant mass flow condition 

m = pVjS, = pV4S, , 

and the momentum Equation for the thrust T , 

T = mVu , 

one obtains the following relationships where a   represents the diffusion parameter that 
is to say the area ratio: 

S„ 
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V 
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s -    =    Lea] 1/3 
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W 
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W 
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,    Si. 

2 11/3 

w/s, 
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11/2 

a    =    \fiaSl)
2/3[2Vll/3 . 

Let us see first the simple and rather general case without diffusion (o = 1). 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

Equation (5) shows that the specific thrust T/W (thrust per unit power) increases as 
the power disk loading V/Si   decreases. 

If we consider a constant power H this means that in order to increase the static 
thrust one has to increase the size of the machine. It follows that in the case a - \ 
a large specific static thrust will mean a weight and drag penalty in forward flight. 

The equations which have provided this result are general and the above conclusion 
is valid for all types of thrust systems which are compared in Figure S in terms of disk 
loading. It may be seen that the shrouded propeller fills in a substantial void between 
the free propeller and the by-pass turbojet engine (the cold part of which is in fact a 
shrouded propeller). 

Let us assume now that thanks to appropriate devices, such as boundary layer control 
on the walls of the diffuser, we have achieved a value 

a > 1 . 

The equations above show that the value of the thrust as a function of power is 
determined by the fluid cross sect on Su (at least with the assumption of ideal flow 
which is made here). Consequently the achievement of a >  1 enables to lower the weight 
and drag penalty due to the shroud. 

Using the momentum theorem between sections: 0 and 1, 1 and 2, 2 and 4 we obtain the 
components T0 , Tj , T2 of the total thrust T which are respectively applied to: 

the air intake (TQ) 

the blades    (Tx) 

the diffuser      (T2)  . 

keferring those partial thrusts to the total thrust   T ,  one obtains the following 
equations: 

o    _ 

■ l    _ 

a 

2 

1 

2a 

2     _ [a-lV 

2a 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

These equations are plotted in Figure 7. 
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It should be noted that the contribution T2 of the diffuser alone is always negative, 
but its overall effect is favorable thanks to the additional thrust produced on the 
intake. 

One also notices that the thrust T: of the blades themselves quickly decreases with 
the diffusion parameter J , making the mechanical design of those blades easier. 

2.  THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PERFORMANCES 

2.1 Static (or hovering) 

2.1.1    Theoretical  r -formince 

The above equations enable to build up the following table of theoretical performance. 
The value of the axial Mach number M, in front of the blades is also Indicated. 

cr - 0.5 cr = 1 a - 1.4 a - 1.8 

T/Sj 
daN/m? M

l 
T/W 

daN/kW 
Ml T/W «1 T/W Mi T/W 

200 0.07 3.57 O.ll" 5.2 0.145 6.0 0.176 6.8 

500 o.n3 
2.25 0.18 3.3 0.23 3.8 0.28 4.3 

1000 0.20 1.69 0.28 2.3 0.33 2.7 0.39 3.1 

1500 0  25 1.41 0.35 1.9 0.42 2.2 0.50 2.5 

2000 0.29 1.17 0.41 1.6 0.51 1.9 0.62 2.2 

2500 0.33 1.03 0.48 1.4 0.60 1.7 0,80 1.9 

3000 0.37 0.94 0.54 1.3 0.70 1.5 chc )ked 
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It is worthwhile to make the following comments about the above figures. 

(a) It can be noted once again that, for a fixed value of a ,  the evolution of the 
disk loading T/Sj and that of the specific thrust T/W are opposite: this 
means that for a required total thrust the economy of power is to be paid for by 
an increase of size St . 

(b) For a given disk loading T/St the specific thrust increases with a . 

(c) The comparison with the free ideal propeller is immediate since in this case, 
according to the Proude pattern, the value of a   is cr = 0,5 , which is one of 
the configurations accounted for in the Table. Besides one must remember that 
the free propeller can only usefully absorb a moderate power per square meter: 
the figure T/S. = 200 daN/m2 is an average value which can hardly be doubled. 

Here is a comparison which is obtained from the above table. 

We assume that we require a thrust of 2000 daN. We can for example use a free propeller 
of 10 square meters (diameter ~ 3.600 m) with a shaft power: 

2000 

3.57 
= 560 kW 

This solution can be compared to two other solutions using shrouded propellers with 
c = 1.4 : the first one (A) has the same diameter, the second one (B) is supposed to have 
the same shaftpower (and therefore a different diameter). 

Free 
propeller 

Shrouded propeller 
a = 1.4 

A B 

Thrust  daN 

Diameter m 

Power   kW 

2000 

3.60 

560 

2000 

3.60 

330 

2000 

2.05 

560 
. „ 

2.1.2    Experimental Performance 

There are two general causes for losses in the experimental performance compared to the 
theoretical one mentioned above: 

(a) If there are no guide vanes one part of the shaftpower is absorbed by the kinetic 
energy of rotation and therefore does not contribute to the thrust. This loss 
is the more important one as the applied torque is greater; therefore it increases 
with the disk-loading and decreases when the r.p.m. increases at constant power 
(by resetting the pitch of the blades). 

(b) The action of viscosity on the blades and all the surfaces of the shroud. Viscosity 
leads to friction forces and adverse pressure forces; the latter become very 
important in case of flow separation, for instance if the angle of the diffuser is 
too large. 

Accurate tests enable the measurement of these effects and to separate them. 

We shall only use here a total qualification coefficient which is well known as 
"Figure of Merit". Its definition is: 

Ml 
theoretical shaftpower 

experimental shaftpower 
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the theoretical value being calculated for a thrust equal to the experimental one, 
assuming a shrouded propeller of the same diameter, without diffusion (a = 1). 

Referring to the equations of Section 1, one finds the expression of H[ as a function 
of the experimental value of the thrust T and of the power w . 

, 3/2 

where p   is the specific mass of air. 

In theory this expression becomes: 

2/(PS1)W 

M! 

and therefore for an ideal shrouded propeller without diffusion 

M'j = 1 

and for an ideal free propeller 

M'j -   /0.5 = 0.707 . 

It must be noted also *hat according to the general expression of MJ one has for an 
identical power: 

experimental thrust 

theoretical thrust 
= [ti[}2/3  - 

Let us now consider the actual experimental values of M^ which are presented in the 
following table: 

Type of 
propeller 

Test 
conditions «i 

Thrust 

Thrust of free propeller 

(diameter and power 
identical) 

Free 
propeller Full scale 0.52 1 

Shrouded 
propeller 
without 
diffusion 
(a = 1) 

Model 0.88 1.42 

Full scale 0.7 - 0.8 1.22 - 1.33 

Shrouded 
propeller 
with diffusion 

Model 
(Ste.Bertin) 

1.17 1.72 

It is worth noting that the last result is the best ever obtained. To the best of our 
knowledge the American values have not reached the figure of 0.9. 

In order to understand completely the aerodynamic results one must take into account 
the weight of the shroud. This factor makes clear the importance of the disk loading. 
It is obvious that the weight of the shroud is but a small part of the gross thrust if 

■e—«a—maatm 
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the disk loading is of the order of 1000 daN per square meter. But this weight can 
represent a large part of the thrust for a low disk loading of 100 daN/m2. In fact it 
is not altogether correct to build up a balance by a mere substruction of the weight of 
the shroud because this shroud also plays the part of a wing surface in cruise flight. 
Nevertheless in order to get some idea of weight influence in hovering conditions one can 
admit that it is of the order of 5C daN per square meter of cross section Sx , for 
average full scale diuensions. Consequently a shrouded propeller with a very low disk 
loading of 50 daN/m2 provides no net thrust at all. 

We shall see later on that taking ihio account the drag of the shroud in level flight 
also leads to large disk loadings, very much larger than for free propellers. 

Lastly, in order to appreciate the figures quoted in the table, it is worth comparing 
the increases of thrust to the pay-load: for instance a figure of merit of 1.17 instead 
of 0.88 would increase an initial pay-load of 20% by at least 60%. 

2.2 Level Flight Without Compressibility Effects 

2.2.1    Theoretical Performance 

We consider first the ideal case without viscous effects and assuming no rotation of 
the flow about the axis. 

Taking into account the kinetic energy of the relative upstream flow of velocity VQ , 
the conservation of the mechanical power W is expressed by: 

W = jmV2 - imV2 . (10) 

The condition of constant mass flow 

PVo   =   ^visi   =   W» 

leads to the following formula 

Vo 
2 —  =   V2  - — — dl) 

p\l  S1  V 
U  />Vu S, ' 

which becomes identical to the static Equation (2) if VQ = 0 . 

If the diffusion a   is known this formula determines completely the theoretical 
performance. Usually the following parameters are given: 

The mechanical power '.« 

The propeller disk area Sj 

The specific mass of air p 

The speed of flight VQ . 

Equation (11) enables to calculate the axial velocity V  and consequently the final 
exit velocity Vu = Vj/o- . The total theoretical thrust Tx is then derived by means 
of the momentum equation: 

Tx = m[vu - V0]  = PVUSJVU - V0] . (12) 

Figure 8 is a numerical example of the last formulae.  It must be noted that the specific 
thrust is larger for low power disk loadings, as in hovering.  But the rate of decrease 
with speed is more- rapid. 
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The performance in level flight is usually qualified by means of the_ propulsive 
efficiency r\   defined by: 

or 
T V 1x'o 

(13) 

(13') 

where W is the actual power and TV  t • minimum ideal power related to the thrust T_ . x o 

Combining the power equation 

and the thrust equation 

W   -   |m[v* - V2J 

T    = 'tv, - v0] 

yields the following expression of the ideal propulsive efficiency: 

2 
V   = 

1 + -* 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Although viscous effects are absent this efficiency is always below unity, and is equal 
to zero in the static case. This comes from the fact that the minimum ideal reference 
power TXVQ in Equation (13') is implicitly associated with an exit velocity Vu equal 
to the forward speed V„ , which occurs for a zero disk loading. 

Combining Equation (16) with the Proude formula for the free propeller and Equation (11) 
for the shrouded propeller provides the expressions of efficiency T\   as functions of 
forward speed VQ and power disk loading W/Sj : 

Free propeller 

1 -v 

V3 

Shrouded propeller 

4-31?     1 

(i7) 
2pV0

3   S1 

w 

Vi 

It can be shown that if   T]1    is the efficiency of the blades themselves 

1X   = 

this equation becomes: 

[417J-3T)]2      1 1        W 

V3 V        fxr^l   S1 

(18) 

(18') 

Figure 9 represents this relationship. 
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The following remark has to be made: the slope of these curves is large at low speeds 
on the left, and very low at the higher speeds. Now it may be seen from the equation 
above that the diffusion a   plays the same role as vj'3 . Consequently ar increase of 
the diffusion a   will produce a beneficial effect at low speed (large slopes). On the 
contrary, at high speed a variation of a   .-»as no noticeable effect on the efficiency 77 . 
This is favorable because, as we shall see later, compressibility problems or. the blade 
tips may be avoided by reduction of the exit cross section. 

2.2.2   Experimental Performance 

The losses which appear in a real flow arise from three sources: 

fa) Viscous effects on the rotating blades; 

(b) Rotation of the jet if no guide vanes are installed; 

(c) Viscous effects on the shroud and all fixed parts of the engine. 

Items (a) and (b) are included in the blade efficiency 77  defined with the axial 
velocity Vt and the thrust of the blades Tx 

T, 
77XW 

(19) 

For very good designs the value 77 = 0.88 is valid. 

Item (c) can be estimated in the following manner- 

Let Smi and Sme be the internal and external wetted areas of the fixed parts and 

ö_ — S_J + s__ . in     mi   me 

Let Cf be the average equivalent  friction coefficient (including the pressure drag). 

The drag of the shroud is: 

R .v £ iaCf[v? + v
2J x   2  2  f L        ° 

and the corresponding power loss: 

Aw RxVo • 

Using for the internal flow the equation mentioned earlier, 

2        2 
V 

1 + 
1 V. 

1 + 1 

(20) 

we obtain the loss of efficiency equivalent to the loss of power 

P sm 
- -5- C-V 

A, =_^L 
f'o .,to,(W. 

W/S, 
(21) 
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and consequently the net efficiency: 

^net = V-&V . (22) 

where TJ is to be calculated by Equation (18'). 

The following numerical values of the relevant parameters are obtained from experimental 
data: 

(a) In high speed forward flight the value of a   is generally a < l . We assume 
a = l . 

(b) For an average shroud 

— ~ 4 
Si 

(c) Numerous tests show that t!-e equivalent friction coefficient is approximately three 
times as large as the turbulent friction coefficient on a flat plate. In the 
examples below we assume: 

Cf = 3x0.033 ~ 0.10 . 

This large experimental value is accounted for by the following factors: 

(a) The well matched shrouds have a relative thickness of the order of 25% and 
consequently bear substantial high velocity regions where the drag is increased. 

(b) This same relative thickness is responsible for a rather large pressure drag. 

Figure (10) is a graph of Equation (22) established with the realistic numerical 
assumptions indicated above. 

The difference with the dragless efficiency of Figure (9) is obvious: we have now to 
face an uneasy compromise between low and high speed: as seen before, the lc" d?sk loadings 
remain favourable at low speeds when the shroud drag is negligible. But «io '.as speed is 
increased the drag becomes a predominant factor for the low disk loadings and the net 
efficiency drops rapidly. On the other hand one has to keep in mind that the low disk 
loadings are also handicapped in hover by the weight of the shroud. 

Therefore our conclusion will be that the domain of interest of the shrouded propeller 
is shifted to the relatively high disk loadings for which the weight and the drag of the 
shroud are not an important portion of the gross thrust. 

Nevertheless it is interesting to compare the shrouded and the free propeller for equal 
disk loadings, although they should be different in practice. Fig re (11) is an example 
for a power disk loading of 200 kW/m2. The improvement provided by the shroud and the 
diffusion at low speeds is associated with a visible loss at high speeds, especially with 
diffusion cr   because of the larger internal speeds induced by the diffusion. 

2.3 Transition 

2.3.1    Theoretical Results 

In a non viscous flow the inside impact pressure is preserved whatever the angle of 
attack of the shroud. Therefore the following equation is still valid for the forward 
speed and the exit velocity Vu . 

vo = 
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Tlie resulting force T is obtained by the momentum theorem and consequently its 
components: 

Tx = raV„ cos i - mV0 = pV^S,, [v cos i - V„] 

-mV sin i = -pV,S„sin i 

T = PV,S„ /(V* + V< - 2V0V„ cosi) 

(23) 

(24) 

(24') 

It must be noted that in this scheme the assumed exit flow direction is the same as 
the axis of the propeller. In practice the jet has a curvature due to the action of the 
outside flow. This effect is ignored here. On the other hand the diffusion o   is 
assumed to be a known quantity, although it is in fact a complicated function of speed V\ 
and angle of attack. 

It is often useful to express the results in terms of the dimensionless coefficients 
which are used with free propellers. 

Advance ratio: 

y    -   _il 
0   nD, 
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Power coefficient: 

X   = 
pn3D? 

Force and momentum coefficients: 

T 

PVfo, 

pn2D![ 

A simple but not pleasant calculation provides the equations: 

1 

(W>2 " 

1 

(77CT) 2  0 

_2JLT
2
 + — 

2-na   "  16 

2lr  2# 
IS    °   8 

7TCT 
(25) 

(26) 

which can be solved for the unknowns r^ and r  as functions of advance ratio y0 , 
power coefficient X and diffusion a .    The larger root only is valid. 

For each set of the given parameters y0 , X , cr   a polar can then be drawn using the 
relationships: 

Ly  ■■  ^If ***•  * 

Xx  SS - |^I4C«* A. - I0J 

The above equations show that these polars are circles with each centre at the point 
T%  = rQ and with a radius equal to ru . 

An example of the influence of the parameters on these polars is given in Figure (12). 

For practical use the calculation can be at first restrained to the points of level 
flight at constant forward speed, where: 

Tu COS 1  =  T0 



or 

V,. cor, i 

and the total weight P being equal to the vertical force 

mVu sin i 

The use of the power equation provides the necessary power 
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w 

p 

(A-1)/(A)/0CTV 

2P/S, 
(27) 

where 

r                    r-                                 .21 ' 
1 2    P 

A :     — 1 +   /• 1 + - — ■ 

2 VI [fX*\ Sj 
. 

(28) 

Figure (13) is a typical graph of the specific power W/P for the value a = 1 . This 
power decreases with forward speed VQ and increases with disk loading P/Sj . 

In practice, when the drag related to the acv.ual flow conditions is taken into account, 
the necessary power has a minimum at a certain speed, and then increases the more rapidly 
the lower the disk loading (large shroud = large drag). Therefore the actual curves of 
required power relative to low disk loading overtake, at a certain speed, the curves 
representing higher disk loadings. Figure (14) is an example of calculated power curves 
with drag effect included. It may be seen that the advantage of low disk loadings vanishes 
rapidly with forward speed. 

2.3.'2   Experimental Results 

The only complete and correct qualification of experimental results is a comparison of 
the test polars to the corresponding theoretical ones calculated for the same values of the 
coefficients of advance ratio y0 , power X and diffusion a   if the latter is known; 
if not the theoretical polars can be established with the reference value cr = l . 

The differences between the experimental and theoretical polars are due to the following 
factors: 

(a) Viscosity (losses). 

(b) Experimental gain of lift provided by the external lift of the shroud which is not 
included in the theoretical polars. 

(c) Experimental gains due to a diffusion a > \   which appear in the case >vhen the 
theoretical reference polar has been calculated with cr - I. 

Figure (15) is an example of comparison between tests and theory. The experimental 
results are taken from NASA - TN-D 995. The calculated polars are obtained by means of 
the above equations with equal value cf yQ and X and with a = 1 . It may be seen 
that the differences are generally moderate. Of course they could become larger if the 
shroud or the blades were subject to separation of the flow. Inversely, if the shroud is 
equipped with additional lifting elements which provide extra lift with a good lift/drag 
ratio, the experimental polar may be higher than the theoretical one. 
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3. FLO* SEPARATION ON THE SHROUD 

3.1 Qualitative Survey - Typical Diagrams 

It is obvious that the flow over the shroud is chiefly determined by the two following 
dimensionless parameters: 

Angle of attack       x 

V. 
Intake flow coefficient -— 

Vi 

Intuition and experiments agree on the following flow patterns: at lov. speed (large 
angles of attack) the stagnation line is well on the outside surface of the shroud. 
Therefore the risk of separation is greater on the front and inside of the shroud. 

At high speed the stagnation line is shifted towards the inside and the risk of 
separation is then on the aft outside lip. 

The plotting of the separation limits can be made in both coordinate systems. 

0 

side separation 

inside separation 

90 i° 

Although the polar system on the right is more suggestive, we shall use the left one 
where the plot is easier. 

These separation limits depend essentially on the shape of the profiles. Several 
typical cases may be drawn without any experimental result. 

At last it is obvious that a perfectly thin cylinder enjoys only one operation point 
free of separation V 

i = 0    -1=1. 

3.2 Influence of the diffusion - Experimental results 

It has to be remembered that in level flight at constant speed and zero drag the following 
equation is valid: 

— = cos i 
V0    cos i 

or   — =   
V.     a 

Once the experimental limit of separation for a given shroud has been drawn in the diagram 
V0/V (i), this limit can be easily compared to the points representing level flight at 
constant speed; one can notice the favorable part played by the diffusion a   by increasing 
the margin relative to the separation limit. 
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As an illustration the experimental limits of separation obtained on three different 

shrouds huit beer plotted in Figure (16), as well as the points representing the level 

flight at constant speed for three assumed values of the diffusion a : 

a   -    1 ; 2 ; 2.5 . 

One can see the difficulty of ensuring good flow conditions throughout, but also the 

favorable part played by the diffusion cr  . 

Recent studies are tending toward a non symmetrical shape of shroud which produces more 

favorable boundaries. 

4. PITCHING MOMENT 

4.1 General 

The pitching moment is a serious problem of the shrouded propeller. Generally this 

pitching matsnt is very important and its maximum value is difficult to forecast accurately 

for the full scale conditions. 

Theoretical attempts to predict the pitching moment do not often provide correct values. 

This is due to the fact that the maximum value of the moment depends to a large extent on 

the separation conditions which are very sensitive to local modifications of shape, not 

taken into account at all by simple theories. 

Therefore we shall limit ourselves to a mere qualitative physical scheme which helps 

the understanding of experimental results and the forecast of the main trends. 

4.2 Physical Qualitative Representation of The Pitching Moment 

Generally speaking the pitching moment about a given axis is the resultant of all the 
local pressure (end friction) actions. 

Qualitative application of the momentum theorem leads to a simple representation of the 

extreme cases as function of two relevant parameters: 

- Quality of the shroud the forward part of which is or is not able to sustain the low 
pressures of the flow there; 

- Length of the shroud. 

The exit diffusion, which has also an effect on the pitching moment, will be mentioned 

at the end of the next paragraph. 

Figure (17) requires some comment. The centre of the moments is in the intake plane. 

If this centre is moved forward or rearward the r.sultant moment is obviously changed. 

4.3 Experimental Results 

For comparison all the results are ^iven about a point on the axis and in the intake 
plane. 

The moment coefficient is defined as: 

M 
C, m    p 

- V?S,D1 2 l~l"l 

The reference dynamic pressure is based on the internal speed V: , which avoids the 
infinite value of Cm in the static case. 
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The results are generally given as function of the speed coefficient VJ/VJ and angle 
of attack: it can L« assumed that the propeller itself is not a very important parameter 
once tae internal speid V. is specified. 

The chosen represencatio' has the drawback of hiding the absolute value of the moment 
which is often considerable. I? order to avoid this difficulty one can also use the 
following representation which is much more suggestive. 

Fictitiously the totality of the moment is supposed to be due to the moment of the 
force Rzl paraUel to the axis. Thus the moment is qualified by the distance AR 
referred to the radius Rj . 

It is worth noticing that at low speed the distance AR which qualifies the moment 
is the lever arm of a force practically equal to the weight of the aircraft, or at any 
rate the weight divided by the number of rotors. 

Figure (18) is an example, for a 90° incidence, of the drastic influence of the shape 
of the shroud which leads to more or less premature separation. 
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Figure (19) gives the results obtained on a shroud which was absolutely free from 

separation in the domain covered by the figure. Both of the representations mentioned 
above are presented. 

If the curve representing level flight at constant speed was drawn on this graph, one 

could see that the maximum moment occurs at an angle of attack comprised between 60° and 
70°. The relative fictitious lever arm is then of the order 

which has been assumed here). 
1/5 ft  (for the centre 

Other tests, not published here, have shewn that the diffusion increases the pitching 

nose up moment at fixed values of incidence and speed ratio V /V . This effect is 

explained by the curvature of the outgoing jet under the influence of the general flow: 
the reduced velocity by the diffusion is equivalent to a reduced "stiffness". 

without  diffusion 

5. EFFECT OF THE EXIT CROSS SECTION AT HIGH SPEED 

5.1  General 

We have seen in the paragraph dealing with performance that the increase of diffusion o 
in relatively fast forward flight does not provide a large increase of thrust. We have 

seen also that this moderate theoretical increase becomes a loss when the drag effects are 

considered. 

On the other hand a reduction of the cross section of the jet in high speed flight is 

quite favourable: it is obvious that compressibility problems appear at first at the tip 

of the blades.  It is also obvious r.hat a reduction of the exit cross section will decrease 

the internal speed Vj and therefore the resultant Mach number at the tips. 

Because of this possibility of aerodynamic protection of the propeller by the rear part 

of the shroud, the shrouded propeller is able to work at higher Mach numbers than the free 
propeller. 

It is fair to say that the reduction of internal Mach number M, does not go without 

an increase of the external Mach numbers Mg on the profile of the shroud. Nevertheless 
it is easier to design the profile of the shroud for compressibility effects than the 

rotating blades. 
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5.2 Forward Flight in The Compressible Domain 

The isentropic efficiency of the propeller is defined by the ratio: 

Isentropic temperature increase 
v     =   . 

Actual temperature increase 

For equal values of total pressure ratios across the propeller. 

Apart from this efficiency, it is assumed that there are no losses nor rotation of 
flow and that the flow is uniform in the control cross sections 0, 1, 2, 4. 

At low speed the efficiency 77, is identical to the efficiency TJ1 already used 
above: 

\ 
T V 
'1*0 

The following relationships have been established by using the classical equations of 
compressible one dimensional flow. 

n h" p^hp, 
K)- Me«-)        ^°1%BPP' 

A. = M      _ 
5« If«.) 

® 0© 
Raho   of   total  temp«rafur«s 

© 

H. * = <r< 

Povtr   disk   loading 

Efficiency 
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Important Note 

fn the ideal case  when r,. 1 it can be shown that the specific thrust T/W as a 
function of power disk loading W/S1 is exactly the same as in incompressible flow. The 
compressible equations indicated have to be used only when the correct velocities or Mach 
numbers are needed. 

This remarkable result can be explained in the following way: the modification of the 
state equation of the gas (P/p - RT instead of p = constant in the incompressible case) 
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does not influence the two major conditions which exist for Tjj = l: 

(a) The flow is isentropic upstream and downstream of the actuator; 

(b) Downstream, the flow has resumed its initial state: 

Static pressure PQ 

Specific mass pQ 

Static temperature 0Q . 

Therefore the transformation is isentropic and closed and the result does not depend on 

the intermediate states. 

The performance is plotted in Figures 20 to 25 for the efficiency value ^ = 0.8 . 

The main interest of these graphs lies in the values of the internal Mach number Mt 
and in the two limits: 

- Sonic conditions Mt = 1 in the cross Section Sj . 

- Sonic conditions M„ = 1 in the cross section S„ . 

In practice the latter boundary is well beyond the range for shrouded propellers. 

But the first one can be dangerously approached or even reached when the three following 

parameters are combined having relatively large values: 

Power disk loading W/Sj 

Flight Mach number MQ 

Diffusion a > 1 . 

The next comparative example shows the unfavorable effect of the diffusion in high 

speed flight 

We assume 

M„ 

'i 

0.4 

— = 1000 kW/m2 

< S, 

0.8 

The graphs just discussed ltad to the following comparison as function of the assumed 

value of c 

a 
T 
- daN/kW 
w 

Mi 

0.0 0.54 0.39 

1.4 0.56 1.00 

It is obvious that the slight increase in specific thrust due to an increase of c    is 
absolutely without interest because of the drastic simultaneous increase of the Mach 

number Mj in front of the propeller: the design of the blades is definitely impossible 

when Mj = 1 . 

Whatever the value of the flight Mach number MQ , the internal Mach number Ml    can be 
kept at a reasonable value by reducing the exit cross section (c < 1). Furthermore the 

law of exit section versus Mach number MQ can be matched for a constant pitch propeller. 
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6.  GROUND EFFECT 

Ground proximity results in two different effects: 

- The first one purely static, is a modification of the thrust as a function of height 
above the ground. 

- The second one arises at constant height as time dependant disturbances affecting 
all the components. 

In the following paragraphs we shall limit ourselves to the effect of ground 
proximity on vertical thrust in hover. 

6.1 Static Influence of Ground Proximity 

The influence on the vertical thrust is qualified by the value at each height of the 
so called amplification coefficient 

T     Thrust in ground effect 

TQ   Thrust out of ground effect 

the two forces involved being compared at constant power. 

The power needs to be carefully defined: 

(a) In a theoretical ground effect study this expression can only meai the kinetic 
energy of the jet when it has resumed the ambient pressure P0 . 

(b) In an experiemental study this expression can mean two different energies. 

- Either the kinetic energy as defined in (a). But this quantity can be obtained 
only through a tiresome exploration and it has but a doubtful practical meaning 
because this energy is not equal to the shaftpower. 

- Or the mechanical shaftpower. But in this case the effect of the ground on the 
internal flow and therefore on the propeller efficiency cannot be ignored and 
generally a constant shaftpower test performed at various heights is not  a 
constant kinetic energy test. Therefore a comparison with theory requires a 
calculation of this energy through the estimated propeller efficiencies as 
function of the heights tested. 

On the other hand tae configuration must be divided into two groups: 

(a) The shrouded propeller is isolated. 

(b) The shrouded propeller is part of an aircraft which bears interaction forces from 
the outgoing jet. 

6.1.1    Isolated Shrouded Propeller 

Theoretical methods only deal with rather simplified configurations: no viscosity and 
a two dimensional flow pattern without diffusion.  All the results obtained with these 
assumptions agree with the curve of amplification coefficient A given in Figure 27. 
There is a minimum equal to 0.95 at a height of approximately one diameter. In other 
words the loss is 5%.    When the height is decreased, the factor A increases 
asymptotically. This increase has but a mere theoretical value: it is explained by the 
fact that the theoretical power which is needed to maintain a constant pressure in a 
tank with an aperture tends to zero when the leakage mass flow tends to zero. 

The experimental curves are roughly similar to the theoretical ones for a height 
exceeding one diameter approximately, which is the range of practical use. At lower 
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heights parameter A keeps decreasing, unless the configuration is of the "ground effect 
machine* type which has nothing to io with an isolated propeller. 

The same figure gives three examples of ground effects obtained experimentally for 
isolated shrouded propellers. 

Theory and experiments show that a progressive decrease of blade pitch with 
decreasing height contributes to maintain a constant thrust for a fixed power, 
of the curves of parameter A is given on the following figure. 

The shape 

PITCH   OF  PROPELLER 

30c 

D 

This shape is obvious if one remembers that the approach of ground is equivalent to 
a progressive reduction of the exit cross section which decreases the internal speed and 
therefore increases the angle of attack of the blades. 

But decreasing the pitch is not a suitable remedy in practice because in order to 
keep a constant shaftpower it would be necessary to increase substantially the r.p.m. 
This is not permitted on the basis of either engine or compressibility considerations: 

6.1.2   Shrouded Propeller with Air-Frame 

Very often the outgoing jet after its impact on the ground, hits the adjacent wing or 
fuselage and produces on these parts pressures which increase or decrease the thrust of 
the rotors. 

Figure 28 gives two examples of beneficial interaction. 

Nevertheless, even when this interaction is favourable, the individual losses of the 
rotors alone have to be taken into account as they maintain responsible for the roll 
instability in ground effect. 

6.2 Unsteady Interaction with the Ground 

Full scale as well as model tests show that the proximity of the ground is the cause 
of fluctuation of all the components of force and moment. This behavior can already be 
observed on an isolated rotor. Local measurements in the jet confirm this instability. 
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The precise physical cause of this unsteadiness has not been found.    It seems that 
the origin lies in the unsteady location of the jet stagnation point on the ground. 

Several tests on different models have demonstrated that this unsteadiness decays 
very slowly with increasing height:  at a distance of 20 diametsrs the amplitudes are 
still of the order of one half of their value at a height of one diameter.    The pseudo- 
period of the fluctuations was about 10 seconds in our experiments.    Figure 29 is an 
example of the amplitudes of thrust obtained full scale and on a model. 

This unsteadiness makes the task of the pilot very difficult, even when auto-dampers 
have been provided.    The matching of the characteristics of the dampers,  or of a more 
sophisticated auto-pilot has to take into account the ground effect fluctuations in the 
first place. 

7  DESIGN PROBLEMS 

Sewral types of installations have been designed,  and many have already been 
experimented upon. 

The two main groups are: 

- Nearby shrouded propellers 

(Doak, Bell X 22) . 

- Integrated shrouded propellers or lift fans. 

(Ryan XV5a)  . 

In the latter case the propellers are used at low speed only, mainly as lift devices. 

Regarding the mechanics of flight, two concepts are possible. Both have first to take 
into account the very large pitching moment in transition flight. Only the first concept 
has been tested in flight. 

First Concept.    The number of rotors is at least 3 (Doak) or 4 (Bell X 22), so that 
the equilibrium and the, pitching movements of the whole aircraft can be obtained by 
differential thrust between the fore and aft rotors. The angular position of each 
forward rotor is controlled by servo-jacks. This configuration has the advantage of 
ensuring effective pitching moments, but requires long and heavy gears and driving shafts 
and very powerful jacks. 

Second Concept. The number of rotors is reduced to two (NORD 500). Their tilt axis 
is located vertically above the centre of gravity. Mechanically speaking each rotor is 
free to rotate about its axis, the position and movements in pitch being obtained by a 
flap working as a tab in the jet of each rotor. The rest of the aircraft "hangs" as a 
pendulum on the axis of the two rotors and takes the natural pitch angle under the 
influence of gravity, inertial forces and aerodynamic forces. This is approximately the 
oehaviour of a helicopter fuselage. 

This solution has been applied in the case of the NORD 500. In this case preliminary 
stability studies have demonstrated that each rotor should be provided with a rotation 
damper. 

The advantages of this configuration are: 

- Short driving shafts. 

- No rear rotor. 

- The equilibrium and control moments to De provided to the flaps are relatively 
small:   the active forces being provided by the propeller jets,  that is to say by 
tiiu engines. 
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One can think of various combinations of the two main configurations mentioned above. 
For instance each rotor car be provided with a flap and a servo-jack each being 
respectively responsib?    '  r the equilibrium and the manoeuvres. 

8.   WEIGHT   OPTIMISATION 

Tne number of prototypes with shrouded propellers is not sufficient to allow an 
accurate extension to operational aircraft. 

But a method of optimisation csn be proposed new.    This method intends to provide 
information on the relative importance of the varoius parameters in their possible range 
of variation. 

Whatever the values retained for each of these parameters the method emphasises the 
outstanding importance of disk-loading. 

8.1    Basic Equations 

The algebraic equations are given hereafter.    They must express the following 
conditions: 

- Iu the static case,  the thrust is equal to the maximum weight increased by the 
margin needed for manoeuvers,  hot weather,  safety in case of engine failure. 

- The thrust in cruise condition is equal to the total drag. 

- The ratio of the power required in cruise to the maximum static power is equal to 
the available ratio on the type of engine considered. 

- The total mass at take-off is the sum of all the partial masses: air frame,  engines, 
gears,  payload,   fuel for the mission. 

The equttions will show that if the cruise speed is fixed, the total mass is not a 
minimum as a rule. Inversely if a minimum mass is demanded, the cruise speed results 
from the equations. 

Here are the notations and the values used as an example for the relevant parameters. 
These values can be changed as required without questioning either the method or the 
trend of the results. 

m maximum mass at take-off 

m mass oi airframe 

m„ mass of motorisatijn 
ID 

m mass of the rotors 

Cu payload 

C' specific consumption in the static case 

Cs specific consumption in cruise 

t time of hovering 

k maximum static thrust/maximum weight 

n specific mass of the air at take-off 
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p specific mass of the air in cruise 

K.' figure of merit in the static case 

X total range 

V cruise speed 

Cx drag coefficient referred to the cross section of the fuselage   S„ 

CJJ payload 

SM cress section of the fuselage 

The latter parameter is of particular importance for the static thrust required is 
related to the weight only and the thrust required in cruise is mainly related to the 
drag, that is to say to the cross section SM . 

power required in cruise (drag) 

maximum static power 

power available in cruise (engine) 

maximam static power 

in all cases one must have y*  < l 

for good matching: 7* = 1 

W 
propulsive efficiency in cruise: one curve per power disk loading — ■ 

m    m     ui C X 
m = -E m + •- S. + -2 Wn + C, tWn + — W + C„ 

m    Sj  '  W 0  °   so °   V     u 

•a o 
& 
CM 

y - 
w 

7    = 'a 

r = 7 
y 
' m 

V 

Mass equation 

o c      a> c 
co fi o      <o o 
co ■p •H       cd -(   ID 
oj i) cs •P       o +J to 
F= c m a a-.n 

CO CO •rH E  <u  cj E=   3 
r-i U U IH 3 JS -H 9 t> 
Bt <H o o 10   -P   P CO  u 
P u -p -P C          cj c 
P ■i-t 

<§ o O   C -P o c 
H < X f;  ii co O -H 

■Static power required 

1/lL, iN 
W0    =    jk3/2g3/zm 

Power required in cruise 

1    /° w   =   -   - CSV3  . 
7]    2    x   B 

Propulsive efficiency in cruise r\ 

Curves of Figure 10. 

These curves show the net  propulsive efficiency, which means that the drag of the 
shroud is already included. 
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It must be noted that for each value of the speed   V   there is a choice between a set 
of values of   TJ   depending on the power disk-loading parameter   H/Sl :   for large values 
of the disk loading the cruise efficiency is nearly the best but the low speed and static 
performance is poor and inversely.    It is obvious that the best compromise for both flight 
conditions will be obtained for a disk loading value such that the related efficiency 
curve has its maximum on the left of the cruise speed (otherwise there would be a penalty 
both in the static and cruise configuration in comparison with the curve which has its 
maximum at the cruise speed). 

The calculation must in practice be performed for the whole set of suitable disk loading 
values at each speed. 

The main equation is presented below: 

Feeding the two power equations (static ana cruise) into the mass relationship where 
the unknown is   m/S,, : 

3/2 

-fJ-ii »1^0 
ml 1 /m_ \ ^-f^ + oU 

■&♦**> 
kg) 3 '2 

M;/P0 

I&+c;0t)(kgf* 

meSi P       v       cu 
SiSH 2        V      S„ 

A particular value of speed   V   being chosen,  this equation must be solved for a set 
of values of the cruise efficiency   r\ , that is to say for the corresponding values of 
the assumed power disk-loading parameter   W/Sj . 

As an example,  this process nas been performed with the following numerical values of 
the relevent parameters: 

CT   =   0.2 

-3-   =    500 kg/m2 

S
M 

_P 

m 
0.40 
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w 
—   = C.45 kg/kW 

60 kg/in2 

«I = 1.1 

k " 1.1 and 1.3 

C80 -- 0.322 kg/kW h 

V(km/h) C8 

400 0.318 

500 0.315 

600 0.311 

700 0.306 

800 0.298 

X - 500 km . 

The values of total mass thus obtained are plotted against design power disk-loading 
W0/Sj in Figure 30. 

Each curve is related to a value of the speed V . On such a curve the valid part is 
determined by the condition that the power W required for cruise must be equal to (or 
less than) the power delivered by the engine at its normal cruise power. It is clear 
that the best point is the point where the two powers are identical, as in this case there 
is no unnecessary engine wp.Lght. But in some cases it may be advantageous to utilize a 
reduced power in cruise, at the cost of some moderate extra-weight, for the sake of in- 
creased lifetime. 

Let us concentrate now on the point where the two powers are identical, that is to say 
7* = 1. There is one such point on the g'aph at each speed. Generally these points do 
not coincide with the minimum mass value. But if we consider the whole graph it is 
possible to find one point (speed, power, disk-loading, mass) for which the equality of 
the available and required cruise power is obtained at a minimum mass point. 

The aircraft defined in this way is the minimum mass aircraft for a preset value of 
payload, fuselage cross section and all the other parameters. It is important to notice 
that this minimum mass aircraft has a stated cruise speed which cannot be preset. 

The same type of calculation has been applied (with other values of the weight parameter) 
to several values of the figure of Merit and two values of range: 500 and 1000 km. Each 
set of figures leads to one minimum mass aircraft which are compared in Figure 31. The 
important points to be noted are: 

(1) The improvement of the Figure of Merit (because of jet diffusion) has the following 
effects: 

(a) an increase of the relative payloa'' Cu/m . 

(b) a decrease of the total mass factor m/SM , 
(In the process, the absolute value of the payload C  is nearly constant.) 

(c) a decrease of the cruise speed V. 
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2. The increase in range has the following effects: 

(a) a decrease of the relative payload Cu/m , 

(b) an increase of the total mass factor m/S,, , 

(c) an increase of the power disk loading "g/Sj , 

(d) an increase of the cruise speed V . 

One last point deserves a discussion: the range and payload being preset, the absolute 
minimum mass aircraft is generally not the best answer to the problem, as an increase of 
cruise speed is a factor which permits more traffic to be handled for a given overall cost 
even if the weight (and cost) of each aircraft of the fleet increases quickly with speed. 

Special economical studies agree with the fact that the importance of the speed factor 
is more than the first power of V . A dependance on V1** seems to be a correct estimate. 

In this case the overall economical efficiency parameter will be: 

E _ _u x vu 
m 

This new parameter is plotted in Figure 32 as function of the assumed static Figure of 
Merit M[ . It is interesting to notice that the maximum efficiency E is not  systemati- 
cally obtained for the maximum M[ value: an improvement from 0.9 to 1.1 is certainly 
beneficial, but a further increase to 1.25 has very little, and sometimes unfavorable 
influence. 

This is fortunate for a figure of 1.1 seems to be the best possible that can be reached. 
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Pig. 2  Average relative size of the shroud Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Pig.5     Artist's concept of the Nord 500 
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Pig.6     General disk loading graph 
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Fig.11  Comparison with the free propeller and effect of diffusion 
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TURBO-JET/TURBO-FAN AIRCRAFT 

John Williams 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Jet and Fan VSTOL Aircraft Concepts 

Simple jet deflection downwards to provide direct jet lift on an aircraft at take-off 
and landing was first studied on a modified Gloster Meteor fighter1 over 20 years ago. 
Exploratory VTOL studies in respect of performance, stability and control at zero and low 
values of translation speed soon followed on hovering test vehicles, exemplified by the 
Rolls-Royce Flying-Bedstead lifted by two Nene turbojets, and the Hiller-Zimmerman 
Flying-Platform lifted by a five-foot diameter fan. Since then, accompanying the continu- 
ing increase in the thrust/weight and thrust/volume ratios of gas-turbine engines for 
aircraft propulsion, various jet and fan lift-engine configurations have been suggested 
to provide combat aircraft and transport aircraft with VSTOL capability. Several types 
of research and prototype aircraft have been built, and jet-lift VSTOL strike-fighters are 
now being produced in quantity for RAF service. Naturally, with specific aircraft pro- 
jets, the preferred schemes have varied widely according to the power plants promised at 
the time, the aircraft role and mission postulated, and the personal experience or 
expectations of the particular project team involved. Also, for aerodynamic-structural- 
operational reasons or from personal preferences, the engine lifting systems may have been 
fixed inside the fuselage, the wings and extra pods, or been attached to the airframe so 
as to be able to tilt through large angles. 

For simplicity, at least for tue purpose of our aerodynamic analysis, relevant jet and 
fan lift-engines schemes may be divided broadly into four main groups with examples as 
quoted below:- 

(a) Light-weight lift-engines,  comprising pure jet or compact turbo-fan units installed 
in groups, intended to provide vertical lift for VSTOL purposes, 26> 29 though deflector 
systems or swivelling exits may be incorporated to expedite acceleration and deceleration 
during transition or to alleviate ground running problems. For example, starting with the 
RB.108, Rolls-Royce have developed pure jet lift-engines with thrust ranging from some 
3,000 lb to 11,000 lb, and have improved the basic thrust/weight ratios from 9:1 to 25:1, 
with corresponding installed thrust/weight ratios from 5:1 to 15:1. Currently, compact 
self-contained turbo-fan lift-engines are being designed and developed with a variety of 
bypass ratios, providing efflux velocities down to 600 ft/sec. and with basic thrust/weight 
ratios of as high as 18:1. Aircraft already constructed have so far employed vertically 
mounted pure jet units with upper-surface intakes, such as in the fuselage of the Short 
SCI research aircraft and the prototype Mirage III V strike-fighter aircraft, as well as 
in the wing-mounted pods of the Do.31 transport research aircraft. However, sideways 
mounted engines with sideways facing intakes have also been proposed as in the HSA.129 
submission for the NATO NBMR 4 military transport aircraft. Tilting lift-engines swung 
out from the fuselage for VSTOL, were also proposed for the US/FRG (AVS) VSTOL fighter 
project. Naturally, the thrust from the cruise engines may also be deflected towards the 
vertical to assiut VTOL operation, though extra problems and performance penalties can be 
then introduced. 

(b) Vectored thrust  (lift/cruise) jet engines  capable of thrust well in excess of that 
noted during conventional cruising flight and incorporating swivelling jet exits and 
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diverters, to provide both vertical lift and horizontal propulsion as demanded by the 
flight regime30. The Rolls-Royce (Bristol) Pegasus family of eng?u3s represents a »ell- 
proven practical example; with thrust approaching 20,000 lb tuid basic thrust/weight ratios 
(including vectoring nozzles) of the order 5:1. Horizontally mounted engines with front 
forward-facing intakes have so far been employed, such as in the fuselage of the original 
Hawker P.1127 prototype and the RAF Harrier strike-fighter aircraft33. For transport air- 
craft, such engines mounted in wing nacelles could provide STOL performance, as on the 
HS. 681 transport aircraft project, with added groups of lift-engines in wing pods to 
provide VTOL performance31. The concept, of tilting lift/cruise jet engines mounted at the 
wing-tips, as in the early Bell D. 188 supersonic fighter mock-ap and on the EWR-Sud VJ 
101C experimental prototype now seems to hure been abandoned. 

(c) Large lifting fans,  of relatively small deptii compared with their diameter, usually 
driven by separate gas generators whose efflux could also be directed rearwards through a 
conventional nozzle for forward propulsion. Although practical, lift-fan and power plant 
integration and optimisation is not as far advanced as the pure-jet engine, a well tried 
example already exists in the General Electric J. 85/lift-fan configuration50. As regards 
aircraft projects, vertical-mounted fan units with upper-surface intakes have so far 
usually been employed, e.g. in the wings as on the Ryan XV.5 research aircraft, and 
adjacent to the fuselage or propulsion engine pods as in some American project studies. 

(d) Ducted fan-propeller (lift/cruise) units with separate gas or mechanical drive, 
employing either a tilting-duct layout in which the fan thrust axis tilts 90° for trans- 
ition from hovering to conventional forward flight55, or a vectored thrust layout in which 
the fans remain in the cruise position ^t  all times and their efflux is deflected down- 
wards to provide direct lift for VTOL operation"*. These are being discussed separately 
by Mr. M. Lazareff. 

Mixed or intermediate arrangements of the above systems could more generally prove 
worthwhile for specific aircraft projects, particularly as regards the combination of jet 
or fan light-weight lift-engines with vectored thrust jet-engines, for combat or transmit 
aircraft. 

In addition to the problem of satisfactory engine development and tngine installation 
for VST0L aircraft, with minimum weight-penalty in the airframe, there are obviously a 
wider variety of special design considerations and problems arising from such engine/air- 
frame integration, in order to achieve an acceptable and optimised aircraft in the VSTOL 
and transition modes, without unduly penalising cruise efficiency. The particular 
sensitivity of VSTOL aircraft performance to unpredicted aerodynamic losses or growth in 
weight estimates is worth special mention, along with the penalties for hot-and-high 
operation and prolonged hovering. Control, stability and safety requirements, together 
with the required or acceptable method of VSTOL operation, can have substantial 
repercussion on fuel requirements, payload and aircraft design weight. Here, we shall be 
more particularly concerned with the marked influence on the aircraft performance and 
stability, of the interaction between the air flow through the jet or fan engines and the 
external airflow about the airframe surfaces, under both static and forward-speed condi- 
tions. 

Rolling take-off and landing procedures on VTOL aircraft designs (RTOL) can be useful 
to alleviate exhaust gas recirculation or ground erosion problems. But, for airfield 
distances less than 500 ft to clear 50 ft height (ground roll < 300 ft say), the wing 
aerodynamic lift gained thereby does not on balance confer a significant advantage. With 
greater distances, so-called STOL operation of VTOL aircraft designs can be profitable, 
at least for acceptable overload conditions. 

Special STOL aircraft,  employing jet or fan lift-engines to provide aircraft thrust/ 
weight ratios of about 0.6, may of course be designed at the outset; e.g. the HS. 681 jet- 
lift transport project. The efflux from the vectored cruise engines or pure lift-engines 
may then be directed away from the vertical at some optimum angle, depending on the 
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airframe lift and drag contributions at forward speed. However, aerodynamic augmentation of 
airframe lift and improvement of stability or manoeuvrability, by employing extra engine 
power to control the airflow over the wings and other aerodynamic surfaces, has obvious 
applicability for STOL in its own right. Such aerodynamic life -augmentation schemes, 
which also could be usefuliy employed to improve the transition characteristics of VTOL 
aircraft, are being discussed separately by Prof.Fred Thomas. 

1.2 Scope of Aerodynamic Discussion 

Most jet and fan lift systems might nominally be expected to produce direct vertical 
and horizontal thrust roughly equal to the corresponding components of the rate of 
ejection of exhaust gas momentum. However, even under static and zero-wind conditions, 
the external airflows induced by the lifting jet or fan efflux over the airframe surface 
(including engine pods) can have noticeable effects on the installed lift and aircraft 
stability. These are especially marked near ground where there can be substantial 
circulation cf the jet-induced free-air flow between the airframe lower surface and the 
ground. The intake flow is also then i    n-tant, partly in that the sink-action 'fects 
the circulatory airflow pattern, but u.jre especially in that re-ingestion of hot ga. 
efflux may take place. Associated problems of interest include ground erosion due to the 
efflux impact pressure and temperature disturbed ambient conditions in the vicinity of the 
aircraft and possible intake ingestion of debris. 

At forward speeds,  or even statically in a natural wind, the lifting efflux can impose 
gross constraints on the external airflow past the airframe, with consequent influence on 
both aircraft performance and stability, during transition of VSTO'J aircraft or VTOL 
manoeuvres, and also during STOL operation away from and near ground. The sink-action of 
intake flows have also proved important in relation to their influence on pressure 
distributions developed over airframe surfaces at forward speed, as well as from simple 
intake-momentum d/ag force considerations. An acceptable inlet flow distribution and 
pressure recovery has also to be provided for engine operation through the transition ind 
for engine starting in. forward flight, not merely during VTOL operation. 

In the conventional flight regime,  the aerodynamic penalties arising from the need to 
incorporate engine lifting systems have to be allowed for, apart from any airframe design 
restrictions arising from the need to minimise the aerodynamic interference effects with 
engine flow during non-conventional flight. 

In the following sections, the detailed discussions relate mainly to research topics 
and examples with which tiie author has been directly concerned, at the Royal Aircraft 
Establishment2> 3'"; a list of relevant published papers is included. Since only brief 
mention can be made of significant investigations elsewhere - particularly by NASA39 the 
list of selected publications includes primarily review papers which themselves provide 
a substantial bibliography for further reference. 

2. HOVERING FLIGHT 

2.1 Basic Engine Considerations 

In a practical installation, the performance of gas-turbine units can of course be 
reduced by factors which affect the basic engine performance, such as high-altitude, 
hot-day conditions, allowable ratings (continuous or emergency), and essential engine-air 
bleed requirements for control purposes or other services. The foregoing problems fall 
essentially within the province of engine research and development, and the performance 
effects tend to be closely associated with the particular engine design features29. Ihe 
provision of satisfactory intake flow for the engine, together with the development of 
hot-gas recirculation flow fields, are items more directly of interest and will be 
considered in later sections. 
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The incorporation of some means of deflecting the jet efflux relative to the engine 
axis, either with lift engines (to help transition) or with lift/cruise engines, can 
introduce internal losses, while possible back pressure effects on the engine may have to 
be watched. For jet deflections up to ±15° the thrust loss can be as little as 2%, even 
with a relatively simple deflector. For much greater deflections, elbow or cascade vanes 
incorporating contractions in the exit nozzle are likely to be needed. Typically, thrust 
losses can then be kept down to about 2%,  though of course there is some added weight 
penalty. In practice, such thrust losses are again normally included in the basic 
specification of the engine performance. 

2.2 Efflux Interference Effects on Air frame 

i 

The external flows induced over the airframe, due to entrainment of the ambient air by 
the jet (and fan) efflux, are relevant and important. Even under static conditions well 
away from ground, surface pressures below ambient are generated on the lower surface of 
the airframe surrounding the jet exit, thereby leading to a reduction in net lift L. For 
a simple circular planform with an elementary central round jet having a uniform efflux 
velocity distribution (Fig.1) the lift reduction -8L can be about 2% of the jet efflux 
momentum T for a jet-exit to planform-diameter ratio d/D = v^Sj/S) =0.1, which is a 
practical minimum for a pure jet-lift fighter installation. But this proportional lift 
loss -8L/T becomes steadily smaller as the ratio d/D increases towards values more 
representative of turbo-fan or high bypass-ratio installation. If d/D exceeds 0.5, as is 
feasible for some large diameter fan installations, the lift-installation loss from this 
type of aerodynamic Interference should be negligible. 

The magnitude of the lift installation loss is directly related to the mixing rate 
close to the jet exit and hence to the decay rate of the jet potential core. The effects 
of jet turbulence and exit nozzle shape on the decay rare and the associated lift loss 
have been studied by NASA43 with model and full-scale tests. An empirical correlation 
for the lift loss is suggested, in terms of the decay rate of the jet dynamic head qx 
with the distance x from the exit, namely (Fig.2) 

SL 
—   =    -0.009[S/ST]1/2 

T J 

3(q,/q,) 

3(x/de) 

1/2 1/2 

inf 

Here, "max" denotes the maximum rate of decay of the dynamic pressure in the jet, "inf" 
signifies the inflection point of the decay curve - at which this maximum decay rate 
occurs, dg [= 2/(Sj/77) ] is the equivalent diameter of the total exit area. It is evident 
that special nozzles (corrugated, etc.) designed to provide rapid mixing, in order to 
minimise ground erosion effects, will necessarily incur an additional installation penalty, 
possibly doubling the lift loss. 

When many multiple jets are dispersed over the planform, the percentage lift loss might 
be expected to be greater than for the corresponding single jet of the same equivalent 
diameter-ratio /(Sj/S) . This would follow partly from the increased mixing rate, but 
also from the additional depression produced on the lower surface between the jets because 
of the constricting effect of +tie jets themselves on the entrained flow. Fortunately, 
this does not appear to be a strong effect, and the lift loss is unlikely to exceed 5% 
unless the jet exits are arranged in long rows or elongated narrow slots, thus tending to 
enclose a significant amount of the planform area. In the extreme case of the peripheral 
jet arrangements, the lift loss could rise to as much as 50% because of the so-called 
"tulip effect", while at least half the jet curtain may have to be vented to alleviate 
this lift loss appreciably. 
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3.    LOW-SPEED   FLIGHT  ANü   TRANSITION 

3.1 Nature of Efflux Interference Effects with Mainstream Flow 

To introduce the basic aerodynamic concepts of jet and fan efflux interference at 
forward speeds, it is helpful to consider first the behaviour and influence of a single 
cold circular jet emerging downwards at right angles to a plane wall (or airframe lower 
surface) into a mainstream. On leaving the nozzle, the jet is deflected downstream and 
rapidly distorts into a horse-shoe shape, with a pair of strong contra-rotating vortices 
which trail downstream at the outer edge of the jet (Fig.3), growing in size and strength 
with the increasing deflection along the jet. Typically, for a mainstream-speed/jet-speed 
ratio VQ/Vj = 1/1> , the jet .xis - defined from the line of maximum total head at local 
cross-sections - has deviated cnly about ^d downstream of its static vertical path by a 
distance 5d below the jet exit, where d denotes the jet exit diameter. The downstream 
deviation increases roughly as the cube of both the speed-ratio and the vertical distance. 
Flow visualisation studies imply that the trailing vortices are the dominant feature of 
the jet interference flow and are likely to be responsible for the major interference 
effects on the surface pressures, except perhaps close to the nozzle exit at low values 
of V0/Vj . Detailed pressure measurements over the wall surface show extensive suction 
regions to the rear and side of the nozzle exit throughout the speed range (Fig.4); 
suction regions also predominate forward of the exit at values of VQ/Vj below about 
0.2 though significant regions of positive pressure can arise there at higher speed-ratios. 

A useful empirical expression for the jet path can be derived from direct measurements 
such as those by Jcrdinson37 and by Keffer and Baines38 for a single circular jet issuing 
normally to a crossflow. Figure 5 shows the excellent agreement of the experimental 
results with a simple expression 

2.3 mj 
where X, Z are respectively the downstream and normal distances from the centre of the 
nozzle and d is the jet exit diameter. Further jet path studies have also been reported 
recently57. Unfortunately, the detailed flow mechanisms responsible for the actual 
deflection and distortion of the jet in a mainstream are still not fully understood. 
Pure inviscid-theory treatments for the jet paths cannot reasonably be formulated. Other 
analytical treatments have been suggested from time-to-time, by assuming that deflection 
is caused by cross-flow drag force on the jet, similar to the drag on a solid cylinder. 
Admittedly, these have nominally provided good agreement with experimental measurements, 
by introducing empirical values for the drag coefficient and reference cross-section 
areas. But the situation still re-mains fundamentally unsatisfactory. 

3.2 Theoretical Treatments of Efflux Interference 

Early attempts at theoretical analysis of such complex jet interference effects involved 
either broad speculation or the fitting of "working formulae" to experimental results as 
an expediency, often without any realistic appeal to the fundamental mechanisms involved. 
For example, the simple circular cylinder analogy, with the jet replaced by a semi- 
infinite solid cylinder of about the same diameter as the jet exit, is soon seen to be 
totally inadequate, even for order cf magnitude arguments. Figure 4 shows that the 
contours of constant static pressure C [= (p - p0)/qQ] measured on the wall with the 
true jet are strongly dependent on speed-ratio, in contrast to the solid cylinder analogy. 
Moreover, they present vastly different distributions from those measured on the wall with 
a solid cylinder or the theoretical values for two-dimensional potential flow past a 
cylinder (Fig.6). 

Some elaboration of the solid cylinder analogy approach can of course be formulated by 
introducing a variable geometry blockage (or line of doublets) along the jet axis, together 
with a line distribution of sinks along the axis to simulate entrainment into the jet. 
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Unfortunately, this implies the postulation of a physically acceptable blockage to give 
suction forces several times larger than with the simple circular cylinder, or the entrain- 
ment properties of the jet need to be arbitrarily specified as vastly greater than those 
under static conditions - which seems unlikely. Moreover, a variety of artificial 
constants seem necessary to achieve quantitative agreement over a reasonable range of 
speed-ratio. Such difficulties inhibited satisfactory theoretical development on this 
basis at RAES. More recently, such an approach has been intensively developed with some 
success by Northrops51- 

A more consistent and tractable framework5'36 has been formulated from "vortex sheet" 
representation of the jet to predict "far field" effects, consistent with the experimental 
observation of the strong and growing pair of trailing vortices. The jet deflection and 
curvature are then assumed to be se.'.ely related by inviscid theory to the differential 
pressure across the deflected jet .sheet, whose path can be prescribed empirically. The 
corresponding distributions of bound and trailing vorticity along the jet path can thus 
be formulated, so that the induced velocity field and wall surface pressure distribution 
can be calculated by classical potential flow arguments using a "small-perturbation" 
approach. As discussed in the next section, there are of necessity some inherent 
assumptions in this theory which could be strongly criticised. But the fundamental 
concepts employed have some physical justification as a first approximation, «rhile the 
theoretical results give reasonable predictions of the experimental pressure measurements 
on the plane wall considering the complexity of the flow field. 

3.3 Vortex-Sheet Theory for Efflux Interference 

The theory developed by Bradbury and Wood at RAE from an approach first suggested hy 
Wooler36, adopts three major approximations: 

(a) The jet momentum flux J is assumed constant along the jet path. 

(b) The radial force on an element of the jet length SI is taken to be J SI/R, 
where the local radius of curvature R is defined empirically. 

(c) The mainstream flow near the jet is assumed tu be predominantly along the local 
jet path direction and to have a mean velocity equal to the undisturbed mainstream 
velocity VQ . 

This last assumption facilitates an analytical treatment similar to that of lifting- 
surface theory for finite wings. The surface of the jet plume can be dissected into a 
network of elementary segments HSs , where s is the contour length around a trans- 
verse cross-section of the jet (Pig.3). Then, following conventional arguments, the 
surface pressure force on the element is simulated by a bound vortex element of strength 

ySZSs = (pressure force)/p0V0 . 

In addition a trailing vortex filament of strength 

(-V3s)SZSs = -St(ByAr)Sy 

is shed along the jet, y being the distance from the plane of symmetry. By contour 
integration around the cross-section of the jet, the inward normal force (=jSZ/R) on the 
element of the jet is, in vector notation, equal to 

hlfp^Xx  Ss = (p„V) x klf-vds)    , 

where V denotes a velocity vector of magnitude VQ in the local jet direction. Like- 
wise, the local contribution to the trailing-vortex double*, strength 

- SI 
&y        c,    dy 1     J 
— ds   ■   SJ   y —ds =  11 
os                     ds Po\* 
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Hence, assuming that the trailing vorticity shed by each jet element follows the path of 
the jet, the total "doublet" strength of the trailing vorticity passing through an element 
position distance / from the jet-exit becomes 

I 
d/P0V0) J (J/R)SZ • 

Now the magnitude and direction of the velocity induced by either a vortex or vortex- 
doublet element of length bl   depends only on the orientation and strength ySl  of the 
element and on the distance of the point away from the element. Thus, at distances large 
compared with the cross-sectional dimensions of the jet, the velocity field induced by the 
surface distribution of vorticity of the jet element length 81   will approximate to that 
due to a simple transverse bound-vortex element of strength (JS1/PQVQR) ,  together with a 
simple trailing vortex doublet element of strength 

(JSZ/P0V0)J (dl/R) 

inclined along the local jet direction, both located at the local centre of the jet plume. 
Consequently, the computation of the velocity at such a "far-field" point outside the jet 
requires only knowledge of the path and momentum flux of the jet. 

Criticism of the basic theory 

Before discussing the major objections and some possible refinements to the basic 
theory, it is worth comparing theory and experiment for the case of the single circular 
jet issuing normally from an infinite _>lane wall into a mainstream. Estimates of the 
surface-pressure distribution on the wall, derived by the method outlined above with the 
empirical expression given in Section 3.1 for the jet path, reproduce effectively the 
shape and magnitude of the experimentally determined pressure-distribution contours, 
particularly at a velocity ratio VQ/Vj = 0.125 (Pig.4a). Thus the basic theory would 
appear to have some practical value and justify further refinement. 

Unfortunately, the proposed mathematical model of the flow rests on a number of 
assumptions which, though plausible as a means of making the problem tractable, still 
have to be justified on fundamental grounds. For example, there is little justification 
for the development of an inviscid model of the flow, except perhaps by invoking classical 
arguments that the major region of the flow field can be treated in inviscid terms 
provided the boundary conditions take account of the viscous flow at the edge of the jet. 
A clarification of the fundamental mechanism by which the jet is deflected would be 
valuable for this purpose, as mentioned earlier. Next, the assumption of constant 
momentum flux along the jet, despite the entrainmsnt of mainstream air, is as yet only 
supported by its successful application in jet-flap theory, together with broad classical 
arguments which are scarcely tenable in the present case of large deflections. The 
remaining major assumption, that the mainstream flow near the jet can be taken as moving 
predominantly along the local jet path direction with velocity V0 , is naturally 
questionable, even as a first approximation. It effectively implies that the jet is 
inclined at only a small angle to the undisturbed mainstream flow, whereas evaluation of 
the pressure distribution around a circular jet shows clearly that the bulk of the 
induced velocity is generated from jet regions where the jet angle is still large. 
Nevertheless, despite all these misgivings as regards the theoretical model, comparisons 
with experimental results so far available suggest that the theoretical estimates for ths 
distribution of vorticity along the jet path are at least realistic as a useful working 
basis for analytical studies on jets emerging from an infinite wall. 

Extensions to the basic theory 

Thus far, the treatment has essentially been a "far-field" theory, since any point at 
which the induced velocity is calculated is assumed to be far distant from all parts of 
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the jet, the growth and distortion of the cross-sectional shape of the jet - as distinct 
from the jet path - then being shown to be of secondary importance. Naturally, in the 
"near-field" region close to the jet-exit, some allowance should be made for the initial 
jet shape and size and perhaps also for the entrainoent of mainstream air into the jet. 
For a circular jet, a line of sink/source doublets could be taken to simulate the initial 
"shape-blockage'' effects and a line of sinks to allow tor the entrainment; the doublet 
strength being proportional to the jet disaster and the sink strength being defined to a 
first approximation by the known entrainment properties of a jet in still air. Such 
corrections have been examined and appear to have only a minor effect on the overall 
suction force generated on the wall. Further detailed measurements and correlation of 
jet paths and surface-pressure distributions are needed to establish more firmly the 
validity of the basic vortex-sheet theory, as wall as to specify more precisely the 
nature of the "near-field" corrections and the significance of jet-exit geometry with 
regard to the prediction of the surface-pressure distribution induced on the wall. 

Finally, the extension of the theory to the practical case of a finite wing with a jet 
issuing from the lower surface needs to be considered. At first sight, this could involve 
simply the computation of the downwash velocity field induced over the wing by the vortex 
system already defined in terms of the jet path and momentum flux, followed by the usual 
derivation of the wirg-surface loading consistent with this downwash c* stributijn. 
However, two important factors have so far discouraged progress along these lines 
Firstly, theoretical methods currently available for estimating wing loadings stea quite 
inadequate to cope with the large downwash (and sidewash) variations induced by the jet 
vorticity. Secondly, recent RAE measurements on a simple wing, of rectangular planform 
(aspect-ratio 4.6) with a centrally located jet (d/c = 0.1, 0.15), have revealed 
surface-pressure distributions which coulc not be explained even approximately by any 
linear theory as a simple extension of the solution for an infinite wall or flat-plate. 
Figure 7 shows the changes in wing upper-surface and lower-surface pressure distributions 
due to the jet efflux for the typical case of jet-diameter/chord = 0.15, V0/Vj = 0.25. 
The jet efflux is seen to have only a small effect on the flow over the upper surface, but 
there is a region of strong positive pressure on the lower surface ahead of the jet which 
has no counterpart in the corresponding infinite flat-plate pressure distribution, e.g. 
Figure 4a. No surface vorticity distribution could be expected to produce such differences 
between the two sets of results. 

Frankly, these are real problems which must be clarified and solved before the 
satisfactory estimation of jet (and fan) efflux interference effects on finite wings can 
proceed on more than a semiempirical basis as at present. Although valuable progress has 
been made by the formulation of the theoretical vortex-sheet framework discussed here, 
further attempts at development along such lines seem of doubtful value until the 
mechanisms of jet deflection and the growth of the vortex field are better understood, and 
until ra^icsi advances have been made in wing lifting-surface theory to allow for the 
unusual type of downwash field associated with a deflecting jet. Similar and perhaps 
even stronger criticisms can be directed at the full blockage/sink approach mentioned in 
Section 3.1. 

3.4 Correlation Parameters for Efflux Interference 

For basic analysis and correlation of jet (and fan) efflux interference effects on 
overall forces and moments, the non-dimensional increments in the lift AL/T , pitching- 
moment Aß/T!, drag AD/T , etc. arising from jet (or fan) operation can usefully be 
examined. Here, the reference jet thrust will be taken to be the measured total efflux 
momentum rate T or total installed static thrust Tj as convenient or available. As 
discussed in section 2, the latter may be two or three per cent smaller than the former. 
For a specific airframe and exit geometry, and for each prescribed attitude of the air- 
frame to the mainstream direction, the non-dimensional force and moment increments 
i/^L/T  , etc.) resulting with cold jets are primarily a function of the speed ratio VQ/Vj . 
From our experience, the further influence of jet efflux Reynolds number Rj (=V}&/v) 
and model Reynolds number R^ (- VQc/^) on jet interference effects appears to be of 
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second oidir.    The influence of temperature and compressibility effects can reasonably be 
included by correlation on the basis of momentum ratio or an "effective speed-ratio" 

<Vvj>e    =    <V*J>   <V*>*    ■ 

rather than the simple speed-ratio, where p0   and p3   represent the mainstream and jet 
densities respectively. This follows from classical arguments that jet paths and jet 
induced flows tend to depend mainly on the momentum flux ratio for a prescribed geometry. 
Moreover, comparative pressure-plotting results for hot jets and cold jets emerging from 
a plane wall certainly support this assumption (Pig.8). though admittedly our own 
quantitative evidence relates as yet only to temperatures up to 300°C and pressure-ratios 
up to choking with jet diameters of 1 inch. 

The use of a jet momentum coefficient Cj[= T/q0s] instead of (V0/Vj)e as a basis 
for correlation has some attractions, but has not such generality as in the analysis of 
jet-flap (and blowing BLC) results with thin jet sheets. For a round jet, the jet path 
geometry relative to the wing (or body) dimensions, varies with the relative size of ths 
jet exit area to planform area Sj/S at a prescribed Cj value, and the jet interference 
effects vary likewise. The "vortex sheet" theory mentioned in Section 3.3 suggests that, 
if the jet path (X,Z) can be expressed in the form Xf(n)/d = function [Zf(n)/d] where 
f(n) is some function of n = (V0/Vj)e , then certain similarity laws will hold of the 
type 

(AL - AL0)/T = function [(S/Sj)«f(n)] 

Here ÄL and ALO signify the measured lift increments froti jet operation under forward 
speed and static conditions respectively. This could lead to some unique correlating 
parameter, which is equivalent to Cj for jet-flap work, but here will involve an 
additional parameter such as (V0/Vj)e . 

For example, the approximate relation given in Section 3.1 for the path (X,Z) of a 
single jet can be written as 

Xnl,5/d = function [Zn^Vd] . 

Far-field vortex-sheet theory then implies that 

^L-AL0)/T = function [(S0/Sj)' (V0/Vj)e
3/:;] . 

Thus, the ratio 

l 
Jo'"j' • x'o''J'e (s0/s,)

3 • <Vn/V,)„ , 

or a "power coefficient" 

(v./V„)P(T/qnS)  , 'j"o'eVi"*o' 

might be postulated as a simple correlation parameter, to take area-ratio as well as 
effective speed-ratio into account. But more evidence and analysis is needed to support 
this. 

With non-uniform distributions, some equivalent mean jet velocity will need to be 
specified, or a distribution weighting-factor derived. The effects of special nozzle exit 
modifications, to accelerate mixing for the alleviation of ground erosion, or to alleviate 
hot-gas recirculation and noise, will also ultimately have to be examined and taken into 
account. 
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3.5 Basic Efflux Interference Effects on Airframe 

Simple wing configurations 

Äarly experimental .esults on a simple rectangular-wing model with a centrally located 
jet established that the lift increment AL/TJ produced by operation of the jet falls 
steadily below its static value of unity as the speed ratio (V0/Vj) is raised from zero 
(Pig.9). This lift loss is accompanied by the expected nose-up pitching-moments. again 
increasing as (VQ/Vj) is raised, pertly because of the steady growth of the downward 
load from jet interference on the lower surface behind the jet and partly from rearward 
movement of the centre of this jet interference load; the increase in drag associated 
»ith the jet interference is only a small proportion of the installed thrust. The marked 
sensitivity of the jet interference effects to the value of Sj/S , the jet exit area to 
plar<form area ratio, is amply confirmed. At very lov; area ratios with /(Sj/S) < 0.04 , 
admittedly of academic interest, AL/TJ actually falls to zero! Fortunately, for more 
practical area ratios, the lift fall-off and accompanying nose-up moments are much less 
severe. For example, with /(Sj/S) ~ 0.1 , AL/TJ here falls onl; to a minimum of 0.75 
at about VQ/Vj = 0.2 , and the nose-up moment then corresponds to about 0.lc forward 
shift of the static lift centre. The subsequent recovery of lift and eventual lift 
magnification at the higher speed-ratios are accompanied by a substantial drag rise and 
are worth noting, at least from fundamental aspects, since the interference flow regime 
is probably vastly different from that at low speed-ratios. 

As regar-'s jet disposition, rearward location of the jet exit naturally tends to 
alleviate tie lift *all-off and the nose-up moments arising from jet interference, since 
the surface »xtent aft of the jet exit is reduced. Furthermore, with multiple jets, there 
is some evidence to suggest that the 3peed-ratio range jver which the lift fall-off 
occurs can be much reduced and the subsequent lift augmentation much increased by the 
adoption of a spanwise row arrangement towards the rear of a wing instead of a close 
cluster, though the nose-up moments and drag interference simultaneously tend to increase 
at a given speed-ratio (Fig. 9(b)). The jets may then act as a crude jet-flat or line-sou.-ce 
on the wing lower surface and thereby generate extra lift by supercirculation, but 
significant areas of flow separation are likely to be present on the rear lower surface 
in practice. Such rearward positions could well warrant further aerodynamic study, 
possibly with some extra surface-flow control aft as well, as a method of providing 
favourable interference on lift and lift/drag ratio at practical speed-ratios. Chordwise 
rows seem attractive in that the interference moments produced are much less than with a 
cluster of jet about the same centre, while the lift losses also tend to be slightly less 
(Fig. 9b). In all these cases, variations of wing incidence does not seem to influence 
significantly the jet interference effects, except at high values of the speed-ratic. 

Simple body-wing configurations 

Even with lifting jets emerging from a body (pod, nacelle or fiu .age) rather than a 
wing surface, the jet interference effects can still be significant., since there may be 
appreciable surface areas downstream of the jet exits, while the wing lower surface may 
also be close by. Such effects were examined first on a series of simple body models at 
RAE without and with unswept wings of various sizes. For ;xample, with a single large 
lilting jet centrally located in a bluff body6 [/(Sj/S) =0.5] , the lift increment 
AL/TJ due to jet operation decreases, roughly as (V0/Vj)

2   at first, falling from unity 
to 0.9 by (V0/Vj) =0.3 and reaching a minimum of 0.73 by V0/Vj = 0.6 (Fig. 10). 
With wings added, the initial fall is accelerated as the span is increased, being ai ,ost 
doubled for the high wing with A = 3.1, and trebled for the corresponding low wing; 
the lift minimum tends to occur earlier, but the subsequent lift recovery and augmentation 
are much increased. With such a relatively short body, the nose-up moments correspond to 
only a small movement of the static thrust centre, e.g. at VQ/Vj r.   0.3 , Am/Tjd ~ 0.04 
and 0.06 for the body alone and for the low wing configuration respectively. The drag 
induced by jet efflux interference is likewise small and does not vary greatly with the 
wing configuration, e.g. AD/TJ ~ 0.02 by V0/Vj = 0.3 . 
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Similar investigations on a more elongated pod with a smaller area ratio7 [/(Sj/S) = 
0.24] show much more significant effects, particularly when the jet is located forward 
of the body centre (Fig.11). Again, rearward movement of the jet from x/Zfe = 0.4 to 
0.6 provides some alleviation of lift losses and nos»-up moments about the jet-exit 
centre. In this case, the addition of a high wing even further alleviates the lift loss, 
presumably because favourable wing circulation effects are induced, though this is 
accompanied by greater nose-up moments. 

Efflux interference alleviation 

Prom the preceding arguments, unfavourable efflux interference effects on lift could 
in principle be minimised, even made favourable, by rearward movement and special arrange- 
ments of the jet or fan exits. Favourable effects from using jet exit locations near to 
the under-surface of a deflected trailing-edge flap also have been demonstrated recently 
at NASA"7. However, for complete practical aircraft such as will be discussed in later 
sections, trim and other layout considerations restrict the range of such possibilities. 
From a performance aspect, seme improvement may be provided naturally by reducing tne 
efflux-momentum (i.e. T1) as much as can be allowed by usable aerodynamic lift available 
from wing incidence at the appropriate forward speed. 

Some alleviation of unfavourable efflux interference effects has been attempted also 
by the addition of streamwise fences to the lower surface of the airframe, along each 
side of the exit. In specifying such an arrangement, it seems important that the depth 
of the fence should be at least an exit diameter d , and the streamwise length at least 
2d so as to extend forward of the exit as well as bounding the sides (Fig.23). Flow 
visualisation studies suggest that the fences reduce the initial curvature of the jet, 
thus increasing the penetration of the jet and delaying the growth of the trailing-vortex 
flows. This is consistent with the apparent negligible effect of the fences at low 
velocity ratios, where the rate of deflection 0/ the jet is inherently small. 

3.6 Efflux Interference Problems on Jet-Lift Aircraft 

Scope of considerat ions 

With pure jet-engine arrangements, or fan-engines of small  bypass ratio (order unity), 
the efflux interference effects on the airframe aerodynamics naturally tend to predominate 
over those from the intake flow. In fact, tne intake-flow interference on lift is then 
usually negligible, while the order of magnitude of the drag and moment increments can 
probably be adequately assessed by consideration of the relevant rotation of the flow 
momentum vector at the inlet. The influence of forward speed (or relative wind) on intake 
efficiency and on basic lift-engine performance cannot of course be ignored as referred 
to in Sections 3.7 and 3.8, prior to consideration of high bypass-ratio fans when intake- 
flow interference effects on the airframe aerodynamics can become of comparable importance 
co those from the efflux. 

For practical jet-lift V/STOL aircraft, values of (V0/Vj)e below about 0.3 are of 
primary concern during transition (or STOL). Higher values arising under transient 
conditions, while the engines are being started up or shut down, are mainly of interest 
from engine safety or reliability aspects rather than from aircraft performance or 
stability. The area ratio /(Sj/S) tends to lie between 0.1 or 0.2 for jet VTOL aircraft, 
but can be lower for STCL aircraft or higher for V/STOL aircraft employing injector 
scheme?) or turbo-fan units. 

Although elementary jet-lift model experiments of the type already illustrated in the 
previous section can help establish basic aerodynamic features broad trends, with orders 
of magnitude as regards jet-efflux interference effects, closer simulation of practical 
lay-outs is certainly essential for aircraft design and project assessment purposes. 
Apart from providing adequate simulation of the iet Jisposition in the airframe, together 
with the jet exit and airframe geometry, inclination of the jet efflux to the airframe 
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may have to be varied. The influence of the attitude of the airframe to the mainstream. 
corresponding to aircraft motion or natural winds, also needs examinat '-r..    As well as 
jet efflux interference effects on the main lifting surfaces (wing and body), the effects 
on the flow around the rear fuselage and empennage also uave to be considered, particularly 
with regard to the demands of trim, stability and control throughout the flight range. 

Lift  losses 

Some typical jet-interference lift losses and their sensitivity to practical layout 
changes are well illustrated by Figures 12 and 13, for a combat aircraft configuration 
with lift engines installed in the fuselage and with a delta wing. For example, the 
value of AL/TJ due to jet operation for the low wing arrangement with a single laree 
central jet-exit a close cluster W(Sj/S)  = 0.16] falls from the datum static value of 
unity to 0.73 as the mainstream speed to jet speed ratio (V0/Vj)e is raised from C to 
0.2, i.e. up to a flight speed of some 225 ft/sec for a choked jet. In this speed range, 
the lift loss is relatively independent of incidence and of fore-and-aft location of the 
wing within practical limits, and is roughly proportional to (V„/V,)f . so that over 
8 of incidence compensation is required, assuming a representative wing lift-incidence 
curve slope of 0.04 per degree. Comparison with the lift loss for the smaller jet-exit 
area [»/(S/S) = O.llJ , when AL/TJ falls even faster to about 0.55 by (V0/Vj)e = 
0.2 , demonstrates the sensitivity to area ratio on a practical arrangement. The most 
startling results arise for the low wing with four dispersed jets when, even with 
/(Sj/S) = 0.16 , AL/TJ falls to as low as 0.5 at (V0/Vj)e = 0.2 , the equivalent of about 
16° of incidence! In contrast, the lift loss with two jets in-line astern is the same as 
for the single jet of the same area ratio. If the wing is located high instead of low on 
the fuselage, the lift losses become somewhat less but are still appreciable, e.g. 
AL/TJ becomes about 0.65 for the high wing with four dispersed jets [/(Sj/S) = 0.16] : 
the proportion of lift loss carried by +he fuselage is then about two-thirds of the total. 

For prediction purposes, it is interesting to compare the measured lift losses on the 
delta model, with the low wing and central jet configuration against the downward suction 
forces derived by integrating the pressure distributions over comparable areas on the 
plane wall model discussed earlier. Figure 14 shows that the lift losses measured on the 
delta model for /(Sj/S) = 0.115 and 0. 6 fit in reasonably with the pressure integrals 
quoted for area ratios of 0.1 and 0.2 on the plane wall. This tends to imply that the 
pressure distributions on the wing lower surface are likely to be similar to those on the 
plane wall. However, recent fundamental experiments on a finite chord wing have shown 
that the pressure distribution on the wing lower surface is in fact appreciably different, 
because of the development of strong positive pressure regions ahead of the jet. 

Some lift-loss results for various values of &i  , the angle between the jet thrust 
vector and the longitudinal (fuselage) datum are shown in Figure 15 from tests on a lift/ 
thrust model configuration with four swivelling exits in the fuselage. The lift-losses 
arising from jet-interference are again relatively independent of incidence. To 
facilitate direct comparison with corresponding results for pure lifting jet configurations, 
the lift values plotted here are AL*/Ti -    (AL -ALQ + Ti)/Ti .  where ^ is the jet- 
exit momentum flux, while AL and ALQ represent the measured lift increments from jet 
operation at the prescribed angle d3   under forward SDeed and static conditions 
respectively; thus AL*/TJ = 1 when (V0/Vj)e = 0 . The lift loss near 6}^  90° on 
this lift/thrust model, with its four jets in the sides of the fuselage and a high wing 
layout, are of the same order of magnitude as those for the delta model with four jets in 
the base of the fuselage and a high wing arrangement. Also, for 6 3 < 90° , the lift loss 
is roughly proportional to 63   rather than to sin 8}   -  which corresponds to the vertical 
component of jet momentum. 

Contrasting with the delta, the lift-loss on the lift/thrust model is more nearly 
proportional to (V0/Vj)e rather than to (V0/Vj)| . Early on, from a prediction view- 
point, this seemed to be consistent with the simple argument that the jet flow merely 
induces a downwash velocity past the airframe, which combines with the mainstream velocity 
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tu produce a reduction in the effective wing incidence and thereby a loss of lift at a 
prescribed geometric incidence. However, available wing pressure distributions on other 
models, as well as more detailed examination of fundamental concepts (see Section 6) 
completely refute such crude concepts. In general, moreover, there is no valid reason 
for assuming that the geometric incidence for maximum or usable lift is correspondingly 
higher, or that the wing high-lift performance does not deteriorate like the lift at low 
incidence. Nevertheless, the presence of the jet flow could in some circumstances 
alleviate (by local  entrainment effects) flow separation tendencies on the upper surface 
of the nearby inboard wing. For example, the absence of any significant loss of CLaax 
on the lift/thrust model compared with loss in lift at fixed incidence seems to arise in 
this way. 

Some NASA model results on a swept-wing combat aircraft configuration47, with three 
jet exits in-line along the fuselage just ahead of the wing and a further transverse pair 
(deflected cruise engines) just behind the wing, are also of special interest (Pig. IT), 
in confirming the extreme sensitivity of efflux interference to exit locations. 

For jet-lift V/STOL transport configurations, experimental results are extremely 
scarce. BAC small-scale experiments on a wide range of simple models35 (Fig.18) imply 
similar jet-interference considerations to those already mentioned for combat aircraft 
layouts. Some RAE experiments on an elaborate swept-wing V/STOL transport model3 show 
that significant jet-efflux interference effects can arise even from lift/thrust units 
in underslung nacelles. These effects vary appreciably with the line of action of the 
nacelle jets relative to the wing, with the jet angle, and also with the wing/flap 
configuration. While unfavourable jet interference effects on the wing lift can often 
occur, favourable effects can also arise with the high-lift trailing-edge flaps deflected, 
at least for rearward jet locations at low (V„/Vj)e values. Moreover, the nacelle load 
contributions, though much smaller than those on the wing, are often significant and of 
opposite sign. 

Pitchin^-momsnts 

Jet interference effects on the pitching-moments for the pure lift delta and the lift/ 
thrust aircraft models are plotted in Figures 12,13 and 15 respectively as Am/Tj de , 
the effective forward movement of aircraft CG needed to trim for a thrust-weight ratio 
Tj/W of unity, in terms of an equivalent jet diameter de (= 2v

/(SJ/77)) . For the delta 
model with the low wing configuration, the nose-up moments increase with reduction in 
area-ratio and dispersal from 1 to 4 jet-exits, like the lift losses. Thus, when 
(V0/Vj)e reaches 0.2, Am/Tj de becomes about 0.35 and 0.75 for single jets with 
v^Sj/S) = 0.115 and 0.16 respectively, and about 0.5 for the four disposed jets at the 
higher area-ratio. However, note that the moment interference for the two jets in-line 
astern is relatively small. More generally, for low values of (V„/V-)„ , the interference 
moments are not only small but can also be nose-down, which is consistent with the plan- 
wall and wing pressure-plotting measurements. The adoption of a high wing instead of a 
low wing configuration again helps to alleviate the jet interference effect, but the 
major proportion of the moment is carried by the fuselage. 

Drag 

The aerodynamic drag  at zero wing incidence seems to be relatively unaffected by the 
presence of the jets, while at positive incidence a small reduction in drag sometimes 
occurs which is consistent with the argument that the lift loss is generated by suctions 
on the wing lower surface. The intake momentum drag in contrast becomes significant at 
tue top-speed end of transition and has to be balanced by appropriate rearward vectoring 
of engine efflux. 

Tailplane  contributions 

For practical configurations incorporating a tailplane behind the jets, additional 
consideration of jet interference effects on longitudinal trim and stability are necessary. 
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The strong vortei flows, which develop as a result of the rearward deflection and 
distortion of the lifting jets together with entrainment of the mainstream flow, produce 
a substantial downwash and sidewash field in the region aft of the jet-exits. The tail- 
plane contribution to trim and stability will depend on its geometric shape (size, plan- 
form, anhedral, etc.) and its position in this velocity field. The downwash and sidewash 
will naturally depend on such factors as jet configuration, inclination of the jet-exit 
efflux to the mainstream direction, and the speed ratio. There is also a contribution 
from the vorticity shed by the lifting wing and any associated high-lift devices. 

Some early studies using the lift/thrust model with and without an elementary tail- 
plane (no anhedral) serve to illustrate the various aspects of possible problems. The 
tailplane contributions vary enormously with the height of the tail relative to the jets 
(Pig.16). In the region of the mid and low tailplane positions, the downwash field is 
clearly dominated by the jet interference effects, and the variations with incidence are 
such as to produce destabilising contributions from this simple tailplane. The variations 
of downwash angle across the tailplane span in its lower position demonstrate forcibly 
the lar_5 gradients present near the jet plume, and these are accompanied by similar large 
variations in sidewash angle. Further above the jet plume, where the spanwise variations 
are much smaller, the tailplane may still provide little or no contribution to longitudinal 
stability (under transition conditions). This arises because the inclination of the jet- 
exit efflux to the mainstream direction naturally increases with incidence, thus increas- 
ing both the penetration of the jet plume and the strength of the vortex flows, so that 
the strength of the downwash field is generally increased in the region of the tailplane. 
The variation de/da . of the mean downwash angle with incidence, is in this case seen to 
be sensibly unity at the mid-tail position. 

Such effects will inevitably arise in some measure under transition conditions when- 
ever a tailplane is mounted directly behind lifting jets (or fans), unless the tailplane 
is so far above the path of the jets as to be clear of the downwash field, which may be 
objectionable for other reasons. Fortunately, such aircraft inherently have large long- 
itudinal control powers installed to cope with vertical take-off and landing requirements, 
so these can help minimise transition stability problems, provided longitudinal trim 
requirements are not simultaneously large. 

3.7 Lifting-Engine Intake-Flow Problems 

For discussions of problems and special design features associated with the provision 
of satisfactory intake efficiency and intake-flow distributions, ruder both stationary 
and low-speed flight conditions, attention may be particularly directed to the following 
published studies. 

Rolls-Royce   Refs.26, 27 

NASA   Refs. 43, 46, 48 

NPL  Refs. 16, 18 

DFL   Ref. 59 

NRC   Ref,61 

3.8 Basic Intake Flow Interference Effects on Airframe 

In attempting to analyse fan-lift performance variation with forward speed, intake 
efficiency and internal fan-flow considerations have to be taken into account, particularly 
since there can be substantial differences between full-scale and model fan behaviour. 
It is also worth noting that the intake mass-flaw rate for a mechanically driven model 
fan chosen to simulate the correct efflux speed ratio (V0/Vj)  = ^(PQVQ/PJVJ) and area 
ratio Sj/S0 at the exit is approximately v/(Tj/T0) times that for an actual turbo-fan 
engine, where Tj and v represent the mean efflux and ambient total-temperatures. Thus, 
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such a model fan tends to exaggerate the full-scale Inlet flow and associated sink-action 
effects. More generally, with practical installations, engineering design limitations 
with respect to blade loading, tip Mach number, rotational speed, fan-drive demands etc., 
can be relevant to the fan characteristics through the transition. Such "ducted-fan" 
problems are not to be discussed here, but we need to bear them in mind when analysing 01 
applying basic concepts or model test results. 

Prom elementary ducted fan concepts, it can be argued that the sink-action of the 
intake-flow in rotating the mainstream-air momentum yector generates reduced pressures on 
the upstream side of the intake lip and increased pressures downstream. Thus, with 
simple superposition of sink flow and of basic mainstream flow past the airframe (assuming 
fore-and-aft symmetry), the fan shroud lift remains the same proportion (ideally W)  of the 
exit siomentum PjVjSj . But the throughput velocity Vj and the fan pressure-rise 
contribution to lift can both vary significantly with the intake ram pressure depending 
on the particular fan-design characteristics. Even when the ducted-fan lift remains 
invariant with forward speed, the induced pressures on the inlet surface lead to a "sink- 
drag" $D ~ PJVJSJV0) , together with moments - nose-up for an upper surface intake - 
proportional to the sink drag and dependent on the geometry  Two-dimensional sink-in- 
wing arguments likewise imply that the induced lift change is small, unless the inlet is 
located very close to the wing trailing-edge so that the circulation is subscantially 
affected; appreciable sink drag and moments again rise. 

However, intake-flow interference effects at forward-speed seem to involve additional 
important physical properties often more favourable to lift than implied by the above 
elementary sink-action concepts. For example, three-dimensional upwash effects and 
associated circulation changes with upper-surface inlets seem to be significant, 
unfortunately, analysis and synthesis of fan-lift results at forward speeds becomes 
especially difficult, because of the possible interplay between intake efficiency, fan 
characteristics intake-flow interference, efflux interference and basic airframe 
aerodynamics. 

Simple wing configurations 

Early experiments, at NPL17 on simple-single-fan wings and at RAE8 on a simple multi- 
fan wing, demonstrated forcibly the significance of the location, disposition and area- 
ratio of the fan ducts in the planform as regards the initial fall-off in lift and 
increased pitching moments with forward speed. The multi-fan results (Fig. 20) also imply 
that lift augmentation, and reduced chordwise movement of the centre of total-lift with 
exit-speed ratio VQ/Vj , can be achieved by spanwise rows of fans only as far back as 
half-chord. Note that these latter experiments are complementary to those discussed 
earlier (Fig.9) on the simple rectangular-wing model with multi-jets. 

Simple body-wing configurations 

Some overall force measurements on a bluff-body model, with the fan occupying a large 
proportion of the body, provide perhaps the most striking demonstration of intake-flow 
interference effects when compared with results for the similar bluff-body model with jet 
efflux only (Fig.21). The favourable lift effects, associated apparently with the 
addition of fan intake-flow, increase remarkably as the span of the high wing is increased, 
again accompanied by large nose-up pitching moments. 

Detailed pressure-plotting experiments, for example (Fig.22) on the twin-fan nacelle, 
have confirmed that significant suctions can occur on a body installation, on the upper 
surface near the front of each intake-lip, and on the lower surface downstream of the 
front fan exit. The upper-surface intake-flow interference thus tends to alleviate the 
loss in lift arising from lower-surface efflux interference. But again, the accompanying 
nose-up pitching moments and drag are much increased by the intake-flow, the former far 
more than would be predicted by simple consideration of rotation of the intake momentum 
vector at the inlet.  It may be also noted that the streamwise fences added to the lower 
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surface on either side of the fan duct exit alleviated the lift loss due to efflux inter- 
ference (see Pig. 23. Section 3.5) though the nose-up pitching-moments were little reduced 
with the arrangement shown. 

3.9 Intake-Flow/Efflux Interference Effects on Fan-Lift Aircraft 

Scope of considerations 

For fan-lift installations of all types, particularly those mounted in the vicinity of 
the wing, the sink action of the intakes as well as the exit efflux momentum contributes 
significantly to aerodynamic interference effects on the airframe. With upper surface 
intakes, pitching-moments are especially affected at forward speeds; with side-intakes, 
yawing moments can be correspondingly affected. Intake momentum drag effects, together 
with intake efficiency and the particular fan characteristics at forward speed, have also 
to be seriously assessed with respect to transition performance capabilities. Moreover, 
the substantial downwash and sidewash created at the tailplane by the fan-flow inter- 
ference with the mainstream can also affect trim and stability; normally, a high tailplane 
would be favoured from merely VTOL transition considerations. 

With practical fan-lift VTJL aircraft, values of V0/Vj up to 0.5 are of concern 
during transition, somewhat higher than with pure jet installations. Again, the area 
ratio /(Sj/S) tends to rise to between about 0.25, and 0.35 for fan lift arrangements. 
With VTOL vehicles not inherently designed to take advantage of airframe lift at all 
during the flight regime, say a flying car with large lifting fans, /(Sj/S) may be as 
high as 0.5 or even closer to unity; then, the intake-flow effects would be of predominant 
interest. 

Multiple turbo-fan lift-engines in wing pods 

WhHe the early experiments on lifting fans in bodies are instructive, the duct exit 
area was of necessity relatively small compared with the body planform area, because the 
fan units then available required installation space unduly large compared with the fan 
duct diameter. More recently, some four-fan pod experiments, with area-ratios more 
representative of practical multiple lift-engine pods, have been undertaken employing 
compact air-driven fans specially built for the purpose; here, the variation of fan-flow 
throughput with speed was negligible.  The pod was mounted on a half-model wing of 
rectangular planform to facilitate variation of wing aspect-ratio and pod spanwise 
position (Pig.24). For this four-fan pod arrangement, the lift loss due to fan flow 
interference effects appears less than 10% of the installed static thrust for low 
V0/VJi values and becomes a lift gain for V0/7Ji > 0.2; unfortunately, the experimental 
results are inaccurate for Vf)/VJi < 0.1 because of tunnel-wall constraint effects. The 
model lift-incide-.ce curve slope and the aerodynamic centre position are also little 
changed by the fan-flow interference effects, while the associated interference drag does 
not exceed the expected intake momentum drag. In contrast, the nose-up pitching-moments 
rise steadily as the speed-ratio is increased from zero; for example, by V /VT, = 0.3 , 
the nose-up moments correspond to a forward movement in static lift centre of almost 
0.2 C, i.e. about two-thirds of a fan diameter. 

With only the three rear fans operating, the fan-flow interference on lift (as a 
proportion of the appropriate total static thrust) appears to be more favourable than 
with all four fans, though the corresponding nose-up pitching-moment interference becomes 
relatively large, as seems reasonable in view of the extra "solid" upper surface ahead of 
the operating fan intakes. With only the three front fans operating, the fan-flow inter- 
ference becomes relatively mere unfavourable, presumably because of the extra "solid" 
lower surface behind the operating fan exits. 

The low-speed aerodynamic behaviour of moderately swept-back wing VSTOL transport 
configurations can now be studied more thoroughly on the complex RAE model with blowing 
BLC on leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps, together with simulated efflux and intake- 
flow for cruise/lift engine nacelles and for multiple lift-engiiie pods attached to the wing 
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Large-diameter fan configurations 

The extensive studies carried out at NASA are of special interest here; excellent 
reviews of this work already exist aj References 44 and 46. Figure 25 shows some lift 
results for a layout with two lift-fans slung ahead of the wing and for another with six 
fans mounted in the wing rs a spanwise row. These illustrate the appreciable effects of 
variation in forward speed en the fan lifti. ■_,  performance itself and on the fan-flew inter- 
ference with the airframe loads. Broadly speaking, these NASA studies and others on 
representative aircraft layouts confirm the broad trends to L? expected from the discus- 
sions iu the preceding sections, as regards the dependence of efflux/intake-flow inter- 
ference effects (unfavourable or favourable) on wing geometry, fan disc/planform area- 
ratio, and fan disposition in the airirame. But prediction of such effects in quantitative 
terms from a realistic physical framework rather than by limited extrapolation using 
tentative ad hoc working formula is still not possible. 

3.10 Influence of Sideslip 

At low forward speed during transition. V/STOL aircraft will inevitably experience 
larger sideslip angles than during conventional take-off and landing. Moreover, flight 
research on the Short SC.1 aircraft has revealed that the required combination of roll 
and side-slip in a typical turning manoeuvre at very low speeds can cause severe handling 
difficulties, with larger than usual roll control being needed to ensure safe flight. 

Recent tunnel tests at RAE on an SC. 1 model10 have revealed that large sideslip angles 
can produce important effects, even without engine-flow simulated. If the aircraft is at a 
a positive incidence, sideslip angles of the order of 45° can cause the loss of the major 
part of the wing lift, even at zero roll angle. Secondly, and more important from the 
handling viewpoint, strong rolling moments develop as the aircraft rolls its forward wing 
either up or down, tending to increase the roll angle (Fig.26). These moments appear at 
positive as well as zero incidence, being even stronger if the fuselage is removed. The 
lateral movement of the centre-of-lift for the wing alone is also shown in Figure 26. 
Simple strip theory arguments, assuming that the sectional lift (at ß -  90°) acts at the 
quarter-chord pcint, would predict that the centre of pressure (at ß = 90°) should be at 
about 1/3 semi-span. This agrees well with measurements, thus suggesting that for low 
aspect-ratio deltas as least, rolling moments will occur as a result of conventional 
aerodynamic "lift-incidence" effects. The presence of a fuselage modifies the behaviour 
slightly, presumably due to shielding effects on the trailing wing, but strong rolling 
moments remain which can exceed the static roll control power of the aircraft (Fig.26). 

The lifting efflux interference on the airframe loads in sideslip naturally can be 
expected' to generate additional rolling moments, due to the suctions induced on the air- 
frame lower surface downwind of the exit; following arguments similar to those already 
discussed at length in connection with efflux interference at forward speeds. For a 
fuselage installation at least, these additional rolling moments can be expected to be in 
the sense of downloads on the trailing wing and some exploratory tests have confirmed 
this.  It could also be argued that the variation with roll angle of the additional roll- 
ing moments due to efflux interference is likely to be much different and much less than 
the variation of the basic airframe contributions (without efflux). The "wing-lifting" 
effectiveness of jet-reaction controls at the wing tip may likewise be substantially 
reduced in sideslip, as has been confirmed by recent NASA tunnel tests. 

Intake momentum effects in sideslip can also be significant, mainly from the reduced 
pressures arising on the upwind lip of the intake and increased pressures downstream 
associated with rotation of the inlet momentum vector. Thus, with upper surface intakes, 
additional rolling moments due to intake flow interference can occur in the sense of up- 
loads/downloads on the leading/trailing wings; substantial side-forces can also arise 
particularly for turbo-fans of large bypass-ratio. With forward facing intakes, add- 
itional yawing moments and side-force can likewise result. The influence of sideslip or 
natural crosswinds on intake efficiency and flow distributions has also to be taken into 
account in relation to the basic lifting unit performance in all cases. 
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More generally, the influence of planform geometry, anhedral, wing height on the fuse- 
lage and lifting-engine disposition, at the unusually large angles of sideslip possible 
with V/STOL aircraft operation, are not yet predictable except in terms of broad physical 
arguments. Further study of these problem areas, for high aspect-ratio as well as low 
aspect ratio configurations, is certainly well warranted. 

4. GROUND PROXIMITY EFFECTS 

4.1 Centrally Located Exits - Efflux Interference 

At take-off and landing, a single jet or a close cluster of jets emerging from the 
central area of a wing or body entrains the free air between the lower surface and the 
neighbouring ground, producing flow patterns like those of Figure 27, the induced 
velocities tending to increase steadily as the clearance between the wing and ground 
becomes smaller11. Surface pressures well below ambient are thereby generated on the 
lower surface, producing significant reductions in the net upward thrust or lift often 
accompanied by undesirable moments, of increasing magnitude with reduced ground clearance. 
For a particular planform and jet exit geometry, the non-dimensional ratio L/T of the 
net lift to the jet efflux momentum rate and corresponding non-dimensional moment 
coefficients can conveniently be examined as functions of the ratio of the jet exit ground 
clearance H to some planform linear dimension like an equivalent diameter 
D (,- 2/{s/7r}) , the ratio of the jet exit diameter d to D or the jet exit area S}   to 
the planform area S , the jet Reynolds number K} (= Vjd/V) , the jet Mach number Mj 
(= Vj/a) and the ratio of jet to ambient temperatures. 

Lift  losses 

The lift-ratio L/T with a single jet decreases steadily from its free-air valuf as 
the ground clearance H/D is reduced. Typically, a simple delta-wing model of aspect- 
ratio 1.6 with a jet-diameter ratio d/D = 0.16 could lose an additional i5% of its 
installed vertical lift Ti (L/ti    = 0.85) at a representative ground clearance 
H/t) =0.3 (Fig. 29). Fortunately, such interference losses tend to become less severe as 
the ratio d/D is increased towards values more representative of turbo-fan or high by- 
pass ratio installations. Model results obtained from simple circular planforms having 
a centrally located jet, with d/D ranging from 0.1 to 0.3, indicate that the lift-ratio 
L/Tj can be treated principally as a monotonic function of H/(D - d) see Figure 28. 
Further results on a range of triangular and rectangular planforms of aspect-ratio % to 4, 
with a single jet (d/D = 0.11) at the centroid of area12, imply that correlation for 
variation in wing geometry is possible against the parameter K/(D - d), where 
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D = (1/TT)   rdö 
Jo 

is an "angular-mean" diameter for the planform, as shown on Figure 28. Simple curve 
fitting suggests the following simple working formula for a normal jet:- 

1 - (L/Tj) = 0.012 [H/(D-d)]"2-3 . 

In extrapolating to full-scale conditions, the possible influence of efflux Reynolds 
number, Mach number and temperature-ratio have to be allowed for, though there seems no 
reason to expect significant changes on these counts. Recently, analyses from a few 
quantitative full-scale experiments near ground have become available. Some Northrop 
results52 relate to a ground rig, with a J.85 engine exhausting at temperatures of at 
least 500°C, from a 1 ft diameter nozzle in a square plate. Some NASA results"7 relate 
to flight tests on their X-14A research aircraft, together with some small-scale model 
checks. The curves reproduced in Figure 31 and 32 confirm that, for central clusters of 
exits, small-scale experiments snou}d provide adequate representation of full-scale 
conditions, while the foregoing simple formula should give useful estimates of the lift 
losses due to ground proximity. 
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Similar quantitative correlations could now usefully be attempted for more general 
practical cases of wing-body combinations. On high wing configurations, with the efflux 
emerging from the lower surface of an underslung body, the lift losses are appreciably 
smaller than with low wing configurations - for the same exit clearance fron the ground 
(see Pig.29). Also, it is new important to ascertain the influence of exit geometry, 
efflux velocity distribution, jet turbulence and rate of decay, and jet angle on the rate 
of entrainment of ambient air into the jet flow as it spreads radially after impact with 
the ground, to provide a reliable basis for general correlation of airframe lift losses 
due to ground proximity. 

With large fans, where ground clearances of less than a diameter need to be considered, 
the back pressure due to ground proximity can of course affect the fan characteristics as 
weil. For example, in RAE tests on a bluff-body model containing a single low-pressur 
fan with d/D = 0.5 , the installed lift at a fixed fan rpm and blade setting increased 
some 10% close to ground (H/D = 0.5) even though the fan mass flow throughout decreased 
by 1056 ; however, the power input to the fan was some 20% larger than awr.y from ground. 
In contrast, with a more highly loaded or optimised fan, the presence of ground could 
produce blade stalling or deterioration of performance. Furthermore, the simulation at 
model scale of specific full-scale lifting fans presents serious difficulties, particularly 
with regard to adequate calibration and correlation in ground proximity. 

The influence of aircraft attitude to the ground also needs to be considered. Provided 
the jet is located near the centroid of area, the variation of lift with pitch and roll 
about the jet centre seems unlikely to be significant compared with height effects. 
Otherwise, when the height of the centroid varies with attitude, the lift may well depend 
on the height of the centroid rather than that of the jet centre. Measurements of the 
lift loss on the aspect-ratio 1.6 delta-wing model with the jets normal to the planform 
tend to confirm this (Fig.30). More generally, the eifect of jet deflection away from 
the normal to the planform is of interest, for example with the aircraft at incidence and 
the jets directed normal to the ground, while cross-winds or the relative wind due to a 
rolling take-off may also be important. 

Stability considerations 

Loss of litt near the ground, particularly severe with low-wing central-jet config- 
urations, might perhaps be expected to produce appreciable handling problems during a 
vertical landing. However, flight experience on the Short SC.1 aircraft, which has a 
low-wing with a centra] cluster of four lift engines, has shown that this height in- 
stability is in fact easy to control. This is presumably due to the very rapid jet- 
engine response when running at high rpm and in some degree perhaps to the fact that 
the variation in interference lift with height remains monotonic. With high wing (or 
dispersed jet configurations) the lift variations though not necessarily monotonic are 
generally much smaller, so should not in themselves present any appreciable handling 
difficulties given rapid engine response. 

Control of attitude near the ground, both in pitch and roll, seems likely to cause 
much more severe problems than height control. Even in the horizontal attitude 
(a = 0 - 0) . low aspect-ratio central-jet configurations may experience some pitching 
moment due to any unequal fore-and-aft-distribution of lower surface area around the jet. 
Evidence from tests on delta-wings with aspect-ratios between ft and 4, and with a jet 
located at 0.7 root chord, suggested that the aerodynamic requirements for longitudinal 
trim while hovering at a practical ground clearance (H/D f 0.3) should not exceed 1% 
of the gross thrust applied at an arm of one mean chord from the jet, though the pitching 
moment increases rapidly as the ground clearance is reduced. For low aspect-ratio 
(< 2) , the moments are nose-up and are further increased when, from other aerodynamic 
considerations, the aircraft CG. and hence the thrust centre locations are further 
forward in the planform. Thus, for practical configurations, an appreciable proportion of 
of the available reaction control, which is usually determined by handling requirements 
out of ground effect, may be needed simply for longitudinal trim. Once again, as with 
height control, the pitching moment varies monotonically with height. 
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The limited amount of experimental data available on stability changes actually 
arising from pitch and roll near ground presents a most confused picture of the inter- 
ference effects, so that it is difficult to draw general conclusions, even for central 
jet arrangements. For example, a circular wing with a single central jet (d/D = 0.1) 
exhibited either stable or unstable moments depending on the ground clearance, though the 
moments remained stable for all ground clearances H/D above 0.25. On the other hand, a 
delta-wing of aspect-ratio 2.8 with a central jet (d/D = 0.1) was stable in roll for 
all practical ground clearances11. There is a tendency towards instability in pitch (in 
addition to the basic nose-up moment at zero incidence), if the jet is positioned ahead 
of the centroid of area. For example, on the model of Figure 29 with the thrust-centre 
one jet diameter d ahead of the wing-area centroid (d/D = 0.16), a nose-up moment was 
measured at H/D = 0.23 which for trim, would require 6% of the gross thrust at an arm 
of one mean chord; moreover, the thrust required increased by 0.4% r-er degree change of 
attitude (Fig.30). These control moments are of the same order as the total control 
which would normally be available on a typical practical configuration. 

Alleviation of efflux interference 

The provision of substantial ground installations to duct all the gas efflux well away 
from the jet (or fan) lift aircraft, when standing on or hovering close to the ground, 
could eliminate the aerodynamic penalties and problems just discussed. But such 
installations may not be practical or possible except at complex VTOL sites. A simpler 
scheme for the alleviation of adverse ground effects on aerodynamic behaviour comprises 
parallel channels on the ground11 (supporting a landing grid) to destroy the radial 
symmetry of both th? jet spread after impingement and the subsequent entrained flow. 
Alternatively, a close-mesh grid (gauze sheet) located slightly above the ground can 
contain the jet spread after penetration and minimise the entrainment after impingement. 
For example, with a delta-wing model of aspect-ratio 2.8 and d/D =0.1 simulating the 
Short SC. 1 aircraft configuration, the loss in lift can thereby be reduced from about 20% 
to 2% at a normal ground-clearance H/D ~ 0.3 (Fig.33), while the accompanying nose-up 
pitching moments become negligible. 

Other problems arising from ground proximity, have to be simultaneously borne in mind, 
such as hot gas recirculation into intakes, ground erosion and other ground environment 
considerations. These, together with the use of ground roll techniques and jet deflection 
away from the vertical as a means of alleviation will be discussed in later sections. 

4.2 Dispersed Multiple Exits - Efflux Interference 

With several jet (or fan) exits some distance apart, the flow regime in ground 
proximity becomes considerably modified and the effects naturally become far more complex. 
The jet streams now tend to meet on the ground between the exits so that surface pressures 
higher than ambient can occur from the consequent jet upflow on to the local wing and 
body areas above, in contrast to the outer low pressure areas (Fig.27). These effects 
tend to be much more marked if the dispersed jets emerge from the lower surface of an 
underslung body, i.e. with a high wing configuration, where the ground clearance of the 
central body area is much smaller than that of the wing area outside the body. 

Lift   loss  and increase 

The favourable uploads on the central surface areas between the jets due to ground 
proximity tend to counterbalance the lift losses due to the unfavourable downloads, out- 
side, to an extent depending on the particular layout. For example, the triangular wing 
and body combination of Figure 29, with /(Sj/S) = 0.16 , loses about 15% of its lift 
with a single central jet and low wing when H/D ~ 0.3 , in addition to the installation 
loss discussed in Section 2. This ground effect loss becomes only 7% if the jet area 
comprises four spaced exits, as indicated on Figure 29, falling still further to 2% Jf 
the wing is then raised to the top of the body. 
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With four swivelling nozzles in the body, as on the Hawker P.112. prototype V/STOL 
strike aircraft, results are slightly better still; probably because the jet exits are at 
the outer edges of the body with a high wing. Such favourable lift effects can be 
further encouraged by incorporating vertical fences on the body lower surface to box in 
the area between the jets. By this means lift gains, amounting to several per cent of 
the installed thrust can be achieved at close ground clearances, as can be seen from the 
results obtained on this prototype P.1127 model with a typical fence arrangement (Pig.34). 
With multiple jet exits arranged in-line "orc-and-aft along the body, lift losses in 
ground effect can be reduced by using a spaced double-row instead of a single row 
arrangement (see Pig. 36). Even more radical improvements are then seen to be achieved by 
canting the exit nozzles outwards from the vertical since, at least for small deflections 
(y 10°) , this effectively increases the area of upflow without unduly diminishing the 
strength (Pig.35). 

The above illustrations are concerned primarily with fuselage installations, but 
similar arguments can be applied for lift variations in ground effect with jets or fans 
hung from the sides of the fuselage, buried in the wings, or located in wing pods. With 
such spacing of the exits, lift increments sevoral per cent above the installed lift away 
from ground can be achieved at or near touchdown. However, any design arrangements 
likely to produce distributions of both low and high pressure on the airframe lower 
surface can be especially sensitive to altitude changes and to relative wind effects, 
leading to large lift reductions from the most favourable datum condition and aggravating 
any tendency to instability in pitch and roll. Simultaneously, the influence on hot-gas 
recirculation towards the intakes and on the impingement of relatively hot flow onto the 
aircraft lower surface needs to be assessed; togetner with the possible need of 
alleviating such conditions by the introduction of surface strakes and fences which are 
not of necessity favourable aerodynamically. 

The thin peripheral jet represents of course an extreme example of favourable ground 
effect on lift, by the provision of a substantial cushion of air at pressures higher than 
ambient over most of the planform area inside the periphery. This offers the possible 
attraction of air-cushion take-off and landing (ACTOL) at low forward speeds, combined 
with other favourable effects during transition. Although scne exploratory aerodynamic 
research on this concept was carried out at the RAE and elsewhere several years ago, much 
more extensive research is needed and many technical problems have to be solved, before 
this can be established as both profitable and practicable. 

Stability considerations 

With multiple dispersed jet configurations, the interference effects are much less 
predictable. Model experience has shown that the pitching moment variation with height 
is strongly dependent on the position in the ulanform and the inclination to the vertical 
of each individual jet, as well as i;he detailed lower surface geometry. Control of the 
central positive pressure region is possible by means of lower surface strakes or small 
variations in the various jet inclinations.  However, this in turn affects not only the 
longitudinal trim but also the loss of lift, the stability in pitch and roll, and the 
recirculation of hot gas to the intakes. Hence, it seems inevitable that, for a given 
configuration, the final detailed geometry will be a desigi: compromise between these 
various requirements, determined only after an elaborate model test progr-tmrne. Moreover, 
some longitudinal trim change will remain to be coped with, particularly taking engine 
failure cases into account. 

To illustrate the order of possible variations of aircraft pitching moment with ground- 
altitude as well as ground clearance, a few test results on a model of the P.1127 
prototype configuration can be referred to in Figure 34. For configurations with rauch 
more widely-spaced jet or fan exits, the variations may be much larger, though admittedly 
the control moments available through thrust modulation on individual lifting units can 
also be large. Finally, it must again be stressed that only general trends can as yet be 
anticipated on multiple dispersed exit arrangements, and that the real behaviour is 
extremely sensitive to the detailed geometry. 
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4.3 Influence of Forward Speeds (STOL) 

Efflux interference effects near the ground under static conditions have been discussed 
already in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 . But it is important to recall that their nature and 
magnitude tend to be critically sensitive to aircraft geometry, attitude and ground 
clearance, together with jet disposition and inclination. 

The combined effects of forward speed and ground effect, which concern us here, have 
so far been studied only on a limited number of models and it is difficult to draw any 
general quantitative conclusions from the results. Some RAE tunnel tests with four 
dispersed jets imply that, even with a very low mainstream dynamic head as appropriate to 
rolling take-oif or natural winds t<V0/Vj)e ~ 0.05] , large changes in jet interference 
loads can occur because of modifications to the jet impact pattern on the fuselage 
undersurface. At higher speeds more appropriate to STOL t(V0/Vj) ~ 0.1J , which for p 
vectored lift/thrust installation would normally be associated with some rearward as well 
as downward inclination of the jet nozzles, the jet efflux is deflected even further aft 
before striking the ground. The resulting upwash after impingement can then occur in the 
region of the tailplane causing trim and stability changes. Throughout this part of the 
speed range, the various parameters like incidence a. speed-ratio (VQ/Vj) , jet angle 
0,   and ground clearance can all influence strongly the jet interference loads. At still 
higher speeds C(V0/Vj)e ~ 0.2] , the influence of ground on the aerodynamics tends to 
become favourable. The deflection of the jets by the mainstream is then completely 
modified by the ground proximity and the development of the strong vortex flows of the 
type encountered out of ground effect is curtailed. Thus the loss of lift at constant 
incidence is much reduced and the tailplane contribution to stability is much improved 
relative to the corresponding results away from ground. More generally, the aerodynamic 
influence of ground proximity on high-lift wings (with jet efflux present) also becomes 
important in relation to both performance and stability. 

In interpreting wind-tunnel test data, it is especially important to realise that the 
true dynamic situation of STOL aircraft take-off and landing may not be adequately 
predicted by quasi-steady analysis based on stationary model experiments. Admittedly, 
spurious boundary-layer effects encountered with the conventional fixed ground-plate in 
tunnel experiments may be minimised or checked by using moving-belt ground rigs or other 
allied techniques. But, even assuming steady rates of aircraft climb and descent, their 
substantial contributions to the angle of incidence under STOL conditions may not be 
adequately simulated. F r, as illustrated in Figure 38, the stationary model with the 
ground-plane parallel .. ehe tunnel mainstream may be placed either at the correct 
attitude to the ground or at the correct angle of incidence - but not both. Tilting oi 
the ground-plane relative to the tunnel mainstream is not acceptable, since 
unrepresentative pressure distributions would then arise about the inclined ground-plate 
in the tunnel.  Finally, it should be also remembered that STOL operation within ground 
effect is essentially a transient phase, so that application of "stationary" model 
results and quasi-steady treatments also needs further justification on this count, by 
dynamic model tests and flight-tunnel comparisons. 

4.4 Hot-Gas Ingestion 

The effects of ground proximity on lifting jet (or fan) efflux paths and the entrained 
ambient air flows has already been considered in relation to the interference effects on 
airframe aerodynamics, while the sink action of the intake flow itself can also be 
expected to affect the circulatory flow pattern. Here, we are concerned with the related 
problem of ingestion by the intake of hot  exhaust gases or of ambient air heated by the 
sxhaust gas. This is troublesome because of the increased intake air temperatures rather 
than intake air contamination. The resulting percentage loss in engine thrust can be of 
the order of one-half the mean intake temperature rise in °C. Moreover, compressor stall 
can occur, either due to the very rapid rise in mean intake temperature, or due to the 
occurrence of hot local "streaks" at the intake face. Such a compressor stall would 
itself lead naturally to large thrust losses and spasmodic thrust variations, which could 
not be tolerated when manoeuvring near ground. 
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Under still-air stationary-air craft conditions, the hot-gas ingestxon can be primarily 
related to the "near-field" flow conditions, i.e. those in the immediate vicinity of the 
aircraft. Outside the area of impingement of a single jet (or close cluster of jets) on 
the ground, the jet plume continues to entrain surrounding air and to spread, with a 
resulting rapid decay in jet total head and temperature. Some of this heated air rises 
locally because of buoyancy forces outside the planform (Pig.37). More important effects 
arise with multiple dispersed jets, meeting on the ground between their exits, so that 
the resulting hot-gas fountains can pass near an intake and be inhaled, though some 
alleviation can be derived from the downflow of cool air induced by the jets, jtapid- 
mixing nozzles, primarily incorporated fur reducing ground erosion, are helpful in this 
latter connection. Such near-field "fountain" effects can generate high intake 
temperatures and unevenness of the intake temperature distributions; but the temperature 
rise can vary markedly, from the order of 1% to 10% of the jet efflux temperatures, 
depending on the aircraft configuration and ground clearance. The relative positions of 
the multiple nozzles and the intakes seem particularly important (e.g. Pig.37), while 
small jet deflections and the addition of surface strakes can often produce substantial 
reduce ions of the intake temperature rise - at least for a limited range of operational 
conditions. The shielding of intakes provided by the wing (cr other airframe surfaces) 
against recirculation of hot gas is also relevant, so that side-intakes tend to suffer 
far more than upper surface intakes. 

With relative winds, the far-field flow conditions also begin to play a major role, 
since the spreading jet plume rolls up and blows back towards the aircraft just above 
ground level (Fig.37). Thus ingestion of this hot-gas cloud can occur unless the aircraft 
accelerates quickly enough. The maximum intake temperature rise tends to occur for 
relative winds of the order of 20 knots. Such far-field effects seem in most cases to be 
relatively insensitive to practical changes of aircraft configuration. However, hot-gas 
ingestion can be completely avoided at take-off by using a short ground-roll technique 
(RTOL), with the aircraft accelerated to 30 knots or more, depending on the particular 
configuration and the degree of rearward jet deflection feasible before lift-off. 

The prediction of intake temperature, rise and distribution associated with hot-gas 
ingestion is not possible even qualitatively at this stage for new aircraft projects 
under practical operational conditions, without results from representative tests on 
sealed models including some under dynamic conditions, backed up by some full-scale 
correlation parameters include:- 

(a) The momentum ratios of the several jets and relative wind (PjVj/p0V
2) , as needed 

for aerodynamic interference considerations; there is still some debate as to whether 
momentum or mass-flow should be employed here as regards intake flow considerations. 

(b) The ratios of the jet excess temperatures (6^) above ambient. 

(c) Buoyancy/momentum force ratios, as exemplified by the simplified ratio 
ijT^/döj suggested by NUTE". 

(d) Jet efflux Reynolds numbers (V,d/v) and Mach numbers (V,/a) 

In interpreting model tests, the unit of time to which the model motions and flow 
development should be referred are directly proportional to the value of /OjjVj/d for the 
model22. When the model tests involve substantial scaling, large changes in one or more 
of the correlation parameters above will have to be accepted, while the choice may have 
to be strongly influenced by measurement difficulties. It can be argued that t :e 
buoyancy parameter may be ignored in relation to near-field fountain effects, but becomes 
of primary importance along with momentum ratios for far-field wind effects. Some 
examples of recent experimental results for typical configurations may be found in 
References 20, 21, 47 and 49. 
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SUMMARY 

Successful wind tunnel and flight tests have clearly shown that very high 
lift coefficients can be achieved by using various methods of boundary layer 
and circulation control. Although most of our present day aeroplanes are 
still using conventional flap systems in order to increase the lift for 
take off and landing, rising wind loadings and more severe landing conditions 
will lead to a wide spread use of these modern lift systems in the future. 

The lecture is intended to give a survey over the most important methods 
of increasing lift by boundary layer and circulation control. Experimental 
test methods, calculation procedures and practical applications for full 
scale aeroplanes will be described. Special attention is paid to boundary 
layer control by blowing. 
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BOUNDARY LAYER AND CIRCULATION CONTROL FOR STOL AIRCRAFT 

F. Thomas 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

An aircraft is usually designed to fulfil certain prescribed requirements in the most 
economic way. In most cases a given payload has to be carried over a given range. This 
problem is described by the well known Breguet formula 

V L        I. 
R   =   - - loge-^ (1) 

b D       eW2 

(R = range, V = speed, b = specific fuel consumption, L = lift, D = drag, Wj = weight at 
take off, W2 = weight at landing). 

Without looking too close to the more subtle optimisation problem as a whole, we find 
from this formula, that range or payload of an aircraft of given size and engine thrust 
is improved by increasing L/D and speed. 

In order to achieve high cruising speeds and at the same time lift coefficients in 
the vicinity of the optimum L/D values of the drag polar, it is necessary to choose a 
high wing loading W/S , because 

2 W   l 
cruise       n c. ? ' 

P  b CL cruise 

The upper limit for the wiig loading is normally dictated by the take off and landing 
requirements 

v"" =  Jfe) ■ 
A low minimum speed requests either a low wing loading or a high value of cL   . The 
implications in the overall economy of the aeroplane have led to steadily increasing wing 
loadings. In order to keep the runway lengths within reasonable limits, the influence of 
the higher wing loading has to be compensated by higher maximum lift values. High maximum 
lift values are of special importance, if extremely short runways have to be used, for 
instance aircraft carriers or unprepared landing grounds. Aeroplanes which are able to 
to take off or land on a runway of about 500 ft length with a 50 ft high obstacle at the 
end are defined as so called STOL (Short Take Off and Landing) aircraft. 

Maximum lift coefficients for wing sections of medium thickness are limited to values 
of about 1.2 to 1.8. Very thin sharp nosed high speed wing sections do not even reach 
lift coefficients of 1. Various means to increase the lift of such aerofoils have been 
proposed in the past. 

A great variety nf mechanical flap systems is now in wide spread use. Lift coeffici- 
ents up to 3.0 and more have been achieved by this method. The efficiency of mechanical 
flaps is limited, however, because steep adverse pressure gradients in the pressure 
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distribution lead to boundary layer separation, if too high angles of attack or too high 
angles of flap deflection are applied. Modern methods of boundary layer control by 
blowing or suction prevent these separations and lead thus to still higher lift coefficients. 

Much research work has been performed in this field in the past. Starting from the 
first pre-war experiments at the Aerodynamische Versuchsanstalt Göttingen, the systematic 
tests of J. Williams and his collaborators at the Royal Aircraft Establishment, the con- 
tributions of Ph. Poisson-Quinton and his colleagues from ONERA, the work of NACA and of 
the Deutsche Forschungsanstalt fur Luft- und Raumfahrt at Braunschweig have now led us to 
a fairly broad knowledge of the problems connected with boundary layer and flow control. 
A large number of full scale flight experiments and the practical application in production 
aeroplanes have clearly shown the merits and problems of the various artificial lift- 
augmentation systems. 

The knowledge in this field has been described in various summarising surveys. The 
most important of these (see list of references) are the book of G.V. Lachmann1, several 
papers of J. Williams2 -3-1,.5>6, ph. Poisson-Quinton7-8 and H. Schlichting9-10, see also 
References 11, 12 and 13. A survey over the German contributions to the boundary layer 
and flow control problem has been given in a lecture at the von Karman Institute in 1967 
(see Reference 14). 

The present lecture is intended to give an introductory survey over the problems of 
boundary layer and flow control. Starting with a description of the physical principles 
of boundary layer and flow control, the various methods of increasing lift are illustrated 
by typical test results. Further, the basic problems of wind-tunnel testing and theoretical 
calculation are mentioned. Hie practical application and some results of flight tests are 
finally discussed. 

The reader, who is interested in a more detailed treatment of special questions will 
find this in the original papers of the various authors listed in the list of references. 
Most of the figures of this paper are also taken from these original papers. 

2. VARIOUS METHODS FOR INCREASING MAXIMUM LIFT 

2.1 Flow Mechanism in the Vicinity of a 
Separation Point 

The wing section of an aeroplane has to combine low drag in the cruise attitude with 
high lift in the landing attitude. The simplest method to adapt the wing section to both 
conditions is to increase the angle of attack and to deflect a trailing edge flap in the 
landing attitude (see Figure 1). In this way we can use a low drag wing section for 
cruising. At high angles of attack and at high angles of flap deflection strong adverse 
pressure gradients occur near the wing nose and the flap hinge. Because of frictional 
losses the kinetic energy of the boundary layer material is not sufficient to overcome 
the pressure gradients and the flow separates from the wing surface. This is shown in 
Figure 2(a). 

The separation of the flow indicates an upper limit for the attainable lift coefficients. 
There are two basic methods available for preventing separation and augmenting maximum 
lift: 

(a) Removing of the low energy material from the boundary layer by suction through 
slots or holes (Fig.2(b)). 

(b) Acceleration of the boundary layer, for instance by blowing high energy flow into 
the boundary layer (Fig. 2(c)). 

A typical example for the second type of boundary layer control (BLC) is the so-called 
slotted flap. Sound flow from the lower surface of the wing is led to the upper surface 
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through a properly shaped slot and accelerates th-j boundary layer there. Double or even 
triple slotted flaps have proved themselves very effective. 

Anothc*' possibility to prevent boundary layer separation is Ihe moving wall, for 
instance a rotating cylinder, which accelerates the boundary layer material in the direc- 
tion of the main flow. The technical complexity of this method, however, makes a practical 
application difficult. A.A. Calderon15 has recently investigated this method and recom- 
mends its application for high lift wings. 

2.2 Boundary Layer Control by Suction 

A much simpler method to avoid the separation of the flow consists in sucking the 
decelerated material of the boundary layer through holes or slots into the interior of the 
wing. In this way sound flow from outside of the boundary layer is drawn near to the wall 
(Pig.2(b)). If the suction is strong enough the separation of the boundary layer can 
completely be avoided. The lift coefficients, which are predicted by potential flow theory 
can thus be achieved. 

For practical applications, the energy for the suction has to be supplied by a separate 
power unit, in order to keep the required power as small as possible, we must find the 
most effective arrangement for the suction system. We have to aim for the highest possible 
lift increment with the least possible sucked in quantity of air. The latter is usually 
defined by the volume parameter 

CQ 
Q 

where Q is the quantity of air sucked in, \lo   the velocity of the main flow and S 
the wing area. 

If the air is sucked through very small slots or through very fine holts, which are 
properly distributed in the region where separat; n is imminent, only very small volume 
parameters are necessary to prevent separation. Two typical examples arc- shown in 
Figures 3 and 4. Figure 3 shows how the distribution of the suction slot affects the 
required volume parameter cö , which is necessary to achieve a certain lift. In Figure 
4 areas of perforated skin in the region of steep pressure gradients are used for suction. 
Appreciable lift increments were achieved, as it is shown by the wind tunnel results. An 
example for suction through one discrete slot is shown in Figure 5. Typical results of 
this wing are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 

2.3 Boundary Layer Control by Blowing 

The most important method of boundary layer control for practical applications is 
without doubt boundary layer control by blowing. 

A very thin jet of high velocity is blown out of a narrow slot parallel to the wall. 
The slots are situated in the zone of high adverse pressure gradients near the knee of a 
trai ling-edge or nose-flap or near the wing nose as it is shown in Figures 8 and 9. The 
intensity of the jet is defined by the momentum coefficient 

c 
mJVJ 

where nij  is the mass flow per second and Vj the jet velocity. 

The high velocity jet accelerates the fluid in the boundary layer and by mixing pro- 
cesses a boundary layer profile is developed, which can withstand the adverse pressure 
gradient for a considerable distance. If the momentum coefficient is large enough, 
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separation can completely be avoided. Typical examples for the lift increments obtained 
by this method are shown in Figures 10, 11 and 12. If the lift is plotted against c 
(see Figure ll), we can clearly distinguish two regions of different slope in each of the 
curves, at first a very steep lift increase until the theoretical lift after dauert is 
reached and then E less steep further lift increase above the theoretical value, which is 
caused by supercirculation. The momentum coefficient c . , which is necessary to achieve 
the theoretically predicted lift depends strongly on the width of the blowing slot. Ulis 
is shown in Figure 11. It is obviously better to blow with high pressure and high jet 
velocities through a very thin slot (about lmm and less) instead of blowing large quanti- 
ties of air through big slots with low pressure. This result was also found from boundary 
layer considerations (see Reference 16). Another reason to use high pressure air consists 
in the more continuous distribution of jet momentum along the span of a wing, which is 
very difficult to obtain with a low pressure system. In most practical applications a 
choked slot is used. A large number of further wind cunnel test results are accumulated 
in the various papers, which are listed in the list of references. 

2.4 Circulation Control by Blowing 

In Figure 11 it was shown that the lift coefficient of an aerofoil can be increased 
beyond the theoretical value of the potential flow theory, if the momentum coefficient 
becomes higher than the critical value c . . This additional lift increment is much 
higher than the reaction force of the jet and this is due to super-circulation. The 
momentum of the additional momentum coefficient is equivalent to an enlargement of the 
mechanical flap. In a similar way lift can be produced by supercirculation, if simply a 
jet without any mechanical flap is blown out of a slot in the trailing edge of a wing 
section (see Figure 13). In the same figure is shown how auch a "jet flap" changes the 
pressure distribution over the wing. 

Whilst for BLC only a very small amount of air is blown through the slot, it is in 
principle possible to blow the whole thrust of the engines through the slot of a jet 
flapped aeroplane. 

For i jet flapped aeroplane the ground effect may become very important. Considerable 
lift losses occur, if the wing comes too near to the ground. This is shown in Figure 14. 

3. WIND TUNNEL TECHNIQUE 

After the description of some of the physical principles of boundary layer and flow 
control a few words should be told about the problems ot testing blowing and suction models 
in wind tunnels. 

The difficulties of wind tunnel testing, when high cL values have to be measured, 
are well known. The problem is to combine high Reynolds numbers with small tunnel inter- 
ference effects. These two conflicting requirements can only be fulfilled, if we can use 
a very big and if possible pressurised wind tunnel. In most other cases, we can only 
choose between low Reynolds number or high wind tunnel interference, which both lead to 
questionable results. This problem becomes very severe, when strong jet flaps have to be 
investigated. 

An additional problem is connected with the air supply for blowing and suction models. 
The air has to be fed into (or out of) the model by a duct system in such a manner, that 
no forces from the supply system can actuate on the wind tunnel balance. For suction 
models flexible pipes have to be used and it is necessary to calibrate the balance very 
carefully in order to avoid any interferences. A typical test rig for suction models or 
for blowing models, which use low pressure air, is shown in Figure 15. A much more satis- 
factory arrangement can be used, if high pressure blowing is to be tested. In this case 
air bearing connectors can be used by which the air is fed into the model without trans- 
ferring any forces to the balance. A typical test rig for three component measurements 
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is shown in Figure 16. The air bearing connector itself is shown in Figure 17. These 
elements are rather simple for three component measurements; they became very complicated 
for 6 component balances. Such air bearing conaectors have been developed by the Royal 
Aircraft Establishment (see References 2, 17 and 18). 

Additional problems arise, if ground effects have to be measured. For low lift 
coefficients it is normally sufficient to simulate the ground by a fixed plate in the wind 
tunnel, neglecting the effect of the boundary layer on this plate. For wings with blowing, 
especially for jet flapped wings, the ground effect is overestimated with a fixed plate 
and a moving ground has to be used in order to avoid the boundary layer efiects on the 
ground, which can change the character of the flow completely in extreme cases. A typical 
comparison of results achieved with fixed and moving ground is shown in Figure 14. The 
installation of such a moving ground is rather complicated. An example is shown in 
Figure 16. 

4. THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF  c^A , cQA  AND 
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION 

A large number of experimental data concerning boundary layer and flow control have 
been accumulated in the past years. Although it is possible with the help of these results 
to design projerly a BLC or jet flapped-wing by experience, it remains rather unsatisfac- 
tory, that a thorough theoretical treatment of the whole problem is still lacking. 

Nevertheless, many special problems, such as the mixing processes of a wall jet and the 
boundary layer of a main flow have been dealt by various authors, for instance by 
P. Carriere, E. Eichelbrenner, Ph. Quinton-Poisson8, see also Reference 19 and 20, and 
there are first approaches to calculate the critical momentum coefficient and mass flow 
parameters for complete boundary layer control. The pressure distribution over a i-wo- 
dimensional jet flapped wing has been calculated by D.A. Spence21 and A. Das22 has extended 
this theory to finite wings of arbitrary planform and momentum distribution. Typical 
examples are shown in Figures 18 and 19. W. Pechau23,24 has calculated the most effective 
distribution of perforated area for boundary layer control by suction. Typical wings, 
which were designed with the help of this method are shown in Figures 4, 28 and 29. 

A first attempt for the theoretical prediction of the critical momentum coefficient 
c^A for complete boundary layer control was made by F. Thomas16. The idea of this method 
is demonstrated in Figures 20, 21 and 22. The momentum coefficient is expressed in form 
of a momentum thickness, and from systematic boundary layer measurements in the mixing 
region (Fig.20) an empirical law for the mixing losses was found (Fig.21). The remaining 
net momentum is then calculated by boundary layer theory (Fig.22). A more detailed des- 
cription of the nethod is given in Reference 16. Gersten and Lohr25 have applied this 
method to combined boundary layer control at the wing nose and the trailing edge flap 
(Fig.23). A remarkable result is the prediction of the influence of the slot width on the 
critical momentum coefficient. A similar method was developed for BLC by suction through 
a slot by K.O. Arnold26. 

5. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF BLC AND JET FLAP 
FOR STOL AIRCRAFT 

The methods for lift augmentation, which have been described in the preceeding chapters 
are of different value, if there practical application is considered. Low power require- 
ments, simplicity of design and maintenance, low weight and cost and high reliability are 
of great importance for any lift augmentation system. In this respect the leading edge 
slot and the single, double or triple slotted trailing edge flap have so many advantages, 
that they are still the mostly used system. Typical examples for this type of STOL aero- 
planes are shown in Figure 24. Propeller slipstream and jet deflection (see Figure 25) 
are often combined with such flap systems. 
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Boundary layer control by suction and blowing are Quite different in their practical 
application. Boundary layer control by suction was successfully investigated in flight 
test already in the late thirties. Typical results are shown in Figures 26 and 27. A 
large number of research aeroplanes of similar shape and size have been flight-tested 
since then (see Figures 28 and 29, and Reference 27). Although considerable reductions 
in take-off and landing distances were obtained, the suction system has never been applied 
to production aeroplanes. The reasons for this are several disadvantages of this system 
compared with the blowing system, for instance: a separate pump is required for the suction, 
the possible pressures are lev and, therefore, very thick ducts are needed, the proper 
distribution of suction intensity is difficult to achieve, perforations are difficult to 
be manufactured and sensitive to rough treatment. Nearly all test aeroplanes have, there- 
fore, been conventional aeroplanes with piston engines and rather thick aerofoils; The 
only exception known to the author were flight tests carried out with an F-86 fight r, 
which used suction through perforated area in the flap knee28«29. 

Boundary layer control by blowing has considerable advantages especially for jet pro- 
pelled aeroplanes. If the engine is properly chosen, there is no need of a special pump 
for the air supply because the blowing air is simply taken away from the compressor of 
the engine. The blowing air has rather a high pressure so that thin ducts are possible. 
High temperatures of the air avoid icing problems and if choked slots are applied there is 
no problem to obtain the proper momentum distribution along span. The simplicity and 
effectiveness of this reliable system has led to a wide spread use in production aeroplanes. 
A typical example is shown in Figure 30. A thorough description of the investigation of 
the BLC system for a Marine fighter aircraft is given by Poisson-Quinton and Jacquignon30 

(see also Figure 31). Further examples are described by J. Williams and S.F.J. Butler6, 
see also Reference 31, 32 and 33. 

The advantage of using boundary layer control instead of double slotted flaps is shown 
in Figures 32 and 33 for a typical transport aeroplane (see also Reference 34). 

A special research aircraft for the investigation of the jet flap scheme has been built 
and tested by Hunting Aircraft. Although useful results were obtained it seems not likely 
that a pure jet flap aeroplane will be produced in the near future. Most aeroplanes with 
BLC by blowing produce, however, a considerable amount of additional lift by surer- 
circulation. 

6. SUMMARY 

It was neither intended nor possible to give a complete account of the rather wide 
field of boundary layer and flow control within this short lecture. The main idea of the 
lecture was to give an introduction into this field, which helps the non-specialist to 
recognize the basic problems and the possibilities of boundary layer and flow control for 
aircraft design. The various problems such as the physical behaviour of the boundary 
layer with suction or blowing, wind tunnel techniques, ground effect, theoretical approaches 
and practical applications were demonstrated with a series of more or less arbitrarily 
chosen figures from various authors. The possibility of using many already existing 
figures of the Aerodynamics Institute of DFL Braunschweig explains the fact, that in this 
paper a rather large proportion of the presented examples and results are of German origin. 
I should like, therefore, to draw the attention of the reader to the list of references, 
which, although by no means complete, will help to find access to the large amount of work 
which was not specially mentioned here. 
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TEXT FOR FIGURES 

Fig. 1   Various methods to increase the lift by boundary layer control 

a) High angle of attack 

A) climhX  without high lift aids 

B) cL Bax with high lift aids 

(T) slat 

(2) nose-flap 

(?) BLC by suction 

(T) BLC by blowing 

b) High angle of trailing edge flap deflection 

A) without trailing edge flap deflection 

B) with trailing edge flap deflection 

C) with trailing edge flap deflection and BLC 

(7) slotted trailing edge flap 

(2) BLC by suction 

(T) BLC by blowing 

Fig. 2   Boundary layer in the vicinity of a separation point without and with BLC 

a) without BLC 

b) prevention of separation by suction 

c) prevention of separation by blowing 

S = boundary layer thickness 

A - Separation : (du/dy)w = 0 

Fig. 3   Lift increment AcL max for various positions of suction ar 39 

Fig.4 Lift increment of aerofoil Go 817 with distributed suction from wind tunnel 
*"sts (W.Wuest37) 

cQ   =   Q/SVo, 

-0     cQ   =    0 

-+    cQ   =   0.003 

-A    cQ   =    0.OO6 

Fig.   5 Cross section of a NACA 66u A 421 wing model with one suction slot at the 
trailing edge flap.     (K.O.Arnold26) 

a) interchangeable trailing edge    (s - 1.5 nun ,   Ax = 20 mm) 

b) suction chamber 

c) spacer 

d) transition wires 

e) sealing 
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Pig.  6 Results of three-component measureme; ts of a NACA 66„ A 421 suction wing. 
(K.O.Arnold26) 

ca CQ 

O 0 

A 0.0144 

• 0.0180 

□ 0.0262 

0 0.0292 

A 0.0351 

Fig.  7 Lift curve   c^ (7^)   without suction and   cLA C\)   without separation for a 
NACA 664 A 421 suction wing  (K.O.Arnold26). 

..  Theory after M. dauert 
a 

-o  - 1° 

-a  4° 

-0  9° 

-A  14° 

Pig. 8   Typical positions of blowing slots 

a) blowing siot at the nose of the profile 

b) blowing slot at the nose of the trailing edge flap 

c) blowing slot in front of the trailing edge flap 

d) pressure distribution in potential flow 

e) region of adverse pressure gradients 

Pig. 9   Effect of blowing over the trailing edge flap. 

a) separated flow without blowing 

b) attached flow with blowing 

c) pressure distribution with   nj   and without   (7)   blowing 

d) flow mechanism near the blowing slot 

Pig.10        Increase of lift by blowing over the trailing edge flap (J.Williams3). 

Fig.11 a) Lift increase by blowing over the trailing edge flap for   a = const 
(F.Thomas16) 

AcLth   after H.dauert. 

b) Comparison of the critical momentum coefficient   c .  (T^)   with other results: 

C       J.Williams3 s/c     = 0.33 x  10'3 

AoV   ONERA8 = 0.25 x  10"3 

A ▼     ONERA7 

o       F.Thomas16 = 1.7   x 10"3 

///     Schwier7 = 5 ~ 7 x 10"3 
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Pig.12        Effect of blowing at the nose and at the trailing edge flap on lift and pitching 
moment for a NACA 0010 wing section with   7^ = 60°    flap deflection (K.Gersten 
and R.Löhr25). 

 •  
■      °>M    Z -    0 

0 0. 01 

0.05 

V 0.10 

T 0.20 

Fig. 13 Pressure distribution of a jet-flapped aerofoil 

a) without blowing 

b) with blowing 

Fig. 14 Ground effect for blowing wings (K.Gersten and R.Löhr25) 

cM 0 0.6 1.0 2.0 

Moving Ground o D A O 

Fixed Ground ■ A ♦ 

Fig. 15        Test rig for suction and blowing of low pressure air (K.O.Arnold18). 

a) blower   Apg = 1800 kp/m2 ;    Q = 23 m3/min 

b) mass flow meter 

c) pipe for calibration 

d) throttles 

e) flexible pipe 

Fig. 16        Test rig for high pressure blowing including ground effect.  (K.Gersten and 
R.Löhr25). 

a) wing 

b) air bearing connector (see Fig. 17). 

c) contact indicator 

d) valves for   c^K   and   c^, 

e) endplate 

f) moving belt 

g) wing NACA 0010 with nose and flap blowing   ck/c = 0.257 ;    Sj^/c = 0.0017 
sk/c = 0.0018 . 

Fig. 17 Air bearing connector for three-component measurements (F.Thomas16). 

a) air bearing (0.06 mm) 

b) connected with wing and balance 

c) fixsd to the ground 

d) contact indicator 
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22 
Pig. 18        Lift and pitching moment for a rectangular wing with jet flap (A.Das    ). 

aspect ratio   A - 4.5 . jet wo^le   ^j = 30° 

 o      Experiment Piv}DS 

Theory Q»S 

Fig.19        Lift distribution of a delta wing with jet flap 

a) Total lift   cL   depending on   c^ 

(0 after A.Das:2,  aspect ratio   A - 1.88 . 

(D after Malavard38. aspect ratio   A = 2.32 . 

b) Lift distribution for delta wing with   A = 1.88 

(7) with constant jet velocity   v,    along span 

(n) with constant momentum coefficient   c^ ~ v?s/c   along span. 

Pig.20        Velocity profiles In the boundary layer behind a blowing slot fcr a velocity 
ratio of   vJ/u00=8    (P.Thomas16). 

Momentum loss thickness : 

lfWPJÜ puflL, - u)dy 

Augmentation of momentum thickness due to jet 

/    uv 

*j * V i1  ■ vf 

Pig.21 Momentum efficiency   -fy   of the blowing jet as a function of the velocity r^.tio 
Vj/Ua,    (P.Thomas16) 

%(*) 
"J 

® © © Vj/U^ 

© 
© 

s   =    1.3 mm 

U„ =   40 m/s 

=    20 m/s 

= 120 m/s 

V 2 

□ B 3 

0 ♦ 4 

A ▲ L 6 

▼ 8 
L 

o   flapped wing    ith    \- 0   and    s = 0.5 mm 
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Flg. 22        Estimation of the critical momentum coefficient   c  .    for avoiding separation 
on the flap (F.Thomas16). 

A.  separation without blowing 

total momentum input: i*jS = 0.5(1 - U/Vj)c Ac 

required net input: i*G = 0.85(1 - Ü/vj)i»j8 

critical momentum coefficient 

<>A =2J 

c 0.85(1 - U/Vj)' 

*Q   is calculated by boundary l*i/er theory. 

Fig.23   Estimation of the critical momentum coefficients c „A and c »A for nose and 
trailing edge blowing (K.Gersten and R.Löhr25). 

A. separation point 

B. blowing slit 

S.  stagnation point 

Fig.24 Take off and landing distances for the Do 27 (single engine) and Do 28 (twin 
engine) STOL-Aeroplanes with fixed slat and slotted trailing edge flaps. 

Fig.25 Various jet deflection systems. 

Fig.26        First flight tests with boundary layer control at Göttingen 1938. 

Fig.27 Results of flights with suction for three STOL Aeroplanes at Göttingen 1938. 

- - - -    without suction 

  with suction 

Fig.28   Flight test results for the RW 3a aeroplane with nose suction.  (F.Schwarz35). 

Fig.29   Flight test results for the Dornier Do 27 aeroplane with nose suction. 
(F. Schwarz and W.Wuest36). 

\=-    0°: 

V   =    flap deflection cQ   =   Q/VaS 

o    cQ = 0 ■%   =    45°: 

+ = 1.5 x  10"3 

A = 2.04 x  10"3 

o    cQ = 0 

2.04 x  10"3 

Fig.30 Lift augmentation by BLC at the nose and the trailing edge flap for the F-104 
aircraft.     (M.W.Kelly,  W.H.Tolhurst,  Jr..   R. L.Maki32). 
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Fig.31 Wind tunnel results for the "Etendard IV M" aeroplane with BLC by blowing 
(Ph.Poisson-ftiinton and IL Jacquignon30). 

\ stability litdit 

v= o 

Vt - 30° 

Vx - 30° 

V2 = 40° 

V2 - 4ti° 055 

Pig.32 Take off and landing distance depending on thrust used for blowing for a typical 
transport aeroplane with an aspect ratio of   A = 8 , wing loading   W/S = 300 
kp/m2   and total thrust per weight ratio of   T + Tg/W = 50%   (G.Streit and 
P. Thomas3"). 

a) tcke off distance 

b) ground roll distance 

c) landing distance with flare out: T = 0 

d) landing distance without flare out: T 4 0 ; 6 = 120° 

Pig.33   Take off and landing distance depending on total thrust for a typical transport 
aeroplane with an aspect ratio of A = 8 and wing loading W/S = 300 kp/n2. 
(G.Streit ard P.Thomas34). 

a) plain flaps with blowing 

b) double slotted flaps without blowing 

  with flare out: T = 0 

 no flare out: T \  o ; 6 -  120 
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TECHNIQUES FOR THE AERODYNAMIC TESTING OF V7STOL MODELS 

W.J.G.Trebble 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Wind tunnel testing of aerofoils, scaled aircraft models or their components dates 
back half a century and has been well established as a flexible and profitable method for 
carrying out essential basic research and guiding development. Throughout this period, 
there has been a continued improvement in test techniques to achieve satisfactory main- 
stream flow over the models, to facilitate accurate force measurements and pressure plot- 
ting, and to ensure adequate corrections for differences between models mounted in a 
tunnel and the full-scale aircraft in free fl .it. The advent of the V/STOL concept 
during the last two decades has demanded the development of specialised and novel techni- 
ques for model testing including complex model and rig designs to allow air to be ejected 
from or sucked into models. Appropriate test methods will be outlined bu.., for obvious 
reasons, the discussion will be mainly based on research in the United Kingdom though it 
is appreciated that parallel developments have been taking place elsewhere in Europe as 
well as in the USA. 

Attention is mainly concentrated on techniques required for lifting-jet or lifting-fan 
research though some mention is also made of the problems encountered with propeller 
driven V/STOL concepts. The need for adequate ground simulation is also considered as 
well as the desirability of special tunnels for V/STOL and high-lift research. 

2. JET-BLOWING RIGS 

For tunnel testing full-scale V/STOL aircraft or large models, the pumping system for 
blowing or suction can be installed in the model. However, most V/STOL testing must of 
necessity take place in relatively small tunnels using external air supplies which require 
the development of air-connectors which neither put physical constraints on the balance 
nor unduly interfere with the mainstream flow. 

2.1 Complete Model Rigs 

A tunnel equipped with a virtual-centre platform type balance is the simplest to aaapt 
for V/STOL testing as, for this type of balance, frictionless mountings about the pivot 
are unnecessary. Figure 1 shows a typical model arrangement in which an air-bearing 
connector (Fig.2) is located below the tunnel and is thus isolated from strut deflections. 
Alternative types of connector that may be used are canvas sleeves (Fig.3), metallic 
bellows (Fig.4) or a mercury seal (Fig.5). With all these systems care must be taken to 
avoid large induced mass flows up the strut-guard and to use air at constant temperature. 

Systems have also been developed for passing air into models suspended fror conventional 
balances where constraints about the pivot point cannot be tolerated. One method2 (Fig.6) 
is to mount an air-bearing on the axis of rotation of the model but outside the tunnel. 
The air connector from this air-bearing to the model passes over the tunnel and the pipe 
inside the tunnel is left exposed to the mainstream flow so that the model incidence can 
be varied. Figures 7-10 show models used on this rig which has the disadvantage of large 
corrections to drag and pitching moment arising from the supply-pipe. 
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An alternative supply system3 (Fig.11) is to pass air from a ring-main supply below 
the tunnel into eight equally spaced flexible tubes and hence into the base of the strut 
leading to the pressure-box (Pig.12) inside the model. This system is amenable to the 
provision of a strut-guard but a separate angle piece must be inserted in the air-supply 
for each incidence tested. 

2.2 Half-Models 

Half-models have the advantages that they can be made at larger scale than complete 
models and that the air feed problem is greatly simplified though, of course, the effects 
of sideslip cannot be studied. Two typical half-model rigs are illustrated in Figures 13 
and 14 for a conventional three-component balance and for a platform type virtual-centre 
balance respectively. The tunnel wall is used as a reflection plate but to keep the wing 
out of the boundary layer, either the fuselage width is increased or a false wall is 
mounted a little distance from the tunnel wall. In the latter case care must be taken to 
correctly monitor the flow past the model in a similar manner to that used for ground- 
effect measurements (see Section 4). 

2.3 Composite Rigs 

In V/STOL testing, slight inaccuracies in the measurement of the jet thrust can 
seriously affect accuracy with which the interference effects on the airframe can be de- 
termined. Consequently there is a need to know the airframe loads separately from the 
overall forces and moments. These can conveniently be obtained by supporting the fuselage 
shell and wings on a strain-gauge balance mounted on top of the variable incidence head of 
the supply strut (Fig. 15). If lifting-jets are carried on pods, it may be more advanta- 
geous to mount them separately from an overhead balance whilst the main model is supported 
on the lower balance (Fig.16). 

2.4 Strain-Gauge Balance Problems 

unless a platform type balance is available, strain-gauge balance rigs may well be pre- 
ferable for V/STOL testing, particularly for six-component measurements. The possibility 
of a variety of alternative support arrangements is a very attractive proposition from 
tare and interference considerations. Nevertheless there are problems such as reduced 
accuracy, balance interactions and zero drift which could be extremely troublesome if the 
temperature of the air supply was significantly different from ambient. 

An internal strain-gauge balance has been used for tests on a propeller slipstream 
model15 (Fig.17) with blown trailing-edge flaps (Fig.18) mounted on a braced vertical 
support tube attached to a turntable in the RAE 24 ft tunnel (Fig.19). With the air 
supply near ambient temperature the system worked very well but serious zero drifts were 
observed when high flow rates were pushed through the model as the higher pressurisation 
raised the temperature of the supply air to 20°C above ambient. 

More recently a strain-gauge balance has been incorporated in a shielded vertical 
strut6 (Fig.20) for testing the Jet-Nacelle model (Fig. 16). It was desi,; ied as a virtual- 
centre balance with the gauges located at stations for which the moduli were proportional 
to the distance from the virtual centre but; on initial test, large interactions were 
observed between the various components and repositioning of various gauges was necessary 
to reduce these interactions to an acceptable level. The associated air-connector 
(Fig.21) has been designed to deliver air with no net vertical or horizontal momentum. 
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3. JET EFFLUX AND INTAKE SIMULATION 

3.1 Basic Considerations 

Experience suggests that the parameter which must be correctly represented is PQ^Q^P^J 

where V0 and Vj are the velocities of the main stream and efflux and p0   and ps   are 
their respective densities; the effects of jet Reynolds number, jet to mainstream 
temperature ratio and jet pressure ratio appear to be of second order. However, the size 
and position of the jet relative to the surrounding planform is of crucial importance on 
the aerodynamic interferences. For intake representation, some distortion of inlet shape 
may be necessary at low Reynolds number to correctly simulate the inlet flow conditions. 

3.2 Blowing Duct Nozzle Design 

Blowing nozzles for jet-lift representation are quite complex as large mass-flow rates 
must be smoothly ejected from short nozzle lengths (2 diameters or less). High pressure 
air must be fed to a pressure-box inside the model and adequate baffling incorporated 
down-stream from the pressure-box to insure reasonably uniform flow in the efflux. Some 
simple pressure chambers are illustrated in Figure 22 in which plenum chambers are in- 
corporated in the design. Baffles were used in conjunction with resistance gauzes and a 
contraction ahead of the nozzle to give efflux distributions within ±5% of the mean jet 
velocity. 

For the P 1127 model (Fig.23), no plenum chamber was feasible and the air supply from 
the vertical strut was divided to provide the appropriate feed to the four rotatable 
nozzles. To ensure adequate representation, each nozzle had two sets of resistance gauzes 
and an arec contraction of 1.3:1 in the final turning cascade. With rotateable nozzles, 
the uniformity of the efflux must be verified throughout the angle range. 

On the Jet-Nacelle model11 (Figs. 24 and 25), each main wing constituted a pressure-box 
designed to pass 5 lb/sec at 10 atmospheres absolute through the slender hollow pylons to 
the nacelles. A variety of internal baffling arrangements have proved necessary according 
to the nozzle configuration but for the case of the single large-nozzle nacelles, it was 
also necessary to insert a honeycomb in the nozzle. 

3.3 Injector Units 

Injector units provide a convenient way to simultaneously represent the intake and 
exit flows in jet nacelles.  However, reduced exit velocities must be accepted if 
reasonable amounts of intake flow are to be induced by the injector and consequently 
mainstream speeds are lower to cover the same speed-ratio range. The reductions in jet 
efflux and mainstream speeds must not be so severe that the thrusts and interference 
loads cannot be measured accurately enough. 

The injector nacelle unit consists essentially of a cylindrical mixing tube (Fig.26) 
fed with compressed air ejected from slots in the trailing-edges of a cartwheel spoke 
arrangement of elliptic tubes near the front of the mixing tube. At the design pressure- 
ratio of 3^ atmospheres absolute, a mean efflux velocity of 650 ft/sec is attainable. 

3.4 Model Fan Units 

At RAE model fans have been used simply as a means of providing simultaneously both 
upper surface intake suction and lower surface jet efflux and no attempt has been made to 
represent specific configurations. 

Early experiments3 were made using electric motors to drive fans in fuselages and 
nacelles (Fig.27) and efflux velocities of some 120 ft/sec were available from 1 ft dia- 
meter ducts using a 6 h.p. motor. The motor-fan unit, having a length of one foot, was 
too long to fit vertically into a model wing and a scheme of driving fans through bevel 
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gears from a horizontally mounted motor has been devised' (Fig.28). By judicious 
location of the motors, multiple fan systems have been represented. 

Unfortunately, even with this latter system, electric motor units occupy large volumes 
inside the model but air-driven turbine fans have now been developed with a casing width 
little greater than the fan diameter (Pig.29 and 30). Mean efflux velocities of 300 ft/sec 
are available from 6 inch diameter hub driven turbine fans with air supplied at 4 
atmospheres absolute. Smaller fans of 3 inch diameter are now available but these are 
tip driven. 

More recently the use of hydraulic motors has revived favourable attention10. In the 
past such motors have been rejected because of the difficulty of supplying fluid at 2000 
to 3000 lb/in? without imposing physical constraints and also because of doubts as to 
whether the speed can he adequately controlled. Research on small motors (Pig.31) has 
shown that these problems are not insurmountable and that torques of up to 140 lb/in can 
be obtained from motors as small as 3% inches diameter and 4 inches long at rotational 
speeds from 0-6000 r.p.m. A typical pump-motor circuit is illustrated in Figure 32 where 
two pumps in parallel are used to drive a single motor. One pump has a fixed stroke 
whilst the other has variable stroke so that any motor speed between the sum and differ- 
ence of the pump speeds can be obtained. The entire drive system is extremely compact 
(Fig.33) compared with the control system required for electric motors or the compressors 
required for turbines. The problem of frictionless connections in the supply system can 
be overcome by the use of flexible ball and socket joints which have been successfully 
used in the two layouts shown in Figure 34 

3.5 Air-Cushion-Vehicles11 (Fig.35) 

The adequate representation of A.C.Vs is very difficult as the aerodynamics of the 
upper and lower surfaces as well as the internal aerodynamics are so intimately connected 
that inaccurate representation of one design feature could affect the aerodynamics of 
distant components. In order to fully understand the aerodynamics it is recommended that 
three models should be built, viz: - 

(a) an intake model for the upper surface aerodynamics; 
(b) an efflux model to study the air-cushion; 

and (c) a composite model to check the interference effects. 

3.6 Jet-Nacelle Model Design (Fig.24) 

The jet-nacelle model already mentioned is an extremely complex model and its design 
is worthy of further study. Propulsive, lift/thrust and pure-lift jet units can be disposed 
in underslung nacelles. The high aspect-ratio wing of moderate sweepback is provided with 
knee blowing slots for leading-edge and trailing-edge flaps (Fig.36). As the hollow wings 
are used as ducts to transport compressed air to the nacelles the boundary layer control 
(BLC) ducts are incorporated in the flaps. Great care is necessary to minimise distortion 
in the BLC nozzles which are tapered from 0.004 to 0.008 in at the trailing edge (TE) and 
from 0.002 to 0.004 in at the leading edge, the width being regulated with graded spacers. 

4. GROUND SIMULATION 

Over the years many techniques have been developed for the investigation of ground 
effect on models. These have generally used a stationary reflection plate and some doubt 
has always arisen from the presence of the plate boundary layer which does not simulate 
full-scale conditions. To overcome this difficulty, an elaborate moving-belt ground rig 
(Fig.37) has been developed at RAE12 for running at speeds up to 90 ft/sec over a pair of 
one foot diameter rollers located 9% feet apart in an lVk x 8& ft tunnel (Fig.38). As a 
lower balance is used, models are inverted and the lower surface of the rig is the "ground". 
The endless moving-belt of 3/16 in overall thickness is 7 ft 10 in wide and 22 ft long; 
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the outer panels of the li!4 ft wide rig are stationary. In order to ensure flat running, 
suction must be applied to hold the ground onto the main box construction of the rig not 
only to overcome the gravitational effects but also to counter local negative pressure 
regionp arising from aerodynamic interference effects. Boundary layer characteristics 
above the moving-ground (Pig.39) are very close to those pertaining to flight conditions. 

The belt speed can accurately be determined by using an electronic timer to measure the 
time interval for a narrow metallic mirror attached to the belt to move between two 
photo-electric cell units on the backing plate. Wind speed is more difficult to determine 
accurately and involves a detailed calibration of both air-passages with pitot-static 
tubes before a model is installed and then monitoring the flow-rate in the "scrap" part 
of the tunnel when the model is rigged; model drag will force more air into the "non- 
operating" passage. The relevant air speed at the model can then be determined provided 
the mass-flow rate ahead of the ground is also known. 

This moving-ground rig has been used for investigations on a variety of models (Fig.40) 
and the ground effect on lift for these configurations, with the ground moving and 
stationary, can be seen in Figures 41-45. Overall these results justify the use of a 
fixed ground-plate over a much wider range than could reasonably have been expected. 
Only in the extreme Jet-Flap13, lu case is the presence of the extraneous boundary layer 
seen to significantly influence the ground effect on the aerodynamics. It would therefore 
be preferable, in general, to make the tests on a conventional ground-board at higher 
values of the Reynolds number but if CL -values in excess of 5 are required from a blown- 
flap configuration then a moving-belt rig should be used. 

5. WIND-TUNNELS AND OTHER FACILITIES 

5.1 Restrictions Imposed by Use of Conventional Tunnels 

Most V/STOL research has been made in tunnels of cross-section betweei 10 x 7 and 
13 x 9 ft with the result that Reynolds numbers are of necessity rather low so that tunnel 
interference effects can be kept to a tolerable level. In USA Heyson has made a theore- 
tical investigation of V/STOL model corrections and has concluded that it is the fore and 
aft variation of wall induced interference rather than its absolute size that is the main 
limitation on model size. This limits the span of a V/STOL model to less than half the 
tunnel width as against the two thirds usually regarded as acceptable for conventional 
models. 

Although high Reynolds number is a very desirable feature it should not be attained by 
testing at excessive speed, particularly if leading-edge flap blowing is being investigated 
as this may result in serious errors in the measured CL -values (Fig.46). The explanation 
for this is that extremely low pressure regions can be carried on the wing at high CL and 
thus locally very high air velocities may accrue leading to compressibility effects at the 
higher test speeds even though the free-stream Mach-Number is as low as 0.2 (Fig,47). 

5.2 V/STOL Tunnels 

The first attempts to provide special facilities for V/STOL testing involved the 
installation of a second test section in the return circuit of existing wind-tunnels as 
for example in the NASA Langley 10 x 7 ft tunnel which now also has a 17 ft square section. 
For such modifications great care must be taken to ensure that the flow is of acceptable 
quality in both test sections. 

During the past few years special V/STOL tunnels have been constructed such as the BAC 
18 ft square tunnel and the Hawker Siddeley 15 ft square tunnel in England. For economic 
reasons both have been built out in the open and, as they are of the non-return circuit 
type, this has resulted in some limitation of their use in adverse weather conditions. 
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Tunnels of a more sophisticated nature are now under active consideration and one of 
the main parameters influencing their design is the test Reynolds number which should be 
at least 6 x 106 based on wing chord for high lift representation1''. This would imply 
the need for a tunnel 20 x 20 ft with a top speed of 300-350 ft/sec and the capability of 
pressurisation up to 3 atmospheres absolute (Pig.48). For flexible VTOL testing a larger 
atmospheric tunnel would be preferable and a section 30 x 20 ft is suggested with a work- 
ing s^eed range from 15 ft/sec to 250 ft/sec (Fig.49). A second, larger test section 
could also be incorporated in the design for very low speed research. A tunnel of this 
type was put into operation by the Lockheed Georgia Company at llarrietta last year. 

5.3 Tracks 

The idea of making aerodynamic measurements on a moving model in still air rather than 
on a stationary model in an air-stream is by no means new and outdoor facilities of this 
type have been in existence for many years (e.g. at Pendine Sands in UK or China Lake, 
California USA).  In each case several miles of accurately laid railway line has provided 
a track for a high-speed sledge which is normally rocket-powered but the natural air- 
currents in the atmosphere would preclude their use at the low speeds required for V/STOL 
on any but the calmest days. On the other hand, an enclosed facility requires a very 
long building so that steady conditions can be attained for a significant period of time. 
For either type of facility extremely smooth running is essential if the aerodynamic loads 
are not to be obscured by the transient gravitational loads imposed by the track. 

A 750 ft long track enclosed in a building 35 ft high and 30 ft wide has been built at 
Princeton University19 primarily to investigate the behaviour of freely pivoted dynamic 
models but it can also be used for steady state measurements on restrained models. For 
dynamic similarity, the ratio of gravitational to aerodynamic forces must be the same as 
for the full-scale vehicle whilst the radius of gyration must also be correctly scaled. 
The resultant motions are then in a "quickened" time scale which is proportional to the 
square root of the linear scale (i.e. for a ninth scale model, an event would occur in 
one third the time taken full-scale) and hence velocities must be represented at only a 
third of the full-scale value. The track can be operated at steady speeds up to 40 ft/sec 
but additionally, at lower speeds, horizontal accelerations as high as 0.6g can be 
represented. Power is transmitted via rails and by bushes to three-phase electric motors 
in the model which drive either propellers or fans. This track has proved to be very 
useful and models representing helicopters, tilt-wing VTOLs and Gound Effect Machines 
have been successfully tested at model weights between 20 and 50 lb. 

5.4 Whirling Arm 

The old N.P.L. whirling arm has recently been installed at the College of Aeronautics 
specifically for research on "ram wings"16 but such a facility could also be used for 
research on V/STOL models, particularly for studies of the effects of gusts and transient 
conditions. Unfortunately, the device has certain inherent problems of which the most 
important is that the low pressure wake shed by the rotating arm reduces the air speed 
being represented to a value significantly less than the physical speed of the model. 
Also, of course, the circular track implies a spanwise velocity gradient and, furthermore, 
corrections must be applied for the centrifugal forces. 

6. PROPELLERS 

6.1 Deflected Slipstream and Tilt-Wing 

Various models have been built to represent these methods of attaining V/STOL flight 
on propeller aircraft. At RAE a composite model (Fig.51 and 52) was built with 4 14^-in 
diameter propellers individually driven by 7 h.p. electric motors carried in nacelles 
under the wing; for propeller models, the scale is usually determined by the size of 
motor available as this fixes the minimum size of the nacej]es. "ue wing is equipped with 
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a 30% chord sliding flap and a 30% chord slotted flap for the deflected slipstream 
configuration hut the sliding flap is locked closed for the tilt-wing representation. 
With the balance b?low the model (or above if the model is inverted) it is not practical 
to represent 90° tilt as the slipstream would then be blowing directly onto the balance 
but test have been made at deflections of up to 60°. 

6.2 Measurement of Propeller Torque and Thrust 

For V/STOL operation propellers must be designed to operate efficiently at much lower 
forward speeds than those pertaining to conventional aircraft and, for air-cushion-vehicles, 
some parts of the flight plan require efficient thrust control even in a tail wind. It 
is therefore necessary to investigate propeller characteristics on a rig Such as that 
shown in Figure 53 which shows a 15G0 h.p. variable frequency electric motor mounted in a 
nacelle on a pylon in the RAE 24 ft tunnel. The normal drag balance is used to measure 
the propeller thrust whilst the power absorption is measured on wattmeters with due 
allowance made for electric losses of the motor. 

On a smaller scale, model characteristics have been determined by the use of the rig 
illustrated in Figure 54. A small electric motor is carried on two ball-races inside a 
nacelle and a strain-gauge link from the motor to the outer casing permits the measurement 
of torque. The complex hub fittings (Fig.55) allow a selection of predetermined blade 
angles to be set but these cannot be varied during a test-run. 

6.3 Tunnel Interference 

Tunnel walls can cause severe constraints on the large core slip-stream generated by 
rotors at large angles of sideslip and, at the University of Washington, Rae17 has made a 
detailed study of the limiting conditions that can be truly represented for a given 
propeller-tunnel geometry (Fig.56). This research shows that, at very low forward speeds, 
there is some forward jiovemcnt of the flow along the tunnel floor and interferences in- 
volving flow breakdown must be assumed to be present and these are not amenable to 
theoretical treatment. 

In addition to wall-constraint effects, some uncertainty arises in any wind-tunnel 
propeller investigation from the possibility that the pressure field generated by the 
propellers may upset the reference pressure system used to determine the air speed. The 
use of a 1.6 ft diameter propeller in an 11& x 8% ft tunnel at RAE has shown that this 
can create large errors in the speed determination when the propeller is deflected 
(Figs.57 and 58).  It is recommended that the pressure tappings should be in the roof if 
the propellers are yawed and in the sides when the propellers are pitched. 

7. OSCILLATORY AERODYNAMIC DERIVATIVES 

The study of the aerodynamic damping on V/STOL models can be made either by using a 
free oscillation or a forced oscillation technique but whichever method is used, there is 
the problem of passing large quantities of air into an oscillating model. This requires 
a frictionless air-support assembly capable of movement through a range of some is0 

without varying the flow rate. One such device for measurement of damping in ya# (Fig.59) 
has an inner component attached rigidly to the model support strut (which is firmly 
earthed) and an outer component moving with the model.  Vertical forces are supported by 
two annular air-bearing surfaces in the lower part of the assembly whilst horizontal forces 
are sustained by two tapered bearings at the top of the assembly; pitching and rolling 
moments are sustained jointly by all four bearings. 

For the free oscillation technique, springs, attached to the wall, are connected by 
thin piano wires to flexure hinges on the tail spar; a range of spring size enables vari- 
ations to be made in the period of oscillation. An air-gap transducer is used to indicate 
the model angular position and the amplified output indicates the decay of the yawing 
oscillation on an ultra-violet recorder. 
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In practice it has been found that the aerod ' asiic damping is dependent on the 
amplitude of oscillation and consequently forced oscillations of constant amplitude are 
desirable.    A rig has been developed at RAE18 in which the model is constrained to 
oscillate in a sinusoi    1 motion and the instantaneous loads on a strain-gauge balance 
are plotted against time on an electronic recorder which simultaneously indicates the 
rotational position of the model.    Aerodynamic stiffness and damping are obtained by 
resolving the balance outputs into components in phase with and in quadriture with the 
motion. 
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EARTH   
SUPPORT FRAME 

CANVAS - HOSE 
CONNECTOR 

AUTOMATIC TURNTASUJ 
WITH   AIR   SEALS 

THREE   SIMPLE    NECKED 
CANVAS -HOSE* CONNECTORS 

Pig.3  Multiple simple-connector system for a virtual-centre balance rig 
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METALLIC  BELLOWS 

HIMSA.L   RING) 

MOMENT   PLATFORM   OF 
' VIRTUAL- CENTRE 
BALANCE 

Fig. 4     Arrangement of metallic bellows for virtual-centre balance rig.     (David Taylor 
Model Basin, USA) 
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MOOCL SUPPORTED   FROM BALANCE 
IN   A  CONVENTIONAL    MANNER 

_ STRUT   HEAD WITH   AUTOMATIC 

VERTICAL ALIGNMENT   OVER 

AN    INCIDENCE    RAN« 

MERCURY   SEAL 

wzfci g£" 
AIR 

EARTH 

Fig.5  Complete-model rig with mercury-seal connector 
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Fig. 6  Model installation in RAE 4 ft x 3 f l wird tunnel 
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Fig.9  Details of internal air ducting 
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Pig.10     Details of flaps and blowing nozzles 
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MOOEL   MOUNTED   BY FRICTIONLE5S 
BEARINGS  ON TWO  STRUTS 
AND A TAIL WIRE 

FALSE    WALL 

AIRF8EO   FIFE ON 
/CENTRE-LINE   OF 

ROTATION WITH 
AIR CONNECTOR 
OUTSIDE TUNNEL 

2= m  
7= '**- 

CLEARANCE    ABOUT   0-2 IN. 

Pig. 13     Horizontal half-model rig for a conve.aional overhead balance (NPL) 

»RACING   WIRES 

SMALL  CLEARANCE 
/ ABOUT   0>08 IN. 

TURNTABLE 

AIRFEED   PIPE   ON CENTttE-LINE 
OP  ROTATION  WITH   AIR   CONNECTOR 
OUTSIDE  TUNNEL 

Fig.14  Vertical half-model rig for a virtual-ctntre floor balance (RAE) 
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W>NG    SPÄH -     13 5   FT 
MEAN   CHORD     —     I 36 FT 
MEAN   t/c -    O IS 

ELECTRIC MOTOR 
AND  STEEL  FAN 

S- COMPONENT  CAGE   BALANCE 
AND INCIDENCE GEAR 

- O OOS IN   MEAN GAP 

(l.) GENERAL MODEL ARRANGEMENT ?LAP   AND   NOZZLE    DETAILS 

Fif.17  Aspect-ratio 10 model with trailing-edge flap blowing and propeller slipstream 

(bl MT TUNNEL RIG 

Pig. 18     Ar.pect-ratio 10 model with trailing-edge flap blowing and propeller slipstream 
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a) GENERAL MODEL ARRANGEMENT 

lb)  DUCTING AND NOZZLE DETAILS 

Pig.23  Hawker P.1127, l/10th scale model 
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(a) GENKRAL VIEW 

PYLON — 

90° CASCADE WITH 
1-6:1 CONTRACTION RATIO 

RETAINING  RING 

60% OPEN AREA 

36% OPEN AREA 

O 
i_ 

I 2 IN. 
_J 

(b) PRESSURE CHAMBER AND NOZZLE DETAILS 

Fig. 25     Typical ejector naceile for jet-efflux simulation 
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LATERAL 
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LONGITUDINAL 
SUPPL* 

run» 
t»«HT 

PiC. 34  Hydraulic coonectiocs used in balance interference tests 

Fig. 35  Schematic view of model. Note:- port nacelle and propeller not shown 
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'b   WINC   OVCT  AND   SIC    N02ZLC   DETAILS \ 

Pig. 36     RAE subsonic-transport jet-nacelle research aodel 

Pig.37     Moving-belt ground rig RAE 11% ft x 8%ft tunnel 
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Fig.38  Section of noving-belt ground rig 
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Fig.39  Ground boundary-layer profiles on moving-belt 
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Pig. 40     Model configurations tested with moving-belt ground rig 
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Pig. 41     Ground effect comparisons for subsonic jet-transport configuration 
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Pig.42  Ground effect comparisons for slender wing 
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Pig.43     Ground effect comparisons for jet-flap wing 
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Pig. 47  The effect of aainstreas speed on pressure distributions at 75% semispan, with 
L.E- blowing. Original L.E. arrangement, configuration Dx .  ,5 = 30°, 
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Fig. 48     Possible 20 ft x 20 ft high-lift/V/STOL pressurised wind-tunnel 
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Pig. 49     Possible 3Ü ft x 20 ft V/STOL/high-lift "atmospheric" wind-tunnel 
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Pig.51  Deflected slipstream model 

Fig. 52  Tilt-wing model 
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Fig.53     Propeller test rig 
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Pig.56(a)  Variation of pressure coefficient along «all under advancing blade 
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Pig.59     Details of air-bearing installation and automatic calibration equipment 

Pig.60     A.R.S jet-flap model in the RAE No. 1 1154ft wind tunnel 
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FLICIT  TESTING AN»  »   STOL HANPLIN6  »EQUIBEBENTS 

Paul P. Taggy 

1.   T/STM. FLIGBT  AS»  SIMULA?»»  TESTING   TECHMQltS 

I.1   Gaacepts of Swlatton 

on» is to vettare into an unknown region or icto an unknown experience about 
Hue* little is known and «here the unexpected can be disastrous, it is always prudent 
first tc attempt exrosare to a pseudo-experience «herein tue parameters of the environ- 
ment cam be explored in a safe Banner.    V/STOL flight represented s.icfe an unknoen 
emreroaneat at its inception soae le- years ago.    It was perhaps fortunate that the strong 
interest shown in V STOL flight at that tine «as acconpanied by a tremendous expansion of 
the vea of space flight research as eell as in poshing back the barriers of high speed 
flight,    la particular,  it «as net possible to progressively encounter the rigors of space 
flight wi thorn* be Lag sabjected at once to the coaplete <viri rennen t.    whereas the areas of 
I" SOT. and high speed flight ccniri be probed by increaental decreases and increases in 
flight speed, space flight daaaadad a short period steady acceleration vhich thrusts the 

pilot iaaui»iately into the fell rigors of his task.    As a result capable researchers 
to develop realistic aeaas by «hieb simulation of the environment and the associated 

tasks cosld be accoaplished to permit exposcre to these eleaents «ithout the risk of total 
savjectiom to the acted environment. 

It is act seaat tc imply that simulation is a ne* art.  but rather that the degree of 
yoaaistication «hich «as began in the fifties for aircraft simuiatio" «as «ell beyond that 
Mich had been accoaplished in any previous tine period.    The use of simulators to aid the 
desigrer east be viewed in the same light as the use of any model, whether structural, 
aerodynamic, or other to provide the necessary information for design purposes «bile the 
design derisions are being made.    A classical example of this procedure is the technique 
ased by the wrigHt Brothers in the designing of their successful airpi^ ■».    A diagram of 
their design techaiqase v shows in Figure 1.    Following the desire to fly,  a review of the 
available kaowledge car made, the vehicle «as designed and constructed, and the pilot- 
vehicle compatibility jrob!«c «as investigated in flight using unpowered gliders.    Tbe 
resalts evaluated were then fed back in the manner shown and the process «as repeated 
smti- a satisfactory vehicle «as developed.    Accounts of these efforts can be found in 
Reference !. 2 and 3. 

It is nit meant to imply in the preceding statements that V STCL flight is only ten 
«ears cf age.    VTOL flight,  represented primarily in the helicopter, dates back to the 
early can of the century.    STCL flight is a subject of definition and many light weight 
airrraf: operate at speeds «el! beicw thote for «hich «e are striving in present STOL 
vefe.rjes.    Definitions relating to these areas will be discussed in subsequent sections. 
the historical event to «hich we are referring for the last tec year period is that sudden 
flarry «hich produced a large nanüer of flight test beds and a considerable expenditure 
cf research effort in an attempt to bring into fruition successful V/STOL operational 
vehicles performing in both military and civil missions.     It is  lamentable that,  with few 
except cms. we have net yet accoaplished that task. 

In OUT present consideration of simulation let us consider a parallel process tc that 
of the aright Brothers,  ia that «bat we want to do with the flight simulator is to present 
the problem to the pi let-experimenter in such a form that he can identify and assess its 
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specifics, and five a subjective rating of his ability to carry out the analogous problems 
in flight. A model of the flight simulator concept is shown in Figure 2. Use of equip- 
ments such as this expedites this experimental approach. Hie block diagram indicates 
other relationships that must be considered during the design process. In this simulation 
process we make use of the man himself as the controlling element,  not a mathematical 
representation of him. As long as we are considering the man in the loop we must be able 
to represent to him a vehicle in which we can control the response characteristics of the 
vehicle and to vary them at will; we must be able to control those factors represented 
by extravehicular disturbances. The vehicle response quantities must be fed back to the 
operator in such a fashion as to readily indicate the status of the vehicle and to provide 
the necessary cues for conducting the required task. These response quantities fall in 
the categories of visual, kinesthetic and aural cues. In addition, the environmental 
stress effects must be included to properly represent the requirements of the task or 
mission. 

The use of such equipment as this, of course, requires highly motivated human subjects 
with experience as an experimental test pilot to provide the subjective information 
required. It should be recognized that there are many researchers and developers working 
in the areas of guidance and control, and human factors who are becoming more and more 
desirous of removing the subjective pilot from the aircraft control loop and providing 
systems which will accomplish the rigorous demands of flight control by automatic means 
through automatic stabilization and control systems. There is little doubt such control 
systems arc on the horizon and that eventually they will be employed. The exact time of 
their entry on the operational scene cannot be predicted; however, the reliability of 
such systems will necessarily be demonstrated with the human pilot still in the loop as 
safety monitor. Therefore, it is considered reasonable that at least the next generation 
and possibly two generations of aircraft will require handling qualities which are suitable 
for the human operator in all modes of flight. For this reason, efforts in improved 
flight simulation and the development ol handling qualities for human operators are now and 
will be continued. 

In designing V/'STOL vehicles which must cope with large variations in their operating 
environment, it is necessary to consider the effect on the human pilot of the variations 
of the vehicle response characteristics over its entire operating envelope. A decision 
regarding the acceptability of these response characteristics from the pilot's standpoint 
must be based upon terms that can be applied directly to the human. This is accomplished 
by considering vehicle response characteristics as functions of time and expressing the 
response characteristics in terms of those quantities that directly affect the pilot's 
assessment of the motion. These terms include the time dependence of the motions and the 
interactions of all the forces imposed on the pilot. For example, the longitudinal stick- 
fixed response characteristics of an aircraft are approximated by a fourth-order constant- 
coefficient linear differential equation. This equation describes motions which are 
ordinarily the combination of two oscillations, and can be factored into two second-order 
equations which can be expressed in terms of gains, natural frequencies, and damping ratios. 
These latter quantities are the actual dynamic descriptors of the vehicle. Generalized 
experimental and/or analytical determinations of the allowable ranges of these factors for 
various tasks have built up a body of knowledge that enables the designer to predict 
whether the expected operation of his vehicle is close to or far away from regions of 
unacceptability and to isolate the vehicle characteristics shown on the diagram of 
Figure 2. This approach leads to definitions of flying qualities requirements on a static 
and dynamic parameter basis. We shall deal with this subject in subsequent sections. 

The interpretation of Figure 3 is simply that if we wind up in the good sections well 
away from the boundaries lor all expected cases, then adequate performance is assured and 
further simulation is not required. However, if the expected operation is close to a 
boundary then the precise task to be carried out must be considered before the location 
of the boundary can be determined. This simply means that general shapes of the boundaries 
can be determined from a systems simulation and analysis of the problem on a generalized 
task basis, but precise definition of boundaries depends on the exact task expected. In 
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cases where comparable operational experience exists, or prior simulation has defined or 
mapped the region of acceptable or unacceptable behavior, simulation is used objectively 
to investigate those areas where predicted operation in this case expected concern. 
Otherwise only the general shapes of the boundaries can be determined from simulations of 
the problem on a generalized task basis. 

In a paper presented before the Pluid and Plight Mechanics Panel of AGARD in January 
1963 (Ref.4), George Cooper of the NASA-Ames Research Center evolved a system of classifi- 
cation of flight simulators that evaluates their usage. This classification is still 
generally accepted in simulations technology. His original comments are quoted. 

"The primary breakdown into rudimentary, basic, and advanced simulators reflects 
increasing sophistication ana realism, but without explicitly defined boundaries. The 
simulators are also classed »3 either part-task or whole-task, again reflecting the simu- 
lator' s sophistication and whether only discrete parts or most of the problem is included. 
This separation into part-task or whole-task simulators is not explicit but it is conveni- 
ent, particularly if used in conjunction with the concept of self-initiated tasks versus 
mission-oriented tasks.  The method of evaluation used is seen to vary from primarily 
subjective pilot opinion to primarily task performance based on fairly complete criteria. 
Application to handling qualities may range from a few basic parameters on the rudimentary 
simulator through increasing computational complexity and degrees of freedom on the basic 
simulator, to the very accurate representation of a complete vehicle with the advanced 
simulator. Results range from very qualitative to quantitative and relatable to flight. 
The so-called advanced simulator is included for completeness but has not yet been applied 
to research problems. Its possible application is only conjectured at this time but 
theoretically it should provide more directly applicable data in the areas of minimum 
acceptable handling qualities and operating problems." 

It is worthy of note that five years after the presentation of this paper the advanced 
simulator is at least in some degree becoming a reality. To what degree this will ultim- 
ately be realized is not known. An example of a more advanced simulation technique 
presently being used in V/STOL research efforts is the six-degree-of-freedom simulator at 
the NASA-Ames Research Center shown in Figure 4. Also at NASA-Ames under construction is 
an advanced aircraft simulator capable of simulation for such tasks as the supersonic 
transport as well as utility in other areas. Although these probably represent the greatest 
degree of simulation for aircraft purposes at the present time many other simulators have 
been constructed throughout the world and are being utilized meaningfully in the develop- 
ment of various aircraft. 

The full range of simulators is useful, since every application does not require the 
same degree of sophistication.  Mien one knows the use or application required of the 
results as well as the type of results (qualitative and/or quantitative) desired, one may 
determine the type of simulator (rudimentary, basic or advanced) that is required as well 
as the kind of task that must be considered and the corresponding method of evaluation. 
The more precise and realistic in the flight sense the type of information required, the 
more complete must be the simulation with the ultimate limit being reached in the actual 
flight situation. 

In actually performing the simulation process, after the selection of the type of simu- 
lator has been made, the actual establishment of the simulation must be done. Equations 
of motion defining the kinetic relationships with the system must be determined, and the 
equation of motion programmed on the analog computers which control the simulator equip- 
ment must be provided for both the vehicle response computation and the vehicle response 
feedback information. Tne test pilot and the designer must work out the test procedure. 
At that time, a validation must be accomplished by the operator to be sure he has bridged 
the gap between the real-life situation and the simulator situation.  It is at this point 
that the experience of the pilct becomos absolutely essential, since his subjective evalua- 
tion determines the adequacy of the simulation. Once the adequacy has been established 
experimentation can begin.  Tne results are analyzed on the basis of a subjective pilot 
opinion rating scheme which controls the variation of the parameters within the test. 
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A few examples will serve to demonstrate the usefulness of the flight simulator in 
demonstrating flight capability and assessing flight handling qualities. It is emphasized 
that these are only cursory and are not intended to represent a complete analysis of the 
simulations concept or the techniques which can or may be employed. The reader is refer- 
enced to the literature (in particular, Reference 5) wherein a vast amount of information 
can be obtained concerning flight simulation techniques. 

Early attempts at simulation were confined primarily to fixed base simulators; i.e. 
those which do not have motion cues. In their most simple application these devices 
utilized cathode ray tubes and meter displays as control factors. By increasing the com- 
plexity of the simulation, and thereby making the situation mere real, it was found 
possible to obtain information ordinarily considered accessible only in actual flight. 

The next degree of sophistication was to add a visual display to add realism to the 
simulated situation. As an example let us consider the landing approach simulator. Prom 
this simulation quantities such as touchdown rates of descent and landing distance from 
runway thresholds were obtained. Pilot opinion of such simulations was that they very 
faithfully represented the real situation. Although the exact rates obtained from simu- 
lations with visual cues tendt' t-j <>e somewhat conservative, the general shape of the 
curves were similar and indicated that the difficulty of the task was being represented 
to a fair degree of accuracy. These results demonstrated that sophistication and realism 
of the simulation process enabled the acquisition of data of a more quantitative nature. 

The pilot will utilize all the information available to him to achieve and maintain 
control of the vehicle. Therefore, it is necessary to properly represent these feedback 
quantities to him for a realistic appraisal of the capabilities of the airplane. Such 
factors as visual cues in the form of instruments, kinesthetic cues in the form of tactile 
ana body forces and aural cues in the terms of engine power, vibration and air noises are 
useful to the pilot in assessing his situation. It was found that the use of body forces 
to increase realism and augment the visual cues was extremely important. Examples are 
given in Reference 6 which demonstrate that motion feedback can be of help to the pilot 
in exercising control in the simulated condition but that it also can be a deterrent factor 
to his ability for control. A brief summary of these two conditions illustrates the point. 

The first example is a deflected slipstream VTOL vehicle. Its characteristics are 
shown in Figure 5. The range of conditions studied were from 0 to 55 knots. Any point 
on Figure 5 represents an available steady flight condition. The upper boundary is fixed 
by wing stall and control available. The lower boundary is imposed by structural limits 
of the flap. The wind tunnel data alone dictated the operational range. On a fixed-base 
simulator the pilots found it very difficult or impossible to complete the transition, but 
when pitch and roll motions were added to the cockpit these motion cues enabled the pilots 
to explore the transition region and a comfortable transition boundary was established 
which, with the flap limit as the lower boundary, designated a corridor through which the 
aircraft could be flown by careful attention to flap speed and angle of attack. Subsequent 
flight experience supported the conclusions. 

The second example of the effects of motion feedback considers a large tilt wing vehicle 
in hover. This study was primarily concerned with roll control. The simulation was in 
three degrees of freedom including vertical and lateral translation and roll. The tasks 
were to lift off into hover, move laterally, and land. A comparison of conditions with a 
fixed cockpit and roll freedom included in the cockpit is shown in Figures 6 and 7. The 
erratic movements and larger lateral velocities with the fixed cockpit simulation and the 
more regular movements and lower lateral velocities with roll motion feedback conclusively 
demonstrate the advantage of the motion cues. These two examples illustrate that fixed 
cockpit studies tend to be conservative. One important conclusion which can be drawn is 
that if the task can be performed on a fixc-d base simulator it can probably be considered 
unimportant. 
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In some cases the presence of motion cues readers the eotstrc-I of tbe vehicle more 
difficult even though these cues result is aore realistic flight sitaatioas beiag presented 
to the pilot.    A task designed to stress tbe capability of the pilot tc oaickly cm—aa 
angle of bank of an aircraft necessitates an overall manenrerability of the aircraft (a 
prob lea of long standing).    Experiaects «ere aade on both a fixed-base siaaiator aad s 
rolling siaulator.    Bounds-:«r defining ranges of satisfactory. acceptable, aad unacceptable 
characteristics «ere determined and are presented in Figur» t.    It caa be seex that at 
values of the rolling paraaeter of approximately tea radiaBS per second,  tar effect* of 
rotion feedback reduce the acceptable region.    It can be assumed that larger aagalar 
decelerations in roll hinder tbe pilot's ability to ccotrol precisely.    Ik* overall enm- 
parison of the results of these aoving siaulator tests compared very sell «itk fligkt 
results. 

Tbus it is seen that tbe presence of notion cues can both help aad hiader tbe pilot la 
perforaing his task.    The use of notion feedback «ill always increase the realism to tae 
pilot and unload hia so that • better assessaeat of tbe flight task caa re aade.    Bouever. 
it is iaportant to reaeaber that It. the use of action feedback, aotita artifacts (sack as 
unwanted notion about an axis perpendicular to tbe axis of concern; caa cempmeise tk*- 
problea and decrease tbe region of acceptability. 

Other areas cf iaportasce in siaulatios are stick-force feedback,  tae repsiseatatioa of 
the overall response in the control system and tbe faithful representation of control sys- 
tem responses both tine and forcewise.    Failure of stability aogaentatio* systems can enese 
dangerous out-of-tna conditions or divergent oscillatory behavior that can resell ia 
exceeding structural liaitations of the airfmne before tbe pi jot has tine Jo vtapt to skis 
rev dynaaic situation.    Therefore,  it is extremely iaportant to represent the control sys- 
tea in all its functional complexity so that transients inherent in the ¥-stems to be «.on- 
trolied can be properly assessed by the pilot in judging tbe oversli controllability 
characteristics of tbe aircraft. 

In summary,   the concept of simulation is to provide tc tbe greatest decree possible,  a 
representation of tbe environment including as many cues and feedback responses as passible 
to duplicate the actual flight situation.    tnis has been accomplished to a sizable degree 
in present day simulators.    Tbe utilization of these siaulatsrs in assessing tbe haadliag 
qualities of V. STOL aircraft has been nesniegful and gratifying.    However,  it is emphasized 
that a considerable aaount of sophistication ia the employment and interpretation of siau- 
lator results is yet to be accomplished.    Tbe fügtet testing of V'STCL aircraft is extremely 
difficult because of the extreaely low speeds which are desired aad the highly critical 
effects of extra-vehicular forces as well as power loss.    It is desirable to continue 
research to obtain a higher degree of sophistication in the siaulatios utilization,    in 
particular,  the ability to assess scaling factors and to establish tbe handling cjcalities 
of large V/STQL vehicles utilizing the experience gained on snail scale test beds. 

This cursory approach to the concepts of siaulation indicates its importance in tbe 
design and development of V. STOL aircraft whether these aircraft arc to be pilrted by bnanss 
or controlled by automatic syjtens.    Tbe iaportance of siaulation in the continued develop- 
ment of not only V/STOL but all forms of flight reticles should be appreciated.    For farther 
information concerning the varieties of siaulators aftich are utilized tit reader is leferred 
to Reference 5. 

1.2    Flight .Simulator Correlation 

A basic axiom of simulation is that the siaulation is only as good as tbe degree to 
which it  faithfully represents the actual environment which it  is desired to sisulate. 
Evaluation of the simulation can only be obtained by direct coerarison with that environ- 
ment.    Therefore,   it becomes obvious that confidence in siaulators caa only be obtained 
through a continued amassing of a variety of experience mjiich demonstrates its adequacy. 
There is nothing strange or mysterious about  this process;    it  applies to every learning 
function.    The attempts to demonstrate flight/simulator correlation have been orderly and 
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earttsjawi the area for «ttitade stakilizati-sa »tors she «asr is sses fcr coaSrol.    The 
ttans osatroller eethod of rrcxlaiisc the läse, estaelishe^ toy the sn-äecree-of-frees.;» 
siaslet-or stoeies.  »as aSeijeat* UBA resmsee esseatially Ajchsscee for the flickt trscroa. 
It is «aräasizen* arsia Ibaaner.  that eree »toes ssehistic^teä. oalti-aotica rilotrd sisala- 
it-rs are ssni. experieare alsays kas shows the seee for flickt raiidatica. 

1.3   trues* Test Maefe» 

Tke use of crossd base test rics for pre-fliskt assessaeat of V STOL siicrsft has 'coad 
coa5istraöle favor ia aacy coaatr.es.    These ritt sre «ti'iaed for esseatially foar tTpes 
of iDresticstiors.    Tkese are 
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(a) lb provide a functional check of the central systems used *i» hovering flight 
including SA5 failure and engine out. 

(t) 7c study iagestion and recirculation problems due tc engine exhaust or lift 
systems. 

• c - To measure borer performance in and oat of ground effect. 

(d) To check engi=*r ip.ratios,   ^libration of various »quipaent.  and initial pilot 
f mal 1 i aria * i co. 

Perhaps the best seas? of obtaining an appreciation for the role which the ground base 
test rig plays la the development if V/STOL aircraft is to consider several examples which 
are currently being employed.    Firs*, «e shall consider a rig adjustable only in height 
maicfc «as sti lined fa. evalaating tbe XV-5A fan-in-wing VTOL aircraft.    This rig was util- 
ised at the XAS/-.te*s Research Center ard is pictured in Figure 12.    Before flight of tue 
aircraft it was tested on the stand at various heights above the ground to assess the 
importance of ground proximity.    These tests reveal d that close to tbe ground, an erratic 
rolling oscillation «as produced by recirculation oi tbe exhaust froa the nose fan which 
is used to proride longitudinal balance of the aircraft.    Tbe XV-SA aircraft is controlled 
laterally be Beans of louvers at tbe wing fan-exit which close off the fan exhaust differ- 
entially to produce a rolling nouent.    Measurements aade on the ground test rig of the 
available control aonent indicated that lateral control would be only marginal.    Subse- 
anent checks o* the control sy&tea indicated that tbe system deflected under dynamic 
presse)?* fron the fan exhaast.    Therefore, a more rigid -system *as installed before the 
flight tests were begun.    The unsteady behavior in ground effect was confirmed by the 
flight tests, bat the difficulty of operating in this region had been alleviated by making 
the roll control power adequate and by use of attitude stabilization techniques.    It is 
possible that in this case serious damare if not fatality could have resulted if flight 
tests bad been attempted without these ceaningfül measurements. 

Use foregoing example employed only adjustable height in the test rig.    More sophistic- 
ated ground base rigs with more motion freedom have been used.    Of particular interest is 
tbe rig shown in Figure 13.  used fcr testing the VJ-1C1-X2 in Rest Germany.    This rig is 
of a telescoping type with a mounting capable of angular freedom in roll, pitch and yaw. 
The most desirable configuration is to have the pivot as close to the center of gravity of 
tie aircraft as possicle to avoid large static moments when tbe aircraft is tipped.    The 
mmalmmm free movement «hieb is restricted by cable is i 25° in pitch and roll and ± 8° in 
ya».    The unique aspect of this type of rig is that it is possible to "fly" the aircraft 
on the telescope and this is aone each time any change is made or maintenance is performed 
OB the control systen.   including the stability augmentation system.    This type of control 
rig provides e safe ceans of checking such items as the time constants of the control 
system (thnst modulation is used for pitch and roll in the VJ-101).  hard over failures in 
the SA?,  täe effect of one engine thrust  loss,  and tbe difficulty of flying as a system 
fails progressively from an attitude command,   to a rate-damped,   and finally an acceleration 
system.    It is ironic indeed that if the VJ-101-X1 had been checked en this telescope prior 
So its last flight,   loss of the aircraft could have been precluded.    The crash resulted 
from the yaw gyro which was installed with the wrong polarity.    Although the flight was 
made as a conventional sirpiane with no hovering intended,   the yaw gyro which in conven- 
tional flight serves as a yaw damper,  caused a divergent Dutch roll oscillation. 

The Cornier Do 31 flying hovering rig was also tested on a ground base rig.    This rig 
bad full angular motion within the prescribed liaits but did not have the freedom in 
vertical height capability.    It would be well to point out that  the inclusion of freedom 
in vertical height,  other than ground adjustability,   is somewhat a subject of question 
regarding its adequacy of simulation because of the large inertias which must be accelerated 
in the vertical direct;on.    I' would be possible to properly simulate the inertias of the 
aircraft wi»h tbe ri»;.  but t'.e cost of providing such capability is very high.    The ability 
to utilize the g.ound test rig in the Do 31 program was credited by the test pilo    Mr D. 
*«xl and others of the Domier GcbK with being one of the most  important factors  in 
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enabling the successful program which has been demonstrated. A picture of the Do 31 hover 
rig mounted on the test stand is shown in Figure 14. 

In summary, ground base test rigs have been extremely useful for examining potential 
control problems for hovering flight ard for checking the functioning of the entire air- 
craft in a partial-flight environment. Their inherent limited motion capabilities however, 
limit the use of ground base rigs in determining the desired values cf co'trol power 
needed for hovering. It is probable that the ground base rig will continue to grow in 
sophistication as VTOL aircraft become more complex. 

1.4 Flight Testing at Altitude 

Plight testing techniques of experimental concepts for V/STOL aircraft have taken two 
forms. The first utilizes airborne test rigs usually capable only of the hover portions 
of flight which are utilized to evaluate the specific problems of this flight regime. The 
second consists of the experimental aircraft itself which takes on varying degrees of 
sophistication depending upon its intent in an overall program. In the 1950's a rather 
large quantity of small, light-weight experimental V/STOL aircraft were built in several 
countries with a particularly large portion in the United States under the Tri-Service 
evaluation program. Many of the details of these aircraft and their characteristics are 
contained in Reference 7. 

Airborne test rigs were first used in the 195C s. The Rolls-Royce flying bedstead was 
tested in the United Kingdom and the Coleopter in France. Both served to prove the prac- 
ticability of attitude control for VTOL flight. In more recent times, the airborne test 
rig has been used as a flying simulator in the development of hover and low speed handling 
qualities requirements and as a test bed ior the propulsion and control systems hardware 
which ultimately are installed in a specific aircraft. 

An example of a flying simulator is represented in the North American FS-1 "Hover Buggy" 
which is shown in Figure 15. This vehicle is built with a cruciform shape to enable the 
installation of both longitudinal and lateral controls at the extremities of the crossarms. 
It has a twenty-two foot span and is powered by two GE-YJ-85-1 turbo-jet engines. The 
gross weight of the vehicle at its takeoff weight is approximately 3400 pounds. Angular 
stability and control about each axis is provided by compressor bleed air in a continuous 
flow reaction control system. The electronic package provides variable stability and 
control features which allow control power, control sensitivity, rate damping, and attitude 
stabilization to be studied systematically in a real world environment.  The North American 
Aviation Corporation has recently completed tests to determine hover and low speed control 
power requirements for various control systems. The FS-1 hover rig has essentially no 
aerodynamic surfaces and the pilots report essentially neutral stability about all axes. 
It has been suggested that this type of vehicle could be used to define control power 
requirements for maneuvering. Also suggestions have been made for much larger multi-engine 
rigs of this type to help answer the controversial question of the effect of aircraft size 
and inertia on control power requirements. Initial results with the FS-1 rig indicate that 
it can be very useful as a flying simulator for comparing the effect of various control 
system parameters on a specific maneuvering task. However, its small size limits its 
usefulness for settling the aircraft size control power question for at least two reasons. 
First, it does not take into account the control requirements for offsetting the effects 
of upsets and gusts acting on the aerodynamic surfaces. Second, even though inertia can be 
increased by adding weights there are unknown effects of angular acceleration on the pilot. 
Since the pilot is usually displaced farther from the center of gravity as the aircraft 
grows in size, the amount of control power desired for pitch end yaw will undoubtedly be 
influenced by this factor. The roll axis, which has been of greatest interest from the 
designers standpoint, would be influenced to a lesser extent since the pilot is usua^y 
located close to the roll axis regardless of aircraft size. Exceptions to this occur in 
specialized aircraft such as the Sikorsky S-64 where the pilot is relatively far below the 
center of gravity. 
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The second example of the utilization of airborne test rigs is that of the Dornier 
Do 31 experimental program.    The initial vehicle used in this program was a hover rig 
which had pilot and engine displacements in positions where they were envisioned in ths 
final aircraft.    The airborne control rig, the large hovering rig and the Do 31 experimen- 
tal aircraft are shown in Figure 16 extracted from Reference 8.    In the upper photo,  it is 
seen that,  as was the case for the PS-1,  the rig has no aerodynamic surfaces and serves 
well to evaluate the control power requirements for maneuvering based on uie power system 
and inertias.    In this case,  the actual inertias of the aircraft can be well simulated as 
well as the response on the pilot who is now located in the position where he will be in 
the aircraft.    The generalization of such a rig of course would rjquire the ability to 
change the pilot's location as well as the arrangement of engines and inertias of the 
overall system. 

In the case of the Do 31 program,  a more sophisticated airborne test rig was produced 
whereby the aerodynamic characteristics could be evaluated in conjunction with the inertial 
control requirements.    This rig is that one which was shown in Figure 14 on the ground test 
rig.    It is typical of those used in West Germany for developing such aircraft as the 
VJ-1C1,  and the VAK-191B as well as the Do 31.    These rigs are used essentially for research 
on the control systems hardware and the propulsion system which ultimately will be installed 
on the actual aircraft.    The advantages of such rigs as these are that they will have en- 
countered the real life environment of noise and vibration in free flight and such items 
as control system gains and time constants will have been adjusted for optJT->a performance. 
Both the rigs for the VJ-101 and the Do 31 have proved to be extremely valuable in the 
development of the actual aircraft.    They have much more potential for research on control 
system requirements for large jet VTOL transport than do the less sophisticated hovering 
rigs.    It is seen that the Do 31 hovering rig is in most aspects an aerodynamic duplication 
of the flight vehicle and would have realistic trim, upset and ground effect disturbances 
typical of a large jet-lift transport. 

It can be seen that airborne test rigs have great value for assisting in the development 
of complex VTOL aircraft.    However,  safety considerations limit their capability in the 
same manner as aircraft to investigate control requirements in areas of low control power, 
hard over SAS failures and engine failures.    As discussed previously,  these requirements 
are best investigated on a multi-motion,  ground-base piloted simulator.    The upper limits 
of hovering flight,   (i.e. the transition to aerodynamic flight from engine supported flight) 
also cannot be studied with airborne test rigs. 

It is at this point that the consideration of the actual experimental aircraft begins. 
Generall; the aircraft is designed to fly initially in the conventional aircraft mode. 
Takeoffs and landings are performed in the converted configuration as a conventional air- 
craft.    Conversions are then attempted in the reverse procedure back toward the hover mode. 
Progressive steps are taken during each flight and the results evaluated to maintain safety 
in the program.    The performance of these portions of the program at altitude enable 
recovery from an inadvertent upset without catastrophic results.    This technique has been 
found extremely useful by the pilots.    Its only drawback is a lack of reference at the slow 
forward speeds which are being investigated.    However,  many pilots owe their lives to this 
technique which would have resulted in fatality if the upsets which were experienced had 
been encountered in proximity to the ground. 

In the Do 31 program it was possible to use the large hovering rig to explore the range 
from 0 to 40 knots while the experimental aircraft tests were made beginning at 170 knots 
progressing downward until the complete flight range was closed.    This program has been 
most successful and has demonstrated the capability of developing a relatively large-scale 
VTOL transport.    It is hoped that current efforts which are being undertaken will enable a 
flight/simulator correlation of this aircraft to be made.    The results of such a coupling 
will have the greatest of value in evaluating the handling qualities requirements for this 
class of aircraft. 
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In flight testing at altitude, it has been found beneficial to utilize a chase aircraft 
to monitor the test. The observations which can be made from the chase aircraft by 
trained observes not only contribute to the safety of the operation, but provide valuable 
data for analysis of flight records. The coupling of these observations «ith the reactions 
which are continuously spoken by the pilot, contribute greatly toward the total evaluation 
of the mission. In most systems either onboard recording or telemetering is employed to 
complete the acquisition of necessary data. Instrumentation requirements will be discussed 
in Section 2.1. 

Let us now consider in greatest detail two particular flight testing techniques. The 
first concerns measurements of control power in hover. The amount of control power required 
for hover of VTOL aircraft has been a controversial issue. VTOL aircraft are particularly 
sensitive to control power requirements because there Is usually a direct trade off between 
performance and the amount of control power required for the hover. The control power 
required can be evaluated by (1) measuring attitude changes directly with an attitude gyro, 
(2) integrating angular rate, and (3) measuring angular acceleration. All three are 
important and must be included, since angular acceleration measurements give only the 
moment available and do not include the effects of the tine constant. Various techniques 
have been usod to measure angular acceleration but the control reversal method is generally 
preferred. This method is protrayed graphically in Pigurs 17. Utilizing this method of 
measurement of rolling acceleration, the aircraft is initially banked in a direction 
opposite of that for the measured responses to assure thav the lateral control input is 
constant at the time angular acceleration is measured, and to r>ach higher angular accelera- 
tions at smaller bank angles. The stick grip is usually fitted »ith a chain stop to aid 
in keeping control inputs constant and to provide means of obtaining prescribed partial 
control positions. 

Even when the reversal technique is utilized, large bank singles can occur for high res- 
ponse systems and the use of the chain stop which restricts the available control power 
can make control power measurements somewhat hazardous when performed while hovering near 
the ground. Therefore, these types of tests are usually perfonc°d at approximately 2000 
ft of altitude. There are limitations to the technique of testing at altitude, however. 
A lack of good position information noted earlier makes it difficult to avoid sideward or 
fore and aft translation. Not only does this affect the accuracy of control-power 
measurements, but upsets can occur. It can be assumed generally that the larger the air- 
craft and the higher its wing loading, the greater the altitude must be to afford a safe 
recovery from possible upsets. This is unattractive from performance aspects. 

Another technique which is permissible by testing at altitude is the investigation of 
stalling behavior. Thit, requirement has been emphasized by such problems as the T-tail 
subsonic transport aircraft.  Investigations of this sort have made use of such techniques 
as flow visualization utilizing atmospheric conditions favorable for condensation in 
vortex flow, and by the emission of smoke into the vortex pattern as was accomplished by 
the RAE Bedford in the United Kingdom on the HP115 slender delta wing research aircraft. 
Utilization of these flow visualization techniques enables a better understanding of the 
high lift benefits which are realized from such phenomena as the stable vortex flow 
associated with sharp, highly-swept leading edges on the wings. Utilization of the vis- 
ualization technique together with such well known methods as tufting the upper wing 
surface, enable F. tracing of the vortex flow and provide a better comprehension of the 
mecnanisms at tie onset of stall. Such problems as asymmetric stall producing roll off can 
be studied to good advantage by these techniques. It is also possible to evaluate the 
interaction between aircraft components as, for example, between the wing and the tail. 

A few general comments concerning the methods of establishing static stability and 
trim characteristics, maneuver stability, and dynamic characteristics are in order but 
cannot be dealt with in detail in this presentation  Therefor« the reader is referenced 
to the literature for additional information. A general comment concerning all three 
of these items is that of obtaining data by slowly varying a jjiven parameter, such as 
airspeed or sideslip angle, while recording continuously with time that parameter and the 
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other associated paraaeters.    Cross -plotting the appropriate paraaeters at frequent tine 
intervals yields a ■ell-defined curve showing the stability slopes.    A considerable satin« 
cf flifbt tine results fron this technique.    at example is that of determining directional 
stability at a given condition «äich can be defined conpletely orer r. * 30° sideslip rang« 
in about two ninotes of flight, whereas if steady conditioas acre established and recorded 
at a sufficient nunber of discrete sideslip angle«, nany tines this anoant of flight tine 
would have been necessary.    Generally,  the rates aast be liaited ••• -«boot l° per second 
for angular changes or to 1 knot per second for airspeed changes Zs prevent dyanaic effects 
fron showing up in the aeasureaents.    By easing a se*ep fron 'rim ts the aaxiaan change 
in one direction.  Uien back through trie to the acxiaaa riisage in th? opposite direction 
and then back to iris again, data curves «ill reveal the effects of ico rapid rate of 
change as a hysteresis loop. 

Speed stability aast be determined for no change of poner setting or cor figuration.    The 
slope of the curve of stick position plotted against airspeed »ill then be indicative of 
the noaent change of the aircraft da» to inadvertent airspeed changes.    It is very diffi- 
cult to obtain speed stability curves at lea airspeeds because of the resultant vertical 
velocities which accompany the techniqse described.    Ibis is because the vertical velocity 
is generally very sensitive to power changes for V/STOL aircraft.    The accelerating ana 
decelerating effects doe to inertia have a strong influence on the vertical velocity 
induced at a given airspeed with attendant large variations in control position. 

Directional stability and dihedral effects can generally be obtained at the saae tine 
by performing sideslips while recording the pedal end stick lateral aoveaeats.    In raagss 
where the weathercock stability is positive, data taken daring slow continuous variation 
of sideslip aar!» generally provide a well-defined stability carve.     when the aircraft 
is unstable dii":tioaally.  large anoants of scatter appear and well-defined stores are 
difficult to obtain,    under these conditioas.  the rangr of instability can generally be 
demonstrated by establishing a sideslip angle in the unstable range, fixing the controls 
and recording the subsequent liait of divergence of '.he aircraft in sideslip angle and/or 
heading, and ?awing velocity.    This can be n dangerous technique if the range of instabil- 
ity is ever a very wide regime of flight since control power can degenerate to where it is 
not powerful eaough to overcone the unstable acaent&. 

Trie changes and power effects generally require a systematic coverage of most of the 
flight envelope of the aircraft,    with conventional aircraft it has generally been found 
sufficient to naintain constant airspeeJ while power and/or configuration changes were 
■ade.    With the VT0L- types however,  became of the additional variables involved,  addi- 
tional techniques aust be used to completely cover the various possible combinations of 
angle of attack,  power, airspeed, and configuration that could be obtained in a conversion 
.'light range.    Techniques include maintaining level flight and constant fuselage attitude 
throughout the airspeed range while converting fron hover to cruise configuration, holding 
power and fuselage attitude constant while the conversiuu is accomplished at varying rates, 
and holding both airspeed and fuselage angle of attack constant while the power  (that is. 
vertical velocity) is varied throughout the feasible range.    The first two trod to high- 
light trist variations in the conversion range and provide data which could be used to 
establish transition corridor liaits.    The third defines the uscble range of descent or 
clinb angles through establishing,  in particular.   licitins rates of descent for given 
airspeeds or conversion angles.    This technique reveals such criteria as limiting races 
of descent due to stall and linits due to deterioration of stability characteristics which 
result in erratic uncontrollable notions of tbe aircraft.    Consideration nust also bt 
given to operation o.i the back side  (that is. unstable variation »ith speed) portion of 
the power required curve.    It has been established that by use of the proper technique, 
landing approaches can be nade in the low speed range under condition? where unstable 
power variation with speed is present.    This capability nust be demonstrated for V/STOL 
aircraft if optiauc handling qualities are tc be naintained. 

Maneuver stability characteristics of VTOL configurations at low speed generally involve 
flight procedure wnich has been applied to the helicopter.    For exaapie.  longitudinal pull 
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and the disturbed area,  indicated by the dust cloud,  precedes ^-Mewhat ahead of the air- 
craft, even out of around effect.    In Figure 18(c) «here the attempt «as aade to assess 
the sane condition in ground effect,  the airspeed was too low te prevent a landing even 
though power was applied as rapidly as possible.    These results indicated that as airspeed 
is decreased, the deflected slipstream is recirculated through the propeller disc as 
turbulent air causing a partial loss of thrust and turning effectiveness.    Plying over the 
nasal powder at gradually reduced speeds would sake it possible to predict «hen the recircu- 
lated flov could affect the lift of the aircraft. 

this problea is common to the jet-lift aircraft as well as to th* deflected slipstreaa 
aircraft.    In the jet aircraft, the effects are coapounded by the reingestion of exhaust 
gas into the engine inlet which degrades the engine performance.    The Ansul powder technique 
coald not be applied to the jet-lift VTCL aircraft since the powder dispersed loo rapidly 
and ilow patterns were not visible,    Tests utilizing crushed nut shells also «ere tried but 
«ithoat success.    The use of Corvis oil in the jet exhaust, which has been useful in thrust 
reversal tests, completely engulfed the aircraft in a cloud of saoke and flo* patterns «ere 
act discernible.    To the present tine the best picture of flow patterns for jet aircraft 
has been obtained over a wet runway, utilizing the rectreuUtion of the water as a flo« 
visualization.technique.    Improved testing techniques are needed to explore core safely 
the STX Unitarians of V STOt aircraft.    Pic« visualization aethods are not a good solu- 
tion because they hare not proved successful for all types of aircraft. 

l.C   vnttamle jtafcility Aircraft 

Variable stability aircraft have been used in varying degrees of sophistication for 
aiany years.    They have nude large contributions to the establishaent of handling qualities 
criteria.    However, as new generations of transport aircraft have been entering into the 
consideration of Y/STOL capability, aec problems in low speed operation have been gen- 
erated.    Consider for exanple attempts to predict characteristics of the Lockheed C5-A 
aircraft, particularly if STX capabilities were envisioned as a capability.    The handling 
qualities of these new large trassport-type aircraft can be expected to be quite different 
fron those of Resent airplanes, even in their conventional design.    Sane requirements 
such as dynamic longitudinal stfoiiity «-hieb have been based chiefly on fighter experience, 
prove to be unduly restrictive while other characteristics seen to be not restrictive 

fhiie at present the problems of predicting the '..sailing qualities of low speed,   large 
aircraft are receiving major attention,  it should not be forgotten that the variable 
stability aircraft still finds its uses in trying to evaluate the characteristics and 
handling quality requirements of more accepted aircraft in which there has been greater 
experience.    As an example, the reader is referred to Reference 12 which describes a 
lariasle stability helicopter utilized for simulation of VTCL handling qualities.    Examples 
of larxable stability aircraft being used for examining problems cf large aircraft are 
the Cornell B-2t aircraft described in Reference 13.  the Lockheed Jetstar described in 
Reference 14. and the Boeing 367-80 described in Reference 15.    These variable stability 
aircraft differ in type and size ranging from the propeller driven B-26 at 35.00C pounds 
gross weight to the jet transport 70? at 175.000 pounds.    The validity of the results when 
a small aircraft is used ts simulate the low frequency longitudinal dynamics of the large. 
high-inertia aircraft sach as the C5-A type naturally cones into question.    The small air- 
craft most be forced into a much lower frequency than its natural frequency and providing 
valid,  long period response data is tied directly to the type of variable stability 
svstea ES3**. 

Currently, variable stability systems have been mechanized either by (1) a response 
feedback or (2) a model controlled system.    Descriptions of these systems can be found by 
the reader in Reference 14 which is a model controlled system and Reference 16 which is a 
response feedback system «ployed in the X-22 aircraft.    The response feedback technique 
senses the aircraft response variables and transmits these as commands to the control 
surface actuators.    Thus the aircraft's aerodynamic stability parameters can be changed 
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artificially by generating forces and moaents proportional to the aircraft responses.    In 
the model control technique,   an onboard computer programmed to simulate the model aircraft's 
aerodynamic parameters is employed.    Thus the pilot flies the model through the computer 
and the feedback loops force the airplane response to match those of the model.    Each 
variable stability technique has its limitations.    The response feedback system,  although 
the earliest in use,   is limited by (1) accurate knowledge of the basic aircraft's aero- 
dynamic characteristics and (2) frequent inflight calibration to check the values of aero- 
dynamic parameters being simulated.    Processes for evaluating the aerodynamic parameters 
fron the aircraft responses are tedious and in certain cases inherently inaccurate although 
an analog computer can relieve this somewhat.    Simulation of the large-inertia,   long-period 
large aircraft for example,  requires gains of the response feedback system to be maintained 
with great accuracy to cancel the basic aircraft's short period as gross weight and center 
of gravity change due to fuel use.    On the other hand,  the model following technique for 
simulating the short period modes requires higher feedback gains to keep the errors between 
the basic aircraft response and the model output small.    The use of high gains is limited 
by system noise,  instabilities and non-linearities.    In addition,  applying model following 
to a flexible aircraft requires the gains to be limited to avoid exciting structural modes. 
Limiting the gains reduces the accuracy of the simulation. 

A further aspect of using variable stability aircraft in flight simulation has to do 
with cost.    Large aircraft with complex systems are inherently expensive to operate and 
one must limit the number of flight hours devoted to a program.    In some large scale pro- 
grams the costs run to figures as high as many hundreds of thousands of US dollars for one 
flight.    A prudent view is that flight simulation be complemented as largely as possible 
by ground based simulation.    As discussed previously, by the use of simulators a broader 
matrix of parameters including those "unsafe for flight" can be accomplished without the 
cost and risks of the flight tests. 

An example of the use of this approach,  given in Reference 17,  was used to study the 
longitudinal control requirements for a very large aircraft such as the C5-A utilizing 
the Boeing 367-80.    The results in Figure 16 illustrate that ground based simulator results 
covered a broad range of pitching moments due to angle of attack,  and the flight test 
points served as validation of the trends established by ground based simulators.    The 
lack of flight test points in the region of low stability where long periods are encoun- 
tered reflects the difficulty of operation in this area. 

Variable stability aircraft have contributed valuable assistance in aiding the develop- 
ment of new aircraft designs.    However they are limited in their capability to define the 
eftects of aircraft size including the aerodynamic parameters peculiar to larce aircraft, 
and the effect of pilot position.    In particular,  small,  variable-stability aircraft fail 
to reproduce realistic translational accelerations,  and sophisticated ground based simu- 
lators must be considered ID study this effect. 

ttw presentations concerning flight testing techniques in this section have borrowed 
heav;ly from Reference 18 by Anderson and Schroers and recognition is given to their 
endeavours. 

2.   SPECIAL  RESEARCH   AND   SAFETY   REQUIREMENTS 

2.1   Special Instrumentation Requirements 

The subject of special instrumentation for V/STOL flight testing divides itself gener- 
ally into three areas of consideration.    These are,   (l)  Instrumentation essential to the 
flight mission,   (2) Instrumentation required for evaluating the test objectives and  (3) 
Instrumentation associated with variable stability systems.    Any one of these topics is 
a course of study in itself.    Only a brief treatment will be afforded each in these notes. 

The very low velocities associated with V/STOL flight have required additional displays 
on the . ilot instrument panel of angle of attack and angle of yaw and a much more sensi- 
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tive indication of flight velocity. Other requirements peculiar to a given installation 
exist such as for example the tilt angle of wings, ducts, or shafts, but these «ill not 
be treated in any detail in this, presentation. It has been found advantageous in sose 
installations to include an instantaneous reading of vertical velocity when the aircraft 
is particularly susceptible to rapid changes in vertical velocity with power setting. 
Ulis is generally accomplished by means of combining a pressure signal and an accelerometer 
signal to provide the instantaneous reading. The problems of supplying adequate displays 
of angle of attack, angle of yaw and velocity have received considerable attention. Gen- 
erally, the means employed to determine the angles is by counter-balanced, freely-turning 
vanes which arc aligned by the action of the air on the vanes. These vanes are generally 
coupled with a transmitting autosyn capable of deflection over the full range to be 
measured. The important aspects of the autosyn receiver are that it be of sufficient 
sensitivity and that it have low friction. The most important consideration regarding the 
use of such equipment as this is that it be in a position on the aircraft to indicate the 
true angulation relative to the freestream. For some types of aircraft, this is extremely 
difficult because of the significant induced effects of the particular device used for 
generating vertical lift such as rotors, lift engines, propellers, etc. Frequently the 
vane devices are mounted on long cylindrical booms to project them sufficiently far ahead 
of the aircraft to escape these effects. It should be noted that satisfactory solution 
of the problem of presenting sufficiently adequate angular information has not yet been 
obtained although those devices which have been jsed have provided sufficient information 
to enable the tests to be made. 

With respect to the measurement of airspeed, although many devices have been employed 
to attempt a better presentation, it yet remains for a completely acceptable system to 
enter upon the scene. Currently, efforts are being made by several researchers using new 
techniques which have much greater sensitivity to airspeed variations and better indica- 
tion of flow angulation than anything yet in use. In the past, shielded, double-ended 
pressure pickups have been employed in an interconnected manner to provide an average 
pressure difference reading. Utilizing this technique the forward facing pickup gives the 
total pressure while the rearward facing pickup supplies low-pressure reference informa- 
tion. If the flow reverses, the pickups interchange function. Display information to be 
utilized with this equipment is commercially available and generally is satisfactory. For 
the low airspeeds which are involved, it is often necessary to supply temperature compen- 
sated equipment because of the high sensitivities which are required. Such equipment has 
been developed. It is important to note that very often it has been found necessary to 
provide dual systems for airspeed indication since the sensitivity of the system required 
for the low speed indication precludes its utilization at the higher flight speeds. It 
is likely that this requirement will continue with the high sensitivity system being auto- 
matically disabled as the airspeed increases. 

Additional research is being pursued to generate devices which can be installed on 
lifting surfaces to indicate their effective angle of attack. Since this information is 
that which is really required and desired from a flight control standpoint, it wi. . have 
considerably more significance than the freestream flow direction angles supposed to be 
indicated by the vanes. Through the use of such equipment on the lifting surface, prox- 
imity to stall and the avoidance of incipient divergent conditions may be permitted. The 
application of hot-wire anemometry is particularly interesting from this standpoint. 

It is necessary to adequately document all of the pertinent information regarding sur- 
face positions, angular rates, translational velocities, atmospheric conditions and power 
settings which are associated with a given V/STOL flight test. To accomplish this a 
variety of equipment is necessary. Most of this equipment, much of which was designed 
specially for application to V/STOL flight testing, is available in satisfactory form on 
a commercial basis. The majority of this equipment is of the optical recording type such 
as air-damped accelerometers, turn meters which utilize electric driven gyros, magnetic- 
ally and liquid damped angular velocity recorders, and recording tachometers. In addition 
to this equipment, linear and circular control position transmitters, photo panel data 
recorders and strain gage control information recorders are provided.  In some more modern 



installations,  the infemation wbicfc woola be »ecorded by onboard device* nach aa aha* a 
panels and oscillographs is telemetered bv aetbods sack as FÄFW pals» code »odaSaled 
system« whereby rapid transmission of data aa a tine-sharing basis can '** aceanxnlli 
This type of systea is extremely valuable since is allows inaediate analysis of tbe 
by coaratationai aeans on the gronnd and a aure ndeanate nor'taring of t*e pragma.    la 
addition,  in the event af Banana  to tbe aircraft, valaable flight isforaatioa is not lost. 
A description of tbe eqnipnent sacs as is generally atilined for flight test of % S70L 
aircraft can be faand in Reference 19.    In fable I.  extracted frcat Reference 1». are 
shown na?y of tbe characteristics soagbt in X 57CL testing,  tbe tocbaiajse employes, data 
recorded, and »be nanaer of data presentatioa. 

Finally, we shall consider tbe instmnertatioa reojcired for variable stability systems» 
r?rbaps one af tbe best descriptions of tbe variable stability systea :s «stained ia 
Reference 2C «serein tbe variable stability systea proposed and being prepared far tbe 
X-22A tilt dect aircraft is described.    A few basic dingrans ane nose denrnatija «ill be 
borrowed from this reference to aane this presentation.    A typical csagma of n basic Seag 
far tbe variable stability syster is shown ia Figare 2C. 

A variable stability airplane nay be define? as as airplane eggitned with aa 
control systea in sach a cay that sigaifieaxt parameters of tbe airplane's waHlum and 
central,  in or about one wr nore axes, nay be altered in fl-gbt in a predictable naaaar. 
As auxiliary bat very necessary part of tbe ustcmatfir-control systea is ax adjxstafeSe 
"-artificial feel" systea far each axis af van ati? stability.    For example, a three-Mis 
variable stability airplane ai».it be capable of rhnngiag the fremjanscies and danger; of 
tbe controlled airplane acoai t*e pitching,  rolling and yaaing axes., and nt the sane to» 
changing the coopling that exists between these axes fron that ahirh exists m the ban. 
airplane.    The artificial feel systea is ixgnrtaat becasse it provides campling am tana 
tbe pilot and tbe airplane and it is the ciosed-tacp pi lot-airplane xvstes that is d 
primary interest in the use of n variable stability airplane, »briber teat ane be research. 
training or edocntion.    flying ona!: ties' is the ter» ased to describe the «liability 
fron tbe pilot's viewpoint of the closed-loop pi let-airplane systea for a specific task 

The mechanization of a variable stability systear involves «11 n provision in esc? 
controlled axis far taking held of tbe airplane's fligfci cattro! sy*'*n, «its a sersr» of 
adequate poser capable cf responding to systea electrical signals. a systea rf smsors 
and signal processing eqcipneat ndeejeate for the desi^ gsais of the s>stea wanes ras 
neasure all of tbe airplane response variables of interest, and tti an artificial-feel 
systea «hieb permits changing control fore* gradients,  no»-linearity sacs as Irr nt not 
farces cr preload, and gearing between the aerodynamic flight cortn-ls and the pilot's 
inputs. 

The X-22A variable stability systea is s response-fee«!bark systea.    It :s a fs»r axis 
systea;    thrust,   pitch,   roll and yaw.     It  is set possible to «escribe all cf litt ana» 
factors af this systea.    these can be found in the reference if the reaäcr desires to 
pursue then.    It »ill suffice for our purposes i*re tc cuasider *sely the complexity ahieh 
is associated with such a highly sophisticated systea as tint in the 1-22A.    It  is ^eriaas 
that lesser sophistication and fewer axe* can be occsidered in ar? aircraft etssigped »lit 
a variable stability systea.    For exaaple.  e systea employing ^nly varänsle stability is 
yaw to study that node uncoupled is possible. 

Let us consider as as exaaple of a complex svltjaxis systea.   the variable stability 
systea for the pitch axis of tbe X-22A aircraft.    A disgra* of this systea is shows in 
Figure 21.    After passing through the function generators and sasiai gain controls,  sig- 
nals corresponding: to the various airplane response ■sna ccetroi systeir variables are 
sunned to provide the signal   1^ .    This signal represent* the incremental rcoaand tc the 
VSS pitch servo with two different ccxpessatiocs available.    The derivative tern   L 
provides coapeasatica for control systea lags wr-ile the tent   l"ffnv.'~*_   provides a vari- 
able static gain to account for changes in eievon effectiveness »ith duct exit dyaaaic 
pressure.    The other two input signals sussed with the compensated   -'    sinsai.  are 
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Sa «»ajanba»  .-  -♦»    ?..&:•  Mitit-C s» arrasaM at ssiux a aamaj a» ti «saflu»::? «ajatit 
tar «aarlaar *J fltabs raafii'ataa     Jfta^»*» ant aa»ui:ts if rats«: UM<: Itr si a  -.' 
aairt-x-i-»- ♦ asss b» aatis^cut «a a slatftos s* flbybt baass ttrtv sib» J-^rja« «at jr-ncr*** 
lb» «ataalistawa-T  t* *mS* aouaaar  es «isx^t S3i» laa-s   t; s^aa ix Onr>«.»*-i>: .'.4  -I-43" ant 
*3M   . -».".a vi taaSrtSatiäsSj  ais» 7»sa«trS  Sn- :..#  i-;a_-i-    n   ix  -•:::.•■:   ;■<*•■   :>• .■■•■: ".» 
«trartstaaS taaabiäata«».. aaf -ants t£ U» ^nstaa-ilasers amtt b» «as*.?.. ♦.:.-<      Oar» -.;.■.« 
ar« »siaHaJftra amautasi«» »isxix sa>»a» raaers tat b» aewaaj-uawt aisx w-iasiar am!««« 

Currrtsäy. aaa: t SS» aimaJS ar«- bMac lissjrf «zsx tawr<na>ry ♦. •••". r.  raaig—at ire 
fiji« j»xs«<rsj:a sx la» «»xs »J tasastriijaiT  faille      H:;  *^ii.:3airt« swatrii:? las 
cagaatlitars Itr «ft a:s:saab- jinrwtr-» aat Jar rayiit a*yät?a«s  ;J mrv*"trt  anzz** s* 
yrx*aat saa-iarai *-*»» zx tb» mat c-f «jertiat ix sbr ix«>»r:t<fi aasass«a as aftataa* 
Ctt«;ti»:* Tbsr«- ar* raitisities Itr atiti sx^* «gtisaniS raaars «rirar u: ■:• •   sa":v£arstrr 
«sraa».    sbfirlo-».   as :* aroessaa? s.t  Kantut sbr s*»-: je-.ttraa ix mrt a mmtv a* s* 
jiTfcSaat st>» 3MC»*S«S? !w »;«ffS:«. sx sx**» raattsaa» 2; tu ail awa:ti»      *x»«'ia«Ba*- 
sittt as alsataa» ix saw :ta ■:-•■: rrcsaw  :J I'.^tx'  a* o*rsrr:a« jr«.-.!«!?    r.:nr:r:3KS* 
sxaarfes e>::tu( sxas tiat ^i «arrjHBry zxmtzzz&c- 

r^rtb»r ra»;arrasi^as int^v» artiatr arrai««a«xs  :* sb* trutikass aisa  r*-«fcrt s.:  t-*- 
riaya ane fastrcl*.    I: xas be«x f turns -»asrtarl?  .nr:- -•. s:-.  :.:   ;-   •   :•   t: ■ v.-i"-   *-■ :  ;r   ;» 
arraac«Eces st  ;r--.>-. -. -.a» :aat>*rsjxs acsaaSisii oi laraaaa *s««ria; «w.:ja«-.  u:     s>c 
fxarats<»» saw- j:l:* 3xot»*ar?  ^rf ina'itit airr*i? -x. sa»» ix^sriarxs  ; u:>-    »;siitars st* 
a»*4 s.   searrx !w sb» a»«;r*t tariaa>     Saaat !ars:r* +a«,i>»frix* jla?» a «r*as jars  ix 
ate sclasjaa af sa**» ;rc*j«a» aaa is tbt jc^ptr trut>:arrati«a fee atl*t safety. 

JJ   SaeciaJ  Urfraar aal Fraaalaäaa brra» 

Tt» aoss irrcrsats  L';-*  "   -I air.'raae aac jiri<s&ls.iaL at««s» ix sx* s S7d a:rrraJs  is 
sbas tJ sb» ctmylrc* aiirt is r«flc:rrt St prrlcca sbt »penal rasai'i -JSI*S »1 % STÄ 
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flight.    Control of tbt aircraft in tie low speed regiae reqcires integration of airfrane 
m   ii.■ i— 11 «octrois and those of tbe pnrticnlar propulsion systea that is bein» used to 
supply tbe vertical fere* to lanimrt tbe aircraft,    nany tiaes. aerodyEaaic controls can 
a* aade nor* effective by properly locating tben «itbia the efflsi of propulsion lifting 
systeas.    It u essential for tbe oaatrols to respoad aith proper tiae constants is addi- 
tion to being of sufficient nover if proper control is to be realized.    Thus,   tie cco- 
figsration aad arraageaest ef tbe airfrane aast give special cocsideratios to these needs. 

n»e arvfrlsioa srstca aast he capable of supplyiag not oalr that poser regained to 
ussart tb* aircraft ia vertical flickt aad that repaired throagfe the transition, brt 
alac of previ£:ag tnn. control aad ——wr capmtil.tr.    ibis capaoilitj is provided by 
aaay «ifferrat act—— is the different types of eimaft beiaf enplcjed.    Pore jet reac- 
t:«a oaatrols often taaes are anew aaica are powered fron a compressor bleed or fro» the 
bat gas systea.    Soaetaaes aagarators are asrd with these systeas to increase the ratio 
t* control poaer available t-s retired engine aaaar.    The varioas types of rotary «ing 
•mcs aapiayad oa T sn aircraft aftücb are ased for control sad tria represent an 
sugaentataca ef this sort. 

*» pnamlsian «out at: lined ia V STOL aircraft aast bare proper tiae constants ii. its 
rnaanaat t* rontr«: if it is to prrfora the cjntrt: fis>rt:«s acraally retired.    Droops 
la taw acceSeratiaa crsrc* aast he aaaasaned ar elixinated if tbe engine is to be ased for 
nach cnararteristacs as direct  lift control «bleb bane been shown to be desirable for aaar 

ad VWL «sawn».    If a ocatignas bleed sys.» is card for tria and cantrcl.   it 
e ansxTvc tkat tbe systea is eatable of arodoriag tbe accessary ccatrol power at all 

«V^t srltaxas.. 

fartaraiar atteatua aast be given to tbe interactions between the airfraae and propal- 
*am installation*     an» aanjaea and aaaaexted srnaalsioB devices to sapplv vertical lift 
*a*t*n tans* react nils tvxtvna&ixf airfraae caaaanaata to prodoce adverse reactions 
?»**Jltaag an increases!' eaaitrs-i power ■or poor perforaaace.    These nast be (voided if 
pcasibäe..    Of particular concern :s tb« possibility of stall or other separated floa pneno- 
atsa aaoar<r<£ by these axtemrtians ia rartacsSar nodes of flight,  «here tie resulting 
numta?.» it farces a»» «ca7 aatb uadfc rapidity as to be accaetreliable or «itb socb force 
as t« exceed tbe canabalsty cf tbe control syst*» 

T.:«.:..» :t aast be acsxrtd ttsi ice rropalsiox systea provides stafficieat capability 
is tarnst to weigbt ra:a? :■* aeet tbe necessary remireaests 5re handling and control ia 
all flight regaaes aitbta tbe ■ceaerating flight eavelopr. Ibis ail! he distressed in aore 
aetaii as *a? nest section. 

lb« tern re^snsnsry rax ti» allied to xasy aspects of tbe V STGL flight testing and 
aanclaxg asslaties asses*n-*£r.    be sbali C'casaarr tbe fclloaing in brief,    stability aug- 
aeatatian jyst*9».   ;sstranex:atica syst«» nsi! pe~pElsi«a. 

Tbe use c * reaa&anzc j n SAS $ys:«ss rriaar: ly is of cencere «bere fa: lores of that 
systea car. proasce -r^^eroas cat-c-f-traa cja«Jn;cffls  ibard-«ver fa:lcres> or divergent 
isciilaiiery 4esav:rc UMZ raa ress-t ü ciceedlcg stractsxai liai tat ions of the airfreaes 
aefcre tae rilct las tiae to adar-t to tbis ee* iysaaic sitsaiices.    If tbe failure can be 
laB>2I*S us. a tratrasi cegradttioe iwsis «atboct iarosis* this type of yrcblea en the pilot. 
reiaowaKry :* act cj*e2t;aj-    SsweTer.   re-ÖEaänBcy «bere it ran be provided it reasonable 
r«at say »ftea pay fa- itself as tbe ability to eontiaoe tbe flight test progran «itboot 
.:•.'. :r^:: x  «asre tbe aircraft  is aiytecrae. 

ie-aaotiaRry is tbe isstraneatation cf tbe aircraft aac in t£e iistrsmentatioc for record- 
ing remsext flight cbaracteristir? for evn!ua::os asst be ba»ed oe tbe iapact cf the 
fsilsre of tbis ecAiiaxat  for safety of flight a&d test perforsance.    In the case of basic 
fligbt last canes tat IOS.  rev^osabiy gacc reliability cax re assured as a result of utiliza- 
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tion of equipment of proven capability and little need e.\ists for redundancy. For :ht 
instrumentation used for flight evaluation, the redundancy oust be based on the reliabil- 

ity of the equipment involved, and the impact of the loss of this information or toe need 
to terminate <t test because of instrumentation failure. These considerations vary from 
configuration to configuration and must be assessed independently for each program. In 

dual piloted aircraft redundancy of instrumentation is considered to be essential for 
those aircraft «hieb have a variable stability system. The provision of such duality, as 

noted previously, prevents entry into restricted flight regimes without the knowledge of 

the test pilot and provides the second rilot with the capability of overriding such con- 

trol inputs as may be disastrous. 

The duplication of actuators to flight controls often times is employed to avoid the 

loss of an aircraft in unexperienced conditions in the event of system failure. Such a 

provision was made en the X-22A aircraft where a dual hydraulic system was installed. The 

irony of that installation is that even the redundancy did net preclude a catastrophic 
failure, since both systems failed almost simultaneously. The cause of these failures 

was due to the vibrational environment in which they were operating.  It is important to 
assess properly the environment since ii has a strong bearing on the necessity for redun- 

dancy. 

Redundancy in the propulsion systems involves simply the provision of adequate power to 

provide for an engine-out condition (multi engine configuration). If a vehicle is being 

constructed solely for research purposes, such redundancy usually is considered cf suffici- 

ent importance that it is included. If the vehicle is being constructed for prototype 

purposes, the mission application will generally dictate the amount of redundancy in pro- 

pulsion which is to be installed. Generally for civil aircraft, the regulations are such 
that engine-out conditions must be met and redundancy is mandatory. For military installa- 

tions sometimes the risk element is the determining factor and redundancy is not provided. 

2.5 Tether Rigs 

The use of tether rigs in the initial phases of flight demonstration to restrict the 

motions to those which will not cause catastrophic failure has sometimes lead to undue 
restriction in the development of the particular configuration.  The categorization of 

tether rigs in this case does not apply to the ground test stands which were described in 

Section 1.3. Tethers are necessary on those stands to restrict the angular motions to 
those which can be safely handled and have little adverse effect. 

Many developers have resorted to the tether rig and many have successfully employed this 

technique. Generally, the procedure which is used is to restrict the angular and trans- 
lational motions in such a manner that the aircraft is returned to the ground in an upright 

position in the event of the onset of upsetting moments or sudden translational forces of 

greater magnitude than can be controlled by the pilot. In practice, the tethers are kept 

short at the beginning of the investigation and are gradually lengthened to provide more 

freedom as confidence is gained in the control capability. 

It ha» been found however, that tether rigs can unduly compromise the evaluation of the 
control capability and may lengthen the time required for flight demonstration in hover. 

A particular instance in which this occurred was the demonstration of the VZ-4 ducted fan 

aircraft. During the tethered tests, severe and uncontrollable» erratic motions of the 

aircraft appeared to exist and the aircraft would pull sharply against the tether. The 

developer suspected this problem and by screwing up his courage took off the tethers and 
attempted a free flight hover. It was discovered that the restraints on the vehicle 

caused by the tether were basically responsible for the seemingly uncontrollable condition. 
as a result of the moments and forces put into the airframe by pulling against the tether 

limit. The first flight without the tethers confirmed the capability of the control sys- 

tem and the test was able to proceed. Thus, the application of tethers for testing 

purposes must be used carefully and judiciously. This is not meant to infer that tether 

rigs should not be employed. However, the results obtained utilizing these rigs must be 

a subject of careful interpretation. 
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3. SPECIFICATIONS OF HANDLING QUALITIES 

3.1 Terminology 

A considerable amount of confusion has existed regarding the terminology employed in 
V/STOL flight testing and handling qualities assessments. Recently, the US Air Force 
sponsored an Ad Hoc V/STOL terminology committee which generated a listing of some pertin- 
ent terms which have been given as wide a dissemination as possible for comment. This 
listing is included here for familiarization of the reader with such terms as are defined. 
It is emphasized that this list is not complete nor is it necessarily entirely correct. 
However, it does represent the most recent attempt for standardization of terminology. A 
revision of this list with appropriate additions will be released by the AGARD Handling 
Qualities Committee in a publication to be prepared soon which will not only contain this 
listing, but will serve to update the basic document of Reference 21 published by AGARO 
concerning V/STOL handling Qualities. 

V/STOL TERMINOLOGY 

Basic Letter Terms 

VTOL - Abbreviation for vertical takeoff and landing. Pronounced by letter or as a 
word and used as an attributive adjective designating heavier-than-air aircraft which have 
VTOL capability. 

STOL - Abbreviation for short takeoff and landing. Pronounced by letter or as a word 
and used as an attributive adjective designating heavier-than-air aircraft which have 
STOL capability. 

V/STOL - Abbreviation for vertical and short takeoff and landing. Pronounced by letter 
or as a word and used as an attributive adjective designating aircraft which have both 
VTOL and STOL capability. 

ATOL - Abbreviation for airplane-type takeoff and landing. Pronounced by letter or as 
a word and used as an attributive adjective designating a takeoff and landing in which 
lift is derived primarily by the forward flight dynamic pressure (q) acting on non- 
rotating aerodynamic surfaces (wings). 

Flight Regimes 

Powered Lift Flight Regime - That flight regime of any aircraft in which controlled, 
level flight is possible below the power off stall speed and in which part or all of the 
lift and/or control moments are derived directly from power plant(s). 

Hovering Flight - Flight primarily supported by power plant(s) derived lift. 

Hover - To remain stationary relative to the air mass. 

Spot Hover - To remain stationary relative to a point on the ground. 

Translation - Horizontal movement in any direction relative to a fixed point. 

Air Taxi - Forward translations in close proximity to the ground, in the powered lift 
flight regime. 

Tran.-;'tion Flight - Flight at airspeeds below the power off stall speed, where lift is 
derived both from power plant(s) and the dynamic pressure (q) resulting from forward 
flight. 
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Transition - The act of going from the powered lift flight regime to the aerodynamic 
flight regime and vice versa. 

Conversion - The act of making the configuration changes to a VTOL. STOL or V/STOL 
aircraft necessary to go from the appropriate takeoff configuration tc the aerodynamic 
flight regime. 

Reconversion - The act of making the configuration changes to a VTCL. STOL or V/STOL 
aircraft necessary to go from the aerodynamic flight regime to the appropriate landing 
configuration. 

Aerodynamic Flight Regime (Conventional Flight Regime") - Flight supported primarily by 
the forward flight dynamic pressure (q) acting on nonrevolving aerodynamic surfaces 
(wings) at airspeeds above the power off stall speed. 

Aircraft Capabilities 

VTOL Capability - The capability of an aircraft to make vertical takeoffs and landings 
over a 50 ft obstacle with zero ground roll, where there is not over one aircraft major 
dimension clearance between the aircraft and the obstacle. 

Maximum VTOL Weight - The maximum weight at which an aircraft has VTOL capability. 

STOL Capability - The capability of an aircraft to make takeoffs and landings over a 
50 ft obstacle is not over ]0C0 ft total distance. 

Maximum STOL Weight - The maxin,.>m weight at which STOL capability is possible. 

V/STOL Capability - The capability of an aircraft to meet both VTOL and STOL require- 
ments. 

Maneuvers 

Air Run Takeoff (ARTO)  - A takeoff using the technique of a vertical lift-off followed 
immediately by a forward acceleration in ground effect. 

Air Run Landing  (ARL) - A landing using the technique of a fir<ai deceleration ii. ground 
effect,  followed immediately by a vertical touchdown. 

Vertic^rcuit - A vertical takeoff,  conversion, reconversion,  and a vertical landing. 

Special Terms 

Conversion Angle (CA)  - The angle measured from the longitudinal atis of the aircraft 
to some meaningful reference in the lift mechanism.    This angle is approximately 90 
degrees in hover and approximately zero degrees in aerodynamic flight.     (NOTE:    This is a 
general Term.    The name of the angle will vary with types of aircraft,  such as duct angle 
tilt angle,  vector angle,  wing/flap angles,  etc.). 

Conversion Speed - The minimum speed for aerodynamic flight. 

Ground Effect - Any effect on the aircraft performance,  stability and control or sys- 
tems operation due to its proximity to the ground, caused by the aircraft itself. 

IGE - Abbreviation for in ground effect. 

OGE - Abbreviation for out of ground effect. 

Ground Cushion - The phenomena of increa:- d buoyancy exi#, ienced close to the ground. 
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Height Velocity Diagram Tieadaan's gcge) - »at beigs*. «aä airspeed esvelope is tbe 
powered lift flight regiae «hick defiaes uasafe operated: ia tbe #r«t or poser plant 
failarc 

tecircniatios - lb* pbeatae-aoa ie «kica «seise eih*ast or propeller- faa-generated 
niadblsst reaaias ia or retsras to the iaaediate prc.iaity of tbe aircraft. 

Beißest ice - lasest ace cf eagiae tkrsst or prcpeiler- faa-geaeraied *iadblast iato tbe 
ecciae inlet's),  csaally occarriag ia grand effect. 

Transit iac ggaigf» - That portion of tae aircraft • 'light eaveiope :a vkizt tris**d. 
controllable flight  is possible ia the pored t.tx »:tah* re*is»     ü* «**«£«*•» »* 
deficed br -acl» »actors as airspeed, beigfct.  rat; „* «-i;ab rs- ücs>*ai. cosrrs»;« aagi-. 
power,    i-'-rl aargias. acgle of attack, etr. 

Doaaaasb - Tb* du—»aid cospoaeat of power platt«*» derived «indblast direct!; ander 
tbe aircraft. 

Croagdaash - Tbe oataard floa of tbe power piasCs- derived »iadblast over tbe grooad. 

tagieeeriag Teras 

Katr Daapiag - Tbe aegativc reciprocal of tae ti*e takes to reach 6T. of tbe fisal 
steady state aagr.lar or iioear Telocity rescStsag fro» a step control iapat. 

Control Displacement  - Tbe displacement froa triai sf th* pilot's coatr»! eleniat ia 
tbe cockpit. 

Control Fffectiveaes* • Tbe capability of triansu«g axd msecTeriag tbe aircraft Usroagk- 
ont its desiga envelop*. 

Castro! fttaer - Tbe Jaiim asgfelar or Isaear accrlerat;oE for fall control displace- 
ment  from; any tria condition. 

Control fcrsponse - Tbe chaser ia aircraft attitade. positsaa. or beigfct in one second 
from, the initiation cf a specified control di spinets« t. assally detenriaed for both cue 
inca and fail control displaceaiects. 

Control Sensitivity - Tbe initial angular or linear srcelerati-^a per cait step cosirol 
displacement froa a given tria ccaditioa. 

rbjapiag Ratio - Satio of actoai daapiag to critical danp.ag (exponential attenuation 
envelope for oscillatory nodes). 

Rate Response - Tbe stabilized angslir or linear rate per aait coctrol displacement 
froa any tria coaditicn. 

Control Srsten Tig* Cocstant - The tine repaired for a coatrol moment to reach W? of 
its coaaaaded value after a step control displaces«^  froa a tria condition. 

Control Force Sensitivity - Control sensitivity per unit applied control force. 

Control Lag - Any time delay experienced betaeea control application and initial air- 
craft response. 

Control Authority - The aaount of poaer a given input has ever a control systea.  usually 
expressed in percent,  fores, or displacement. 



:l. 2 :\ppl ication or Pi lot f{atin~ Scale 

It sho~Jld be recognized that handling qualities are, by their very nature, difficult 
to define, difficult to measure and always somewhflt subjective. There is a need fer a 
stnnclnrclir:ution of the subjective aspects which, i1. basic content, arethe pilot. evalua
tion reports regarding the hnndlin..: qualities experienced during any given mission. l'rior 
to the introduction of such rating scalf's the engineer was derendent upon those adjectiveG 
and descriptive phrases considered most applicable by a given individual pilot. A lack 
of uniform interpretation wa.'> often encountered. In 1957 a single rating scale was pro
posed and subsequently used extensively. TI1is scale was proposed by George Cooper of 
NASA-Ames Research Center and was appropriately called the Cooper Scale. It emphasized 
the need for more uniform methods for assessing aircraft handling qunli ties through quali
tative pilot opinion. However, l;he most widely accepted has been the Cooper or NASA Scale. 
This scale is presented in Figure 22 where it may be seen that numerical ratings from 1 
to 10 are assigned to various descrip+-ive phrases with the lower number being the most 
desirable. Despite the wide acceptance of this scale, it has deflciencies for some appli
cations as do all other accepted scales. 

RecentlY. it has come under consideration that a single scale should be devised which 
would both clarify the use of such scales anu provide an improved basis for the quali ta
tive ev&luntion of handling qualities. From consideration of the various categories from 
which thP pilot may select a rating, a revised scale is presently being developed and 
clarifying descriptions are being devised to provide for individual ratings. 

The original Cooper Scale first introduced the basic framework that defines specific 
boundaries relative to mission accomplishment. Specific category adjectives - Satisfac
tory, UnsatisfRctory, and Unacceptable - were related to grades of quality through both 
the numerical ratings and the description. The mode of flight as represented by normal 
operation, emergency operation and no operation was also associated with the categories 
for i.llustrative purposes. Confusion resulted from thi.s approach as well as fro:n the 
references to normal and emergency operations under the numerical rating description for 
5 and 6. In effect, two possible boundaries are shown - acceptable for normal and accept
able for emergency operation. 

The lack of definition of the emergency condition was confusing to some. A better term 
might have baen limited operation even though this would still require definition under 
the mission. TI1e doubtful terms with respect to mission completion were introduced to 
emphasize the difficulty in determining exactly the acceptable bounda.·y. 

~e inclusion of the term optimum for pilot rating of 1 has virtually eliminated its 
use as in any category a pilot is always expecting something better to come along and 
therefore is reluctant to rate an existing situation as optimum. The-use of the ratings 
in the Unacceptable category have been considered to arise too often. These si t.~1ations 
may be academic for a specific vehicle but. when a systematic variation of stability and 
control parameters is sought for many vehicles, separation within the Unacceptable range 
is desired. 

The must important factors in the use of these scales of pilot rating are (1) definition 
of missioi1, task and simulation situations and, (2) pilot comment. It is obvious that 
the objecr.ives and criteria of a given handling qualities program and a clear definition 
of the mission involved must be thoroughly understood by the pilot participant. This 
requires that specific definitive tasks and maneuvers be selected which will assist the 
pilot in evaluating handling qualities for the mission. Simulation is always involved to 

somr degree nnd therefore an understanding of what is left out of a program as well as 
what i~ lt>ft in must he reached between the pilot and the engineer. The pilot must be 
able to usr nll his knnwlrdgo nnd experience to provide a rating whirh in~ludes all con
~id•'rHtions pertinent to the mission whether simulated in the task or not. 
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The pilot's comments are essential since the use of a single numerical rating cannot 
possible r·eprescnt the entire qualitative assessment. It can be determined from the 
comments which the pilot makes whether objections on the part oL the pilot are related to 
the mission, or resulted from some extraneous uncontrolled factor in the execution of the 
experiment, or resulted from the individual pilot's focusing on different emphasis to 
various aspects of the mission. The use of questionnaires as an aid in obtaining supple
mentary pilot comments is often very beneficial. 

Figure 23 illustrates the decisions which lead to a pa.rticular rnting, This is in 
essenc2 a flow chart to enable tracing of the series of dichotomous decisions which the 
pi lot must make in arriving at a final rating. At the bottom of this figure i.s shown the 
new scale which is being proposed to replace that usPd in current rating systems. The use 
of the letter prefix differentiates the acceptable from the unacceptable ranges. Further, 
the use of A1 which is generally accepted in technical jargon as being the top or best, 
clearly indicates that it is considered to be the best; confusion had arisen by use of a 
simple numerical scale where one might expect that the higher number represents more 
capability. 

The general categorization may be accomplised in a reasonably simple fashion as shown. 
However, major category descriptions must be supplied which clearly delineate the intent 
and purpose of each rating. These ratings and their descriptive phrases are shown in 
F'igure 24. It is emphasized that this is not an accepted scale, but is currently being 
considered for adoption with revisions, if necessary. 

The use of the pilot rating scale, together with the quantitative measurements which 
can be made provide the design engineer with the necessary information to determine the 
adequacy of the handling qualities inherent in his vehicle. Because of the subjective 
nature of the pi lot rating scale it is currently being proposed by the AGARD Hand ling 
Qualities Committee that a distinction be made between V/~TOL handling qualities criteria 
and handling qualities requirements. One consideration of the material presented in 
Reference 21 ha~ been that it is a mixture of criteria and requirements so that the user 
tends to interpret the meaning to suit his purpose. Criteria can be defined as standards 
for judging. They are intended to provide qualitative background information. For 
example, roll-control criteria should not only point out the magnitude of the desired 
bank-angle change, but should also make it clear that control power·must be sufficient to 
maneuver in particular tasks and to provide control for trim and disturbanc8s as well. 
Criteria could and should serve as a guide in establishing specifications or requirements 
for a given aircraft. 

Requirements are quantitative measures of particular flight characteristics of a particu
lar vei1icle. They should be easily measurable in flight and berelated as directly as 
possible to the pilot's impression of the aircraft's behavior. They are specifications 
against which to assess production aircraft. Requirements for one class of aircraft 
should not he used as a yardstick for another class of aircraft. First must come the 
meru1ingful criteria before requirements can be defined. 

3. 3 'lechanical Characteristics of Control S)·stems 

The specificati~n of the characteristics of the control system necessary to guarantee 
proper handling cha1·acteristics of V/STOL aircraft as well as the specifications of the 
handling qualities themselves was begun in the 1950's. To a great extent these handling 
qualities specifications were derived from those which had been formulated for helicopters 
and consequently are not directly applicable to many of the configurations which have 
been evolvPd since that time. The first attempt at formal presentation of these handling 
qualities criteria wa<; made by Anderson in Reference 22 in 1960. Subsequent to the pub-
1 ish in~ of t.h~ t paper, in 196 2 a working group on V/STOL hand 1 ing qualities was es tab lis hed 
by Uw AGARD Flight. Mechanics Panel to formulate recommendations for V/STOL handling 
crwJ ities. 11;PsP were published as mentioned earlier in Reference 21. Tht>Y were based 
Pssentiall,v n:' th<' material from Referencr 22, Refer0nce 23, and ReferencP 24. It Wa<; 
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recognized by the working group at the time that the specifications which were laid down 
were sketchy and based on conjecture in many cases rather than on fact. Reference 21 
made recommeudations for yearly updating of the criteria set forth. Many papers have 
been published since that time regarding the various aspects of specifications of control 
systems and handling qualities. Howev~r. it is only at present, some six years later that 
a new committee has been appointed to update the requirements set forth in the AGARD 408 
publication. 

Since a myriad of publications have been published on the subject of control and hand
ling requirements. it will not be possible to provide a complete updating or review in a 
short presentation such as these notes. Therefore, since Reference 21 is still the basic 
document for handling qualities specification, discussion will center about its require
ments and comments concerning the opinions for updating will be offered. These comments 
are gathered from many sources but are primarilY furnished from Reference 25 and members 
of the group· working on the rewrite of Reference 21. 

The primary consideration of the mechanical characteristics of the control system is 
that the force-feel of the system as felt by the pilot should not result in objectionable 
handling qualities at any speed or in any configuration covered by the handling qualities 
criteria as set forth. In particular, the effects of centering, breakout force, feel, 
pre-load, friction, free-play, etc., should not result in objectionable flight character
istics or permit large departures from trim conditions with controls free. There should 
be no undesirable variations in the control force gradients of the longitudinal, lateral, 
or directional controls. Consideration must also be given to any single failure in 
powered or boosted systems. artificial trim devices or stability augmentation systems such 
that the characteristics of the control system as felt by the pilot shall not result in 
unacceptable flying qualities in the configurations and flight conditions appropriate to 
emergency operation. 

The breakout forces, including friction, feel, pre-load, etc., have been specified to 
be within the limits shown in Table III. These forces of course must be those measured 
at the pilot's contro~ in flight or conditions resembling those in flight as closely as 
possible. These forces have been specified irrespective of size and regardless of the use 
of a stick or a wheel type control. The height control is permitted to he either a con
ventional throttle or a helicopter collective-pitch stick. 

In addition to specification of the breakout forces, the gradient of force control with 
stick movement has also been specified to be positive. Further, the maximum movement of 
control stick has been recommended to be about ± 4 inches for longitudinal control and 
± 3 inches for lateral and directional control. With these conditions, the total force 
for the first inch of travel from trim is specifi~d to be not less than the breakout force 
and equal to or greater than the slope for the remaining stick travel to the limit. For 
VTOL operation, longitudinal and lateral force gradients of between 1 am! 2. 5 pounds per 
inch are considered desirable. For the directional control, the gradient should be 
between 5 and 15 pounds per inch. A failure in the power control system should permit any 
maneuver w! thin the design flight envelope to be accomplished with control forces not 
exceeding 40 pounds longitudinally, 2C pounds laterally and 80 pounds directionally. 
Current opinion questions the need to make the exact value of the gradients mandatory as 
long as the maximum forces nre not exceeded and adequate control is realized without pilot 
objection. 

The characteristics of height control systems are to be such that the control remains 
fixed nt all times unless moved by the pi lot or some automatic system. Adjustable friction 
locks are desirable, but the limiting forces specified in T'ilile III should be achieved 
with any friction damper off. A failure in the power control or stability augmentation 
system should not affect this specification. 

~!Pch:wicnl characteristics of control linkages for power control shall be such as to 
insure frPPdom from objectionable flight characteristics including difficulty in trimming 
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or tendency toward pilot induced oscillations. Failure of a power control or stability 
augmentation system shall not affect this requirement. '\ 

Free play in each cockpit control is to be minimized and in no case exceed ± 1% of 
total travel. Upon a failure in power control or stability augmentation system, free 
play shall not exceed ± 3% of total travel. 

Wheel throw for whee 1 type controls shall provide the full lateral control recommended 
readily with one hand operation and should not exceed 60° in each direction. 

Trim systems are recommended to be continuously adjustable throughout the flight range 
and may be of the press and release type. All trimming devices should maintain indefinitely 
a setting selected by the pilot unless actuated by an automatic system. Following any 
failure of a trim system, permanent out-of-trim forces mu~t not exceed ten pounds longi
tudinally, seven pounds laterally and forty pounds directionally at any speed up to the 
conversion speed. 

For thrust vector control systems, any device acceptable to the pilot has been recom
mended. However, any selected setting of the thrust vector control should be maintained 
indefinitely without attention from the pilot. It should be possible for the pilot to 
select the angular setting for hovering without reference to an indicator. Acceleration 
and deceleration during the transition should not be limited by the rate at which the 
thrust vector can be rotated, not should the performance and repeatability of the takeoff 
maneuver. After failure of the power system it should still be possible to actuate the 
syste~ necessary for transition. 

In addition to the above considerations, the moment generators installed in the aircraft 
control system which respond to the pilot controller must be designed such that they have 
minimum dead band and time lag following the input of a signal, It is assumed i~ this 
discussion that such capability is provided. 

It is readily seen that the intent of these recommendations is to __ provide a control 
system which does not impede the capability of the pilot to provide smooth actuation of 
the controls and that does not require more than minimum attention from the pilot during 
the VTOL and transition flight regimes. Since the preparation of the recommendations 
presented here, additional research has been accomplished which indicates certain changes 
may be desirable. In particular, the desirability of incorporating non-linearities into 
the control system has been considered. The importance of this capability will be dis
cussed in Section 4. Further, the type of controller to be employed has received some 
attention. In some cases, a sidearm controller has been substituted for either the wheel 
or the stick and is found to be acceptable. The controller dead band, breakout forces 
and control gradients are obviously affected by the type of control which is used. This 
subject together with many others which have been presented are matters of controversy at 
the present time and are receiving considerable discussion in the presentation of the 
revision of these recommende.tions. 

The inability to predict the size-scaling factors on both the mechanical control 
characteristics and the handling qualities requirements has presented a considerable 
challenge in formulating a general set of standards. Numerous analytical flight and simu
lator studies have been directed in improving the understanding of V/STOL handling quali
ties since the preparation of References 21 and 22. It is indeed a challenging task to 
convert information from many of these studies to general h&nd ling QUalities criteria 
because, for the most part, the results have bee~ particularly difficult to generalize 
since the total control requirements depend on many interrelated factors. 

3.4 Longitudinal .o\xis 

3.4. 1 Static Stability 

The prime oh.icct.ive of V/STOL aircraft is that they be capable of operation from res
tricted spnces. Handling qualities specifications recommended to date attempt to insure 
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that capability. In the case of emergency operation following a single failure, this 
capability is to be retained and the greatest degradation should allow the pilot to safely 
escape. In this regard the instability of the basic aircraft shall not be so great that 
during any longitudinal maneuver within the design flight envelope the input of the SAS to 
provide apparent stability together with the pilot's input at any time leaves less than 
50');, of the nominal longitudinal control moment for recovery. This specification of the 
numerical value of 50% has been brought into question upon reconsideration, since this 
value may be excessive depending upon the frequency of disturbance from which recovery is 
being attempted. 

Reference 21 states that with the most critical loading for all steady forward flight 
conditions in which the aircraft might be operating continuously, including all the condi
tions listed in Table IV, the aircraft shall possess positive static longitudinal control 
position and control force stability with respect to speed. Further, the variation of 
control position and force with forward speed at constant power settings shall be a smooth 
curve over the complete speed range appropriate. This capability should be demonstrated 
over the out -of -trim range shown in the table with the aircraft trimmed at the referenced 
speed. Some degree of instability is allowable if the flight condition is infinitely a 
short period, provided the condition is not objectionable to the pilot. Following a failure 
in the longitudinal SAS, longitudinal instability with respect to speed can be tolerated 
provided the instrument approach and landing is not compromised, and no less than 50% of 
available control moment and pitch is available for recovery. 

In general, the flight conditions specified in Table IV are those for which effective
ness about all three axes are to be demonstrated satisfactorily. The specifications laid 
down apply only up to the conversion speed. The conversion speed definition varies of 
course with the configuration. Since there is no conversion in a helicopter, this speed 
essentially represents the top speed. For a tilt wing it may represent a conditron with 
the wing at zero tilt. The same may apply to tilt rotors and tilt ducts. For fan-in-wing 
aircraft, or direct jet lift ~ircraft, it may be defined as the speed at which all louvers 
are closed and/or all nozzles converted from vertical to horizontal position. This varia
tion in configuration and therefore definitive flight conditions, is illustrative of the 
difficulty in generating specific hanGling qualities specifications applying to all V/STOL 
aircraft. 

Probably no one would question that both fixed and stick free stability with respect to 
speed are desirable. Such stability is represented in Figure 2~ However, even conventional 
aircraft have been designed with only stick free static stability in the landing approac! .. 
These aircraft have been found to be unacceptable unde~ conditions for instrument flight, 
particularly in rough air. Speed stability is particularly important for V/STOL aircraft 
because these aircraft are operated at speeds ~here drag increases with decreasing speed, 
which make flight-path control difficult. On the other hand, many investigations have 
pointed out the adverse effects of having too much speed stability (Mu) . The presence 
of too much speed stability causes excessive response to horizontal gusts, increases the 
requirement for angular ve lac ity damping (Mq) , and for tilt wing or tilt rl.uct aircraft 
limits the usable speed range at a given wing/duct angle. 

Angle of attack stability must also be considered. The operation of STOL aircraft such 
as the BLC C130, the Breguet 941 and the UF-XS reveals that the pilot uses angle of attack 
as a reference during approach, and wants the aircraft to return to the reference angle of 
attack as well as the reference airspeed when the aircraft is disturbed. The operational 
angle of attack range is limited by angle of attack instability, as for example in the 
P 1127 ui rcraft where the 1 imit is only 8°, which in turn limits the maximum allowable 
glide angle to only 10° in the landing approach. The XV-4 aircraft had angle of attack 
instability as well as marginal longitudinal control power. This ajrcraft crashed, possibly 
us u result cf this deficiency. The XV-SA and the Balzac aircraft also have angle of 
attack instability which limits operation in transition. 
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Thus, it is seen that additional consideration is required to obtain a more definitive 
set of ~pecifications which will guarantee longitudinal control throughout the flight 
regime. 'ine general specification for all types of aircraft may be difficult to define. 

The recommendations of Reference 21 state that the general aspects of maneuver stability 
shall be retained at all conditions up to and including the most critical loading. A pull 
force on the stick should produce increased normal acceleration and nose up pitching velo
city ~d the variation of stick force should increase approximately linearly with normal 
acceleration and/or pitching velocity. It is specified that longitudinal control force 
gradient should never be less than 3 pounds per g nor more than 20. The longitudinal 
control system should be generally insensitive to gusts and height control inputs. Criteria 
nre established in the event of failure in the longitudinal SAS to specify the amount of 
control moment remaining for maneuver and the allowable stick forces. In general, 50% of 
nominal control moment is to be retained for recovery from disturbances following failure. 
The importance of retaining adequate control power for maneuver cannot be over~mphasized. 
However, the amount of control moment required for this purpose may well be a function of 
aircraft size ~d class of aircraft. 

The transient response characteristics of maneuvering flight are also specified in terms 
of the normal acceleration and the rate of pitch or angular velocity which is realized 
after sudden inputs of the longitudinal control. The performance is specified in terms 
of the concavity of both the angular velocity and normal acceleration curves which must be 
turned downward at no ro~ore than two seconds following the start of the SJ)'ecified maneuver. 
This characteristic is illustrated in ·Figure 26. The maneuver specified is that to pro
duce 0.2 radians per ~econd pitching rate within 3 seconds, or to develop a normal accelera
tion of approximately 1.2 g within 3 seconds. This specification is considered to be 
generally applicable and reasonable. 

There should of C(!Jrse be no objectionable time delay in the development of angular 
velocity in response to the pilot's control input. Angular acceleration should be in the 
proper direction within 0. 2 second after initiation of longitudinal control application. 

3.4.'2 Dynamic Stability 

The specifications concerning longitudinal dynamic stability in Reference 21 are meager. 
In general, they state that drur1ping characteristics following a single disturbance should 
be not less than those given by the normal flight curve of Figure 27 and that no tendency 
for small amplitude oscillations to persist should be present; also indicated in Figure 
27 is the allowable curve for singl,~ failure. Further, there should be no tendency for 
sustained or unrontrollable oscillation resulting from the effort of the pilot to maintain 
a steady flight .,nth or to maneuver the aircraft within its flight envelope (pilot-induced 
oscillations). 'his condition should applY following a failure of power controllers or 
the stability r-. _:.·~mentation system. Further, it is specified that the cockpit control 
should exhibit d€adbeat characteristics following a release from abrupt deflection. 

There has been a lack of adequate criteria for the short period and the long period 
(phugoid) mode~ ·.,r V/STDL aircraft and for the conventional aircraft as well, particu
larly in the per :I range around 8 to 12 seconds. In Reference 26 it was shown that 
requirements for STO~ aircraft in terms of a period-damping relationship are not directly 
related to the r· teria from there to a pilot. In any landing approach of a VTOL or con
ventional aircr: . the pilot is concerned primarily wit!> controlling flight path angle; 
however, the far rs which affect contra 1 depend upon the aircraft type. Recent studies 
reported in Reff' 'nee 27 for conventional aircraft with high aspect ratios indicated that 
the lift -curve s 're CLa and the normal acceleration variation with angle of attack Na. 
terms, as we 11 a. frequency -damping parameters, affect. flight Pfl th control. It is inter
es ti ng that for : · rc raft with lower aspect ratios such as the F -SC Crusader, flight path 
control in carri< · approaches was markedly improved with the direct lift type of control 
which, in a sens· is a means of increasing CLa. Since landing approaches for V/STOL 
aircraft are mad• with very low effective CLa , engine power is used as a direct lift 
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control. It is apparent that factors in addition to period damping must be considered in 
arriving at dynamic-stability boundaries for V/STOL aircraft. Some of the current VTOL 
aircraft such as the P 1127 and VJ-101C which appear to need improved damping in STOL 
approaches, particularly for instrument operation, may actually need more lift control. 
The interplay of these factors is inadequately defined for V/STOL aircraft and should be 
studied with greater emphasis as soon as more sophisticated variable stability VTOL air
craft become available. 

3.4 . .5 Control Response HeqtLirements 

Satisfactory longitudinal control power and sensitivity for maneuvering while hovering 
in still air with minimal effects of external disturbances are believed to be assured by 
the recommendations in Table V according to Reference 21. Specifications are also given 
regarding the aircraft response as a function of control displacement from trim with the 
provision that these shall obtain at all speeds up to conversion including a 1000 ft per 
minute descent. Additional specifications regarding control response requirements cover 
the effectiveness of the control in maneuvering flight, take-off and landing, and longi
tudinal trim. In general, these specifications guarantee the abilitY to....develop the 
limiting attitudes or incidences consistent with the operational flight envelope and to 
provide adequate margins for maneuver in excess of all trim conditions for the various 
flight conditions cited. The trim effectiveness should allow for reducing all longitudinal 
control forces to zero within the flight conditions specified in Table IV. Limitations 
are placed on the longitudinal stick force which limits these forces for normal operation 
to 10 pounds pull or 5 pounds push, with momentary allowances up to 20 pounds pull and 10 
pounds push. Emergency conditions are also specified. 

Longitudinal response in damping and hover have been found from flight experience to 
be generally less severe than roll control requirements. For some VTOL types such as the 
X-14A and the P 1127, flight experience has shown little need for damping augmentation; in 
fact, zero angular rate damping can be tolerated in VFR operation. However, this statement 
is not generally applicable since analytical studies reported in Reference 28 and flight 
tests in Reference 29 have indicated that for some configurations such as the tilting duct 
types where the speed stability parameter Mu is large, both damping and increased control 
power will be required. particularly for IFR and rough air operation. 

3.5 Lateral Axis 

3.5. 1 Static Stability 

The recommendations made regarding static lateral stability criteria in Reference 21 
specify that up to sideslip angles which might be required in normal tactical use of con
figurations specified for longitudinal stability, basic lateral instability shall not be 
so great as to preclude the retention of at least 50% of nominal lateral control moment 
for recover·y. (The same conrnent regarding frequency of the disturbance applies as was 
made in the longitudinal case.) The aircraft shall provide positive control-fixed dihedral 
effect (left lateral control deflection needed during left sideslip and vice-versa). (This 
requirement should apply to both sideslip and crosswind). The positive dihedral effect 
should be limited so that no more than 50% of the nominal rolling moment is used for trim. 
No condition should leave less than 50% of the nominal lateral control moment for recovery. 
These requirements apply generally whether the controls are fixed or free. Control forces 
should not exceed 10 pounds for stick or wheel except under failure conditions when 20 
pounds is allowed. 

Reconsideration of these requirements have prompted the following comments in addition 
to the two parenthetical comments in the preceding paragraph. The roll control must be 
powerful enough to serve a number of functions. Lateral control is needed for trimming, 
for controlling upset and for maneuvering. Unfortunately it has not been easy to separate 
thPse individual needs and to the pilot, the ar,;ount of lateral control needed appears ns 
a total requirement. Upon examination however, the pilot rating of a given configuration 
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reflects consideration for all the aforementioned aspects. Values of trim control power 
needed can be calculated from the geometry of the vehicle and the static stability values. 
Power needed for upset and maneuver, being not only affected by the configuration, but by 
the aircraft size and specific maneuvers required in the gust environment, must be known. 
Upsets, in addition, are a function of self-induced flows. Some of these factors which 
affect roll control power requirements are considered in the following paragraph. 

Size effects, both from upset and maneuver standpoints, are indicatP.d in Figure 28. 
One can assume that the maneuver requirement wi 11 be essentially similar for similar types 
of aircraft for the same mission or task even though the weight may vary considerably, 
However, it is also logical to assume the basic level of maneuvering control power required 
will be generally lower for larger size aircraft such ns transports since the task itself 
will not require large and rapid maneuvers. This suggests that the total control power 
required for maneuvering should be specified for V/STOL aircraft by classes as is done for 
conventional aircraft. With res~ect to the effect on engine power plant, total control 
required for maneuvering can be divided further into (1) steady state or long term aspects 
to offset aerodynamic effects (speed stability, ~ , or rolling m01nent due to sideslip 
velocity, Lv) when operating in steady winds and (2) the short term control inputs 
required to reposition the aircraft. The steady trim requirements are a function of con
figuration and the short term input is largely a function of the control system used. It 
can also be seen from these curves that, at the lower gross weights, gusts and self-induced 
disturbances dominate demands for control power, while at the higher gross weights the 
maneuvering tasks dictate the amount needed. 

It is well to ask at this point how well this description of size fits with available 
data. Control power values that have been used in operating various VTOL aircraft are 
compared in Figure 29 witlr the sizing fonnula (W + 1000) 113 The example aircraft do 
not appear to follow any scaling rule; as an example the X-14A has 1/4 the weight of the 
P 1127 but requires less control power. Also, the control power values for the various 
aircraft are larger than the AGARD formula which is basically a maneuvering requirement. 
Assuming for simplicity that the same maneuvering task is applicable to each aircraft, 
the P 1127 requires high control power for trim to offset a very large dihedral effect 
(~) as does the XV-SA, the Balzac and the Mirage III-V. The SC-1 also has recently been 
shown to have a large ~ requirement at higher angles of attack. The low control power 
value appears adeQuate for the VJ-101C when an attitude stability system is used. However, 
the control power is nominally rated at 1.2 radians/second 2 but actually seven radians/ 
second 2 is available if one is willing to reduce power completely on one engine. The 
lateral trim control required for this aircraft is very small and gust upsets are minimized 
by the attitude stability system. For the X-19A, roll control power was adequate although 
there were a number of mechanical control systems problems wlth this aircraft. The XC-142 
has 1.2 radians/second 2 available in roll which is judged ample for hovering but may not 
be entirely satisfactory at slow speeds. During STOL operation at speeds below about 25 
knots ground effect and recirculation disturbances can exceed the control available as 
evidenced by the landing accident in 1965. 

Thus, it is seen that considerable lack of depth in the present criteria for lateral 
control exists. The control power requirement is obviously not well defined by the present 
AGARD formula. 

3.5.2 Dynamic Stability 

The present recommendations from Reference 21 are that lateral oscirlations should 
exhibit characteristics the same as those recommended for longitudinal oscillations. Spiral 
stability is to be positive for all normal flight conditions up to the conversion speed. 
In the event of a failure in the SAS, negative spiral stability can be permitted provided 
the rate of divergence at the trim conditions is not so great that when controls are 
released in a steady 100 bank turn established from trimmed laterally level flight, the 
hank angle is doubled in less than 20 seconds. 
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There should be no objectionable time delay in the response to lateral control applica
tion. In any case angular acceleration should be in the proper direction within 0. 2 
seconds after initiation of pilot control application. 

3.5.3 Control llesponse llequirements 

The same conditions are applied to the lateral control response for the same flight 
coDditions as specified for longitudinal control (Table IV). The response for full con
trol input is recommended to be not less than 100 in the first second and the response for 
the first inch of control displacement from trim should, for both the normal and single 
failure cases, be equal to or greater than the response per inch of remaining travel. 
This recommendation is general throughout the specifications of Reference 21 to provide 
feel to th~ pilot and to reduce the tendency towards excessive sensitivity near the neutral 
position. It is further recommended that the lateral response not be so large as to cause 
a tendency for the pilot to overcontrol. The limit for this case is established to the 
response which produces no more than 200 in the first second for one inch of control 
deflection. The recommended lateral response in damping characteristics are shown in 
Table VI. Peak lateral control forces are specified as not to exceed 20 pounds in transi
tion nor 10 pounds in hover. The lateral control effectiveness should be sufficiently 
great in co1nbination with other normal means of control to balance the aircraft laterally 
during all flight and ground handling operations, and specifically when demonstrating 
directional control effectiveness. In addition to all other requirements, it is recommended 
that 50% of the roll control power be available for lateral maneuver. Changes in lateral 
control forces needed to trim any operationally necessary or normal configuration should 
be as small as possible, and in any case not exceed 3 pounds. The emergency conditions 
will allow 10 pounds. The trimming devices should be capable of reducing the lateral con
trol forces to zero with zero sideslip in all configurations and flight conditions speci
fied in Table IV. 

In considering these requirements from Reference 21, it has been suggested in a number 
of studies that control power levels may be reduced when engine thrust is vectored to 
produce translation instead of tilting the aircraft in roll. This subject was discussed 
e~rlier as an example in Section 1.3. A translational control has obvious advantages for 
large aircraft where large roll inertia severely limits the angular response. The results 
of the simulator study were presented in Figure 10 in terms of pilot rating of roll control 
power required for various methods of translational vane control. The task for each type 
of control was to reposition the aircraft laterally as rapidlY as desired in a gust-free 
environment and with no aeroqynamic inputs. Stick sensi ti vi ty and roll damping were set 
at optimized values. It can be observed in Figure 10 that for the lower range of control 
powers, programming the vane as a function of bank angle reduced the angular acceleration 
requirements for a given pilot rating but did not achieve a satisfactory pilot rating. 
This quickening in side acceleration is similar to the cyclic effect in a helicopter rotor. 
When the vane was actuated by a thumb controller on top of the stick, angular acceleration 
requirements were markedly reduced as would be expected, since for these tests there was 
1 itt le tendency for the pi lot to produce bank upsets. Flight tests with the vane on the 
X-14A VTOL aircrJft bear out trends shown by the simulator tests. More operational flight 
experience must be obtained howc•er to establish a tradeoff between vane_control and bank 
angle control to account for upsets and trim requirements. Further work needs to be 
directed at IFR tasks where lateral positioning is more demanding. 

3.6 Directional Axis 

3.6. 1 Static Stability 

Reference 21 states that static directional stability with both controls fixed or free 
shall be such that right rudder pedal deflection from the laterally level straight flight 
c~ndition is required to produce left sideslip. For angles of sideslip between ± 15° from 
latPrally l£>ve 1, straight flight, the variation of sideslip angle with pedal force shall 
be f'ssentially linear. An increase in pedal deflection should always be needed to produce 
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increase in sideslip. Again, it is recommended that 50% of nominal control moment be 
available for recovery. The rate of divergence due to directional inPtability should be 
limited; the rate of yaw divergence two seconds after a 5° sideslip dis~lacement should 
not require more than 50% of the control moment available to return the aircraft to trim, 
nor should the rate of divergence double the size of the bank angle in less than three 
seconds for the uncorrected condition. Negative dihedral and negativt directional stab
iii ty defects shall not occur simultaneously. 

3. 6. 2 Dynamic Stability 

Directional oscillations should exhibit characteristics the same as those recommended 
for longitudinal oscill~tions. Time delays s~all be the same as for the lateral case. 
Little more is said in Reference 21 concerning the dynamic directional stability. 

3. 6, 3 Control Response Requirements 

The aircraft is to possess the directional response and yaw angular velocity damp1ng 
characteristics indicated in Table VII, at the most critical combination of both weight 
and moment of inertia, both in and out of ground effect. For all-weather operations it 
is recommended that the response be up to twice these values. The same requirement per
tains to force gradients and stick movement as for the other axes. These conditions are 
to be retained for all operating and power conditions up to 500 ft per minute rate of 
descent. At normal STOL velocity or VTOL instrument approach velocity, there should not 
be a tendency for the pilot to overcontrol as a result of high directional response. 

The directional control in hover is specified to permit, at the most critical combina
tion of weight and mome~t of inertia, a 360° turn in either direction while hovering in 
the designated wind condition. At the most critical azimuth relative to the wind, appli
cation of full directional control shall meet the displacement in Table VII. It is 
specified that at least 50% of the nominal directional control rema1n after all trim 
requirements are met. (This requirement is believed by some to be excessive). The same 
directional control effectiveness is required for taking off, landing and taxiing as in 
hovering, The change in directional control force due to change in trim is prescribed not 
to exceed 10 pounds for the rudder. (This also is believed conservative). As with the 
other controls the trimming devices should be capable of reducing the directional control 
forces to zero with zero sideslip in all flight conditions and configurations. 

Early experi·~nce with helicopters established the requirements for large values of 
directional cont.rol power in Reference 21. These values were necessary primarily because 
of the large directional trim change with power peculiar to single rotor nircraft. Recent 
experience with most VTOL aircraft has indicated that very low yaw re~ponse is acceptable, 
emphasizing again the importance of examining in detail the individua1_components making 
up the requirement for total control power. Even though for v/STOL aircraft the yaw axi'l 
requires only a fraction of the total control power required for roll and pitch, flight 
experience has show:. that some additional factors are significant. These are (1) adequate 
control for upsets such as the XC-142 has encountered in ground effect in STOL landings 
must be considered for ;orne designs, (2) a change in rudder effectiveness with height 
above the ground can be ~;ndesirable as evidenced by the landing accident with the XC-142, 
(3) non-linear directional characteristics are undesirable, primarily because of engine 
inlet moments; some jet VTOL configurations such as the P 1127 and XV-SA require non
linear rudder inputs when turning out of the wind. Pilots seem willing to accept poor 
response but object very strongly to the non-linear behavior. The present requirements 
in Reference 21 state only that it should be possible to turn 360° and non-linear aspects 
are not adequately covered. 

3.7 !Ieight Control 

3.7.1 Thrust/ll'eight Hequirements 

The primary nspect of hovering fU1d vertical flight is in the height control. However, 
n few brief co~1:nenU.; concerning other aspects will be made before consideration of the 
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height control in detail. The effects of downwash ground interference are specified 
by Reference 21 to he such as to not result in unsatisfactory charactertics while hovering 
in any designated wind conditions. For all conditions up to the disappearance of ground 
effect, there should be no objectionable feedback of unsteady aerodynamic forces on con
trol surfaces to the cockpit controls, nor any additional undesirable response from this 
source. Hovering precision should be maintained over any given point within a three-foot 
radiu~ circle without acquiring a translational velocity in excess of two feet/second in 
any h<)rizontal dil'ection. This should be accomplished without undue pilot skill. Atti
tude control power, ability to trim, stalling or buffeting, or engine malfunction due to 
intake flow conditions or recirculation of exhaust gases shall not limit the rate of 
vertical ascent or descent that can be used, within the specified limits. (It should be 
added that this should be accomplished for any heading relative to the wind.) 

With regard to height control, Reference 21 specifies that it should be possible to 
maintain satisfactory control of vertical speed with ± 1 foot/second by use of the hdight 
control while hovering in still a.ir at all design hovering altitudes and ground clearances 
both in and out of ground effect with less than ± ~ inch of control movement. The vertical 
thrust. margin is specified in terms of thrust to weight ratio as 1 05 for take off and 
1.15 for landing under the most adverse specified altitude-temperature conditions. Fifty 
percent of the available control power should be the maximum used simultaneously about all 
three axes to permit maneuver control. In addition, during take off application of full 
control about any one axis with 50% application about the remaining axes should not reduce 
the vertical thrust to less than the weight (or a thrust to weight ratio of 1). The pilot 
should be able to obtain full control power ahout all three axes simultaneously although 
the thrust m~rgin in this condition is not specified. 

The vertical thrust response during the final stages of a vertical landing is specified 
to be such that after step input of the height control the lift increase is 60% of the 
demand increase in no r.:t,re than 0. 3 second. (This time constant will be discussed in 
detai 1 Eu bsequent ly). Por demonstration purposes it is specified that the demanded increase 
should be 10% of the landing weight at any power setting between hovering and 1000 ft per 
minute rate of descent, in the most adverse conditions for the· power unit. 

Since the time that these recommendations were prepared, several investigations have 
been made regarding the thrust/weight ratio requirements for adequate height control in 
the hovering anrl vertical flight regimes. Two of these have been selected for demonstra
ting the need for revision of the specifications in Reference 21. The first is a study 
made utilizing a vertical height simulator shown in Figures 30 and 21. This simulator is 
capable of accelerations of ± 2g and maximum velocities of ± 20 feet/second, operating 
over a t0tal height capability of 100 ft. The controller sensitivity is linear and fixed 
0.1 g per inch of travel as measured along an arc at the hand grip. The maximum downward 
acceleration provides a Qg or free fall condition with the controller bottomed. This 
system is controlled by an analog computer to provide the desired simulation. A minimum 
response to a command step input is of the order of 0.07 seconds first-order time lag. 

Generally these tests indicated that minimum upward acceleration for normal operation 
for typical hovering man~uvers should be about 1.06 g and the minimum level for acceptable 
safe or>cration about 1. o:z to I. 03g. For normal operation, minimum damJJil'lg level is highly 
dependent Gn control system time constant particularly during operation at high thrust to 
weight ratios. These results are presented in Referencer 30. 

The second !l.!ld r::ore recent investigation was made IJtilizing a variable stability heli
copter. The results of which are presented in Reference 31. In general these results 
tend to confirm the results from Reference 30. Based on a primary evaluation task 
beginning with a rapid transition from hover to forward flight, a racetrack pattern at an 
altitude of about 400 ft. and a straight-in approach using approximately a 500 ft per 
minute rate of descent terminating in a 50 ft hover at the starting point, the following 
results and conclusions were drawn. Acceleration from hover and the subsequent climb out 
ir~.po~'~d the most stringent requirement on thrust to weight ratio. For normal operations 
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as reflected hy the primary evaluation task the minimum satisfactory level of thrust to 
weight ratio is 1. 09 providing other parameters are within a range which permits u climb 
c apabi 1 i ty of at least 600 ft per minute. If only the approach task is considered, 
including a flare and landing, satisfactory operation is possible for thrust to weight 
ratios as low as 1.03 if the normal velocity damping level is equal to or greater than 
-0 25/second. It should he noted that a primary difference between the two examples 
given is that for the latter case the damping was the value just stated, while for the 
former case damping was zero. 

Now let us make a comparison with the AGARD recommendations just quoted from Reference 
21 and the results obtained in these two investigations. The AGARD recommendation 
suggests that the optimum contra 1 sensitivity is on the order of 0. 15 g per inch of con
trol movement. This requirement wa~ confirmed by the tests of Reference 31. However, 
such was not the case for the specification of thrust to weight ratio. In Figure 32 the 
results of Reference 31 are compared with the AGARD specification. In making the compari
son, it has been assumed that the take off requirement of Reference 21 corresponds to the 
acceleration and climb results of the present study and further that the landing require
ment of Reference 21 corresponds to arresting descent rates at the bottom of the approach. 
Inspection of th0 two figures in Figure 32 inaicates that Reference 21 requires a much 
greater thrust to weight ratio for landing than for take off. This is seen to be contrary 
to the results of the present investigation which, exc•Jpt for zero damping, always requires 
a greater thrust to weight ratio for acceleration and climb out (~hat is, the take off) 
than for arresting descent rates (that is, the landing); for zero damping, the thrust to 
weight requirements of the present investigl'ition are identical for the two tasks. It is 
concluded from these tests therefore that the requirement for an adequate acceleration and 
climb capability places the greatest demand on thrust to weight ratio. It is recognized 
of course that the minimum satisfactory thrust to weight ratio for the acceleration and 
climbout task would vary somewhat with specific mission constraints such as field size, 
exposure time, and the height of surrounding obstacles. Caution should be exercised in 
applying these acceleration and climb results to operations wherein the specific mission 
constraints are either much more or mueh less stringent than those represented by the 
primary evaluation task of Reference 31. This task might be consi<!f_red as corresponding 
to a transport type operation. 

The~e and other jtudies show the interrelation between thrust to weight ratio and 
vertical height damping and provide a basis for reasonably sound requirements for both 
take off and land1ng. The thrust margins needed for simultaneous control about several 
axes however, have not been covered adequately. 

Reference 21 specifies that the thrust to weight ratio should not be less than 1 when 
full control is applied about one axis, with 50% control applied about the remaining axes. 
It is possible that this is very conservative in light of actual VTOL experience. For 
example the P 1127 operating with a demand bleed system and the VJ-101C with a thrust 
modulation control system have been found to be acceptable in spite of t!Je fact that thrust 
to weight values less than 1 occur during pronounced control activity. This appears to be 
possible because the control inputs are needed for only a short time. How much altitude 
l0ss can he permitted is difficult to answer without more operational experience. Studies 
have shown that simultaneous control inputs in roll and pitch usually occur as discrete 
large control deflections for a short time. A revision of the requirement should pr0bahly 
recognize that altitude may be lost for some specific time period. In addition since 
large controlled inputs are held for only a short time, engine over-temperature may be 
acc::ptable fo: that time period. 

Finally. the specification of vertical height control of ± 1 ft per second which may be 
required for missions such as rescue missions certainly need not be exercised for all 
missions in V/STOL vehi...les. Height control to date has not proved a large problem on 
VTOL aircraft and ·;ert.ical height damping has not been required even for aircraft with 
suck-down a:1d ~tr!St!~ady ground effects. A factor now missing from the criteria in Refer
Pnce ~1. anrl fH~rlHlPS which should be considered, is tho non-linoar trim change near the 
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~round. For rxrunple, the P 1127 aircraft has a nose-down tendency in ground effect which 
changrs in magnitude with aircraft attitude, becoming larger as the aircraft noses down. 
In this sense, precision of height control and pitch could prove to be a problem for some 
designs, for example, those which obtain height control by a combination of lift engines 
and deflected cruise engines. The thrust response of the lift engines would undoubtedly 
be hPttcr t.han the cruisr engines and lift-pitch coupling could result. In addition when 
the ror~ard lift rngines are used for roll control, the total thrust change results in a 
pltch chnnge, 1111s problem could he more severe in ground effect, 

3 7 '.' Eff•·cts of Time C:onstant 

:tme constants for first-order time delay in thrust response were investigated in the 
tPsb of both References 30 and 31. These results were found to be in reasonable agree
mr n t as shown in Figure 33 extracted from Reference 31. The agreement is considered 
r0asonable when the diffprcnce in damping as indicated on the figure is noted. It is 
easily seen tna t the allowance for 0. 3 sPcond de lay in Reference 21 with regard to vertical 
thru~:t n~sponse C!lll result in a degradation of approximately one unit in pilot rating. 
These time delays presented relntivel:· little problem for operation at higher altitudes in 
the variable stability helicopter. Although the pilot was able to maintain control of the 
aircraft for even the largest time delays simt:lated, for time delays greater than 0.5 
second hr found it nrcessary to alter his normal control technique for landing in order to 
reduce overcontrolling to a point where a reasonably safe touch down could be made. Either 
a hover at 50 ft with a constant low sink rate from there to the ground unchecked, or a 
control dither method was necessary to assure safe landing. Either of these is considered 
to be unaccrptahle for routine flight operation. The addition of a position indicator for 
the height control served as a lead-information device for the pilot and improved his capa
bility with larger time delays, This method could be utilized but is not recommended at 
present. 

The investigators in Reference 30 concluded that as long as the coiitrol system time 
constlUJt remai:tcd brlow 0. 37 second, acccl,Jtable cro:::.!'".·l ..,[ alt~t•.!:lc '.:'C".ll:' ~•t• '""intninNl '" 

the event of artificial vertical velocity damper failure. They noted that velocity res
ponse plays an important part in the determination of minimum acceptable control power. 
Operation is sluggish and velocity limited for take off in the high damping case and there 
is inadequate arrest of high velocity sink rates for landing in the low damping case. 
Tests of ho\'ering steadiness at zero velocity damping indicate the pilot tends to over
control at time constants above 0.6 second and the task requires his full attention at 
1.2 seconds. This is apparent from the pilot ratings in Figure 33 where it is seen that 
the curve intersects ttw unacceptable boundary at approximately 1.1 seconds delay, 

From tlwse Ctll·sory considerations of the special cases of handlin~ qualities requirements, 
it is obvious that. a r,reat deal of confusion yet exists in the methcds by which the speci
fications can b0 generated l.n a manner that may fiud g~neral application. Considerable 
improvement h~s aeen made as a result of tests, some of which have been presented here and 
many whicli are ~·et in progress. It is anticipated that the current effort to rewrite the 
AGARD Rpport No. 408 will reflect considerable advancement in understanding of the handling 
qualities problem since the first writing. However, it is obvious that a considerable 
amount of resPnrch is :'>'l't to he a.ccornplished before adequate definitions are obtained for 
application to all classes of V/STOL aircraft. 

-t. A!JTO-STA!III.IZATION HEIHJIRE~lENTS 

4. 1 llescription of Typps of SAS 

The majority of the material presented in this section wns extracted from the excellent 
presentation of Reference 32. A wealth of basic information regarding stability augmenta
Lion s.vs terns C!l!J bp found in Re fe renee 33 which was pre pared by the Instrumentation Lab ora-
! t>r~· of t hP Mn.~snc!JIISPtts Insti tut.e of Technolcgy, It is only fair to state that the 
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design and utilization of 8AS systems is highly complex and filled with many aspects of 
an art rather than a pure science as of this time. A considerable amount of research will 
be req•Jirec! before a complete systemization of auto-stabilization requirements will be 
reali:zed. 

There are many types and forms of stability augmentation systems. We shall restrict 
our i~terest to three b~~ic systems upon which most current systems lay their foundation. 
TI1ese are the acceleration, the rate and the attitude systems. 

In ~'igure 34, a representation of an automatic stabilization system for a VTOL aircraft 
which requires attitude change in order to translate is portrayed. This type of aircraft 
is characteri:zed by having the thrust vector fixed in relation to the aircraft. Thus 
translation can be accomplished only by rotation of the ..... 1tire vehicle. It is seen from 
F'i[!ure 34 that the inputs through the control system consist of the pilot's command and 
rhe stabilization feedback from the airfran1e. The pilot's command may be shaped in any 
form desirable by means which shall be discussed later. The integration of these two 
pieces of information is then fed into the control system to provide the stabilization 
desired. 

The descriptive elements of the three systems to be considered are shown in Figure 35. 
It can be seen that the acceleration system has no stabilizing feedbacks. As its time 
history grows. stick deflection prodvces steady-state acceleration and the pilot must 
p1·ovide the stability and angular rate damping while controlling his attitude. The con
trol system variables pertinent to this system are control power and control sensitivity. 

The rate system is built upon the acceleration system to which is aaded an angular rate 
feedback. With this modification stick deflections now produce steady-state rate. The 
pilot must provide attitude stability to control attitude but he does not have to worry 
about excessive rate buildup. Thus he has been relieved of one task in his workload. The 
variables associated with the rate system arE' control power, control sensitivity and 
damping. The damping in the system is simply the gain in the rate feedback loop. 

The attitude system goes one additional step beyond the rate system by 1ncorporating 
into that system an attitude feedback in addition to the rate feedback. For this system 
the pilot controller commands steady-state attitude proportional to stick deflection and 
all stabilizing requirements are provided automatically. The variables which describe the 
attitude system are control power, control sensitivity, damping and frequency. The fre
quency here refers to the undamped natural frequency of the system. It is a commonly 
used measure of the stability of a second-order system. More precisely, the frequency is 
t!qual to the square root of the gain in the attitude feedback loop. Frequency and damping 
togeLher are both necessary to define the actual oscillatory characteristics of an attitude 
s:-·stem. This is illustrated by the time history at the bottom of Figure 35 which is typi
cal of r. "'-''"'-'·"hat underdamped case. If frequency were increased the oscillations could 
be made to disappear. 

Further sophistication of these systems could be made as, for example the inclusion of 
another feedback loop representing velocity over the ground could provide a constant trans
lational velocity system with stick command. One more step could be included to represent 
the ground position which would then crnate the capability to move to and maintain a given 
pcsi tion over the grounfl as a function •Jf stick command. Thus, it is seen that sophistica
tion of the system can continue almost at the whim of the designer. It should be remem
bered however, that problems of reliab1lity and failure plague complex systems. This will 
be discussed in detail in a l~ter section. 

4.2 Effects of Type of Contro': 

As a means of comparing the effects of various types of control systems let us again 
borrow from Reference 32 which describes a series of tests made for the three control sys
trms described in Section 4. 1. These tests were performed on the six-degre:e-of-freedom 



si.rmlator described in Section 1. The conditions for the majority of the tests are shown 
in Figure 36. Simplicity was stressed in these tests to insure a basic understanding 
before subjecting each control system to complex conditions. For example, rather than 
attempting to optimize control stick geometry and force characteristics, a representative 
set of values was selected and held constant throughout the tests. Systematic data were 
generated for the roll axis only, even though the simulator was o~rated in the six-degree 
mode. The roll axis was considered to be more important since it is usually more critical 
than the pitch or yaw axis. Further, roll axis data should qualitatively apply to the 
pitch axis. For this reason, the pitch axis parameters were varied identically with the 
roll axis parameters throughc,ut the tests. The roll axis was permanently maintained as a 
satisfactory rate system. The results represent a sampling of three pilots. 

The simulator tasks were designed as a general hover task and a general maneuver task. 
No attempt was made to define tasks which would be universally representative of actual 
flight conditions, since this is unimportant for establishing a common basis for system 
con1parison. The hover task was divided into two parts - precision hovering at a point in 
space and precision altitude changes to simulate take off and landing. The maneuver task 
consisted of translational start-stops and roll reversals. The precision hover task 
Involved the pilot's ability to hover a given system within limits on the order of ± 2 ft. 
Maneuvering for the start-stop mission involved rapid motion from one hover point to 
another over 15 ft distances. These conditions are more critical than those probable in 
actual flight. Thus, the results presented here- should not be applied in anllbsolute 
quantitative sense. 

Parameters were optimized at control power equal to two radians/second 2 , in order to 
minimize any influence on the res!tlts; stick travel was limited to ± 5 inches. Most com
parisons were made in calm air with a brief comparison for the presence of random.disturb
ances. 

Figure 37 shows the variation of pilot rating over a wide range of control sensitivity 
"c:-:- ._,.,~ ~--celeration s:vstem. The optimum range lies between 0.4 and 0. 8 radians/secoud 2 / 

inch. No other variables are available to optimize for the acceleration system; however, 
this type of test was useful to determine optimum control sensitivity for the rate system, 
and later on for the attitude system. The results shown here served as a starting point 
since the acceleration system can he considered as a rate system with zero damping. 

The results for the rate system are shown in Figure 38 which shows the effect of damping 
0:1 the optimum sensitivity range. The band was drawn through the optimum sensitivity ranges 
found at various levels of constant damping. Zero intercepts on the damping .\xis corres
pond to the acceleration system. Increasing the damping did not change the optimum sensi
tivity range until high damping values of about -5 per second were reached. Above that 
value ir.creases of sensitivit.v were required to compensate for sluggish response. This 
result cnn be understood due to the relationship for roll sensitivity as a steady-state 
rate divided by the control displacement and is the ratio of the attitude feedback to the 
rate rlamping. For damping less than -2 ~r second, problems similar to those with the 
a!'celeration system became apparent. For damping greater than -5 per second the rate 

. s~·stem was fE'lt to be overly tight in response. From the optimum ranges for the rate sys
tem a starting point for discussion of the attitude system is found. 

Results concerning optimum control sensitivity, optimum damping and optimum frequency 
for the attitude system are contained in I<'igures 39, 40 nnd 41 respectively. Sensitivity 
and damping were found to be interdependent variables and the results of Figures 39 and 40 
should be interpreted accordingly; in Figure 39 damping has been optimized according to 
its variation shown in ?igure 40 and vice versa. 

Figure 39 shows the variation in optimum control sensitivity with frequency; intercepts 
for zero frequency correspond to the optimum sensitivity range for the rate system. This 
is rllscussed in Figijre 38. The optimum sensitivity at first remains constant with increase 
in frequency up to values of about 3 radians/second. Beyond that value the J>ensitivity 
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had to be increased to overcome increasing stability of the system. The equation in 
Figure 39 expresses the relationship of bank angle sensitivity to control sensitivity and 
frequency, where bank angle sensitivity is the steady state bank angle per inch of stick 
deflection. This sensitivity must approach infinity as frequency goes to zero, since the 
bank angle sensitivity for a rate syste~. which is zero frequency, is infinite. It is 
seen that at high values of frequency, optimum control sensitivity d&creases in a manner 
which causes bank angle sensitivity to approach a constant r.<J.nge for about 0. C<i t.o 0. Of. 
radians per inch. Frequencies less than 3 radians per s>~ond cause the pilot t" ;)'=con· 
cerned about control sensitivity, not bank angle sensitivity. The desired acceJ. . .,r<,i,lG!I 

was atuut the same for all three systems. 

In Figure 40, the variation of optimum damping with frequency is indicated. The lr.ler
cepts at zero frequency r3present the values required for a rate system. The dampimr. 
parameter used is the damping to inertia ratio, not the conventional damping ratio normally 
used to describe second-order systems of this type. Values of the conventional damping 
ratio appear as lines or constant slope in Figure 40. Up to nhout 3 radians per second, 
optimum damping to inertia ratio is relatively constant with frequency.;- the pilot is more 
concerned with basic level of damping than the overshoot or undershoot characteristics 
which occur as a function of conventional damping ratio. Above 3 radians per second over
shoot must be considerr;d and optimum damping appears to be asymptotic to a constant con
ventional damping ratio of about 0. 5. 

Figure 41 shows optimum frequency for the attitude system. At various levels of con
stant control power, pilot ratings were obtained as frequency was varied over a range from 
o to 4 radians per second. Control sensitivity and damping were set to optimum values 
prior to evaluation. Contrary to the expectation that optimum frequency might decrease 
with control power in order to avoid bank angle limitations, for control powers greater 
than 0. 5 optimum frequency was found to lie in a constant band between I. 4 and 2. 6 radians 
per second. Frrquencies below 1.4 radians per second require too much attention from the 
pilot to control atcltude; above 2.6 radians per second the system was overstable. An 
increase in the control sent,ltivity to improve maneuvering made the system overly sensitive 
i.n hover. 

A comparison of the various systems for calm air conditions is shown in Figure 42. The 
acceleration system is seen to be unsatisfactory for the simulator task regardless of con
trol power. The workload placed on the pilot was primarily responsible for the rating. 
Comparison of all three systems indicates that not only does progressive addition of 
stabi lizaticn improve handling qualities, but, als,~ allows significant reductions of con
trol power. The tendency of the rate and altitude systems to converge at very high control 
powers is misleading since pilots seldom give ratings better than 2. 

The possibility of improving the attitude system by reducing the control power to still 
lower levels and still retaining superior handling qualities can best be considered by 
understanding the factors which affect the control power requirements of this linear 
attitude system in general. Figure 43 presents a summarization of the attitude hold system 
with the restrictive boundaries indicated. The variation of control power requirements 
with frequency in order to maintain constant levels of handling qualities appear to be 
shaped by the influence of four factors, as are indicated by the various boundaries. Mini
mum frequency appears to be at about 2 radians per second. In this region, control powers 
appear to depend primarily on maneuvering response or more precisely attitude response. 
This means that there is a level of control power below which attitude response is inade
quate for maneuvering requirements of the taskr.. (The mlnimum acceptable rating for a 
satisfactory sy.stem is a pilot rating of 3¥.! as indicated). At frequencies just above the 
optimum, irJsufficient bank angle beeomes a factor. For the linear attitude systems, maxi
mt~ bank angle is determined by the ratio of maximum control power to frequency squared. 
Control power must be increased accordingly to maintain whatever bank-angle capability is 
required to perform a given task. Otherwise maneuverability would suffer because of inade
quate horizontal force generation. At high frequencies the attitude system eventually 
r.ecomes uncomfortable to the pi lot. Since system stiffr;ess is the basic objection at this 
point, no amount of control power will solve the situation. 



4. 3 LinPar Versus Non-LinPar Systems 

The linear systems described above arc based on the :~oncept of proportional control and 
linear stabi Uiation feedbac:k. Proportional control means simply that the output of the 
pilot's controller varie~ llnearly with hi3 input. 

Tests were also performed, as repm·ted in Reference 32, for a non-linear variation of 
the attitude system. Titis system is also referred to as an attitude system with satura
tion. The non-linear system combined both non-proportional control and non-linear feed
back in a manner such that large control inputs by the pilot had a temporary cancelling 
effect on the feedback signals. This principle is described below. 

Since it is evident from the foregoing presentation that control power reductions are 
possible o~ly for those attitude systems in the frequency range from about 2 to 3 radians 
per second, the margin for improvement is based upon the potential for non-linearizing the 
current system. A limit is imposed by the extent by which the inadequate response and 
insufficient bank angle problems can be overcome. Non-linear systems can be devised in 
a limitless variety. The reasons for selecting the one discussed here were that first, 
the inadequate response problem is one which lends itself readily to the use of non
proportional control of the pilot's stick and second, the problem of insufficient bank 
angle suggests the use of non-linear stabilization feedback. Non-linearity in control 
systems is essentially a tailoring process and mus.t take into account the incompatible 
demands of the VTOL task. An efficient control system must be adaptive to both the stab
i 1i ty requirements for hovering and the response requirements for maneuvering. 

The saturation system attempted here is based on the principle of providing the pilot's 
control with more acceleration command than is actually available in the control system 
itself. Diagrams comparing the saturation system with a linear system of equal power are 
sho.n in Figure '!4. 111e linear system is typical of a low control power system with 
optimized sensitivity, but with relatively wide spaced stops on the control travel. With 
the linear system the pilot can never command the control system to produce more than its 
available moment or acceleration. With the saturation system, large inputs from the 
pilot's control have the effect of saturating the control system at its maximum output. 
A condition which temporarily produces pure acceleration. Once the feedback signals 
become large enough to counteract the control input the control system unsaturates and 
behaves like a linear system. Large quick inputs produce saturation; large slow inputs 
do not. Three points are attractive for this configuration, First, it provides maximum 
initial response for the large quick control inputs typical of rapid maneuvering; second, 
the system retains a constant level of static stability upon reaching any steady-state 
bank a:1gle; third, the saturation system provides a simple method for increasing maximum 
bank angle without increasing contra 1 power. The saturation system with a ratio of 3 will 
provide a maximum bank angle three times that of a linear system with the same available 
powrr. 

The important results of this attempt are shown quite simply in Figure 45. It is indi
cated that saturation allows a relatively insignificant control power reduction of about 
10%. However, saturation also results in an upward shift of optimum frequency so that 
when the factors of upset are taken into account, the effective reduction might be more 
of tl'" order of 15%. 

Benefits of saturation or non-linearity result primarily from increased bank angle. 
However, a degrading phase-lag chancteristic between pilot input and aircraft response 
occurs which is aggravated by the amount of saturation. Therefore, it is importP.r.t to 
realize that saturatinn should not be used unless a bank angle problem exists in the first 
place. Even then its benefits are limited to the point where phase-lag begins to dominate. 

Tile benefits of the approach are obvious and reductions in con tro 1 po.,.er wi 11 depend 
primarily on the development of better non-linear methods of optimizing response. This 
may prove to be very <li fficult. As with most systems, the benefits do not come without 
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the problems which, in this case, are represented by the phase-lag dangers characteristic 
of the saturation system. 

4.4 Effects of Disturbances 

It must be realized that simply to provide control power sufficient for hovering and 
maneuvering in calm air can court disaster. In reality control must_Qe powerful enough 
to also satisfy the requirements for trim and that f~r controlling upsets or disturbances. 
Total control power is not necessarily the simple addition of these elements, which would 
be unduly conservative, nor is it the control power equated to the most critical require
ments. A practical design accounts for the critical case with some margin to allow 
limited operation in the others. A satisfactory design requires information about the 
individual effects of hovering and maneuvering, tr'.m, and upset or disturbances. 

Generally, control power required for trim depends on the aircraft's aerodynamic and 
mechanical configuration, This can usually be calculated using static stability informa
tion and is essentially a problem of statics. The analysis of disturbance effects on the 
other hand is complicated by dynamic considarations requiring knowledge about an aircraft's 
susceptibility to upset. Configuration, of course, is important, but now the aircraft's 
si.ze (ma..c:;s and inertia) must be taken into account. The nature of the disturbance itself 
is important. F'lr example the type of disturbance typically encountered in gusty air may 
be quite different from that due to ground effect and recirculation, and it is not always 
clear which is the most critical. 

A preliminary look was taken at this problem as reported in Reference 32 for the three 
systems discussed. The results are shown in F'igure 46. The type of random input supplied 
is also indicated in that figure. F'requency was found to have only a minor effect on the 
pilot rating. The parameter of most significance wa..<; found to be the ratio of peak dis
turbance acce lerati.on to contra 1 power. The degradation in pilot rating with l ncreasing 
disturbance intensity is shown. A single curve for the attitude system at a higher fre
quency is also indicated. Precision maneuvering tasks were the only tasks considered. 
The acceleration system hovers poorly in calm air and is Rtrongly affected by disturbances. 
The rate system has relatively good rating for calm air hovering and can tolerate peak 
disturbances of about 15% of the available centro l power be fore becoming unsatisfactory. 
The attitude systems exhibit not only the best calm air performance but also the lowest 
susceptibility to disturbance. 

Even though the disturl.Jance toleration of the optimum attitude system appears more than 
adequate for practical applications, there may be instances when disturbance effects dic
tate an even higher degree of stability. The curve for a natural frequency of 4 radians 
per second has been included to demonstrate the effect of added stabilization. This 
frequency is considered to be impractical for linear attitude systems for the reasons 
demonstrated in Figure 41. It is here demonstrated that practical amounts of stabilization 
combined with low inherent configuration susceptibility to upsets could result in a vehicle 
with no apparent sensitivity to disturbances. 

4.5 System Failures 

Adding complexity to the contra l system increases the possibility of failures. F'or 
this reason alone past designs have stressed simplicity to such an extent that handling 
qualities have often been compromised. F'or the modern aircraft, handling qualities must 
be recognized to be as important to overall safety as control system reliability. F'igure 
42 contains some interesting implications regarding failures. If, for example, a satis
factory attitude system indicated as a pilot rating of 3~ should experience a failure in 
its attitude feedback loop, it would revert to a rate system with a pilot rating of about 
5. This is because its s8nsitivity and damping are essentially the same as those for the 
rate system shown in the same figure. By the same reasoning, if a satisfactory attitude 
system lost both its feedback loops, it would revert to an acceptable, for emergency 
operations only nccel<>.ration system. The only case not shown here is the one for a 
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failure of the damping loop in the attitude syRtem. Such a failure produces an undesirable 
oscillation but is nevertheless acceptable for emergency operation. 

It is interesting to note that the transients involved in sudden failure were not found 
to overtax the pilot's ability to recognize and adapt to a degraded system in sufficient 
time to avoid loss of control. 
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TABLE II 

!-unction of Gklins. Pitch Axis 

r t:;;~~:;;;:~~ h Srmrce Purpose 
~---- -----------t-----------------1 
I ,,, Integrated incremental To vary Mw for all flight conditions. 
I normal acceleration Changes short period frequency and 
I . •. . damping ratio in cruise flight. 
I Changes short period and long period 
~------------- -----------------------------~-m_o_d_e_s __ in __ t_r_an __ s_i_t_i_o_n_._E_q_u_i_v_a __ l_e_n_t __ to ___ M_a __ ~ 

I 
(l. 

~~-," 
UU!( 

DifferPntiated signal from 
angle of ~ttack vane 

Rate gyro signal plus 
derivative 

ElPvon pickoff excited ~Y 
elevon pickoff 

To vary M;, . Changes short period 
damping in cruise and transition. 

To vary Mq . Pitch damper in cruise 
and transition. q used for lead 
compensation. 

Vary nonlinear change in pitching 
moments due to eleven deflection, 
especially to compensate (remove) 
effect pre0ent in basic aircraft. I ·---- --------+-----------------t--

1 L\u , Airspeed systems To vary Mu in fixed operating point 
mode only. Influences-phugoid fre
quency in cruise flight and both high 
and low frequency roots in hover. 

r-------~---------------.-------------------~ 

crvo(u) 

Differentiated signal from 
air!;peed systems 

Error between actual duct 
angle and reference duct 
!UJg }p 

Function Generator 

Error between actual collec-

collective pitch 

To vary M~ . Effective in stabiliz
ing the long period mode in forward 
flight. 

Variation of pitching moment with 
duct angle; provides linear variation 
with duct angle of trim stick position 
versus velocity in transition. 

To generate a moment-required-to-trim 
function that differs from that of 
the basic aircraft. Influences e le
vator stick position through transition. 

Dynamic control cross-coupling. Used 
for decoupling basic X-22A. 

I 
tive pitch and reference 

-----------·t·---------------------+-------------------
1, Pilot's control displacement 

or control force 

, I Attitude gyro 

Variable elevator gearing, Ms 
e 

To vary Me Very powerful in stab-

I I 

~1 Colleolm pitoh 'tiok with Cont,ol "o"-oouoling. To my It----v-B~S lvar i able lag ---------+-M_s_c ______________________ --1 

ilizing the long period mode for all 
flight conditions. Increases fre
quency of short period mode. Pitch 
loop of attitude stabilization system. 

I ·1 'I AJJglP of attack vane To vary Ma • Primary influence is on 
I v I . short period mode for all flight con-

'L ------------L-d_i_t_i_o_n_s_. --A-ff_e_c_t_s_s_t_a_b_i_ll_· t_y_o_f_l_o_n_g __ __ period mode in transition. 
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TABLE III 

---------------------,----------,---------------------
Control 

Longitudinal 

Lateral 

Directional 

Normal 
operation 

(lb) 

0. 5 - 2. 5 

0.5- 2.0 

1.0-10.0 

After failure of 
appropriate 

power rontrol system 
(lb) 
---~ 

< 5 

< 4 

< 15 

I !Ieight stick 1. 0 - 3. 0 : 

! - throttle 1 0 - 3. 0 

5 

3 
-----------------~------~-----------------' 

TABLE IV 

Conversion speed 

Minimum operating speed. For multi-engined aircraft. only. The minimum 
speed at which performance and control are adequate to make a safe landing 
at the desired point with the critical engine failed. 

Take-off safety speed. For multi-engined aircraft only, The minimum speed 
during take-off lt which, after failure of the critical engine, performance 
and control are adequate either to continue flight and make a normal 
landing or to make an im~ediate emergency landing. 

Normal power approach speed for STOL aircraft, or a speed which could ~e 
used on an instrument approach in a VTOL aircraft (assuming that ..... )~ ... ~.~.:·:: 
approach speed technique is used). 

VMP Speed for minimum power or minimum thrust - approximately the loiter speed 
or best climb speed. It is of interest only if it is less than Vcon 

Steady flight trim conditions for static lvngitudinal 
stability demonstration 

1. Hovering 

2. Vcon power for level flight 

3. VMO power for 500 ft/min descent 

4. VPA a. power for level flight 

b. power for 500 ft/min descent 

5. VTOSS take -off power 

6. VMP a. normal rnt.ed power 

b. power for level flight 

Speed ranges for demonstration 

(1) Speed range for hoverlng is zero to the designated wind speed. 

(2) Speed range for the remaining conditions is ± 20% of the trim speed or ± 20 
knots, whichever is greater. 

477 
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TABLE V 

Longitudinal Response and Damping Characteristics in Hovering Flight 

Response for full 
control  input 

(degrees  in first sec) 

Response for first 
inch of control 

displacement 
(degrees in first sec) 

Damping 
(lb ft/rad/sec) 

Normal 
Conditions 300/(*+1000)1/3 75/(W+1000)1/3 15ay)

0-7 

After a single 
failure in a 
p.c.s.  or 
s. a. s. 

180/(W+1000)"3 45/(W+1000)1/3 8(Iy)
0-7 

W - aircraft weight in lb.    I   = pitching moment of inertia in slugs ft2. 

TABLE VI 

Lateral Response and Damping Characteristics 

Response for full 
control input 

(degrees in first sec) 

Response for first 
inch of control 

displacement 
(degrees in first sec) 

Damping 
(lb ft/rad/sec) 

Normal 
Conditions 300/(W+1000)1/3 100/(W+1000)1/3 25(IX)

0-7 

After a single 
failure in a 
p.c.s.  or 
s.a. s. 

300/W+1000)1/3 

(same as normal case) 
100/(W+1000)1/3 

(same as normal case) 

C.7 
18(IX) 

w = aircraft weight in lb.    Ix = rolling moment of inertia in slugs ft2. 

TABLE VII 

Directional Response and Damping Characteristics in Hovering Flight 

Response for full 
control  input 

(degrees  in first sec) 

Response for first 
inch of control 

displacement 
(degrees  in first sec) 

Damping 
(lb ft/rad/sec) 

Normal 
Conditions 180/(W+1000)1/3 60/(W+1000)1/3 27(IZ)

0-7 

After a single 
failure in a 
p.c.s.   or 
s. a. s. 

180/(W+1000)1/3 

(same as normal 
case) 

60/(W+1000)1/3 

(same as normal 
case) 

14(IZ)0-7 

W = aircraft weight in lb.    Iz - yawing moment of inertia in slugs ft2. 
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Fig.5     Transition boundaries of deflected slipstream aircraft from simulator studies 
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Fig. 10  Effect of lateral acceleration vane on control power for hovering 
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Figure 12 
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Figure 13 

Figure 14 
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Figure  15 
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Figure 17 

(a) 24knots; 1.8 PROPELLER DIAMETERS ABOVE GROUND; POWER FOR LEVEL FLIGHT; OUT OF GROUND EFFECT 

(b) 8knots; 1,8 PROPELLER DIAMETERS ABOVE GROUND; MAXIMUM POWER; OUT OF GROUND EFFECT 

(c) 8knots; 1.0 PROPELLER DIAMETER ABOVE GROUND; MAXIMUM POWER; IN GROUND EFFECT 

Figure 18 
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Satisfactory       2    Good, pleasant to fly 
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unsatisfactory    5    unacceptable for normal 
operation 

6 Acceptable for emergency 
condition only* 

7 Unacceptable even for emergency 
condition * NO       Doubtful 

unacceptable     8    Unacceptab|e. dangerous No No 

9    unacceptable-uncontrollable No No 

UnDrintable       l0    x!®'7ff^v-"^-'!! D|d not get back    What mission? 
to report 

^(Failure of a stability augmenter) 

Pig.22     Original pilot rating system 
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Fig.23  Series of decisions leading to a rating 
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Pig.28     Control power trends with weight 
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Pig.29     Comparison of VTOL aircraft roll control power with AGARD requirement 
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Fig.33  Variation of pilot rating with thrust response time delay for vertical touchdowns 
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SYSTEMS   AND VARIABLES 

• ACCELERATION SYSTEM KCtUMTHM. 

CONTROL SENSITIVITY '♦' 

RESPONSE TO STEP INPUT 

♦ "CONSTANT 

• RATE SYSTEM 

CONTIIOL SENSITIVITY 
»ATE FtEOMCK (OANPiNO) 

• ATTITUDE SYSTEM 

■ONTKOL SENSITIVITY 
»ATE FEE09ACK (DAMPING) 

ATTITUDE FEEDIAC« (FREQUENCY) 

«AT«, 

ATTITUOE, 
♦ 

♦ —CONSTANT 

* —CONSTANT 

TIME —» 

Pig.34  VTOL control systems using atti- 
tude change for horizontal trans- 

lation 

Pig.35  Types of systems tested, 
systems linear 

All 

• CALM   AIH (NO GUSTS,   CROSSWINDS, OR GROUND EFFECT) 

• IDEAL   SYSTEMS (NO ACTUATOR  DYNAMICS, ETC.) 

• NO GYROSCOPICS OR CROSS COUPLING 

ftp CONSTANT  CONTROL GEOMETRY 

MAXIMUM 
CONTROL 

DEFLECTION, 
in. 

FORCE 
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BREAKOUT 
FRICTION, 

lb 

ROLL ±5 1.8 1 
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YAW *2.5 0 6 

THROTTLE FIGHTER  TYPE QUAORANT 
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STICK 

\RUDDER 
J PEDALS 

.4 
i 

.8 
I 

1.2 

CONTROL SENSITIVITY, Lg/I,, rOd/seCZ/in 

Fig.36  Test conditions Fig.37  Acceleration system. Effect of 
control sensitivity on pilot rating 
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Fig.43  Attitude systems. Factors affecting control power requirements 
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Pig.45     Attitude systems.    Effect of saturation-type nonlinearity on control power 
required for   PR - 3i 
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Pig.46  Effect of disturbance. Precision hover task 
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